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PREFACE.

The Collection of Antiquities, described in the present Catalog-ue, was formed with the

intention of g-athering-, so far as possible, the scattered monuments of ancient art, in order

to illustrate the rise, prog-ress and decline of the Fine Arts, and to obtain satisfactory corrobo-

ration of the veracity of ancient traditions respecting- the relig-ious habits, arts, and employments

of byg-one nations, and the achievements of illustrious men and heroes. It is universally

recog-nised, that nothing- can tend in an equal degree to g-ive a healthy im})etus to modern art,

and to educate, refine, and elevate the taste of the masses, as the study of the antique. The

great improvement visible of late years in every de])artment of manufacture, wherein sense

of beauty can be disj)layed, is doubtless attributable in a ver}^ large measure to the facility

which has been awarded to the operative classes of visiting- pu])lic museums, and hearing- public

lectures upon Art in its primitive and pm-est form. So palpable and so happy has the result

peo])le in the grandeur and beauty of the rehcs of antiquity, that Archteo-

log-ical institutions and associations are now in existence even in the provinci-al towns of

various countries in Europe, by whom collections of antiquities are formed with such eag-erness

as to render it difficult for private collectors to make new acquisitions.

To select antiquities judiciously is a difficult task. Not onl}' is much deception practised

b}^ unprinci])led dealers, to baffle which requires an exercised eye and long- experience, but the

collector has to avoid the dang-er of encumbering- his collection with objects that neither possess

merit as works of art, nor re})resent any mytholog-ical or historical subject, and consequently

possess no archfeolog-ical value.

It is because perfectly free from all such imperfections, that the present collection deserves

especial consideration every favourable opportunity of adding to its importance, and completing-

it, which has occurred within the last t^\enty years, has been eag-erly seized b}' the j)ro})rietor,

and the result of his endeavours has received tlie unqualified approbation of the most distinguislied

archteolog-ists. An enumeration of the different branches of which it is composed, Avill g-ive

some idea of its variety, com})leteness, and interest.

Glyptic art is illustrated by a collection of more than Two Thousand Specimens of

Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian cylinders and seals, Eg-yptian and Etruscan scarabt^, Greek

and Roman cameos, intag-lios, figures, busts, Sic. There are also specimens of the cinque-cento,

and from that period down to our own inclusive.
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These g-ems illustrate mytholog'y, history, scenes of domestic life, sacred rites, g-ymnastic

exercises, race-courses, warriors, weapons, ships, philosophers, artists, histrions, animals, &c.

in the selection of which g-reat reg*ard has been paid to fine art, to the quality of the precious

material of which they are composed, and finally to the interest of the subjects they represent.

This collection likewise contains a number of very fine specimens of Eg-yptian, Etruscan,

Greek and Roman plastic art in marble and bronze.

Without entering" into details, it may be allowed to call particular attention among-st the

marbles to the unique fig-ure of the Athlete in nero-antico, and among" the bronzes to No. 19,

a Venus found in Asia Minor, one of the finest specimens of the most flom^ishing- period of

Greek art.

The collection of Etruscan and Greek Vases, Greek and Roman Glasses and Terra Cottas,

likewise contains very choice and interesting" specimens. Among-st the vases there are several

with inscriptions.

Some Fresco Painting's, which are rarely met with in private collections, are to be found

in this collection.

A part of Indian Mytholog"y is illustrated by some very interesting- bronze statuettes.

Peruvian Pottery and Mexican Antiquities terminate the Catalog"ue of this collection.

Some errors of description and omission have occurred in the Catalogue, which have

been rectified as errata.



ERR ATA.

Page. No.

1 4, read 3 lines for 31.

1 8, ditto ditto.

4 read Scarabaei /or Scarabae.

7 read Moerafor Mocra.

9 12G, this number should be omitted, having been

described No. 131.

146, this No. has been overleaped.

12 190, read paste for mask.

14 237, read I for

16, 17, 18, 19, rea</ Erotes for Erotae.

22 411, read fine red sard for Ileliotrope.

2f> 478, read cornucopiae _/br cornucopias.

35 673, had previously been dismissed from the Col-

lection as being doubtful.

42 803, read armour for shirt of mail.

44 849 and 850, ditto ditto.

45 865, read Hadrian for Pompeius.

866, read Aurelius Csesarfor Marcus .Vutonius.

868, read Vespasianus for Agrippa.

869, read Vespasianus for Agrippa.

870, read Agrippiun jun.yb/* Julia.

873, read Hadrian young for Augustus.

877, read Domitianus and Julia Titi for Livia and

Augustus.

878, read Drusus senior for Tiberius.

879, read Augustus for Tiberius.

46 883, read Augustusfor Tiberius.

884, read Lucius Cresar for Tiberius.

885, read Augustus for Tiberius.

889, read Aurelius Csesar and Faustina, jun. for

Germanicus and Agrii)pina.

891, read Antonia for Agrippiua.

893, read Anius Varus for Nero.

895, read Hndrianus for Nero.

896, read Claudius Caesar for Nero.

898, read Galbafor Vespasian.

899, read Domitia for Domitian.

902, read Unknown for Uomitiuu.

903, read Pompeius magnus for Trajan.

904, read Drusus jun. /or Trajan.

905, read Urusus jun. /br Trajan.

906, read Drusus jun. for Trajan.

907, read Lucius Csesar for Trajan

Page. No.

46 908, read Octavia for Plautina.

909, read Otta Cilia Severa for Plautina.

910, read Julia Titia and Flabius Sabinus for

Aclius and Plotina.

912, read Comodus and Lucilla for Hadrian and

Sabina.

47 916, read Marcus Aurehus for Lucius Verus.

917, read Marcus Aurelius for Lucius Verus.

919, read Antinous for Comodus.

921, rea</ Augustus and Livia for Comodus ami

Faustina.

922, read Septimus Severus for Pertiuax.

923, read Gaetafor Albinus.

924, read Lucillafor Julia Domna.

925, read Hadrian for Caracalla.

928, read Albinus for Severus Alexander-

933, read young Caracallafor Ptolomseus.

934, read Ptolomeus Soterfor Emj)eror.

935, read Comodus.

936, read Portrait of Popaea.

941, read Augustus.

18 963, read Crispina.

52 1055, read breast-plate for mail shirt.

54 1086, read holding his steed, itc.

57 1 147, read Bifrons for Janus-like.

58 1 1 70, read Mask for Bifrons.

59 1210, omif worked in rehef.

6 1 1 244, read sard for antique paste.

63 l iJ' j, missing.

72 1508, read 2J in. h., 1 J in. w.

74 30, read Erotes for Erotse

75 39, ditto ditto

45, ditto ditto

78 95, real/ Pun for Paris.

79 121, read Domitia.

nO 148, read oval for long shield.

82 203 has been ovorK-apcd.

84 23^, read Erotes for Erotje.

90 337, read Amastini for Anastini.

349, read Si>ell for Sardonyx.

92 384, read Garnet for Hyacinth.

94 4^8, read Locke.

440, read Handel.

b



ERRATA-—continued.

Page. No.

97 53, read beard for bead.

106 459, read bead for beads.

133 59, (Bas-relief.)

137 1 1 6, erroneously called Septimus Severus. This

statue is described in Clarac's "Antiquities,"

under Statues Imperiales, and supposed to be

that of Constantine.

139 152, formerly dismissed from the Collection as

worthless.

141 190, read handle of a vase /or similarly formed.

Page. No.

1 42 228, formerly dismissed from the Collection as not

sufficiently important.

229, read ornaments for parts.

146 308, read {outfor two.

read ARMLETS for AMULETS.
147 33], reac? three for four.

349, read An instrument for stringing the bow

for arrow.

350, read Two smaller ditto.

148 360, read Cascabel /or bell.

363, read swivels for stirrups.

[The following Objects have been omitted in the Catalogue.]

ANTIQUE INTAGLIOS.

Page. No.

48 972* A spherical stone, on which fourteen heads are engraved in intaglio; in the centre are Jupiter Serapis

and Isis, with the letters $ A ; round these two heads are twelve unknown portraits. The work is

exceedingly fine. This gem ranks amongst the finest known. Green jasper ; 1 in. dr.

ANTIQUE GLASSES.

126 32* ALABASTRON PHIAL, green ground, ornamented with gold, white and purple stripes. An unique

specimen, 6 in. h.

ANTIQUE BRONZES.

143 252o A curious ornament, head of Bacchus. Old Etruscan style. Very fine light green patina.

2526 A curious ornament, head of a child. Beautiful Etruscan work. Fine patina.

252c A ditto, head of an Emperor, perhaps Hadrian. Fine work.

252c? Two handles, one of them with a grotesque head, the other finely worked, and beautiful green patina.

147 353* Six heads of axes.

353** An Etruscan bronze helmet 8| in. h., 9i in. w.

148 372a A fine engraved mirror, the handle inlaid with silver ornaments, terminating in a ram's head.

4i in. dr., lOi in. L

372b A cover of a mirror-box, bas-relief, representing the rape of Europa. Very spirited work. 4| in. dr.

372c Circular box, with cover for a mirror, in white metal. 4i in. dr.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

Tab. I. vid. Antique Marbles

„ II. „ Antique Bronzes

„ III. Figure 1. Ditto

2. Ditto

„ 3. Ditto

„ IV. Figure 1 . Ditto

,, „ 2. Ditto

>> » 3.

,, V.

„ VI. No. 1.

2.

•> 11

., 4.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Antique Ivories

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

1.^2

130

12'J

i^H

136

133

132

135

130

150

l.»l

150

150

No.

1

19

5

7

134

102

53

51

SI

N
3

13

1

•>

N.B. All the Intaglios and Cameos, except some of the larger Medallions, are mounted as gold rings,

the Antique Pastes are mounted as silver rings.

ASSYRIAN, BABYLONIAN, AND PERSIAN CYLINDERS, ASSYRIAN AND
BABYLONIAN SEALS.

SASSANIAN SEALS.- No. 1 to 54 inclusive

SCARABiEI.— No. 1 to 115 inclusive

ROMAN—EGYPTIAN.—No. 116 to 1 2 1 * inclusive

page 1 to 3.

4 to S.

INTAGLIOS.

No. 122 to 1517, page 8 to 72 inclusive.

I'age Page

Abuiidautia. . 33 Amulets, .\braxas 71 & 72

.Vchilleus -11 & 12 .Vninials 62 to 70

Acteon . 23 Apollo J 1 & 22

..'Egina . . 10 Argos 41

iEneas . 44 Ariadne . 27

Agamemnon . 41 Artists . . 56

Ajax 42 & 43 Bacchus 26 & 27

Amphitritc 12 & 13 Bellerophou . 39



INDEX.

Page Page

Bonus Eventus . . 35 Marsias
. 22

Cadmus
. 39 Marine Animals . 13

Calchas . 41 Masks 56 to 58

Castor and Pollux . 32 Medusa
. 14

Centaur . 40 Meleager
. 40

Ceres . 11 Menelaus . 41

Chimera . 39 Mercury 23 to 25

Constellations 35 & 36 Minerva 13&14
Cupid . 1 6 to 20 Miscellaneous Subjects 61 & 62

Cybele 8 Muses . 22 & 23

Daedalus . 40 Narcissus . 40

Diana
. 23 Neptune 11 & 1

2

Diomedes . 43 Neoptolemus
. 42

Domestic life (scenes of) 48 to 40 Nymphs
. 12

Emblems
. 60 Odysseus

. 43

Epimetheus . 36 (Edipus
. 39

Esculapius . 25 Orpheus
. 40

Eteocles and Polynices . . 39 Othriades
. 44

Fauns 29 to 32 Palaestra (exercises of the) . 51

Fortuna 32 & 33 Pan
. 32

Ganymedes . 10 Pegasus . 39

Giant . . 8 Peleus . . 41

Graces . 20 Perseus
. 39

Heads (unknown) 47 & 48 Philoctetes
. 43

Hecate . 23 Philosophers . 55

Hector . . 42 Pigmies
. 70

Helios . 20 Pluto
. 11

Helle . . . . 41 Portraits (Greek) . 44

Hercules 36 to 39 (Roman) . 45

Historical representations (Greek) . 44 Priamus . 42

; (Roman) 44 & 45 Priapus . 32

Histrions 5S & 59 Prometheus . 36

Hyacinthus . 22 Psyche 19 & 21

Hygiea . 25 Race-course (exercises of the) . 52

Icarus . 40 Sacred Rites 50 & 51

Inscriptions (Greek and Latin) . . 70 Satyrs 29 to 32

Jason . . 40 Scylla 43 & 44

Jupiter 9 & 10 Ships . . 55

Laocoon . 44 Silenus 27 to 29

Leander 40 & 41 Siren . . . 44

Leda . 10 Sphinx . , . 39

Luna . . . 23 Thelosphorus . 26

Lycurgus . 40 Theseus . 40

Mars . 14 Troya . 41



INDEX.

Page Page

Tutelar Goddesses . 3b Vulcan . 13

Venus \4 to 16 Warriors 52 to 54

Vessels 59 & CO Weapons . 54

Victoria . 33 to 35

No. 1 to 218, page 73 to 83.

Adrian . 79 Hygeia . 76

Agrippa . 79 Isis . 73

Agrippina . 79 Julia . 79

Agrippiua (the younger) . 79 Julia Domna . 79

Animals . 82 Juno . 73

Antinous . 79 Jupiter . 73

Apollo . '6 Latona . 73

Ariadne 76 & 77 Leander . 78

Augustus . 79 Livia . 79

Bacchus . 76 Marine Animals . 73

Bacchant 77 Masks . SI

Bacchante . 78 Medusa 73 & 74

('Icopatra . 79 Mercury . 76

(voniodus . 79 Minerva . 73

(Jupid 74 & 75 Miscellaneous subjects . . 83

( .'ybclc . . 73 Muse . 76

Diana . 76 Nemesis . 78

Dice . 82 Neoptolcmus . 78

Domitianus . 79 Neptune . 73

Empress . 79 Nero (youthful) . 79

Faun 77 Omphale . 78

Galba . 79 Pan . 78

(ranymedes . 73 Paris . 78

Germanicus . 79 Psyche . 75

Graces . 76 Sacrifice . 81

Griffin . . 76 Satyrs . 77

Hands . 82 Severus A. and Jidin Mammea . 79

Heads (unknown) . 80 Sileuus . 77

Helios . 76 Tiberius . 79

Helmet . 82 Venus . 74

Hercules . 78 Victoria . 78

REPRESENTATIONS OF THE OLDEST CHRISTIAN PERIOD.

No. 219 to 223 inclusive, page 83.

MEXICAN, INDIAN, AND CHINESE WORKS.

No. 224 to 229 inclusive, page 83.
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INTAGLIOS AND CAMEOS OF THE CINQUE-CENTO, AND OF LATER DATE.

INTAGLIOS.

No. 230 to 290 inclusive, page 84 to 87.

Page Page

TVTji rrpllim1.1X0,1 CCilUiS • 86

A.Ct60Il . •
St

xEjUIUs • • . OD

A IpvfiTinpr 86 IVIinerva. • . . 84

A titinnns 86 Moses . . 86

Antoninnc! Phiq fi7 IMuses • • 84 & 85

A nnlln Nix 85

A iimicfiiQ Om Till flip 85

Bacclius . 85 Paris . 86

Berenice H7* . u/ Patroclus . 86

• o/ rollin A<?inin<( 86

Cupid 86

Dido 87 Sapplio • 86

Diomedes . 86 Scipio Africanus . 86

Encounter of horsemen . 86 Silenus . 85

Esculapius . 85 Trajan . 86

Flora . 85 Tllysses . 86

Hannibal . 86 Venus . 84

Harpocrates . 84 Verus, Lucius . 87

Hygeia . 85 Vitellius . 86

Hercules . 85

CAMEOS.

No. 291 to 456 inclusive, page 87 to 94.

Achilles
. 90 Caracalla . 92

Adrian
. 92 Ceres . . . 88

Africa
. 92 Charles 1. of England 93

Alexander
. 91 Cherubim 93

Amphitrite
. 88 Christina of Sweden 94

Amurat II.
. 94 Claudius, heads of four members of the family of, 92

Antinous
. 92 Cleopatra 92

Apollo 89 & 94 Comodus 92

Ariadne
. 89 Cromwell 93

Aretino, Pietro
. 94 Cupid 88

Aristotle
. 91 Diogenes 91

Artemisia
. 92 Dubois (Cardinal) 93

Augustus
. 92 Elizabeth (Queen) 93

Bacchus
. 89 Faun . . . . 89

Borromeo, Cardinal
. 94 Flora 89

Brutus
. 92 Frederick William II. of Prussia 94

Buonaparte (Consul) . 93 Garrick 94
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Page Page

Germanicus . 92 Mucins Scaevola . 90

George III. , 93 Muses . 89

Handel {vide Errata) . 94 Napoleon (Emperor) . 93

Harpocrates . 87 Necker . 93

Ilayden . 94 ffidipus . 90

Henry IV. of France . 93 Omphale . 90

Hermaphroditus . 88 Orpheus . 90

Horatii (one of the) . 93 Paris and Helen . 90

Horns . 87 Paul I. (Russia) . 94

Johnson, Dr. . 93 Perseus . 90

Joseph II. (Austria) . 94 Pius VII. . 94

Julia Titi . 92 Psyche . 88

Juno . 82 Raphael . 93

Jupiter • 87 Roma . 90

Leopold (Duke of Briuiswick) . . 94 Sabina . 92

Locke, vide Errata . 94 Sappho . 91

Louis XIV. (France) . 93 Silenus . 89

Louis XV. do. . 93 Socrates . 91

Madonna . 93 bphnix . . 90

Majcenas . 92 Tiber . 90

Maintenon (Madame de) . 93 Tiberius . 92

Maria Louise (Empress) . 93 Titian . 93

Maria Stuart and Lord Darnley . 93 Trajan . . 92

Margaret of Parma . 94 Triton . 88

Mars . 88 Triumviri (the Second) . 92

Medea . . 90 Ulysses . 90

Medicis (Alexander de) . 94 Venus . 88

Menelaus . 90 Verus, Lucius . 92

Michael Angelo . . 93 Vespasian . 92

Milton . 93 Vitellius . 92

Minerva . S8 William III. (England) . 92

EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIES.
Page

No. 1 to 684 . . • . P.')— ll.i

FICTILE VASES.

FROM GREECE AND ITALY.

No. 1 to 187 inclusive..... 114— 122

ROMAN POTTERY.

No. 188 to 206 inclusive ..... 123

BUSTS, FIGURES, AND ANIMALS, IN TERRA COTTA.

No. 207 to 232 . . . . 123, 124
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ENCAUSTIC AND FRESCO PAINTINGS FROM HERCULANEUM AND POMPEII.
Page

Nos. 1 to 4 , , . . . .124

ANTIQUE GLASSES.

Nos. 1 to 99 . . . . . 125—128

WORKS OF GREEK, ETRUSCAN, AND ROMAN ARTISTS,

IN SILVER AND BRONZE.

STATUES OF DIVINITIES.—Nos. 1 to 94 inclusive . . 129—136

PRIESTS AND PRIESTESSES.—Nos. 95 to 101 inclusive . . .136
WARRIORS, ATHLETES, HISTRIONS.—Nos. 102 to 113 inclusive . 136, 137

PORTRAIT STATUES.—Nos. 114 to 117 inclusive . . . ] 37

STATUES OF CHILDREN, YOUTHS, AND MEN, vvithout any particular designation.—

Nos. 118 to 134 inclusive . . . . 137, 138

FRAGMENTS OF STATUES.- Nos. 135 an(1136 . . . .138
ANIMALS.—Nos. 137 to 164 inclusive . . . .139
VESSELS, KITCHEN UfENSILS.-Nos. 165 to 189 inclusive . . 140,141

ORNAMENTS OF VESSELS, HANDLES, &c.—Nos. 190 to 252 inclusive . 141—143

LAMPS.—Nos. 253 to 263 inclusive . . . . .144
KEYS, LOCKS.—Nos. 264 to 275 inclusive . •

. .144
TONGS, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, COMPASSES, STRIGILS, SICKLES, KNIVES,

BELLS. -Nos. 276 to 291 inclusive . . . 144, 145

STEELYARDS AND WEIGHTS.— Nos. 292 to 300 inclusive . . . 145

ARMLETS, CHAINS, RINGS.—Nos. 301 to 316* inclusive . . .146
FIBULiE, PINS, NAILS.—Nos. 317 to 340 inclusive . . 146,147

WEAPONS —Nos. 341 to 353 inclusive . . . .147
HORSE-GEAR.—Nos. 354 to 367 inclusive . . . 147, 148

METAL MIRRORS.—Nos. 368 to 372 inclusive . . . .148

GOLD ORNAMENTS.

Nos. 1 to 47 inclusive . . . . . 149, 150

lYORY.

Nos. 1 to 35 inclusive..... 15')— 152

ANTIQUE MARBLES.

Nos. 1 to 59 inclusive..... 152— 154

INDIAN ANTIQUITIES.

Nos. 1 to 22 inclusive . . . . 155, 156

PERUVIAN POTTERY. .

Nos. 1 to 6 inclusive...... 156

Nos. 1 to 3 inclusive

MEXICAN ANTIQUITIES.

156



ASSYRIAN, BABYLONIAN, AND PERSIAN CYLINDERS.

These objects which have acquired a new interest from the discoveries in the reading of the arrowheaded

character, are the Seals of the ancient Arameean people, they were fixed on a swivel ring, and run

round the edges of documents, in order to prevent illegal enlargement.

1 Divinity seated on a eliair ; at his foot a man seated liolding a crook. Hematite
; 1^ in. h.

2 The God of Fire holding flame in one liand and a mace in the other, and trampling on a small figure

facing another deity ; behind them a small figure : behind, a sphinx, winged lion, twisted band in

an oval, part of a winged man and hawk, smiUl figure imd gazelle-headed deity. Hematite ; 1 in. h.

.} A Deity seated on a throne, probably licl or Nebo, holding in one liaiid the KgA'ptian emblem of life:

before, a man holding a gazelle by the leg : a])ove, the winged disk emblem of the god Assarac or

Nisroeh : behind, a gazelle and winged biUl-hcaded deity carrying between them a gazelle, and two

men carrying two gazelles. Before them a flying vndturc in Egyptian style. Hematite; 1 in. h.

[• 4 A Deity seated on a tlirone, before him fire ; another standing, and a third accompanied by a gazelle :

behind, 3 1. of Babylonian cursive cuneiform, probably tiie name and genealogy of the possessor,

and a short invocation to the deity. Hematite; y-^ in. 1.

.'j A Deity seated on a throne; five others standing, one holds a kid ; rubbed. Hematite; \ in. 1.

f) Three figures and the moon. Hematite ; ^ in. 1.

7 Two male figiu'cs, standing, holding swords, one on each side of an altar, above a spread eagle : behind,

one female deity holding an ear of corn, and two Egyptian papyrus sceptres, and a symbol of life

:

behind the altar, Phenix [rech) guilloclie ornament and gazelle. Hematite; \ in. 1.

8 Figure standing and adoring a god holding a sceptre, between them a star : behind, 3 1. of Babylonian

cuneiform. Hematite; 1 in. I.

9 Seated deity holding a staff", terminating in a star, standing figure holding a goat, betM'cen them a vase

;

two figures standing, holding a star-headed staff. Porcelain jasper; 1 \ in 1.

10 A man adoring the Sun and Moon on their astronomical houses. OnjTi, 1 J in. 1.

1 1 A man, standing, adoring a deity who stands holding a sword ; between them two men holding vases and

baskets, and 3 lines of cursive Babylonian cuneiform : the name of the possessor, and address to the

deity. A remarkal)ly beautiful specimen. Sardonyx ; 1 j in. 1,

B
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12 Persian deity, perhaps Aiiramasda, standing and seizing a griffin by the forelock : above, the Ferouher

or winged globe. The original bronze pin remaining in it. Chalcedony ; 1 in. 1.

13 Two warriors armed in the Greek style : one has a curian helmet, argolic buckler, thorax and lance, the

other also armed in a thorax, has a helmet like the Persian cidaris, and is piercing the other : above,

the winged globe. A remarkably fine and interesting specimen. Chalcedony
;

1-^ in. 1.

ASSYKIAN AND BABYLONIAN SEALS.

14 Conical seal, pierced : figure standing in adoration before a fire altar. Chalcedony; 1|- in h., | in. dr.

15 Conical seal, male figure, standing in adoration; before a smaller figure : above, the Ferouher.

Chalcedony fin. J.

1 6 Conical seal, male figure, standing in adoration to one of the celestial astronomical houses, or altar

;

above, the moon. ' Chalcedony ; | in, h., | in. dr.

17 Conical seal, figure standing in adoration; before it a lotus flower and the moon.

Eed jasper
; | in. h., | in. dr.

18 Conical seal, chimsera and fire altar. Chalcedony; 1 in. h.

SASSANIAN SEALS.

These seals, which are oj a shape more or less hemispherical, and have Pehlevi inscriptions resembling, hut not

identical) with, those found on the coins of the Sassanian rulers of Parthia, were probably in use during

this and the preceding dynasty of the Arsacidce.

19 Hemispherical seal; stag, couchant to the left. Chalcedony; | in 1,

20 Hemispherical seal ; Zebu going to the left, and Pehlevi inscription. Sardonyx
; |~ in. h., ^ in. dr.

21 Hemispherical seal; curved at the sides. Lion devouring a bull. Hematite; \ in. dr., 1 in. h.

22 Hemispherical seal ; Zebu going to the left, and Pehlevi inscription. Red cornelian ; i in. dr. and h.

23 Male and female figure facing, in a curve. Sardonyx
; f in. h., and dr.

24 Hemispherical seal, curved at the sides. Wolf devouring a goat. Agate
; ^ in. dr., 1 in. 1.

25 Hemispherical seal ; two figures draped in anaxyrides, holding three swords. Very rude work.

Agate
; -| in, dr.

26 Hemispherical seal ; curved, female standing, holding a flower, like Spes and child. Pehlevi inscription.

Chalcedony; -| in. dr., 1 in. h.

27 Hemispherical seal ; with a head bearded and bound in a fiUet in the style of the Arsacidae, &c.

Pehlevi inscription. Chalcedony; in. 1. and h.

28 Hemispherical seal ; female figure, walking to left, and Pehlevi inscription. Chalcedony
; \ in, 1. and h.

29 Conical seal ;
winged chimsera, couchant to right. Porcelain jasper,

-I
in, dr.

30 Oval : Pegasus running to the right, looking behind him. Chalcedony : 1 in, dr.

31 Oval convex: Female Parthian bust. Garnet; f in. 1.
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32 Oval convex : Male Parthian bust, to the right,

33 Oval convex : Male Parthian bust, and Pehlevi inscription.

34 Oval convex : Female Parthian bust.

35 Oval : Male Parthian bust, surrounded with a crown.

36 Oval convex : Male Parthian bust, and Pehlevi inscription.

37 Oval convex : Male Parthian bust ;
behind, Pehlevi inscription.

38 Oval convex : Parthian bust, unbearded to right.

39 Oval : Parthian bust, Pehlevi inscription.

40 Circidar : Zebu and Pehlevi inscription.

41 Circular convex : Lion, and Pehlevi inscription.

42 Circular : Female before a fire altar
; behind, a goat in the area, a disk

inscription.

43 Oval convex : Phallus, and Pehlevi inscription.

44 Oval convex : Sun, Moon, Scorpio, and PelUevi inscription.

45 Lion devouring a goat.

46 Oval convex : Lion, gradient to left.

47 Circular convex : Lion devouring a bull
; pomegranate.

48 Scarabeus : Lion devouring a goat.

49 Oval convex : Lion devouring a bull.

50 Oval convex : Man holding a stick, advancing to the left.

4 in.Garnet

Garnet

Garnet

Red comeUan

Garnet

Garnet

Red cornelian

Niccolo

Red cornelian (l)umt)
; ^ in.

Red comeUan
; ^ in. I.,

and hand, and Pelilevi

Red coniclian; ^ in. 1.

Garnet; ^ in. 1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

i in. I.

h in. 1.

I in. 1.

^ in. 1.

in.
8

^ in

i in.

Garnet ; ^ in.

Bloodstone, + in

Rock crystal, ^ in

Green porphyry ; 1 in. dr

Quartz ;
^ in- 1

Chalcedony
; 5 in. 1

Red cornelian (burnt) ; J in. 1,

51 Square : Two Hindu deities, seated on a carpet.

52 Square : Lion, Scorpion, and Snake. Oriental workmanship,

53 Oval : Man walking by a deer.

54 Oval convex: Hawk wing disk, whip and Uraeus.

Hematite
; | by -jL in.

Hematite ; + in. by ^.

Red comchan
; ^ in. 1.

Red comchan ; A in. 1.
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SCAEABiE.

Works of Grecian and Etruscan Glyptic.

1 The fore parts of two horses^ very rudely Tinited. Cornelian; -fg in. h., -^-^ in. w.

2 An animal, standing. In the most ancient style. Cornelian; in. h., ^ in. w.

3 A dragon-Kke animal. E-uby; \ in. h., -^^ in. av.

4 A roaring lion. Very fine. White chalcedony; in. h., -jSg in. w.

5 A lion, standing. Black jasper; -^^ in. h., in. w.

6 A couched female panther. Striped onyx ; f in. h., ^ in. w.

7 A female panther, sitting, with her left paw raised ; behind is a bee. An extremely expressive com-

position. From Mr. Awolta^s collection. (See Impronte di Monumenti Gem. Cent. III. N. 57.)

Cornelian ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

8 A dog running. Cornelian ; in. h.,
-f-^

in w.

9 Ditto. Cornelian, in the antique gold setting; ^ in. h., | in. w.

10 A stag, standing, looking backwards ; beneath is a globe. In the most ancient style.

Cornelian ; ^ in. li., ^ in. w.

11 A stag, running. Cornelian; -^-^ in. h., ^ in. w.

12 Ditto. Cornelian; ^ in. h., | in. w.

13 A buck, standing under a globe with spikes Cornelian; -^-^ in. h., i^i-

14 Two deer, standing side by side. Cornelian
; | in. h., \ in. w.

15 A couched buU. Cornelian; \ in. h., ^ in. w.

16 A cow, with a sucking calf. Cornelian (bleached by fire) ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

17 A bull, standing. Very finely executed. Chalcedony; i^- ^-y i ^
18 Ditto. Very fine. Rock crystal; | in. h., 1 in. w.

19 A team of four horses, front view; two of the horses stand back to back to the two others.

Cornelian
; -| in. h.,

-J-
in. w.

20 Three gaUopping horses, conducted by one rider. Cornelian
; f in. h., y'V in- w.

21 Three horses; front view. Cornelian; ^ in. h., | in. w.

22 A charioteer on a biga. In the very old style. Cornelian ; | in. h., ^ in. w.

23 A sow, standing, with her litter under her. In the very old style. Cornelian
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

24 A sow, standing. An extremely fine composition. In the old style. Cornelian; in. h., \\ in. w.

25 A sow, standing, with a branch in its mouth. Exquisite workmanship.

Onyx of reddish and white strata
; ^ in. h., \^ in. w.

26 A sow, standing ; on the ground is an acorn, with a leaf. Very finely executed. From Dr. Nott's

collection. (See Impronte di Monumenti Gem. Cent. I. N. 51.) Striped agate
; | in. h., in. w.

27 The Calydonian boar ; underneath is a hunting spear. Very characteristic.

Black jasper; | in. h., ^ in. w.

28 An eagle, looking backwards. Cornelian; in. h., J_ in. w.



29 A stork, holding a serpent in its bill. A fine composition. Sapphire
; ^ in. h., I in. w.

.30 A combat between a lion and an Arimasp. In the very old style. From Dr. Nott's collection. (See

Impronte di Monumenti Gem. Cent. I. N. 14.) Green jasper; ^ in. h., | in. w.

31 An outstretched hand. Cornelian: ^ in. h., in. w.

32 A kneeling and winged figure, holding two lions by the hind legs. Cornelian ; in. h., ^ in. w.

33 A human figure. In the most ancient style. Striped agate ; \ in. h., I in. w.

34 A globe, on which is a seated figure, with uplifted arms. Cornelian; in. h., -f^
in. w.

35 A seated warrior, seen from behind.

Cornelian, mounted in gold as an antique ear-ring ; in. h., | in. w.

36 A warrior on horseback. In the oldest style. Cornelian
; ^ in. h.,

fj
in. av.

37 A warrior standing by a horse, flourishing a lance, as if to strike a man, who lies upon the ground.

Cornelian ; in. h., in. w.

38 Tydeus, armed Avitli a shield and sword, kneeling on the body of Mcnalippus.

Striped onyx
; | in. h., J in. w.

39 A standing warrior, holding a lance, ornamented with ribbons, and leaning his right hand on a shield.

\'ery finely executed. Black jasper
; |4 in. h., ^ in. w.

40 A naked warrior, bending fonvard, in the act of drawdng his sword from its sheath
;
perhaps Odysseus

in the lower regions endeavouring with his sword to ward off the shades of the dead from their

graves. Cornelian
; ^ in. h., in. w.

41 A kneeling hero, whose helmet has fallen to the ground. Striped ony\; in. h., in. w.

42 A hero, wounded in his breast by an arrow, losing his sword and helmet.

Striped oynx ; in. h., -"^ in. w.

43 A kneeling warrior, with a shield and lance
;
perhaps Adrastus, one of the seven warriors before Thebes.

Cornelian
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

44 A kneeling warrior, protecting his body with a shield, and holding in his left hand a drawn sword.

Finely executed. Cornelian ; in. h., in. w.

45 A dying warrior, armed with a shield, dropping on his knees. A very fine composition.

Striped onyx ; h in. h., J in. w.

4G A warrior, armed with a sword and lance, standing by the side of another warrior.

Cornelian
; f,

in. h., in. w.

47 Two warriors, standing opposite each other and conversing together. Finely executed in the oldest style.

Conielian;
f,

in. h., in. w.

48 An Ephcbus, seen from behind, stands, his left foot placed on a rock, holding a lance in his hands.

Extremely fine workmanship. Black jiuspcr
;

-j-^ in. h., in. w.

49 A kneeling warrior, armed with a shield and lance. Finely executed. Cornehan
;

/.r in., J
in. w.

50 A standing figure ; on the ground is a head. Cornelian ; in. h., | in. w.

51 Hercules, seated in front of a spring, which flows from a lion's head, clasping his left knee Avith his

hands. Cornelian
; ^ in. h., J in. w.

52 A kneeling man. Cornelian (bleached by fire) ; in. h., in. w.

53 An Ephebus, kneeling in front of an altar, at which he appears to be sacrificing—perhaps the sacrifice

of Achilles before his departure for Troy. Corni^liaii ; in. h.,
f,

in. w.

34 A man bending over an altju- (?) Cornehan ; in. h., J
in. w.



55 A kneeling hero, with a hehnet on his head, carrying a cock on his left arm, and holding a reversed

Barbiton in his right hand—perhaps the poet Alcseus, the attributes appear to bear allusion to his

heroic songs. Cornelian
; f in. h., f in w.

56 A man, seated on an arm-chair, with his hand leaning on a staff. Cornehan; i in. h., in. w.

57 A man, leaning both hands on a staff. Cornehan; Jg- in. h., J- in. w.

58 A Discobolus, in a stooping attitude, holding a disk in his hand.

Cornehan (bleached by fire) ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

59 The naked figure of a man, leaning his right hand on a piUar ; there is an inscription.

Cornehan
; ^ in. h., in. w.

60 A youth, seated on a wreathed altar, holding his left hand over a large wine-vessel. Very finely ex-

ecuted. It has been sawn from the Scarabae. Cornehan : in. h., in. w.'10 ' 1 o

61 An aged man, armed with a sword and lance, conversing with a younger one.

Cornehan ; ^ in. h., in. w.

62 A man, looking backwards, stands, holding a pedum and a branch in his hands.

Cornehan
; |- in. h., in. -nr.

63 Lustration of an Ephebus. A very fine stone. From Dr. Nott's CoUection. (See Impronte di Monu-

menti Gem. Cent. I. No. 37-) Cornelian ;
i in h., j\ in. w.

64 A portrait, with a necklace and a Bulla. In the old style. Cornehan ; ^ in. h., ^ in w.

65 A portrait of a man. Cornehan ; in. h., ^ in. w.

66 A man's head j a portrait. Cornehan
j ^ in. h., in. w.

67 Aglauros, seated on an Ionian pillar, bearing on her hand, an owl, the emblem of Athens.

Cornehan ; i in. h., ^ in. w.

68 A giant, whose feet are formed by serpents, carrying a block of stone on his shoulder.— (See Impronte

di Monumenti Gem. Cent. V. N. 1.) Cornehan ; i in. h., -| in. w.

69 Helios, precipitated from his chariot. Cornehan
; ^ iu. h., ^ in. w.

70 Neptune, holding in one hand a dolphin, and with the other flourishing a trident. Executed in the old

style. Green jasper; in. h., ^ in. w.

71 Mars, armed with a helmet, shield, and lance. Finely executed. Yellow quartz
; ^ in. h., ^in. w.

72 Esculapius leaning on his serpent-staff. Emerald ;
J in. h., ^ in. w.

73 A seated Bacchus with the Thyrsus. Cornehan
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

74 A Satyr with a wine-skin. Cornehan
; ^ in. h., |- in. w.

75 A kneeling Satyr emptying a kyhx. Extremely fine workmanship.

Splendid onyx of three strata ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

76 A Satyr filling a rhyton from a wine vessel, which stands in front of him.

Black opaque antique glass paste
; ^-^ in. h., -^-^ in. w.

77 A kneeling Satyr. Very beautifully executed. Cornehan; -^^ in. h., J- in. w.

78 A Satyr stooping before a cadus. Cornehan; f in. h., in. h.

79 A Faun, with a lyre in his hand, destroying with his foot an amphora, which stands behind him.

Cornehan ; ^ in. h., f in. w.

80 Mercury carrying a stag by the hind-legs ; behind him is the Lituus. A very interesting and ancient

composition. From Dr. Notfs collection. (See Impronte di Monumenti Gem. Cent. III. No. 6.)

Cornehan ; in. h., l in. w.
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81 Mercury Psychopompos bending over a bird with a long neck, and a human liead ; which is most hkely

a Siren, as a daughter of Earth. Striped onyx : » in. h., ^ in. w.

82 Mocra tlirowing the death-lot into the urn. Coriiehan ; 4^ in. h., ^ in. w.

83 A Centaur, standing. In the oldest style. Cornelian
; -^^ in. h., ^ in. w.

84 Prometheus chained to the Caucasus ; in front of him is the eagle. Cornelian; \ in. h., ^ in. w.

85 Perseus with the head of Medusa, and the herpe in his hands. Finely executed.

Cornelian
; ^ in., a in. w.

86 Pegasus, beneath are two globes. Cornelian ; -J- in. h., ^ in. w.

87 Pegasus. In the old style. Cornehan, in the antique gold setting ; in. h., ^ in. w.

88 Pegasus. Cornehan j in. h., ^ in. w.

89 Iscarus, with mighty wings on his shoulders. A very interesting composition in the old style. From
Dr. Nott's collection. (See Impronte di Monumenti Gem, Cent. I. No. 28.)

Cornelian
; ^ in. h., § in w.

DO Cadmus before the dragon-guardian of the spring. The execution of the beetle is extremely fine.

Garnet
; ^ in. h., in. w.

91 Cadmus stooping before the dragon wliich guards the spring; behind him is the sword.

Yellow jasper ; in. h., in. w.

92 Cadmus standing at the spring, and placing one foot on a reversed water jar; in front of him is the

dragon. A most exquisitely executed gem. It has been sawii from the Scarabae.

Black jasper; ^ in. h., J in. w.

9.3 A seated Spliynx. Finely executed. Cornelian
; f,

in. h., 4 in. w.

94 Capaneus kneehng, with bis sword drawTi, holds his shield in front of him ; behind him is the ladder.

Finely executed. Plasma
; | in. h., -^g in. w.

95 Capaneus, struck by Jupiter's thunderbolt, drops on his knees. A splendid gom. The beetle is very

fine. Cornelism ; ^ in. h.,
J in. w.

9G Capaneus erecting a ladder, in order to storm Tliebes. A very interesting representation.

Cornelian ; in. h., 3 in. w.

97 A kneeling Hercules. A very fine composition. Amethyst ; in. h., ^ in. w.

98 Hercules, with uplifted club, leaduig Cerberus. (See Impronte di Monumenti Gem. Cent. I. No. 17.)

Cornelian ; in. h., -j"*^ in. w.

99 A kneeling Hercules, bending liis bow in order to hit the Stymphalian birds ; on the ground at his side

lies his club. It is sawn from the beetle. Onyx (changed by fire)
; f,

in. h., ^ in. w.

100 Hercules, with the club inliis hand, kneeUng on the back of the Ma;nalian hind.

Striped onyx : | in. h., ^ in. w.

101 Hercules overcoming the Mienalian liind. Executed in the oldest style. -l in. h.,
J in. w.

102 Hercules, with the sword in 'lis right hand, seizing the i'alling hind, on whose I)ody his foot rests, by the

horns, A fine composition. Cornelian; in. h., in. w.

103 Hercules cromied by a winged genius. Exquisitely executed. Cornelian; in. h., ^ in, w.

104 Diomedcs in the act of throwing an immense stone at yEneas. Finely executed. (See Impronte di

Monumenti Gem. Cent. V. No. 39.) Cornelian ; in. h., i in, w.

105 Ulysses and Diomedcs mangling the body of Dolon. A very fine composition. Sarch. h., ^ in. w.

lOG A hero, standing, holding with both hands a head ^over a shield, placed on the ground before him
;

perhaps Tydeus with the head of Menalippus. There is an illegible Etruscan inscription.

Cornelian ; in. h., \ in. w.



107 A Nekyomant, witli a lance in his hand, touching a human head which is issuing from a rock.

Cornelian
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

108 Diomedes, armed with a sword, stealing the Palladium from the sacred spot ; in front of him is the

statue of Venus ; the crescent moon and the star above him bear allusion to the nocturnal

undertaking. Very beautiful. Striped onyx ; in. h., -i- in. w.

109 Ajax stabbing himself with his sword ; there is the inscription . . lA. Cornehan; in. h., 4- in. w.

110 Ajax stabbing himself with his sword. A very fine composition. Cornehan j
i in. h., a in. w.

111 Achilles, lying on the groimd, his heel wounded by an arrow. Finely executed.

Striped onyx ; ^ in. h., in. w.

112 A hero, perhaps Achilles, putting on his leg armour. Cornehan; Jg- in. h., f in. w.

113 Philoctetes, with the bow of Hercules. Finely executed. Cornehan; -^-g in. h., ^ in. w.

114 A Serpent coiled round a foot. Perhaps it bears allusion to Philoctetes. Cornehan
; |^ in. h., ^ in. w.

115 Laocoon and his two sons stand encircled with serpents. An extremely interesting composition.

Cornelian
; f in. h., in. w.

ROMAN—EGYPTIAN.
ISIS. HORUS. ANUBIS. SACRED HAWK. HARPOCRATES.

116 Isis Hygia, standing, holds a sistrimi in her right hand, and a water jug in her left one; in the front

of her, on a low altar, are the two coiled-up serpents. Loadstone ; ^ in. h., f in. w.

117 Isisj ^th the yoimg Horus on her lap. Cornelian, with Etruscan border ; -^-^ in. h., ^ in. w.

118 A Head of Isis, as Canopus. Lapis Lazuh ; in. h., ^ in w.

118* A bust of Isis. Cornelian; -|in. h., -/^ in. w.

119 Head of Isis, as Canopus. Onyx of three strata; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

120 Anubis AtyphaUian, standing, with uphfted arms, in front of a pillar. On the reverse is the inscrip-

tion KIAW. Green jasper; i in. h., f in. w.

121 The sacred Hawk, with the crown of Osiris, standing on a low altar, holding a crook and scoui'ge; in

front of him is a mask, in profile. Violet antique paste ; in. h., -| in w.

121* Harpocrates leaning on his right arm (in which he carries the cornucopia) upon a cippus ; at his side

sits a dog, raising one of his fore paws, as if to interrupt the meditations of the god. A very fine

gem. Dark onyx ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

INTAGLIOS.

122 CYBELE . . . Head of Cybele. Red jasper; | in. h., | in. w.

123 The statue of Cybele, being brought from Pessinus to Rome, the vessel con-

taining it having run on a sand-bank in the Tiber, is removed and conducted

to Rome by the vestal Claudia Amethyst ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

124 GIANT . . . The giant Agrius, whose legs terminate in serpent-like coils, swinging a club in

his right hand. Round this figure are the letters I G R A C

Blue antique paste ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

125 VESTA . . . Bust of Vesta ; on the back of her head is a veil, and at her side a hghted torch.

* Splendid Sardonyx of three strata; J-| in. h., | in. w.
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126 SERAPIS JUPITER. Portrait of Serapis. Beautifully executed.

Sardonyx of three strata ; J in. h., in. w.

127 A full front head of Jupiter Serapis, with the modius ; below is a star. Very

finely engraved. Sardonyx, with brown and blue strata ; 1 in. h., ^ in. w.

128 Portrait of Jupiter Serapis, with tlie modius on his head. Very finely engraved

with the inscription Q, AO . . . Emerald ; in h., in. w.

129 Portrait of Serapis, with Ammon's horns.

Splendid onyx of three strata; in. h.,

130 The portraits of Serapis and Isis, suspended over the outspread wings of an

eagle. Red jasper, in the antique setting; in. h., ^ in. w.

131 Portrait of Jupiter Serapis. ^ ery finely executed.

Splendid onyx of three strata
; J

in. h., \ in. w.

132 A profile ])ortrait of Jupiter Serapis, with the modius on his head ; also the ram's

horns of Aumion, and the halo of Ilclios ; Ijcfore him is the thunderbolt.

Garnet
; f,

in. h., ^ in. w.

133 Portrait of Jupiter Ammon. Extremely fine. Nicolo; in. h., in w.

134 Ditto, full front. A very old Greek composition.

Cornelian (bleached by fire)
; ^ in. li., I in. w.

135 A profile portrait of Jupiter Ammon, with ram's horns.

Green antique paste ; iu. h.,
f,

in. w.

136 Ditto. Brown antique paste ; \ in. h., J
in. w.

137 Ditto, Yellow antique paste; i iu. h., ^ in. w.

138 Ditto. Brown antique paste ; i in. h.,
f,

in. w.

139 The heads of Jupiter Ammon and Africa, Bifrons. A beautiful composition.

Hyacinth-coloured sard; in. h., J in. w.

140 Tlic heads of Jupiter Ammon and Africa, Bifrons.

Yellow antique paste
; \ in. h., I in. w.

141 Ditto. Brownisli-y(?llow antifpic ])aste ;
^ in. h., ^ in. w.

142 The heads of Jupiter Ammon and Africa, Bifrons. Sard
; I in. h., "

143 Portrait of Jupiter ; in the severe style. Dark-brown sard
; ^ in. h., in. w.

144 Head of Jupiter, crowned with laurels. Nicdlo; { in. h., iu. w.

145 Head of Jupiter, Dark antique paste ; A in. h., in. w.

147 Ju})iter Olympus, seated on a throne, holding a sceptre in his loft hand, and a

patera in his right ; at his feet is an eagle, looking upwards. A very fine gem.

Sard
; J in. h., ? in. w.

148 Jupiter, seated on a pronaos, supported by two pillars, holding in his left hand a

sceptre, and in his right one a jjatera, over the sitting eagle on the ground ;
on

cither side of the temple stand Castor and Pollux, stars over their heads.

Cornehan ; in. h., J in. w.

149 Jupiter seated on a throne, holding the sceptre iu his right hand, and the thun-

derbolt iu his left one. Onyx-like comeUau ; ^ in. h., iu. w.

c
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150 SERAPIS JUPITER. Jupiter seated on a throne^ with a halo around his "brow, holding the sceptre and

patera in his hands ; at his feet is an eagle, looking backwards.

Sard ; in. h., | in. w.

151 Jupiter stands in a majestic position, wielding the thunderbolt in his uplifted

right hand. Chalcedony
; ^ in. h., ^ in w.

152 Jupiter, standing, holds an eagle, which looks backwards, on his outstretched

right hand. Sard ; ^ in. h., | in. w.

153 Jupiter wielding a thunderbolt in his right hand ; in front of him is an eagle, whose

outspread wings conceal the lower portion of the god's figure, and who grasps a

wreath and pahn-branch in his claws Sard ; ^ in. h.,
f-^

in w.

154 Jupiter, standing on the globe, holds in one hand a sceptre, in the other a sitting

Ceres ; at his feet stands Abundance, with the cornucopia and Modius, offering

155

156

157

158

159 GANYMEDES

160

161

162 LEDA tEGINA
163

164

J 65

166

him a wreath. Brown sard ; in h., § in. w.

Jupiter, with his sceptre and thunderbolt, seated on his throne, opposite Minerva

;

between the two is an eagle looking backwards.

Blue antique paste
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

An eagle, holding a thunderbolt in its claws, hovers over the sea, in which a

dolphin is swimming ; below sits an owl on poppy-heads laid crosswise ;—the

emblems of air, Avater, and the under world. Over the whole is the inscription

I20KPATIA, denoting the power which belongs alike to the air, the water,

and the infernal regions. ' Striped onyx; ^ in. h., in.

On one side Mercury with a purse and caduceus ; on the other, Jupiter, holding in

his left hand the sceptre, and with the right one pointing to three Roman

trophies placed between the gods ; at the feet of Jupiter is an eagle, looking

backwards. Sard; ^ in. h., in. w.

A bull, a Hon, a cock, and a dog, sitting round a winged thunderbolt.

Brownish yellow antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

The eagle of Jupiter, carrying off Ganymedes who holds in his hands two spears,

bound with the tenia. Sard
; f in. h., ^ in. w.

Ganymedes, holding in his hand the thunderbolt, is borne off by the eagle of

Jupiter. Plasma; | in. h., | in. w.

Ganymedes, holding an amphora in his hand, is borne off by the eagle ; below

runs a shepherd's dog. The whole is in the style of the Leochares group.

Blue antique paste ; -f-^
in. h., ^ in. w.

Leda, standing, embraces the swan Plasma; ^ in. h., f in. w.

Leda, seated on the ground, before a shrub, with the swan in front of her.

Cornelian ; | in. h., | in. w
Leda, with the swan.

Green antique paste, with violet and white stripes; ^ in. h., -^-^ in. w.

Ditto Brown antique paste ; ^ in. h., 3^ in. w.

Jupiter, in the form of an eagle, approaches ^gina, who is seated on a rock.

Cornelian ; *g in. li., ^ in. w.
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Pluto, seated on his throne, with the modius on his head, and the sceptre in his

hand; at his side stands Cerberus ; there is the circumscription EPMHCIPN.
A splendid gem. Red jasper

;
j5_ in. _5_ in. w.

Ceres, standing, holds wheat-ears in her right hand, and a torch in her left one ;

there is the inscription CERERI. Onyx of tliree strata
; ^ in. h., -^-^ in. w.

Ceres, holding a patera with fruit in her right hand, and wheat-ears in her left,

near which is an insect—perhaps a bee. Cornelian
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Ceres, holding in her hands the sceptre and wheat-ears, is seated on a throne

;

before her on a car drawn by two serj)ents stands Triptolemus ; l)elow is

a thunderbolt. Violet antique paste
; I in. h., ^ in. w.

Ceres, seated on a throne, holding a patera in her right hand, and a cornucopia in

her left arm. Plasma; ^-"^ in. h., in. w.

Ceres, with a patera and sceptre, seated before a basket of fruit ; round which is

the inscription: C. COR. SEVERI.

Sardonyx (changed by fire) ; in. h.,
-J

in. w.

Ceres, standing with a cornucopia in her left arm, and a Victorj', oftering a

wreatli, in hvr right-hand ; at the feet of Ceres is a l)askct of wheat-ears, and

behind her the stern of a vessel. — (See Toelkin's Comparison of Engraved

Stones. S. 112. N. 215.) Violet antique paste; -i^ in. h., * in. w.

Ceres, seated on a lion's l)ack, holding a wheat-ear and a popjjy in her right hand,

and the cornucoi)ia in her left arm. Plasma; ^ in. h., I in. w.

Ceres, standing, holding the sceptre in her left hand, and wheat-ears and a pair

of scales in her right one. Violet antique pa.ste ; + in. h., J in. w.

Ceres, ofl'ering wheat-ears to a man who stands before her in the garb of a Roman

Consul. Cornelian ; in. h., in. w.

Ceres, offering wheat-ears across an altar to a man in tlie garb of a Roman

Emperor, who stands before her. ^'iolet antique paste
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Ditto. A'iolet antique paste; \ in. h., g in. w.

A vase suspended over a Ickylhos, whic li is placed upright between two eagles

;

these two latter stand on two cornucopias that are united by poppies.

Coniclian
; | ,\ in. h., ^ in. w.

An ear of Indian corn, placed between Mheat-ears and a caduceus.

Brown anticpie \r,istc
; I in. h., -^\. in. w.

A wheat-ear and a poppy. Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

A mouse in front of a i)oppy. Violet antique paste; -4^ in. h., | in. w.

A mouse seated on a wheat-ear. Violet antique paste; j",, in. h., in. w.

A plough with wheat-ears, on which a crow is seated.

"White sard ; f in. h., in. w.

A Avinged pig, the emblem of Ceres, in front of Mhich is a branch of fruit?

Yellow antique paste
; \ in. h., in. w.

Occanus, with the claws of a sea-crab on his head, is seated on the back of a sea-

cow, holding in one hand a trident, and in the other an oar.— (See " Irapronte

di Monumenti Gemmarj." Cent. 5. N. 69.)

Very dark brown sard
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.
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187 NEPTUNE . . Head of Neptune. Sardonyx of white and brown strata
; f in. h.., -j-^in. w.

188 The heads of Neptune and of the beardless Bacchus,—Bifrons; in front are a

trident and thyrsus ; above is an eagle with outspread wings ; beneath are a

star, a sea-crab, and the inscription AIH. Sard
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

189 Bust of Neptune, with the trident; beneath are two fishes as a Zodiacal sign; in

front are the letters PAM. Blue antique paste
;
^^in. h., | in. w.

190 Neptane, seated, with his left foot on the stern of a vessel, holding the trident in

his right hand. Brown antique mask
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

191 Neptune, in the same position, carrying the trident on his left arm.

Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

192 Neptune, standing, carries a dolphin in his right hand ; before him is a vessel

with spread sails ; also a swimming dolphin.

Yellowish brown antique paste
; | in. h., | in. w.

1 93 Neptune, standing, carrying a dolphin in his right hand, and the trident in his .

left one ; at his feet is the stern of a vessel.

Antique paste—one half brown, the other, opaque white
; § in. h., | in. w.

194 Neptune, in the same position, holding the aplustre in his hand.

Brown antique paste
; -f-^

in. h., ^ in. w.

195 Neptune, standing, with a sceptre and dolphin in his hand.

Plasma; in. h., in. w.

196 AMPHYTRITE, NYMPHS, MARINE-ANIMALS. Amphytrite, whose flowing veil is borne

by a sea-bull.

Green antique paste, with blue and white stripes
;

^'v in. h., ^ in. w.

197 Amphytrite, with a drooping peplos, being borne through the waves by a sea-

horse. Unfortunately this exquisite gem has been broken in half.

Hyacinth-coloured sard ; I in h., 1 in. w.

198 Amphytrite, in flowing garments, holding a dolphin in her right hand, and a

trident in her left one, is seated on a sea-goat.

Sardonyx (changed by fire) ; in. h., i in. w.

199 Amphytrite, seated on a hippokamp, holding a shield in her right hand; on the

escutcheon the letters TE. An exquisite gem. Sard
; | in. h., | in. w.

200 Posseidon offering a flower to Amymone, who is seated on a rock, the Nymph
appears to be surprised at this act, which is equal to an avowal of love.

Sard ; | in. h., ^ in. w.

201 Amymone, kneeling, draws water in a hydria.

Yellow antique paste ; in. h., | in. w.

202 Ditto. Brownish yellow antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

203 A kneeling nymph, dressing herself in a garment. A very fine gem.

Cornelian, in the antique gold setting
; | in. h., f in. w.

204 A nymph, standing before a hydria, enveloping herself in the peplos. Most deh-

cately executed. Sard; 1 in. h., f in. w.

205 An armed sea-centaur.

Blue onyx-like antique paste, called Nicolo
; ^ in h., in. w.
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206

207

208

20'J

210

211

212

213

214

215

21G

217

218

219

520

221

223

224

225

226

227

228

229

AMPHYTRITE, NYMPHS, MARINE ANIMALS. A dolphin, with a trident, above is the

letter A; beneath P. U. Cornelian; g in. h., f in. w.

A dolphin, coiled round a rudder.

BroMTiish yellow antique paste
; I in. h., in. w.

A dolphin, with a bearded man's head, behind is a thyrsus.

Nicolo
;

-^K in. h., in. w.

A sea-goat, with the inscription, C. TALONI. Cornelian ; in. h., ^ in. w.

.
A sea-goat. Violet antique paste

; -/^ in. h., i in. w.

A winged sea-goat. Brownish yellow antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

A pigeon, seated on the back of a snail. Blue antique paste; -^^ in. h., | in. w.

A shell, surrounded by three fish. Blue antique paste
; J in. h., f in. w.

VULCAN . . The head of Vulcan, covered with the pileus ; behind it is the hammer; there is

also the inscription, 20AQ\02. Exquisitely engraved.

Sardonyx of bluish and black strata
; \ l

in. h., ]i in. w.

Vulcan kneeling, working at a helmet with liis hammer.

Yellow antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

Vulcan holding a helmet in one hand, and a hammer in the other. Old Etruscan

workmanship. Violet antique paste ;
^ in. h.,

J
in. w.

MINERVA . . Head of Minerva. Yellow antique paste, with white stripes; in. h., » in. w.

Head of Minerva, with the winged helract. Cornelian ;
J in. h., -^^^ in. w.

Bust of Minerva, with the /Egis. Brown antique jjaste; Jl in. li.^ s in. w.

Minerva, seated, holding a patera in her out-stretched right hand ; at her side is

the shield. Hrown antique p;xste;
J in. h., in. w.

Minerva, standing, holding a lance in her right hand ; her left one is placed on

the shield at her side. N'iolet antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

Minerva hastening to the combat, carries a lance on her shoulder, and a shield in

her left hand. Sard
; \ in. h., J in. w.

Ditto. Yellow antique jiasto
;

-jL, in. h., in. w.

Minerva, completely armed, her right hand raised, hastening to cheer the warriors

in the combat. A very interesting and well-executed composition.

Sard
; -^^g in. h., | in. w.

Minerva, completely armed, carrying the lance on her shoulder, hastens to the

combat. A most beautiful gem. Red jasper; in. h., in. av.

Minerva, her left hand placed on the shield at her side, holding a lance in her

right one. Brown and white sardonyx
; ,",1 in. h., J in. w.

Minerva Medica, armed with the helmet, icgis, and lance, holding the shield on a

pillar, round which the serpent of health is coiled.

Cornelian; in. h., in. w.

Minerva, standing, with the helmet and lance, holds the double flute in her out-

stretched right hand. There is the inscription TEYKTOV. A splendid gem.

Ver}' fine hyacinth ; | in. h., g in. w.

Minerva, standing, in deep meditation ; behind her is a Satyr, blowing the double

flute, which the goddess has cast from her.

Brown antique paste; I in. h., I in. w.
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230 MINERVA

231 MEDUSA
232

233

234

235

236

237 MARS .

238

239

240

241

242

243

244

245

246

247

248

Minerva^ armed with the helmet, shield, and lance, standing before a bearded

man, who wears the dress of a Roman Consul, and whose right hand rests on

the stern of a ship, placed between the two ; apparently this relates to some

Sard
; ^ in. h., J_ in,

Exquisitely engraved. Dark brown sard
; | in. h., | in. w.

249 VENUS

naval combat.

Head of Medusa.

Head of Medusa, with flowing hair. Yellow antique paste
; | in. h., in. w.

Head of Medusa, front face. Brown antique paste ; f in. h., | in. w.

Head of Medusa. Emerald
; J in. h., ^ in. w.

Head of Medusa, side face. Executed in a most spirited and masterly style.

Black jasper ; in. h., in. w.

A winged head of Medusa, side face. Yellow antique paste ; in. h., -^^ in, w.

A youthful Mars, seated on a rock, with his sword resting against his knee,

looking up with a bold mien. Exquisite workmanship, although unfortunately

fragmented. Cornelian
; i in. h., | in. w.

Mars, seated on a coat of mail, against which his shield leans, holding in his right

hand the Parazonium, which rests against his right leg.

Nicolo, f in. h., i in. w.

Mars, armed with a helmet and shield. Brown antique paste; iii- ^«

Mars Gradivus, before a bivrning altar, carrying the lance and trophy on his

shoulders.
.

Sard; ^ in. h., § in. w.

Mars Gradivus, with the lance and trophy upon his shoulder.

Very fine onyx of three strata
; | in. h., | in. w.

Mars Gradivus, holding a lance in his right hand, and carrying a trophy on his

left shoulder ; before him is a star. Violet antique paste ; in. h., | in. w.

Mars Gradivus, carrying a lance in his right hand, and a trophy on his left

shoulder. CorneUan
; f in. h., | in. w.

Mars, carrying a victory in his left hand, and a trophy on his right arm.

Plasma
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Mars, leaning with liis left arm upon a pillar, against which his shield is placed,

holds a hehnet in his left hand, and a lance in his right one. A splendid gem.

Cornelian
;

|^ in. h., | in w.

Mars fighting with a giant, who is lying on the ground, and near whom is a

sei'pent. Black antique paste
; -f^ in. h., in. w.

Mars embracing Venus.

Green antique paste, with blue and white stripes ; | in. h., | in. w.

Atlas, kneeling, carries the globe upon his back, in such a manner, that the figure

of Victory—which Mars, in the garb of a Roman Emperor, holds in his right

hand—appears to rest on it. The whole is probably an allegorical allusion

to the conquest of the Orbis Terrarum, by the Roman Emperors.

Heliotrope ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

The primeval idol of Venus, in her temple at Paphos, on either side of which sit

the consecrated doves; above is the inscription, AI4>AnH ;
beneath, the

crescent moon. Red jasper; f in. h., i in. w.
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250 VENUS . . . Bust of Venus. Exquisitely executed. Red jasper; f in. h., i in. w.

251 Head of Venus (?) with a costly necklace ; front face.

Brown antique paste, with white stripes; i in. h., | in. w.

252 Venus Anadyoracne, grasping with both hands her flowing and moist hair. A
very fine composition. Onyx of three strata; l in. h., ^ in. w.

253 Venus Anadyomene, arranging her dripping hair.

Onyx of three strata; in. h., in. w.

254 Venus Anadyomene, enveloping herself in a garment. Garnet; | in. h., ^ in. w.

255 Vcnu.s, the lower portion of whose figure is concealed by the peplos, arranging

her flowing hair; beside her is a tripod, with an ornament.

Flasma; -^^ in. h., I
in. w.

256 Venus, enveloping herself in a garment; at her side is Cupid. Finely executed.

Plasma
; ,\ in. h., | in. vi.

257 Venus, arranging her garments; before her is Cupid.

Yellow antique paste ; in. h., J in. w.

258 Venus, half-clothed, leans with her left arm on a pillar, while in her hand she

holds, what appears to be, a lamj). Brown antique paste
; ^ in. h., J in. w.

259 Venus Euploea, standing on a two-headed sea-horse, holds a veil in such a manner

as to form an arch over her head ; Cupid appears to be guiding the sea-horse

through the waves. Dark antique paste ; hi. h., ^ in. av.

260 Venus, entirely arrayed, and leaning on a pillar, holds a dove in her out-stretched

, right hand. Brownish yellow antique paste; ^ in. h., I in. w.

261 Vcims Amiata, leaning on a pillar with her left arm, holds a Victory in lier out-

stretched right liand, and a lance in her left one ; before her, on the ground,

lie a helmet and sliield ; behind her is a coat of mail ; above her are the

crescent, moon, and tliree stars. Blue antique paste
; i in. h., g in. w.

262 Venus Aniiata, leaning with her left arm on a pillar, against which a shield is

placed, hold.s a lance in her left hand, and a helmet in her right one : in front

of her stands Cupid wielding a sword. ^'iolet antique paste; ^ in. h., | in. w.

26.3 Venus Victrix, leaning on a pillar, carries a lance in her left hand, and a Victory

in her right one ; before her stands ('upid holding a helmet ; a shield is placed

against the pillar. Plasma, in. h., I in. w.

2^4 Venus Victrix, resting her left arm, in which she carries a lance, upon a pillar,

holds the apple in Ijcr right hand ; before her, on the ground, he a shield and

helmet. Plasma
; ^ in. h., in. w.

265 Vcims Victrix, holding the apple in her left hand, and the lance in her right one;

in front of her stands Cupid ofl'ering her an apple, the prize of beauty.

Green antique paste with blue and white stripes; ^ in. h., in, w.

Venus Victrix, drinking from a patera; in front of her is a prize vase, with the

palm of Victory : behind, a vine with grapes. Plasma; in. w., in. w.

26/ Venus, raising a patera to licr lips.

Dark antique paste, with white stripes; in. h., ] in. w.

266
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268 VENUS . . . Venus, standing before tlie trunk of a tree, on wHcli a bearded bead (perhaps a

votive head) is fixed, her one foot placed on a low altar, holds in her hand a

patera ; a shield, on which a helmet is laid, rests against the tree.

Nicolo
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

269 Venus, standing; Cupid kneels supplicatingly at her feet.

Violet antique paste ; in. h., | in. w.

270 Venus reposing ; in front of her are two Erotse

Green antique paste
; | in. h., \ in. w.

271 Ditto. Much damaged. Brown antique paste, with white stripes; f ia. h., ^ iu. w.

272 Venus, leaning on a pillar with her left arm ; holds in her right hand a dove,

which Cupid is trying to take from her. Brown antique paste
; | in. h., | in. w.

273 Venus, seated between two palm trees, with an Eros on either side of her; on the

palm trees are two Erotse, who support a Cista Mystica over the head of the

Goddess, while two other Erotae bear the cover. Light amethyst, \ in. h., | in. w.

274 CUPID, EROT^. Bust of Cupid. Brown antique paste ;
^''g in. h., j''^ in. w.

275 Ditto. Dark antique paste ; in. h., | in. w.

276 Bust of Cupid. Violet antique paste, with white stripes; \ in. h., \ in. w.

277 Cupid bending the bow. A very spirited composition. Sard ; in. h., | in. w.

278 Eros with bow and arrow. Finely executed. Very fine sard
; \ in h., f in. w.

279 Cupid, striding, carries an amphora on his shoulder, and a lighted torch in his

right hand. Dark antique paste
; ^ in. h., f ia. w.

280 Cupid leaning mournfully on a reversed torch.

Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

281 Hymen, standing, with a reversed torch. Violet antique paste ; in. h., | in. w.

282 Cupid, kneehng, stretches out his hands as if in supphcation.

Striped onyx
; | in. h., | in. w.

283 Cupid, carrying a thunderbolt in his uplifted right hand, and a club in his left one.

A most graceful composition. Violet ruby
; \ in h., ^ in. w.

284 Cupid, with the club and hon's skin of Hercules on his shoulder, holding a drinking

cup in his left hand. - Cornelian; i in. h., | in. w.

285 Cupid, standing, holds the caduceus in his right hand; in his left one he carries

a torch; an owl flies behind him. Cornelian;
-f-^

in. h., | in. w.

286 Cupid, hurrying onwards, carries a torch in his right hand, a pabn of Victory in his

left one. A very fine composition. Amethyst ; in. h., \ in. w.

287 Cupid carrying a disc in his hand. Yellow antique paste
; -^-^ in. h., in. w.

288 Cupid carrying a helmet in his hands. Yellow antique paste; in h., | in. w.

289 Cupid, already armed with the parazonium, and his one foot resting on a helmet,

putting on his sandals ; before him are a lance and shield.

Bro\^Ti antique paste
; § in. h., \ in. w.

290 Cupid standing with his legs crossed, leaning on a lance.

Brown antique paste, with white stripes ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

291 Cupid, hopping on one leg. Syrian garnet ; in. h., | in. w.
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292 CUPID, EROTiE. Cupid, carrying a game-cock in his arms. Cornelian; f in. h., w,

293 An Eros, whose cock has been victorious in a fight that has just taken place in

front of a Herme, carrying the palm of victory, while another Eros, whose

cock has been vanquished, sits mournfully upon the ground.

Yellow antique paste, set in gold
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

294 Cupid, kneeling, ^vith the palm of victory in his left hand, is setting a cock, which

he holds on his knee, to fight against another cock, standing before him.

Executed in a most spirited manner. Onyx of two strata; -j^ in. h., in. w.

295 Cupid, kneeling, with the palm of victory, is exciting two cocks to fight. A most

graceful composition. Beautiful sard ; in. h., in. w.

296 Cupid, on a car drawn by two cocks. Beautifully executed.

Sard
; J in. h., in. w.

297 Erota;, (one of whom carries a palm of victory), exciting two cocks to fight.

Beautifully executed. Red jasper; f in. h., ^ in. w.

298 Cupid, on a car drawn by two swans. Dark sard
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

299 Cupid, on a car drawn by two swans, in front of a Herme.

Yellow antique paste
; J in. h., j' ^ in. w.

300 Cupid, on a car drawn by two cicades. Blue antique paste; in. h., 2 in. w.

301 Eros, seated on a four wheeled car, drawn by four Erotae ; behind the group is a

tree. Most spirited. Sard; -^^ in. h., in. w.

302 Cupid on horseback. H\ccutcd in a most spirited manner.

Onyx of two strata; f in. h., in. w.

303 Cupid on a galloping steed. Bro>mish-ycllow antique paste; i in. h., \ in. w.

304 Cupid on a galloping Biga. Yen,' spirited. Fine sard; \ in. h., J in. w.

305 Eros, riding on a fantastical animal ; its head is that of a liorsc, its chest is formed

by a bearded man's head, and its body, by a ram's head, with a caduccus in its

mouth ; beneath is another Eros, riding on a dolphin and guiding an animal

exactly like the one above. Red jasper; J in. h., y^. in. w.

306 Cupid riding on a rearing l)ear, which is attacked in front by a dog.

Blue anticpie paste
; j*^ in. h., in. w.

307 Cupid riding on a lion. Hrownish -yellow antique paste; in. h., I in. w.

308 Ditto Yiolct anticpie ])aste ; i in. li., J in. w.

309 Eros riding on a goat. Light green ja.spcr
; j in. h., i in. w.

310 Eros dragging a goat by its horns from beneath a tree. Plasma; | in. h., ^\ in. w.

311 Cupid, riding on a dolphin, holds a wliij) in his hand.

Red jasper, in the antique gold mounting; in. h., in. w.

312 Cupid, riding on a dolphin, is trying to strike a sepia with his trident.

Sard ; g in. h., J in. w.

313 Cupid, on a car, drawn by two lobsters. Red jasper; i in. h., * in. w.

314 Cupid, borne through the waves by a sea-horse; beneath are the letters . N. ({A*.

Amethyst ; in. h., f in. w.

315 Eros, riding on a sea-horse, which carries a wreath in its mouth; the chest of the

sea-horse is formed by a l)earded man's head, the body by a nautilus, and the

tail by a dolphin. Xicolo; i in. h., ^ in. w.

D
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316 CUPID, EROT^. Eros, riding in a boat, sliaped like a hen, holding a torch in one hand, and the

reins in the other one. Nicolo
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

317 Cupid piercing a crab, near a rock, with a trident, which he holds in his right

hand; in his left one he carries a wand.

Violet antique paste; ^ in. h., i in. w.

318 Eros striking a dog, which another Eros holds by the tail, with a pedum.

Cornelian
; f in. h., in. w.

319 Cupid caressing a hound that stands before him. Very finely executed.

Sard ; i in. h., f in, w.

320 Cupid teaching a Hon to beg. Very spirited.

Very dark brown sard ; f in. h., | in, w.

321 Cupid, kneeling on the ground, teaching a bear to dance.

Dark antique paste ; ^ in, h., ^ in. w.

322 Cupid, riding a bear, which he urges on with a whip
;
upon the ground is seated a

second Eros, who appears to be dragging the reluctant animal forwards by the

head. Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., f in, w,

323 Cupid, making a fox jump at a bunch of grapes, which he holds in his hand.

Brownish-yellow antique paste ; in. h., -^-^ in. w.

324 Cupid, who holds a palm of victory in his left hand, lifting with his right one a

hare, at which a hound is springing, by the tail. Red jasper
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

325 Cupid, mounting a ladder, which is placed against a tree.

Blue antique paste
; f in. h., -f^ in. w.

326 Cupid, with a basket of fruit on his left arm, holding a sprig of flowers in his

right hand. Nicolo; i in h., in. w=

327 Cupid, carrying a cornucopia on his left arm.

Onyx of three strata
; | in. h., i in, w,

328 Cupid, leaning on a pillar, and holding a bunch of grapes in his right hand.

Green antique paste, with blue stripes
; | in h., | in w,

329 Cupid, holding a bunch of grapes in his left hand, and carrying a patera with fruit

on his shoulder, Nicolo
; ^ in. h.,

f-g
in. w.

330 Cupid, standing, holds a drinking-cup in his hands. Hyacinth ; in. h., ^ in w.

331 Cupid, hurrying onwards, carries the pedum in his right hand, and an amphora on

his left arm. Brownish-yellow antique paste ; i in. h., i in. w.

332 Cupid standing mournfully before a broken amphora.

Light yellow sard ; in. h., f in. w.

333 Cupid (clothed) standing. Light yellow sard; ^ in. h., f in, w.

334 Cupid, seated on the ground, is seizing a dove, which is sitting on a hen-coop.

Sard; j in. h., in, w.

335 Cupid, whose one foot is caught in a trap, sits on the ground, weeping; in front

of him, an Eros, with a staff in his hand, is endeavouring to release the god of

love. Amethyst ; in. h., in. w,

336 Cupid, seated, holding a mask in his hand.

Dark antique paste ; 3^ in. h., j^^^ in, w.
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337 CUPID, EROTiE. Cupid, seated on a rock, holding a mask in his right hand.

Brownish yellow antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

338 Cupid, holding a pedum and a mask. Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

339 Cupid, holding a thyrsus and a mask. Brown antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

340 Cupid, playing on the double flute.

Brownish yellow antique paste
; i in. h., ^'s ^•

341 Eros, while playing on the double flute, is borne through the air by a swan, which

a second Eros, who stands underneath upon the ground, is leading by a bridle

;

behind the latter are a quiver and arrows. Plasma; in. h., in. w.

342 Cupid ofi'ering up a sacrifice on a l)urning altar, placed in front of a circular

temple, which is erected on a rock ; within the temple is a statue of Venus

;

behind the edifice, a tree. Onyx-like chalcedony
; J in. h., f in. w.

343 A similar composition to the above, with the following modifications : Cupid holds

a torch in his hand, a dove is seated on the top of the temple, and on the tree

is an eagle devouring prey. Most spirited. Brown sard ; i in. h., \ in. w.

344 Eros, with a patera in his hand, ofi'ering up a sacrifice before a statue of Priapus,

Mhich is placed beneath a tree. Only half of this paste is preserved.

Green antique paste, with white and blue diagonal stripes; f in. h., ^ in. w.

345 Cupid wielding a stick, as if to strike some object. Hyacinth; \ in. h., ^ in. w.

346 Cupid fishing, and seated on a rock. Violet anti(jue paste; J
in. h., g in. w.

347 Cupid, seated on a rock, tishing, carries on his iirm a basket, wherein to place the

fish. An extremely spirited and finely executed composition.

Sard ; J in. h., ^ in. w.

348 Three Erotic, seated in a boat with a mast ; the first plays on the syrinx, the

second on the double flute, and the tliird on the lyre.

White and red striped sard ; h., J in. w.

349 Two Erota;, in a boat with a mast ; the one rowing, the other fishing.

Sard ; in. h., 3 in. w.

350 Two ErottC, seated in a boat with a mast ; the one hoists a sail, while the other

casts a net ; on a rock is seated a third Eros, fishing. Sard
; J in. h., J in. w.

351 A small boat, in which two Erotic, armed with shields, are fighting; a third Eros

appears to have fallen overboard. Yellow antique paste; J in. h., -^^ in w.

352 Cupid, with a torch in his hand, on the lower rim of a prize vase, which contains a

palm of victory
;

o])})osite him, a skeleton is bending over the rim of the vessel.

From Dr. Nott's collection. (See Impronte di Monumenti (Jemmarj. Cent. II.

N. 58.) Onyx ; i in. h.,
f,.

in. w.

353 A lion carrying a winged genius, who holds a wreath in his right hand, and with

his left arm encircles the neck of the beast. Sard
; y^,. in. h., J in. w.

354 A genius, carry ing a trophy on his shoulder. Nieolo
; i in. h., f in. w.

355 EROS AND ANTEROS.—Eros and Antcros erecting a trophy. Sard ; in. h., J in. w.

356 CUPID AND PSYCHE.—A bust of Psyche, with a veil on the back of her head, and her hand

grasping a butterfly. A portrait. Finely executed.

Onyx of white and brown strata; 1 in. h., g in. w.
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357 CUPID AND PSYCHE. Psyche offering up a sacrifice before a statue of Hercules, which is placed

near a tree. Blue antique paste
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

358 Psyche, in the form of a butterfly, resting on a pomegranate blossom.

Sard (changed by fire) ; a in. h., | in. w.

359 Cupid, holding a bow and arrow in his left hand, and in his right one. Psyche, in

the form of a butterfly. Most graceful. Sard ; f in. h., ^ in. w.

360 Cupid scorching Psyche with his lighted torch, over which he is holding her by

the wings. Black jasper; | in. h., f in. w.

361 Ditto. Amethyst; ^ in. h., f ia. w.

362 Ditto. Cornehan ; f in. h., ^ in. w.

363 Cupid endeavouring to seize Psyche, Avho, in the form of a butterfly, rests on the

ground. Brownish yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ m. w.

364 Cupid erecting a trophy
;
opposite him is Psyche, with her arms tied behind her.

White antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

365 Cupid with his hands and feet chained to a pillar, on which Psyche, in the form of

a butterfly, is resting. White antique paste
; f in. h., -^-^ in. w.

366 Cupid, with a stick in his hand, is endeavouring to force a rabbit down from a

tree
;
Psyche, in the form of a butterfly, flutters on the ground before him.

Cornehan ; i in. h., in. w.

367 Cupid, with the head of a bull, singing to the lyre ; behind him is a club, on

which Psyche, in the form of a butterfly, is resting.

Striped onyx ; f in. h., -} in. w.

368 Eros, with the butterfly, in front of an altar, over which the crescent moon is

suspended
;
opposite him Anteros. Sard ; in. h., f in. w.

369 A death's head, over which flutters a butterfly. Cornehan ; in. h., f in. w-

370 GRACES . . . The Three Graces, with their arms interlaced. Plasma ; i in. h., f in. w.

371 HELIOS . . . A head of Hehos, with a halo round it. Sapphire; f in. h., f in. w.

372 Ditto, in profile. Yellow antique paste
;

j2g- in. h., in. w

•

373 Ditto. Onyx of three strata; ^ in. h., | in. w.

374 Hehos, standing, his head surrounded by a halo, holds a torch in his hand.

Heliotrope ; f in. h., i in. w.

375 Hehos, borne through the clouds by the gallopping Quadriga; on the obhque edge

of the stone are the twelve signs of the Zodiac. A most interesting gem.

Cornehan
; |^ in. h., | in. w.

376 HeUos on the sun-chariot, drawn by four rearing horses. Seen in front.

Blue antique paste
; f in. h., ^ in. w.

377 Hehos, his head surrounded by a halo, stands on the gallopping Quadriga, holding

a whip in his hand. Green jasper ; f in. h., ^ in. w.

378 Hehos, in the same position; over the sun horses is the crescent moon; beneath,

are the letters, B. F. F. S. Green jasper; ^ in. h., i in. w.

379 Helios stands, holding a whip; his left arm is raised. Very fine.

Cornelian ; f in. h., ^ in. w.

380 The rearing steeds of Hehos shattering the chariot behind them.

Cornehan ; f in. h., -^-^ in. w.
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Fine head of Apollo, crowned with laurels ; front face

Hyacinth
; | in. h., in. w.

Apollo, in profile. Sard
; completed in gold.

Head of Apollo, with a fillet. Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

Head of Apollo, with flowing curls ? Blue antique paste ; in. h., i in. w.

Bust of Apollo, crowned with laurels ; in front of him is a bow.

Greenish antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

Apollo Toxotes, with the chlamys on his shoulder, holding a bow in his right

hand, which, from the action of his left arm, he appears just to have drawn.

Brownish yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

Apollo, advancing, with the bow in his right hand ; at his side is a buck.

Brown antique paste ; in. h., -j^ in. w.

Apollo, standing, with the bow and arrows in his left hand, supports with his right

the forefeet of a deer, which is raising itself on its hind legs in front of him.

Onyx of three strata ; in. h., ^ in. w.

Apollo, with the cldamys on his shoulder, standing in front of the sacred laurel-

tree, at the foot of which is the lyre. Onyx of three strata; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Apollo, standing, holds a branch of laurel in his liand.

Sardonyx of three strata
; J in. h., in. w.

Apollo Mantis, seated on a circular altar, holding in his hand a branch of laurel,

round which serpents are coiled. Sard ; i in. h., f in. w.

Apollo, as an oradc deity, reposing his left arm on a jjilhir, hold in his left hand a

sceptre, ornamented witli tieuia;, and in his rigiit a branch of laurel.

Bromi antique paste ; i in. h., f in. w.

Apollo Musagetes, dancing and singing to the lyre.

(Ireen anticjue paste, with blue and white stripes ; f in. h., A in. w.

Ditto. (irecn antique pa.stc
; ^ in. h., }, in. w.

ApoUo Musagetes, in flowing garments, seated on an ornamented throne, with

winged grilHn's feet, playing on the lyre ; in front of him, on a wreathed altar,

stands the tripod of Apollo. Finely executed with an Etruscan border.

Light sard
; j-J in. h., ^ in. w.

Apollo, clothed with the chlamys, carrjing a lyre, above a wreathed stele, on his

left arm; on the other side is a high and lighted tripod. The workmanship is

exquisite, and of the best period. Kvtreniely fine Nicolo ; 1 J in. h., \^ in. w.

Fragment.—Apollo with the lyre ; in front of him is a Muse. Finely executed.

Cornelian; i in. h., f in. w.

Apollo, standing, holds the lyre, which rests upon the ground, with his left hand ;

and with his right draws an arrow from the (juiver at his back 'f

Blue antique pjiste
; ,\ in. h., ^ in. w.

Apollo Cytharodus, seated on a rock, holding the lyre, which rests against his

thigli, in liis left hand. Yellow antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

Apollo Cytharodus, standing, with the lyre on his arm; in front of him is a bow.

Dark-brown antique pjvste ; i in. h., -^^^ in. w.
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401 APOLLO .

402

403

404

405

406

407

408

409

410

411

412

413 MARSYAS

414

415

416

417 HYACINTHUS

418 MUSES . .

419

420

421

422

Apollo, Hglitly clad, with the chlamys, carrying the lyre on his left arm ; at his

side is a lighted tripod, placed on a stele.

Cornelian, with white strata ; f in. h., \ in. w.

Apollo, seated on a rock, clasping his knees with his hands ; behind him is the lyre.

WTiite antique paste
; | in. h., f in. w.

Apollo reposing his left arm on the lyre, holds a patera in his right hand, over a

griffin at his side. Violet antique paste ; i in. h., f in w.

Apollo, standing, arrayed in the chlamys, straining the strings of his lyre.

Dark antique paste, with white stripes ; ^ in. h., in, w.

Attributes of Apollo : Lyre—Griffin.

A lyre, the handles of which are formed by dolphins and the sounding-board by a

sleeping deer Blue antique paste ; i ia. h., f in. w.

A lyre, decorated with ribbons ; the sounding-board is ornamented on either side

by dolphins. Dark-yellow antique paste
; i in. h., f in. w.

A lyre, decorated with ribbons. Blue antique paste ; f ia. h., ^ in. w.

A lyre, with three masks in front of it.

Yellow antique paste, mounted in gold
; f ia. h., -^-^ in. w.

A couched griffin. Green antique paste, with blue stripes ; i in. h., f in. w.

Ditto. Yellow antique paste ; in. h., f in. w.

A sitting griffin. Hehotrope
; ^ in. h., i in. w.

A griffin, standing. Brownish yellow antique paste
; f in. h., \ in. w.

Apollo, standing with the lyre ; Marsyas appears to kneel on the ground at his

side. Imitation of Nicolo ; f in. h., in. w.

Marsyas, represented as Silenus, seated on the ground, with his arms bound to a

pine-tree. Yellow antique paste
; | in. h., f ia. w.

Ditto. Dark antique paste ; in. h., f ia. w.

A Scythian, who, by order of Apollo, is on the point of flaying Marsyas ; he has

boimd a strap aroimd the foot of Marsyas, which is the only part of the body

that is visible. Executed in an extremely spirited manner.

Sard (fragment) ; -fg in. h., | ia. w.

Hyaciathus flinging the quoit, with the inscription : VAKIN90C. A very

ancient composition Nicolo ; i in. h., f ia. w.

Muse, eatirely arrayed, seated, carrying the lyre on her left arm. A very fine

gem Cornehan ; f ia. h., f in. w.

A Muse, seated, with a scroll of parchment Amethyst ; in. h.^ i in. -w.

A Muse, meditatiag, seated in an arm-chair

Brown antique paste
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

A Muse, standing, straiaing the lyre ; behind her, on a pillar, is a statue of

Minerva. A fragment. Finely executed. Nicolo
; i in. h., f ia. w.

A Muse, seated ia front of a mask of Pan with large horns, which is placed on an

ithyphahan pUlar. Finely executed. Chalcedony ; i in. h., | ia. w.
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423 MUSES . . . Calliope, her left foot placed on the capital of an Ionian pillar, reading a manu-

script. Brownish yellow antique paste
; f in. h., | in. w.

424 Calliope; her right foot placed on a stone, reading a manuscript.

Violet antique paste ; in. h., f in. w.

425 Melpomene, seated on a rock, holding a tragic mask in her hand. Very fine.

Vine red sard, completed in gold; in. h., | in. w.

426 Head of ThaUa, with a mask on her forehead.

Violet antique paste
; f in. h., in w.

427 Ditto. Bromi antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

428 Ditto. Brown antique paste
; J in. h., |- in. w.

429 Thalia, seated, holding a mask in her right hand ; another one Ues on the ground

before her. Dark antique paste ; in. h., in. yr.

430 Terpsichore, leaning against a pillar, and the lower portion of her figure clad with

a chiton, straining the strings of her Ijtc. A splendid gem.

Plasma
; f ^ in. h., in. w.

431 HECATE. LUNA. DIANA. ACTyEON.—Hecate represented as Diva Triformis, holding torches,

swords, and scourges, in each of her six hands ; on either side of her is a hound.

Pliisma ; in. h., in. w.

432 Head of Luna. Most Ukcly a portrait. Onyx of three strata; i in. h., | in. w.

433 Head of Luna, near wliich is the crescent moon ; also the inscription : SARHCaE.
Nicolo ; in. h., | in. w.

434 Head of Selene, above the crescent moon. Hyacinth
; -f'^

in. h.,
-f^

in. w.

435 The crescent moon, surrounded by seven stars. Cornelian
; J in h., in. w.

436 Statue of tlic Ephcsian Diana. Turquoise, like jasper ; i in. h., f in. w.

437 Head of Diana. Brownish yellow suitique p.'istc ; 2 in. h., i in. w.

438 Head of Diana, with the bow and quiver. Violet antique paste ;
j- in. li., -^g in, w.

439 Ditto. Hyacinth; in. li., ^ in. w.

440 Portrait of Diana, carrying the crescent moon upon her head.

Brown antique paste
; ,'„ in li., in. w.

441 Diana, with bow jind quiver at her back, stands, chid in a short liunting dress,

her right hand, in which she liolds a l)ougli, reposing upon a pillar, whilst her

head rests upon licr left hand, as if in deep raecbtation.

CorncUau ; in. h., i in. w.

442 Diana, in the garb of a huntress, baring just drawn her bow, seizes a fresh arrow

with licr k'ft hand. Yellow anti(|ue ])aste ; in. h., i in. w.

443 Diana, running at full si)ec(l, accompanied l)y a dog, aims an arrow at a stag.

Violet antique paste; | in. h.,
.J

in. w.

444 Aetajon, attacked by the bounds. Very fine. Light sard ; i in. h., 2 in. av.

445 MERCURY . . Bearded head of II crraes Trismegistus. Brown antique jja.ste ; in. li., in. w.

446 Head of a youtliful Mercury, covered with the pctasus, behiiul which is the

caduceus. Green antique paste ; J in. h., f in. w.

447 Head of a youtliful Mercury, covered with the petasus.

Yellow antique paste ; J in. h., in. w.

448 Ditto. Brownish yellow antique paste ; J in. h., -^^ in. w.
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Head of Mercury, behind him. is the caduceus. A portrait. Sard ; ^ in. h., f in. w.

Head of Mercury, with the petasus.

Yellowish brown antique paste ; | in. h., f in. w.

A bearded and expressive head of Mercury, covered with a small petasus, in the

middle of which the wings are visible. Sard
; f in. h., f in. w.

A youthful Mercury, clothed in the chlamys and petasus, stands, holding the

caduceus in his right hand. . With an Etruscan border.

Cornelian
; ^ in h., f in. w.

Mercury, with the modius on his head, holding in his right hand a branch ofpalm-

tree, and in his left the caduceus; at his feet is a dog, looking upwards.

Lapis Lazuh
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Head of Mercury ; behind it is the caduceus. Most likely a portrait.

Nicolo (changed by fire) ;
i in h., f in. w.

Hermes, seated on a rock, with the caduceus in his hand. Splendid gem.

Brownish onyx; h in. h., f in. w.

Mercury, seated on a rock, his head covered with the petasus, holding the cadu-

ceus in his right hand. Nicolo
; f in. h., in. w.

Mercury, seated on a rock, his head covered with the petasus, holding the purse

and caduceus. Nicolo
; -^^ in. h., in. w.

Mercury, with winged shoes, seated on a rock, holding the caduceus in his right

hand. CorneHan, -^^ in. h., | in. w.

Mercury, with the sleep-bringing switch in his hand, seated on a rock.

Cornehan ; in. h., -^^ in. w.

A similar composition to the above, with the difference, however, that Mercury

has also wheat-ears in his hands, and that in the front of him is the tortoise.

Heliotrope
; -^-^ in. h., | in. w.

Mercury, seated on a rock, holding the sleep-bringing switch.

Black antique paste, with white stripes, set in gold
; ^ ui h., ^ in. w.

Mercury, seated on a rock ? This paste has suffered much.

Yellow antique paste
; | in. h., | in. w.

Mercury, with the purse in his right hand, and the chlamys and caduceus on his

left arm. Also the letters OM? VOOnn ? Chalcedony
; I in. h., in. w.

Mercury, standing, with the purse and caduceus in his hands.

Cornelian; i in. h., ^ in. w.

Mercury, holding the purse in his right hand, and in his left the chlamys and

caduceus. Black onyx
; f in. h., in. w.

Mercury, standing, holds the purse and caduceus ; at his side is a cock.

Nicolo; fin. h., | in. w.

Mercury, holding a purse in his right hand, and the chlamys and the caduceus on

his left arm. Nicolo
; | in. h., | in. w.

Mercury, with winged petasus on his head, holding in his right hand, on which a

cock is perched, a purse, and in his left the caduceus ; at his side is a scorpion.

Plasma ; | in. h., j\ in. w.
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469 MEECURY . . Mercury, with the chlamys on his shoulder, and resting his right arm on a pillar,

holds in his right hsmd a patera, in which is a ram's head, and in his left

the drooping caducous. Nicolo; in. h., ^.in. w.

470 Mercury, whose left arm leans upon a pillar, holding a patera, in which is a ram's

head, in his left hand, and in his right the chlamys and caducous.

Sard, mounted in antique gilt bronze
j J in. h., ^ in. w.

471 Mercury, with the clilamys on his shoulder, and resting his left arm upon a

pillar, holds in his left hand a patera, in which is a ram's head, and in his right

the drooping, sleep-beguiling switch ; in front of him is a cock.

Brownish sard.
; ^ in. h., i in. w.

472 Mercury hurrying onwards, clad with the chlamys, winged petasus and ^vinged

shoes, looks backwards at the caducous, which he holds in his right hand, in

front of him, on the ground, is a vase containing a branch of palm-tree.

Dark brown sard; ^ in. h., f in. w.

473 Hemes Nomios, the god of flocks, with the purse and caduceus, riding on a ram.

Violet anticjue paste; ^ in. h., -j^ in. w.

474 Ditto. Cornelian ; ^ in. h.,
f,

in. w.

475 Mercury advancing, carrjing the caduceus in his riglit liaud, and, in his out-

stretched left, the httle Bacchus. Brownish sard; ^% in h., ^ in. vr.

476 Mercury, clad \ut\i the chlamys and petasus, carrying the little Bacchus on his

outstretched hands ; on the groiuid is a reversed drinking-vesscl.

Violet antique paste;
-f^ in. h., -J^ in. av.

477 Mercury, seated on a rock, his head covered with the petasus, holding the cadu-

ceus in his right hand ; at his feet sits a little Pan, stretching out his

hand at a syrinx, which hangs on a tree, over his head.

Bed jasper
; -j-^ in. h., g in. w.

478 A caduceus placed between two cornucopias, beneath which are a globe and a

rudder. Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., -pi in. w.

479 A winged foot, and a caducous. Yellow antique paste; g in. h., ^ in. w.

480 A foot covered with a winged sandal ; also a winged caduceus.

Cornelian ; in. h., ~l in. w.

481 ESCULAPIUS, HYGIEA, TELESPIIOUUS. Bust of Esculapius, crowned with laurel; in front

of him is a staff", round which a ser])cnt is wreathed. Sard
; J in. h., J in. w.

482 Esculapius, holding the 8eri)cnt-staff in his right hand.

Cornelian ; in. li., .'. in. w.

483 Esculapius leaning on the serpent-staff.

Sardonyx of three strata; I in. h., | in. w.

484 Ditto. Dark brown sard
; J in. h., \ in. w.

485 Esculapius holding the eerpent-stafF in his right hand ; there arc the letters

AOOS. Cornelian; \ in. h., J in. w.

486 Hygiea, a fine gem. Hyacinth coloured sard
; J in. h., in. w.

487 Esculapius and Hygiea, with their attributes, standing side by side.

Green antique paste ; in. h ., in. w.
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488 TELESPHORUS. Telesphorus, standing. Sard ;
i in, h., | in, w.

489 BACCHUS. . , Head of the bearded Bacchus. Dark brown sard
j ^ in. h., i in, w.

490 Head of the bearded Bacchus, crowned with ivy. Sard ; in. h., ^ in. w.

491 Head of the bearded Bacchus. Finely executed. Nicolo ; in, h,, ^ in. w,

492 Ditto, fifont face. Beautifully engraved. Nicolo ;
i-| in, h., y| in. w.

493 A bearded Bacchus, in flowing garments, which reach down to his feet, advances,

carrying the thyrsus and cantharos.

Green antique paste, with white and blue stripes
; ^ in. h., ^ ia. w,

494 A bearded Bacchus, with the thyrsus and cantharos : beneath is the inscrip-

tion L. VOLCEIVMP- AVLVM, An extremely old and beautiful compo-

sition. Striped onyx ; | in. h., i in, w,

495 A bearded Bacchus, in flowing garments, holding the cantharos in his right hand,

and the thyrsus in his left one. Beautifully conceived and executed.

Chalcedony
; |^ in. h., in. w,

496 Head of the youthful Bacchus, crowned with ivy. On one side of the ring are

letters. Antique sUver ring
; f in, h,, 5 in. w.

497 An extremely fine head of the youthful Bacchus, crowned with grapes. Front

face. Splendid hyacinth
; ^ in. h., | in, w,

498 Head of the youthful Bacchus, crowned with grapes. Front face.

Brownish yellow antique paste
; -| in, h., f in, w,

499 Ditto. Emerald
; ^ in. h,, ^ in, w,

500 The three nymphs of Nysa in front of the little Bacchus, who is seated on the

ground. Very finely executed. Striped onyx ; i in. h,,
-f

in, w,

501 The youthful Bacchus, standing under a vine, holds in his left hand the thyrsus,

and in his right one the cantharos ; at his side is a panther.

Nicolo
; ^ in, h,, |- in. w.

502 A youthful Bacchus, standing, holds in his right hand the thyrsus, and in his left

one the cantharos above the panther, who looks upwards.

Sardonyx, of white and brown strata
; f in, h., i in, w,

503 The youthful Bacchus, holding in his left hand the thyrsus, and in his right the

cantharos, out of which the panther at his feet is drinking.

Violet antique paste; -^^ in, h., in, w,

504 A youthful Bacchus, leaning on a piUar, holding the thyrsus in his right hand.

Brown antique paste
; -^^ in. h., in. w,

505 A youthful Bacchus, holding the drinkiug-cup in one hand, and flourishing the

thyrsus with the other, rides on the tiger.

Dark antique paste ; in, h., in, w,

506 A youthful Bacchus, naked, holding the cantharos in his right hand, and the

thyrsus in his left one. At his side is the panther. Opposite him stands

Demeter, crowned with wheat-ears, holding in her hand what appears to be a

bough. Dark yellow antique paste; ^ in, h., -^^ in, w,

507 Leucothea holding a drinking-cup in her hand, out of which the youthful Bacchus,

who is seated on a rock, beneath a tree, is drinking ; behind the tree is a Pria-

pus-herme. Fine gem. Very fine sard
; -f^ in, h,, in. w.
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Bacchus, standing, with the thyrsus in his hand ; front face.

Green antique paste ; ^ in. h., in. w.

Bacchus, whose left arm leans upon a pillar, holding an oenochoe in his uplifted

right hand, and a bunch of grapes, at which a squirrel is jumping, in his left

one. Very fine. Cornelian
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

Bacchus holding the thyrsus in his right hand, and an oenochce in his uplifted

left one ; three owls are flying aroimd him. An extremely interesting compo-

sition. Sard
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Bacchus holds a bunch of grapes in his right hand. Very rude.

Cornelian, set in antique bronze ; in. h., in. w.

Bacchus, standing, holding the cantharos in liis right liand, and the thyrsus in

his left one ; at his side is a panther. Sard ; J in. h., in. w.

Bacchus, standing under a grape-\'ine, with the chlamys on his back, holding a

patera in his hands ; before him, on the ground, is a little Priapus-herme.

Violet antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

In an arbour of vine, covered with grapes, stands Bacchus with the cantharos, and

Ariadne with the thyrsus; on either of the outcrsidcs of the arbour is an

Eros ? Violet antique paste ; J
in. h., ^ in. w.

Bacchus, whose left arm leans upon a pillar, holding the thyrsus in his left hand,

and the cantharos in his right ; at liis side is a panther. Very artistical.

"With an Etruscan border. Strij)cd onyx
; } in. h., -j^^ in. w.

A drunken Bacchus, liolding the thyrsus in his right hand, and the cantharos in

his left. Extremely fine. Nicolo; in. h., I in. w.

Head of Ariadne, front face.

Black jasper, in antique gold setting ; in. h., in.

Head of Ariadne. Dark antique paste, with white stripes; -f^
in. h., J in. w.

Ditto, crowned with vine-leaves and grapes. Very finely executed.

Sardonyx, of brown and white strata
; | in. h., J in. w.

Head of Ariadne, in jjrofilc, crowned with ivy; in front of it are wheat-ears.

Blue antique psistc
; i in. h., -^g in. w.

Bacchus, seated, holding the thyrsus in his left hand ; Ariadne appears to stand

beside him. Brownish yellow antique paste; in. h., f in. w.

Heads of Silenus and of a faun. Sard
; -^g in. h., J in. w.

Head of Silenus, crowned with ivy. Plasma ; in. h., j-f
in. w.

Ditto. Dark antique paste ; in, h., | in. w.

Bust of Silenus, crowned with ivy ; front face. Most artistically executed.

Fine sard; i in. h., I
in. w.

A very expressive SUenus-mask Sard
; -f^ in. h., | in. w.

A Silenus-mask and a faim's. Bifrons. Dark antique paste
; fg in. h., -j^ in. w.

A very expressive Silenus-mask, crovvued vvith i\y ; front face.

Brownish yellow antique paste; -j"^ in. h.,
f,

in. w.

A Silenus-mask and a Satyr's. Bifrons. Sard; | in. h., J in. w.
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Silenus, witli the gesture of the good Augur ; a haK-length figure. (See Im-

pronte di Monumenti Gem. Cent. IV. No. 39.)

Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h.., ^ in. w.

Silenus, seated, holding in either hand a stick, such as is used in the game of

sticks. A splendid gem. Sardonyx of brown and white strata ; i in. h., in. w.

Silenus, seated, holding a flute in either hand ; front face.

Dark antique paste
; ^ in. h., -f^ in. w.

A drunken Silenus, carrying the thyrsus on his shoulder, rides an ass, which a

Satyr is driving. Yellow antique paste
; |- in. h., i in. w.

Silenus, seated, crowned with ivy, holding in his left hand the thyrsus, and with

his right raising a patera to his lips. A splendid gem.

Fine sard
; ^ in. h., 1 in. w.

Silenus, in an attitude of repose, with his left arm leaning on a lyre.

Violet antique paste
; -i\ in. h., g in. w.

Silenus, carrying the pedxim on his shoulder, and the cantharos in his right hand

;

on the ground before him is an unknown object. Most successfully executed.

Sard; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Silenus, standing, leans on the thyrsus, and holds in liis right hand a bunch of

grapes ; on a pedestal beside him, is an amphora, ornamented with a bas-relief,

which represents a panther with a thyrsus ; over the amphora is a vine.

Green antique paste ; ^-^ in. h., in. w.

A drunken Silenus, holding in his hand what appears to be a torch, leans on

a Bacchante, whose neck his arm encircles.

Dark antique paste; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

A drunken Silenus, with the thyrsus on his shoulder, riding an ass, which is led

by a Satyr, who carries a thyrsus. Most spiritedly conceived, and artistically

executed. Striped onyx
;

J^- in. h., in. w.

Ditto, not so weU preserved. Dark brown antique paste ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

A bearded Silenus cowering down in front of a vase, on which a panther appears

to be represented. Brownish-yellow antique paste
; -f^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Silenus, leaning on a piUar, hold* what appears to be a bunch of grapes.

Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Bacchus, standing under a vine covered with grapes, his left arm rests on aherme,

and in his left hand he holds a bunch of grapes over a little Bacchus, who is

seated on the ground. Antique paste (imitation of Nicolo)
; f in. h., in. w.

Silenus, blowing the double flute, in front of a statue of Priapus, which is placed

on a pillar, surrounded by a hedge ; behind the statue stands a faun, pouring a

libation into a patera on the ground.

Cornelian, in antique silver setting
; ^ in. h., i in. w.

A Bacchante, with the thyrsus on her arm, sacriflcing at a low and burning altar

;

in front of her stands Silenus, holding in his uplifted hands the cantharos and

grapes, as if they were destined for the sacrifice. Very fine.

Light sard; in. h., in. w.
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546 SILENUS . . Silcnus, standing before a drinking-vessel, wliich is placed on a pedestal, holds a

kylix in Lis left hand. Sapphire
; ^ in. h., a in. w.

547 A drunken Silenus, holding a cantharos in either hand, sitting on a wine-skin,

which is placed upon a car, drami by an Eros. Sard
; J in. h., 1 in. w.

548 A drunken Silenu.s riding on a goat, at which a dog is barking.

Blue antique paste
; f in. h., in.

549 Silenus, riding on a goat, flourishing a thjTsus with his uplifted right hand.

Cornelian; | in. h., f in. w.

550 Silenus, nding on an ass. Nieolo; -^^ in. h., ^ in. w.

551 SATYRS—FAUNS.—Head of a Satyr? Sard; J in. h., in. w.

552 A bearded Satyr, seated on a hide, which is spread on the ground, holding two

poppies in his left liand. Artistically executed.

Hrown and red spotted jasper ; in. h., -f^ in. w.

553 Two Satyrs, holding and beating a bearded and drunken Satyr. Very finely

executed. (Sec Impronte di Monuraenti Gem. Cent. VI. No. 9.)

Striped sardonj-Ti
; i in. h., -j*. in. w.

554 A Satyr, standing, with a tliyxsus and mask.

Yellow antique paste ; \ in. h.,
f,

in. w.

555 A Satyr, hurrying onwards, with the .skin of a panther on his arm, holding the

knotted pedum in his right hand, and a bunch of grapes in his left ; at his

side is a panther. Yellow anticjuc paste; in. h., ^ in. w.

556 A youthful SatjT, leaning against a tree, and playhig on the flute.

Violet antique paste; j',. in. h., jL in. w.

557 A Satyr, with a lyre in his left hand, ^'ery fine old Etruscan workmanship.

Striped onyx
; J in. h., J in. w.

558 A youthful Satyr, seated on a wine-skin, from whicli he fills a patera ; in front of

him arc an urn and a stele, behind which is a tree.

Green antique paste; f in. h., I in. w.

559 A youthful Satyr, kneeluig in front of a drinking vessel.

Yellowish-brown antique paste ; in. h., J in, w.

560 A SatjT, standing, empties an amphora into a drinking vcs.scl on the groimd.

Yellow antique paste; .\ in. h., | in. w.

561 Two Satyrs, sacrificing a stag at a burning idtar; beneath arc letters. Avery

fine old composition. Sard
; S in. h.^ J in. w.

562 A kneeling Satyr, playfully holding up a biuich of gi'apc.s, at which a boy Satyr,

standing before him, is stretching out his hands.

Brown antique paste
; J in. h., in. w.

563 A Satyr, standing, with crossed legs, and his shoidders covered with the ncbris.

holds the pedum in his right hand, aiul a drinking vessel in his left. Front face,

Violet antique paste; in. h., | in. w.

564 A Satyr, seated on the ground, caressing a goat.

Giocu antique paste, witli I)luc and white stripes; ^ in. h., in. w.

565 Head of a youthful faim. Yellow antique i)astc ; J in. h., i in. w.
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566 SATYRS—FAUNS.—Head of a faun (?) Front face. Yellow antique paste
; % in. h., f in. w.

567 The little Bacclius sitting on the somewhat elevated knee of a faun, his body is

thrown backwards, and his hands are stretched out towards the flute, on which

the faun is playing. Very fine. Nicolo
; ^ in. h., in- w.

568 A faun, seated on a rock in front of a vase, in which a flower is placed.

Cornelian
; ^-j ^•

569 A faun, carrying a pedum and a panther's skia on his left arm, and holding a

mask in his right hand ; at his side is a goat.

Brownish-yellow antique paste ; i in. h., in. w.

570 A faun, holding a mask in one hand, and a pedum in the other, and panther's skia

;

at his side is a panther looking backwards.

Dark antique paste, with white stripes
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

571 A faun, standing, plays with a dog seated in front of him. Very finely executed.

Brown and white striped onyx ; ^ in. h., | in. w.

572 A faun, standing, bent forwards, holding the thyrsus, and stretching out the

fingers of the right hand as if to play the game of morra.

Striped onyx ; in. h., in. w.

5 73 A faun, leaning upon a pillar with his right arm ; holds the pedum and syrinx in

his hands. Sard ; A
574 A faun, advancing with the pedum on his shoulder, carrying a vessel which is

suspended to a chain. Cornehan
; -^-^ in. h., f in. w.

575 A faun, standing, with the pedum on his shoulder.

Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., J in w.

576 A faun, advancing, carrying a hare by its hind legs in one hand, and the pedum in

the other one. A fine gem. Onyx-like cornelian
; \ in. h., in. w.

577 , A satyr, seated, appears to be teaching a youthful faun, who stands before him, to

play on the flute (?) Brownish-yellow antique paste; in h., ^ in. w.

578 A faun, with a panther's skin, his foot placed on a rock, holding two flutes in

his hand. Brownish-yellow antique paste
; 5 in. h., f in. w.

579 A faun blowing the double flute. Very fine. Sard ; in. h., | in. w.

580 A faun, dancing, with a lyre in his hand.

Brownish -yellow antique paste; in. h., -5^^^ in. w.

581 A faun, with the thyrsus, dancing and accompanying his steps on the syrinx.

Sard; ^ in. h., in w.

582 An aged faun letting a young faun drink from a drinking vessel.

Dark brown sard ; i in. h., \ in. w.

583 A young faun running; holds a bunch of grapes in his left hand.

Sardonyx of three strata; in. h., f in. w.

584 A faun, with his right foot placed on a rock, carrying a large drinking vessel on

his shoulder. Very fine, Sard
; J in h., in w.

585 A faun, clothed with the nebris, pouring wine from an oenochce into a patera,

which he holds in his left hand. A splendid gem. Sard
; W in. h., \ in. w.
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586 SATYRS—FAUNS.—A faun pouring the contents of a wine-skin, which he carries on his shoulder, into

an amphora, which stands in front of liim. Very finely conceived and executed-

Fine sard
; ^ in. h., j in. h.

587 A. faun, with the thyrsus in his hand, seizing by the horns a goat, which is jumping

over a reversed drinking vessel. Very fine. Sard ; in. h., ^ in. w.

588 A youthful faun, standing and playing with two sticks. Finely executed in a very

old style. Striped onyx
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

589 A faun, kneeling on the ground, arranging a wreath. Very fine.

Fine hyacinth
; f in. h., in. w.

590 Ditto, with the inscription: COL. . . MOIV.? Yellow antique paste; in.h., in. w.

591 A kneeling faun, twining a wreath.

Dark brown antique paste, mounted in gold ; in. h., ^ in. w.

592 TSvo fauns standing, and appearing to sacrifice at a wreathed altar.

lirown antique paste, with white stripes ; in. h., -^^ in. w.

593 A faun, holding the thyrsus in his hand, seated on a stone under a tree, in front of

a pillar, on which a Priapus-herme is placed.

Green antique pa.ste; in. h., \ in. w.

594 A seated faun, detaining Ijy force a nynipli, who is endeavouring to flee from him.

Dark brown antique paste; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

595 A faun, seated on a basket, over wliicli tlie nebris is spread, stretching out his

left hand towards a syrinx, that is suspended from a tree in front of him ; at

his feet is the pedum. A fine gem. S.u-d; W i"- ^'-j i

596 A Bacchant, with the thyrsus and nebris, in the wild agit.ition of the orgy. Finely

conceived and delicately executed. Half of this gem has been restored in gold.

Fine sard; 1 in. h., |J in. w.

597 A. Bacchant performing a wild dance, and flourishing the thyrsus with his right

hand ; liis outstretched left arm is covered with a panther's skin.

Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

598 A Bacchante playing the flute. A most spirited composition.

Syrian garnet; ,'„r in. h., in. w.

599 A Bacchante with flowing garments, holding a patera in her uplifted hands ; in

front of her is the thyrsus. A fine composition.

Syrian garnet ; in. h., ,^ in. w.

600 A dancing Bacchante, holding up the peplos with both hands ; in her right hand

she has also a bunch of grapes. Most beautifully executed.

Brown sard
; \l in. h., ^ in w.

601 A Bacchante (?) Yellow antique piUite; in. h., in. w.

602 A bearded and ivy-crowned head of a Bacchant ; front face.

Dark anticjuc paste, with white .stripes
; f in. h., in. w.

603 An ivy-crowned head of a youthful Bacchant ; front face. Cornelian; ? in.h.,3in.w.

604 A winged Bacchanalian genius, holding a bunch of grapes in his right hand, and

with the left one seizing a hare by its hiiul legs ; in front of him are the crescent,

moon; and stars. Nicolo ; ^ in. h., in. w.
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605 SATYRS—FAUNS.—Two masks attached to the centre of a thyrsus. Amethyst
; f in. h., ^-^ in. w.

606 PAN . . . . .A bearded head of Pan, with horns. Violet antique paste j in. h., ^ in. w.

607 ' Ditto Dark brown antique paste ; in. h., ^^^^ in. w.

608 A very spirited head of Pan, in profile. Sard
; | in. h., | in. w.

609 An extremely expressive Pan's mask, crowned with ivy. Exquisite workmanship.

Red jasper
; f in. h., i in. w.

610 A group, composed of a Satyr's, a Pan's, and a bearded head ; this last has a head-

dress formed by an elephant's trunk. Fine hyacinth ; in. h.,
-f-g

in. w.

611 Pan, his back covered with a hide, seated on a rock, and blowing a syrinx. Very

fine and spirited. Striped onyx
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

612 Pan, standing, and carrying the pedum on his left arm.

Amethyst
; | in. h., in. w.

613 Pan, sitting upon a rock, under a tree, instructing a yoimg faun to play upon the

syrinx. Plasma; in. h., f in. w.

614 Pan and a goat butting each other with their horns; between them, on the

ground, lies a she-goat. YeUow antique paste ; | iu. h., i in. w.

615 Pan, leaning against the edge of a beautifully adorned fountain, in conversation

with an Ephebe, who sits upon a rock, near a tree, on the other side of the

fountain, holding a wreath in his elevated right hand. Upon a rock, behind

Pan, sits a Cicade ; on the edge of the basin is a snail, and behind the Ephebe

the half moon is seen to rise. Exceedingly fine. Sard ; -| in. h., a in. w.

616 A large syrinx, standing upon an altar, behind which the upper body of Pan

appears ; on both sides of the altar stand two Erotes, (?) near which are Roman

field-badges, and the letters V V M. Cornelian ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

617 PRIAPUS . . Priapus holding his garment up in one hand, and the thyrsus in the other.

The back of the head and upper body are covered.

Blue antique paste; in. h., I in. w.

618 A man sacrificing at a burning altar, in front of a Priapus-herme, which stands

upon a column, and behind which is a flute-player. The edge is granulated.

Comehan
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

619 CASTOR AND POLLUX.—Castor and Pollux, with stars above their heads, facing each other,

and leaning upon their lances.

Sardonyx, of brown and white strata
; f in. h., -^^ in. w.

620 FORTUNA . . Fortuna, with the horn of plenty, and the helm, and the modius upon her head,

standing opposite Mercury, who in his elevated left hand holds a wreath,

wherewith to adorn the goddess. Sard ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

621 Forttma, sitting upon the helm, with the horn of plenty in her left hand.

Dark antique paste ; -^-g in. h., | in. w.

622 Fortuna, seated upon a chair, with the helm, and horn of plenty ; in the field, are

the letters C. M. Cornelian-like onyx; in. h., ^ in. w.

623 • A standing Fortuna, with the helm, and horn of plenty.

Violet antique paste, obliquely striped with white
; f in. h., in. w.
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624 FORTUNA .

625

62G

627

628

629

630

631

632

633 ABUNDANTIA.

G34

635

636

637

638

639

640 VICTORIA
641

Fortuna standing, with the modius upon her head, and the helm and horn of

plenty. Onyx of brown and white strata ; in. h., ^ in. w.

Fortuna Primigenia, with the thyrsus, and the horn of plenty in her hands,

riding upon a sea-goat. From the collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impronte

di Monumenti Gem. Cent. IV. No. 10.) Dark bromi sard; I
in. h., in. w.

Fortuna, carrying the horn of plenty on her left arm, and holding the helm,

corn-ears, and poppy-heads in her right hand ; above the goddess' head are three

stars. Cornelian-like onyx ; ^ in. h., in. w.

A winged Fortuna, with the helmet on her head, and the horn of plenty on her

arm, sitting upon a helm, whereof she holds the handle, whicli ends in a

caduceus. Brown yellow antique paste; -^g in. h., in. w.

Fortuna standing, with the horn of jjlcnty, stretching forth her hand to a female

figure kneeling Ijefore her, as if to raise the prostrate one up. The kneeling

figure is probably the personification of a subjugated Roman pronnce.

Greenish antique paste
; ^ in. h., |- in. w.

Fortuna standing, with the horn of plenty on her left arm, holding in her right

hand the helm, poppies, corn-cars, and the caduceus ; in the field, it appears,

is the letter R. Violet antique paste ; + in. h.,
-J

in. w.

Fortuna and Cupid. From the collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impronte di

Moimmenti (icmmari. Cent. II. No. 39.) Plasma; ^ in. h.,
f,

in. w.

Two Fortunas, witli boms of plenty and helms ; tlie one sitting, and the other

standing before her. Yellow antique paste ; ^ in. h., in. w.

Ceres or Fortuna, helmeted, leaning the left arm, on which rests the horn of

plenty, upon a pillar, and holding corn-cars in the strctchcd-out right hand.

Brown antique paste ; in. li., J in. w.

Abundantia, naked, holding a liirge horn of plenty, with fruits, upon her knees,

sitting upon a car, drawn by two lions, and conducted by an Erotc, with a

horn of i)lcnty, behind whom there is a .second Erote, carrj'ing a patera on his

head Cornelian
; -^^^ in. h., J in. w.

Abundantia standing, with a patera, and horn of plenty.

Dark antique paste; I in. h.,
J

in. w.

A bust of Abundantia, with the horn of plenty before her.

Black jasper; }, in. h., in. w-

A horn of plenty. Plasma; ,^ in. h., ,V ^"

Ditto. Antique paste, striped with green and white ; in. h

Two horns of plenty, close together. Violet anticpie pa.ste ; in. li.,

m. w.

in. w.

Two horns of plenty ; betM'cen them is a vase, from which a tree sprouts forth
;

near the horns of plenty are two dolphins.

Brown antitpie paste
; J in. h., I in. w.

Victoria, holding up a wreath. Dark yellow antique j)aste; ^ in. h., | in. w.

Victoria, stantling upon the globe, with the wreath and palm of victory.

Sard; h-, A
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Victoria standing, with a wreath and palm-branch. In front is the inscription;

M. N. L. F. Yellow-brown antique paste ; in. h., -j'^ in. w.

Victoria, with a wreath and a victory-palm. Cornelian
; | in. h., -^^ in. w.

Victoria standiag upon the globe, with the wreath and palm of victory.

Sardonyx of brown and white strata
; ^ in. h., i in. w.

Victoria, standing upon a globe.

Dark antique paste, striped with white ; i in. h., ^ in. w.

Victoria, holding a wreath in her right hand, and a pahn of victory in her left,

and standing upon the earth-ball.

Sardonyx of brown and white strata
;

J-| in. h., f in. w
Victoria carrying the globe in her elevated hands ; before her is a burning torch.

Violet antique paste ; i^- le i^-

Victoria, with a wreath and victory-palm, standing on the prow of a ship, at the

extremity of which is the earth-ball
;

upon the ship is the inscription,

DIV.IVL.F. Sard
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Victoria, carrying a wreath in her right hand, and a horn of plenty in her left.

Yellowish antique paste
;

-jL in. h., -| in. w.

Victoria, with the victory-palm and wreath, upon a racing Quadriga ; underneath

are the letters, A E R. Brown antique paste
;

-| in. h., ^-^ in. w.

Victoria slaughtering a bull, as a sacrificial thank-offering.

Yellow antique paste ; in. h., f in. w.

Victoria carrying a trophy upon her shoulders. A fine Greek representation.

Very fine sard ; in. h., ^ in. w.

Victoria standing upon the globe, holding a wreath in her elevated right hand,

and on her left arm a trophy. On the reverse is Meleager on horseback, in

combat with a boar. Sard ; |- in. h., ^ in. w.

Victoria reading a message of victory.

Dark yeUow antique paste
; -| in. h., -f^ in. w.

Victoria inscribing a victory upon a shield, which she holds on her knee.

Violet antique paste; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Victoria standing before a trophy, writing a message of Adctory upon the shield.

Plasma
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Victoria standing, holding in her stretched-forth right hand an unrecognizable

object ; at her side are the letters, M I.

Brown antique paste
; ^ in. h., j\ in. w.

A Roman Emperor, on horseback, returning victorious from the combat ; Victoria

marches before him with the victory-palm ; he is followed by a warrior, holding

an eagle of the legion Striped onyx
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Victoria, with the palm of victory ia her left hand, crov/ning a warrior, who

stands before her, armed with a lance, helmet, and shield.

Yellow antique paste ; ^ in. h,, ^ in. w.
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G60 VICTORIA . . Victoria, with the victory-palm in her hand, and her foot upon the globe, holding

a circular shield over a small female figure, who sits upon the ground. On the

other side is an eagle. Comehan ; — in. h., in. w.

661 Victoria, with the victory-palm in her hand, apparently sacrificing over a vase ?

Yellow antique paste ; ^ in. h., in. w.

662 Nike, in the armour of Minen'a, standing upon the earth-ball, and holding the

owl in her stretched-forth right hand. A magnificent gem.

Sard ; 2 in. h., j in. w.

fin.J BONUS EVENTUS.—Bonus Eventus, lioldiug a patera in his right hand, and corn-ears in his left.

Very fine. Plasma in. h., f in. w.

664 Bonus Eventus, Avith the scales and the pahn, standing, with his left arm sup-

ported l)y a pillar ; before him is a dog ; there is also the circumscription,

L.D.VIRILI. From the collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impronte di

Monumenti Gem. Cent. II. No. 38.) Sard ; in. h., in. w.

665 Bonus Eventus, standing, with a patera in his left hand, and with his right

holding a bough over a heap of fruit, which lies on the ground.

Nicolo; \ in. h., % in. w.

666 Bonus Eventus holding a little box (?) in his right hand, and corn-ears in the left.

lied ja.sper; ^ in. h., \ in. w.

667 Bonus Eventus, with a patera and corn-cars in his hands, and the circumscription,

A V O E. Vcrj' fine. I'iasuia
; \ in. h., -/^ in. w.

668 TUTELAR GODDESSES OF PARTICULAR TOWNS AND COUNTRIES.—Tlie tutelar God-

dess of the town of Antiochia, with a veil and mural crown, and corn-cars in

her hand, sitting ujjon a rock ; m IuIc ^'ictoria, who stands l)chind, crowns her.

At her feet is the rivcr-god Orontes Plasma
; \ in. h., % in. w.

669 The tutelar (loddcss of Antiochia, with corn-ears in her hand, being crowned by

two Victorias, who stand l)( hiiul her ; at her feet appears the uj)per body of the

rivcr-god Orontes. Yellow antique paste
; J in. h., % in. w.

670 A head of Africa, covered with the elephant's head, in the profile. Very finely

executed. Nicolo; \ in. h., in. w .

671 Africa, as a female bust, with the head of an elephant over the crown of the head
;

front face. Most beautifully executed. Sard ; J in. h., ^ in. w.

672 The Triquetra, the symbol of Sicily ;
upon the crow n of her head is a Gorgon's

head, surrounded with corn-ears. Sard ; \ in. h., | in. w.

67.3 CONSTELLATIONS.—The constellation of the Lion ; above is a star, undenicath which the inscrip-

tion, ALCI. Asi)leu(hd gem. Plasma ; \ in. h., ^ in. w.

674 Tlie Lion between two horns of plenty, above which float two stars ; above the Lion

is also a star. Cornelian ; % in. h., ^ in. w.

675 The Lion, above which is the Scorpion. Onyx-Uke comehan ; in. h., ^ in. w.

6/0 The Ram, running and looking backwards. Comehan; \ in. h., -j"^ in. w.

677 The Ram, in full course, looking backwards ; behind is a caduceus, underneath

which is an oar. Violet antique paste ; ^ in. h., J in. w.
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678 CONSTELLATIONS.—Capricornus, whose body ends in a fish-tail, holding the globe with his

fore-feet. The moon and a star are behind him.

Dark antique paste; ^in. h., ^ in. w.

679 The constellation of the Bull. Above, a star.

Dark antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

680 Capricornus, whose body ends in a fish-tail; behind him is a trident, below, a

dolphin. Brown yellow antique paste
; i in. h., -^^-^ in. w.

681 The Scorpion, holding a patera in his claws.

Onyx of three strata; in. h., f in. w.

682 The Scorpion, and the inscription, nOCC ? . . 11.

Onyx of three strata ; in. h., in. w.

683 Two Fish. Yellow antique paste
; J in. h., J in. w.

684 HEROES. PROMETHEUS.—Prometheus chained to the Caucasus ; before him is the eagle.

Blue antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

Prometheus chained to the rocks of the Caucasus ; before him is the eagle. Very

finely executed. Yellowish sard ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Epimetheus, sitting, and opening the box of Pandora.

Yellow antique paste; ^ in. h., | in. w.

A head of the youthful Hercules, covered with the hon's skin. Very fine work-

manship. Nicolo; ^ in. h., | in. w.

A head of the youthful Hercules. A remarkably fine gem.

Brown and white onyx
; ^ in. h., in. w.

Head of young Hercules, with the lion's skin round his shoulders.

Yellow antique paste
; | in. h., in. w.

Head of young Hercules. Sard
; | in. h., -^-^ in. w.

A head of young Hercules, with the club behind him.

Cornelian, restored in gold; J_ in. h., | in. w.

Head of young Hercules, covered with the Hon's skin.

Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

Ditto. Brown antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

A head of young Hercides. Half of the stone is broken off. From the

collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impronte di Monumenti Gem. Cent. I.

No. 67.) Sard
; j% in. h., | in. w.

A laurel-wreathed head of the bearded Hercules. A portrait. A splendid gem.

Very fine sard ; in, h., in. w.

A bearded head of Hercules. Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., 1 in. w.

Ditto. Yellow antique paste
; f in. h., ^ in. w.

A bearded, laiirel-wreathed head of Hercules.

Yellow antique paste
; | in. h., in. w.

699 Ditto. Yellow antique paste ; in. h., f in. w.

700 Ditto. Violet antique paste ; in. h., -| in. w.

701 A laurel-wreathed head of Hercules. Sard; ^ in. h., i in. w.

702 Ditto. Fine brown sard
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

685

,686 EPIMETHEUS

687 HERCULES .

688

689

690

691

692

693

694

695

696

697

698
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An ivy-wreathed head of Hercules. . Brown sard ; in. h.., ^ in. w.

A head of Hercules. Exceedingly fine. Splendid hyacinth
; 1^ in. h., | in. w.

A profile head of Hercules, covered with the lion's skin. The beard is in the

form of a bird, probably an allusion to the StjTnphalic birds ; the ear is formed

by a ram's head ; below is the clul), and behind, a corn-ear.

Yellow-brown antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

A bust of young Hercules, mth the lion's skin round his shoulders. (?)

Dark antique ])aste
; J

in. h., ^ in. w.

A bust of the bearded, laurel-wreathed Hercules; the club rests upon his

shoulder. Bro^vn antique paste
; f^ in. h.,

-J
in. w.

A head of the suffering Hercules.

Brown yellow antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

A bowl, garlanded with ivy, behind which a wreathed table-centrepiece appears
;

upon this, the child Hercules is perceived, strangling the snakes. Very pleasing,

and beautifully executed. Sard
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

Young Hercules, standing, holding the victory-palm in his right hand, and the

club and lion's skin in his left.

Half-brown, half-wliite antique paste ; in. h., J in. w.

Young Hercules, hunting onwards, crushing the snakes between his hands.

Ycllow-l)rown antique paste
; J in. h., ^ in. w.

Hercules advancing ; seen from the front.

Brown-yellow antique paste
;

-J^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Hercules sitting, with his right hand, in which is the club, leaning upon a

rock. Green antique psiste; \ in. h., g in. w.

Hercules, with the club in his right hand, and his left foot resting upon a

fragment of rock, standing, in meditation.

Violet antique paste ; in. h., 3 i"-

Hercules, clothed with the lion's skin, and leaning upon the club, while he appears

to be carrying something upon his shoulders. A crude representation.

Yellow-brown antique paste
; \ in. h., \ in. w.

Hercules, enveloi)cd in his lion's skin, with the club upon his shoulder, pacing

about in a state of drunkenness. A very fine representation, ^nth a granulated

edge, sawed off from a scarabcus. Cornelian ; in. h., in. w.

Hercules standing, with a club in his right hand, and the lion's skin wrapped

round the left arm. An anticpie silver ring; in. h., I in. w.

Hercules standing, his right hand outstretched, and his left holding the club and

lion's skin. Brown-yellow antique paste;
.f,

in. h., ^ in. w.

Ditto. Brown-yellow antique ])aste
;

in., j",. in. w.

Hercules, with the skin and club, holding in his right hiuul an object, not

recognisable. Brown-yellow antique paste; J in. h., ] in. w.

Hercules, standing before an altar, apparently sacrificing. Much injiu-ed.

Yellow antique paste; ^ in. h., in. w.
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Hercules, with the club and Hon-skin in his left hand, holding in his right a

cantharus over an altar, to sacrifice. Sard
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Hercules, with the club in his hand, receiving the commands of Eurystheus.

The stone is partly destroyed. A fine representation of the older period, with

a granulated edge. Sard
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

Hercules, slaying the Nemsean lion. Green jasper
; j-^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Hercules, armed with a bow and arrow, in combat with the Stymphalic birds. A
very fine representation, with a granulated edge.

Very fine light sard
; ^ in. h., \^ in. w.

Hercules carrying the Erymantic boar. Yellow antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

Hercules pressing Antaeus between his arms, in a wrestling combat.

Green antique paste; ^ in. h., f in. w.

Hercules absolved by Deiphobus of Amytela from the murder of Iphitus ; between

both is a pillar, emblematical of the grave-monument
;
underneath, the inscrip-

tion ANI. Very fine. Very dark brown sard
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

Hercules, with his arm clasped round the shoulder of Telamon.

Brown yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Hercules, with the club in his hand, and standing by a rock, over which the hon's

skin hangs, and upon which stands Cupid. Blue antique paste ; in. h., -3^ in. w.

Hercules, sinking under the weight of Cupid, who sits upon his shoulders. He
falls on one knee, and angrily clenches his fist.

Brown yellow antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

Young Hercules sitting upon his lion's skin, and resting his left hand upon his

club. Before him stands Virtus, in the form of Minerva— Salutaris, with the

olive-branch in her right hand; and Voluptas in the form of Venus, with Cupid

in her leading strings. Remarkably fine. Chalcedony
; ^2^^ in. h., in. w.

Hercules, lying in a state of drunkenness, outstretched upon his hon-skin, holding

the club in his right hand, and the scyphus in his left. Very fine.

Nicolo
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Hercules, clad in the lion-skin, holding the club in his left hand, and the hercu-

lean scyphus in his right. There is also the inscription ADMWN.
Cornehanj | in. h., ^ in. w.

A similar representation, with the letters DCM. Cornehan; | in. h., i in. w.

Hercules, being crowned by Victoria, who stands before him ; behind the latter is

a Roman field-badge, upon which sits an eagle, with a wreath in his beak.

The whole is probably an allusion to the victorious return from the war of some

Roman general. Cornehan
; | in. h., f in. w.

A head of Omphale, covered with the lion-skin. Plasma
; | in. h., i in. w.

Omphale, standing with the attributes of Hercules.

Brownish-yellow antique paste, striped with white; | in. h., | in. av.

Thanatos, represented old, bearded, and with mighty wings, standing behind the

sinking Hercules. White and brown striped onyx; 1 in. h., f in. w.
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740 HERCULES . . A club between a palm-branch and the caduceus, above an oar.

Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

741 A club and caduceus, and two palm-branches, standing upon an oar, siurounded

by poppy-heads. Violet antique paste ; in. h., f in. w.

742 A club, between corn-ears and poppy-heads.

Yellowish sard
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

743 PERSEUS . . Perseus, holding the herpe in one hand, and in the other, the head of Medusa.

There is the inscription ATTAMANOY. Plasma ; ^ in. h., in. w.

744 Perseus, standing on the trunk of the Gorgon, holding the head of Medusa in one

hand, and the licrpc in the other. Blue antique jjuste; -^^ in. h., \ in. w.

745 Perseus, holding in Ids left hand the severed head of Medusa, and in the right

the herpe. Violet antique paste ; i in. h., -j^^ in. w.

746 BELLEROPHON— (Chiniajra—Pegasus.) BcUerophon riding the Pegasus, and in combat with

the Chimajra, at whom Mcra is barking. Very fine.

Cornehun
;

j'V in. li., 5 in. w.

747 Bellerophon, riding the Pegasus, and in combat ^ith the Chimsera. Very spirited;

the edge is granulated. Brown and white striped onyx; }-i in. h., i in. w.

748 The same subject. Cornelian; | in. h., ,9^ in. w.

749 The Chimaira. A very fine gem. White chalcedony
; ^-j t in. w.

750 The Chimaira, in a recumbent posture. Brown antique paste
; § in. h., J in. m".

751 Pegasus firing. Sard; + in. h., -j^^ in. w.

752 A similar representation. Nicolo
; -^^ in. h., in. w.

753 Pegasus standing ; the treatment characteristically antique.

Cornehan, which has undergone the influence of fire, in an antique moimting;

A in. h., ji in. w.

754 Pegasus. Yellow anticpic paste
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

755 C'ADMUS . . . Cadmus, sitting on the ground; by his side is a vessel, wherewith to draw water,

indicative of the spring—before him rests the dragon, who is its guardian. Very

fine. White chalcedony ; fg in. h., in. w.

75G A similar representation. Brown sard ; 3 in. h., \ in. w.

757 (EI)IPUS (Sphinx).— Oidipus, with a sword by his side, solving the riddle of the Sphinx, who sits

before him upon a rock. Violet anti(ine paste
; ^ in. h..

i|
in. w.

758 A sitting sphinx, with a double body ; seen from the front.

Cornelian ; * in. h., \ in. w.

751) A sitting sphinx, in profile. The inscription, L-C IVC.

Cornelian; -j'„ in. h., in. w.

7fiO A winged sphinx, with a human upper body, and the lower body of a lioness,

squatting upon the ground before a jewel-box, from which she has taken a string

of pearls
;
upon the other side stands a vase. Cornelian ; + in. h.,

f,
in. w.

7G1 ETEOCLES AND POLYNICHS.—Eteocles and Polynices, the sons of CEdipus, armed with swords

and shields, expiring upon the ground. Hluc antique paste ; in. h., -^\ in. w.

762 The same. Green antique paste, striped with white ; J in. h., ^ in. w.
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Jason standing before a piUar, around wliich the Colchian dragon is coUed, and

upon the top of which sits the magic bird Tyn, which Jason had received from

Medea ; at the foot of the pillar is the ram of Phryxus. From the collection of

Dr. Nott. (Compare with Impronte di Monum. Gen. Cent. I. No. 78.)

Striped onyx
; ^ in. h., a in. w.

The same subject. Etrurian workmanship. Very fine sard; ^in. h., ^ in. w.

The same subject, but without the ram.

Black and white striped sard ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Orpheus sitting upon a rock, playing the lyre.

Very fine garnet ; in. h., f in. w.-

Orpheus sitting upon a rock, playing the lyre to a ram before him.

Green antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

. Meleager with two hunting spears in his hand, contemplating the head of the

Calydonian boar, which lies before him upon a stele, at his feet a dog ; on the

side, the inscription FLAVG. (Compare Toelken's Catalogue, p. 2. No. 168.)

Violet antique paste ; ^ in. h., -^-^ in. w.

Meleager attacking the Calydonian boar, which is just emerging from the forest,

with a spear. Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

. Dsedalus working at the wings. A very fine gem. Sardonyx
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

Daedalus working at the wings of Icarus. Cornehan
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Daedalus working in a standing posture at the wings destined for Icarus.

Antique paste, imitating the nicolo
; |^ in. h., ^ in, w.

. Icarus standing, and holding in his hand the wings fabricated by Daedalus. Fine

Etriirian workmanship. Fine red sard ; j^g. in. li.^ x in. w.

A centaur carrying, as it appears, a trophy in his right hand, and a club in his

left. Very much injured. Green antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

Theseus, whose right arm rests upon a rock, contemplating the sword, which he

holds in his left hand ; the club is near him. From the collection of Dr. Nott.

(Compare Impronte di Monxmi. Gem. Cent. I. No. 69.)

Cornehan
; | in. h., -l in. w.

Theseus, whose right arm reposes upon a rock, contemplating his Parazonium,

which he holds in his left hand. Greenish antique paste,; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Theseus contemplating the sword. Nicolo
; f in. h., | in. w.

. A young man standing before a rock and grasping a bough
;
commonly thought

to be Narcissus. Green antique paste ; in. h., -^-^ in. w.

Narcissus standing with crossed legs, his hand against a tree, and gazing

upon Echo, who appears before him. Cupid stands below, aiming his dart at

Narcissus. A very fine gem. Plasma ; in. h., J in. w.

. Lycurgus, king of the Edonians, hewing down with his axe the vine tree of

Dionysius. A very fine work in the old style, with a granulated edge.

Brown and white striped onyx
;

J-| in. h., in. w.

A head of Leander. Sard ; ^ in. h., in. w.

Leander swimming across the Hellespont. Amethyst ; in. h., in. w.
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783 LEANDER
784

785

786 HELLE .

787 PELEUS

788 AllGOS

Leander swimming across the Hellespont. YeUow antique paste ; in. h., | in. w.

Ibid. White antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

Ibid. Brown antique paste
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Helle, in the posture of Venus Euplcca, being carried through the waves by the

ram, accompanied by Cupid. Fine sard
; ^ in. h., J-V in. w.

Peleus, inclined backwards, wringing out his wet hair over a basin; with the

inscription: FIEAE. Etrurian workmanship. Striped onyx; in. h., ^ in. w.

Argos standing in an incUned posture, with one foot on the stem of his ship, which

he is contemplating. Cornchan ; J
in. h., i in. w.

789 TROJA . .

790 CALCHAS

791 MENELAUS.—

792

793

794 ACIIILLEUS

795

796

797

798

799

800

801

HEROES OF THE TROJAN WAR.

The city of Troja ; in the foregroimd is Achilles, dragging the corpse of Hector

round the town. Very fine. Amethyst
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

A priest, with a bough and a sacrificial cup in his liands, standing before an altar,

from behind whicli issues forth a hind. Perhaps Calchas, and the hind, sent hy

Diana instead of the carried-off Iphigenia.

Brown and white striped onyx; ^ in., in. h.

AGAMEMNON.—Menelaus completely armed, carrying the slain and disarmed

Patroclus in his arms; l)ehiud the group is a miiema, with an urn and sword.

Probably a copy of the well-known marble group.

Violet antique pa.ste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

Menelaus, completely armed, carrying the slain and disarmed Patroclus in his arms.

Red jjusper; J in. h., in. w.

Menelaus and Agamemnon casting lots (which are thrown into an urn) as to who

shall engage in the combat with Hector. Violet antique paste; [ in h., J in. w.

Thetis plunging the young Achilles, whom she is holding by the heel, into the

Hoods of the Styx. (iarnet; in. h., in. w.

Cheiron teaching young Achilles to play upon a .stringed instrument ; with the

inscription BANI. Very fine. Sard ; in. li., ^ in. w.

Head of a bearded warrior, behind whicli is the lance
;
perhaps Achilles with

the Peleian lance (?) Yellow antique pa.ste; g in. h., -^g in. w.

A bust of Achilles, covered with the helmet, l)ehind which the shield is visible.

Ex(piisite workmanship. Bed jasper; J in. h., j
i; in. w.

Achilles, sitting by the .sea-shore, and playing upon the lyre, which is adorned

with a fillet ; the shield rests at his feet. Amythest; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Achilles holding the lance in his hand, and sadly reposing his left arm upon the

shield, which rests upon a rock. Thetis stands before him, and is bringing the

helnu't to her .son. Exceedingly fine. Nicolo; ]l in. h., fJ
in. w.

Thetis bringing the helmet to Achilles, who is armed with the lance and sword.

Green antique paste, with blue and white stripes
; ^ in. h., I in. w.

AchUles putting oii his greaves ; the shield is on the ground before him.

Violet antique paste; i in. h., f in. w.
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802

803

804

805

806

807

808

809

810

811

812

813

814

815

816

817

818

819

820

ACHILLEUS
w.

Achilles contemplating his weapons ; beside him is the mnema of Patroclus,

Yellow antique paste ; -f^ in. h,, ^ in.

Achilles with the chlamys and the lance upon his left shoulder^ contemplating the

helmet, which Thetis has given him ; before him, on the ground, Hes his shirt of

mail. Nicolo ; in. h., in. w.

Achilles, armed with the lance, contemplating the helmet in his hand ; on the

ground before him is the shield. Yellow antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

PRIAMUS

Achilles, sitting, contemplating the helmet ; before him is his armour.

Yellow-brown antique paste
; ; -j^g in. h., § in. w.

Achilles beside the tomb of Patroclus, upon which Hes the helmet, while against

it rest the shield and lance, putting on his greaves, preparatory to the combat.

Underneath is the letter A. Blue antique paste
; | in. h., f in. w.

Head of Priamus. A fine gem. Fine sard ; i in. h., ^ in. w.

Priamus, at the feet of Achilles, who is seated on a chair before him, supplicating

for the corpse of Hector Cornelian
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

Priamus, lying at the feet of Achilles, of whom he is supplicating the corpse of

Hector, while Briseis compassionately raises him up ; beside the group is a

column, perhaps the mnema of Patroclus. Cornelian
; f in. h., 1 in, w.

Priamus, sitting at the feet of Achilles, entreating the latter to give up to him the

corpse of his son, while Briseis sustains him ; behind him is a winged caduceus.

From the collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impr. di Monum. Cent. III. No. 76.)

Sard
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

Achilles, with the sword at his side, standing before Priamus, behind whom is

visible a warrior with lance and sword, perhaps Automedon.

Very fine sard
; ^ in. h., in. w.

AchiQes kneeling upon the ground, extracting the arrow from his heel.

Sard
; h.. m. w.

NEOPTOLEMUS.—Neoptolemus, armed and kneeling, holding the drawn sword in his hand.

awaiting the combat. Yellow antique paste; ^ in. li., f in. w.

HECTOR Hector springing aboard the Greek ships. From the collection of Dr. Nott

(Compare Impr. di Monumenti Gem. Cent. I. No. 82.) Sard; ^ in. h., in w.

Hector, completely armed, with the sword in his hand, taking leave of Andro-

Sard; -^^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1^ in. w.

f in. w.

AJAX

mache. The shield is on the ground by his side.

Andromache contemplating the shield of Hector.

Brown antique paste

;

Andromache, seated sorrowfully, contemplating the sword of Hector.

Brown antique paste, with white stripes
; ^ in

A very fine helmeted head of Ajax. Hyacinth-coloui-ed sard; in. h., in. w.

Ajax covering Odysseus, who has smik upon the ground, with his shield, while

with his right hand he flings a stone at the assailants.

Dark blue antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Ajax holding the severed head of Imbrius in his hand, and resting his foot upon

the mutilated corpse. Yellow antique paste
; -| in. h., I in. w.
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821 AJAX

PUILOCTETES

822 DIOMEDES

823

824

825

826

827

828

829

830

831

832

833

834

835 SCYLLA

ODYSSEUS

836

, Ajax grasping Cassandra by the hair, with his right hand, which at the same

time holds the sword, in order forcibly to drag her away from the monument of

Minerva. Blue antique paste; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Diomedes kneeling upon the corpse of the slain Dolon, whose severed head he

holds in his hand. Striped onyx; in. h., ^ in. w.

Diomedes and Odysseus returning from the taking of the Palladium. The stone

is fragmented. Sard; I
in. h., -j"'^ in. vr.

Diomedes carrying the stolen Palladium on his left arm, is descending from the

wreathed altar, upon which his right knee is resting, while in his right hand he

holds the unsheathed sword for defence. Dark antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Diomedes stealing the Palladium from the altar.

^'iolct antique paste ; in. h., ^^ in. w.

Diomedes carrying the Palladium in one hand, and in the other the torch which

lights him in his nocturnal expedition. Sard; -fg in. h., J in. w.

Philoctctcs l)efore the altar, with a bow and arrows, being wounded in the foot by

the serpent, which is crawling forth from underneath. \cry fine Etrurian

workmanship. Sard
; ,\ in. h., in. w.

Pliiloctctes, limping and leaning upon his staff, holding in his hand the bow of

Hercules. A fine Etrurian work, sawed off from a scarabeus.

Cornelian (Ijleachcd by fire) ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Philoctetes, lying upon the ground, under a hanging rook, and >rith a wing scaring

away the flies that are swarming around his wounded foot, Mhile Odysseus, who

appears behind the rock, secretly watches him. Etrurian workmanship. The

edge is granulated. Pale vcUow sard; ^ in. h., f in. w.

Philoctetes mournfully lying upon the ground in a cave, and with the wing

scaring away the flics from his wound. Dark anticpie paste; in. h., f . in. w.

A similar representation.

Brown antique paste, with white stripes; J in. h., ^ in. w.

A bearded warrior, perhaps Odysseus, with the head of Medusa upon liis

breast-plate, kneeling ujjon the ground with a strctched-forth shield.

Cornelian
; ^ i"- h-> i

A bust of Odysseus, covered witli the pileus; near it the inscription KPWMOY.
Brown sard

; J in. h., in. w.

Odysseus building his shij). From the collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare

Impronte di Monumenti (Jem. Cent. I. No. 95.) Very finely executed.

Pale yellow sard; j W
Scylla dragging a companion of Odysseus down into tbc waves ;

a])ove her head

she swings the rudder, in order to annihilate her victim, ^'ery fine. From

the collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impr. di Monumenti Gem. Cent. I. No. 93.)

Cornelian ; in. h., ^ in. w.

Scylla, whose lower body branches out into fish-curves, and dogs' bodies,

stretching out her right hand, and holding an oar in the left.

Violet antique paste; i\ in. h.,i'„ in. w.
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837 SCYLLA . .

838 SIREN . . .

839

840 J^NEAS . .

841

842 LAOCOON .

Scylla, terminating in a long and twisted fish-tail.

Onyx of three strata ; ^ in. h.,
-J-

in. w.

A Siren^ blowing upon the double flute, and holding another simple flute in

her hand ; at the side, is the inscription, L I H I.

Violet antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

A Siren, clad ia the chiton, carrying an amphora on her head, and a torch in her

hand. Cornelian; ^ in. h., § in. h.

J^neas, on the point of fleeing, carrying Anchises, his father, upon his shoulder,

and leading his son, Ascanius, by the hand.

Yellow antique paste
; -fg in. h., f in. w-

JEne&s, carrying his father Anchises upon his shoulder.

Brown antique paste, with white stripes ; in. h., | in. w.

A most expressive head of Laocoon. Red jasper
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

843 OTHRYADES

844

845

846

847

848

PORTRAITS

HISTORICAL REPRESENTATIONS.-[GREEK.]

Othryades, who has sunk upon the ground, writing the news of victory upon

his shield, with his own blood. Very fine.

Pale yellow sard; j\ in. h., in. w.

Othryades, standing, and writing the message of victory upon a shield. Fine

Etrurian workmanship. From the collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impronte

di Monumenti Gem. Cent. I. No. 99.) Striped onyx ; ™- t i^- ^•

Head of Socrates. Completed in gold. Nicolo
; -^^ in. h., | in. w.

A bust of Socrates, instructing. Sard
; -| in. h., ^ in. w.

A bust of Aristoteles. Dark antique paste ; in. h., f in. w.

A head of the dying Alexander. Pale blue antique paste
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

HISTORICAL REPRESENTATIONS. -[HOMAN.]

849 Roma, seated, holding a mask in her stretched-forth right hand ; beside her are her mail-shirt and

shield. Nicolo ; in. h., ^ in. w,

850 Roma, seated, with Victoria upon her stretched-forth right hand, and the parazonium in her left

;

the shield and mail-shirt are beside her. Yellowish antique paste ; ^ in. h., | in. w.

851 Roma, seated, holding a mask in her stretched-forth right hand; the shield rests beside her, against

her chair. Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

852 Roma, seated, contemplating a mask, which she holds in her hand; the shield rests against her chair,

with the circumscription, HEROPHILI—OPOBAL SAMVM. A splendid gem.

Very fine sard ; in. h., ^ in. w.

853 Faustulus before the She-wolf, who lies under the Ficus Ruminahs
;

opposite him, sits the goddess

Roma. From the collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impronte di Monumenti Gem. Cent. I.

No. 65.) Very fine. Sard; J_ in. h., y'^-j in. w.
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854 Romulus and Remus being suckled by the She-wolf, under the Ficus Ruminalis.

Antique glass paste,which capitallyimitates the onyx of three strata, mounted in gold; f in.h., ^ in.w.

855 The same subject. Nicolo
; \ in. h., f in. w.

856 Faustulus finding Romulus and Remus, whom the She-wolf is suckling imder the Ficus Ruminalis.

Brown antique paste ;
i in. h., J in. w.

857 A similar representation. Brown yellow antique paste; in h., | in. w.

858 Romulus, M'ith the plough, drawn by two oxen, marking out the circumference of the city of Rome.

From the collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impronte di !Monumenti Gem. Cent. IV. No. 88.)

Cornelian
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

859 Two shepherds, leaning upon their crooks, contemplating the head of Tolus, whiclx lies between them,

and which was discovered upon laying the stone of the J upiter temple on the Capitol ; above the

head is a star. Very interesting. Nicolo; + in. h., ^in. w.

860 Lucretia stabbing herself in the presence of her husband, who in vain seeks to restrain her ; beside

her, on the ground, is a torch. Lajjis lazidi
; | in. h., J in. w.

861 A bust of Lucretia, with the dagger sticking in lier bosom. Cornelian; -j^6 ^-i I's

862 A head of Lucretia, with tlie dagger before her.

Onyx of brown and white strata; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

863 A ])eardlcss male figure, with the apliistrc in his right liand, and the chlamys folded around his left

unu, stiiiuling in the posture of Neptune, with his right foot upon the ship's beak, to which a

vergillura is attached
;
perhaps a Sixtus Pompeius, as upon coins, to indicate a naval victorj*.

Bro\»Ti antique paiste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

PORTRAITS.

864 A head of Cicero. Nicolo
; {'^ in. h., in. w.

865 Head of Pompeius the Great. Yellow-bro^ra antique paste
; ^ in. h., I in. w.

866 A head of Marcus Antonius. Blue anticjue paste; J in. li., ^ in. w.

867 The licads of Cains and Lucius Cicsar, w ith the inscription, KICCOC CO.\^V.AA.

Plasma; in. h., ^ in. h.

868 A head of Agrippa. Dark antique paste, with white stripes; -j^^ in. h., | in. w.

869 A licad of Agrippa. Uluc anti(pie pa.stc
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

870 A head of Julia. Yellow anticpie pa.ste ; h in. h., I in. w.

871 A head of Augustus. Sard ; ^ in. h., J in. w.

872 A head of Augustus. Amethyst
; | in. h., in. w.

873 A head of Augustus. Red jasper, restored in gold ; in. h., in. w.

874 A head of Livia. Cornelian, very fragmented
; -fg in. h., -f^ in. w.

875 A head of Livia. Very fine. Hyacinth-coloured sard
; -^\ in. h., in. w.

876 Heads of Augustus and Livia. Violet antique paste ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

877 licads of Livia and Augustus. Striju'd onyx ; i»- h., h in. w.

878 A head of Tiberius. \'cry finely executed. SardonjTC of two strata; 1 in. h., ^ in. w.

879 A head of young Tiberius. Browni sard ; + in. h., in. w.

880 A laiu'cl-wreathed head of Tiberius. Ametliyst
; f in. h., /'^ in. w.
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881 A head of Tiberius. Yellow antique paste; ^ in. h., | in. w.

882 A head of Tiberius. Blue antique paste ; ^ in. h., | in. w.

883 A head of young Tiberius. Violet antique paste
; | in. h., f in. w.

884 A head of Tiberius on the top of an altar, surroxmded by two palms.

White antique paste
; j\ in. h., ^ in. w.

885 A head of Tiberius. Dark antique paste, with white stripes
; 4- in. h., f in. w.

886 A head of Tiberius (?) A yellow antique paste
;
jL in. h.^ | in. w.

887 A head of Germanicus. Amethyst ; in. h., in. w.

888 A head of Germanicus, restored in gold. Hyacinth
; f in. h., ^ in. w.

889 The heads of Germanicus and of the elder Agrippina, with an inscription between them.

Red jasper; ^ in. h., | in. w.

890 A head of the younger Agrippina, restored in gold. Sard; -1^ in. h., \ in. w.

891 A head of the younger Agrippina. Very finely cut. Sard
; | in. h., -^j in. w.

892 A head of Claudius. Yellow antique paste
; J in. h., in. w.

893 A head of the youthful Nero, restored in gold. Nicolo
; | in. h., f in. w.

894 A head of Nero. Plasma
; | in h., f in. w.

895 A head of Nero. Violet antique paste
; f in. h., f in. w.

896 A head of Nero. White antique paste ; in. h., f in. w.

897 A head of Galba. Onyx of three strata
; f in. h., f in. w.

898 A head of Vespasian. Very fine. Cornelian, like onyx
; ^ in. h., -^-^ in. w.

899 A head of Vespasian. Dark antique paste, with white stripes ; in. h., f in. w.

900 A head of Vespasian. Yellow antique paste
; f in. h., ^ in. w.

901 A head of Domitian. A splendid gem. Nicolo ; | in. h., -J-i in. w.

902 A head of Domitian. Violet antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

903 A full front bust of Trajan, with the inscription AIIOMQIOY. Exceedingly beautiful.

Hyacinth ; -^-^ in. h., | in. w.

904 A head of Trajan, between two cornucopise, under which is a winged foot, with a caduceus and a

dolphin. Yellow antique paste; i in. h., | in. w.

905 A head of Trajan, placed upon a sacrificial table, between two cornucopise.

Brown antique paste ; i in. h., f in. w.

906 A head of Trajan, between two cornucopise, under which is the earth-ball.

Half blue, half violet antique paste ; in. h., i in. w.

907 A ring, within which sits a Httle rabbit
;
upon the ring lies a scale, and above floats the head of

Trajan, between corn-ears. Sard; -^-g in. h., -^^ in. w.

908 A head of Plautina. Finely executed. Yellowish sard
; | in. h., f in. w.

909 A head of Plautina. Amethyst ; | in. h., f in. w.

910 A head of ^Hus and of Plotina; between the two is the crescent and a star. Fine workmanship.

Striped onyx ; ^ in. h., in. w.

911 A head of Matidia. Magnificent gem. From the Collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impronte di

Monumenti Gem. Cent. II. No. 80.) Fine hyacinth-coloured sard
; | in. h., | in. w.

912 Heads of Hadrian and of Sabina? White antique paste
; -| in. h., -^^ in. w.

913 A head of Antoninus Pius. A red jasper
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

914 A head of Antoninus Pius. Amethyst
; | in. h., } in. w.
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915 A head of the elder Faustina. White antique paste
; ^ in. h., a in. w.

91 G A head of Lucius Verus. Upon the reverse is an eagle ^vith a laurel-wreath in his beak, sitting between

two Roman field-badges. Red jasper; f in. h., -j^^ in. m-.

917 A head of Verus. A fine gem. Amethyst; in. h., in. w.

918 A head of Commodus, with a butterfly, a peacock, and a star (?) beside him. Very finely executed.

Sard
; ^ in. h., h in. w.

919 A head of Commodus. Red jasper; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

920 A head of Commodus, with the lion's skin upon liis shoulders.

Plasma, restored in gold; ^ in. h., in. w.

921 A head of Commodus, and of the younger Faustina. Brown antique paste
;

-j^^ in. h., ^ in. w.

922 A head of Pertinax. Greenish antique paste ; -i in. h., I in. w.

923 A head of Albinus. (irceuisli antique paste; ^ in. h., in. w.

924 A fine head of JuUa Domna. A splendid gem. ComeHan
; |4 in. h., ^ in. w.

925 A head of Caracalla. Conielian ; f in. h., i in. w.

92G A head of Caracalla. Creen antique paste; -j-"- in. h., in. w.

927 A head of Plautilla. Yellow brown antique pjistc; ^ in. h., in. w.

928 A head of Severus Alexander. Fine workmanship. Plasma; in. h., ^ in. w.

929 A head of Rcrenice. Hyacinth
; ^ in. h., in. w.

930 A head of .Tuba. (?) Onj-x; ^ in. h., * in. w.

931 A head of Juba. (?) Brown antique paste; -,'5 in. h., J in. w.

932 A head of Jugurtha, with the inscription : IVG^'RTH A. Garnet
;

jJL in. h., ^ in. w.

933 A head of Ptolcin;cus, with a crown of rays. Fine workmansliip. Brown sard
; ^ in. h., j'^ in. w.

934 A portrait of an Emperor. Cornelian-like oujtc ; in. h.,
f,

in. w.

935 Bust of an Emj)cror, restored in gold. Cornelian ; f in. h., ^ in. w.

936 Portrait of an Empress; there is the inscription, YflOPA. Sard; \ in. h., J in. w.

937 The apotheosis of an Empress; her bead floats above an caglo, which holds a serpent in liis beak.

Hyacinth-coloured sard; ^ in. h., + in. w.

938 The apotheosis of an Emperor, who sits upon an eagle, holding a cornucopia with a l)urning flame in

one hand, and a whip in the other ; in the back ground is a moon-sickle, with the moon face.

Sard ; in. h., J in. w.

939 A fuU front head of an Egyptian king; very deeply cut. It is the work of a Greek artist, and very

fine. Very fine sard
; {; in. h., ^ in. w.

940 A portrait of an Oriental king and queen, Bifrons. Sard; J in. h., ^ in. w.

UNKNOWN HEADS.

94 1 A male portrait, with the inserii)tion, PATER.

942 A male portrait, with an inscription.

943 A male portrait, with the inscription, LYPSA.

944 A full-front male j)ortrait, with the inscription TAT
945 A very fine male portrait.

94G A fuU-fi'ont male portrait.

Red jasper
;

-j'v in. h., + in. w.

Sard ; + in. h., ^ in. w.

Red jasj)er ; \ in. h., J in w.

Nicolo
; ^ in. h., J in. w.

Sard
; -^^ in. h., in. w.

Chalcedony
; ^-^ in. h., g in. w.
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947 A male portrait. Hyacinth; i in. h., f in. w.

948 A full-front male portrait. Violet antique paste ; i in. h., in. w.

949 A male head. (Portrait.) Violet antique paste ; in. h.^ in. w=

950 A full-front male portrait. Onyx; ^ in. h., |^ in. w.

951 A male portrait. Brown sard; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

952 A full-front male bust. Brown antique paste; f ia. h., in. w.

953 A male bust. Cornelian ; i in. h., f in. w.

954 A very fragmented male portrait. Eed jasper
; | in. h., a in. w.

955 A male bust. Sard
; | in. h., i in. w.

956 The same. Plasma; i in. h., in. w.

957 A. male portrait, with an elephant's hide upon his head. Hyacinth; -l in h., | in. w.

958 A youthful bust, between two palm branches. CorneUan; -^-g in. h., ^ in. w.

959 Head of an Ethiopian. Yellow brown antique paste ; f in. h., ^ in. w.

960 A bearded head, the hair and beard of which are formed by two birds ; the head of Pan is ^dsible behind.

Very fine sard
; ^ in. h., in. w.

961 A male head, the hind part covered with a sort of petasus. Cornehan
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

962 A bearded and a youthful head, bifrons, and covered with a Plirygian cap.

Red jasper;
-f^ in. h., ^ in. w.

963 An imknown female head, beautifully executed. From the collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impr.

di Monum. Gem. Cent. II. No. 81.) Cornehan; f in. h., ^ in. w.

964 A full-front female head. A very fine gem. Cornehan
; | in. h., i ia. w.

965 A female head, in profile, very finely executed, and half completed in gold. Sard ; in. h., -^-^ in. w.

966 A female bust, in profile, with long locks. Onyx of three strata ; 4r in. h., ^ in. w.

967 A female head. Yellow-brown antique paste; j\ in. h., in. w.

968 A female helmeted bust, holding a cornucopia in her hand. Very finely executed.

Striped onyx ;
i in. h., J in. w.

969 A full-front female bust. Yellow antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

970 A female head, restored in gold. Chalcedony; ^'l in. h., f in. w.

971 A full-front youthful head. - Yellow antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

972 A smaller female head. Nicolo ; i in. h.,
-f-^

in. w.

SCENES OF DOMESTIC LIFE.

The Chase. Cattle. Agriculture.

973 A youthful huntsman, sitting upon a rock, occupied with his two hounds, who are standing before him.

Brown antique paste ; in. h., i in. w.

974 A huntsman sitting upon a rock to repose from the chase; his right hand rests upon the head of his

hound, who stands beside him, and his left holds the pedum.

Brown antique paste ; \ in. h., ^ in. w.

975 A huntsman, clad in a shaggy skin, holding a bird in his hand, and carrying some game upon his

back, returning from the chase, accompanied by his hound.

Green antique paste
; f in. h., in. w.

976 A huntsman piercing a wild animal with his lance. • White antique paste
; f in. h., ^ in. w.
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977 A herdsman milking a goat. Garnet; f in. h., ^ in. w.

978 A herdsman milking a goat which stands before him ; above is another goat, couched, and behind that,

a dog. Dark yellow antique paste
; f in. h., in. w.

979 A ^erdsman milking a goat ; underneath, between rocks and trees, lie two other goats.

Nicolo ; in. h., }, in. w.

980 A herdsman with a pedum on his arm, carrying on his stretched-forth right hand an object, which is

not recognizable; beside him is a goat-buck. Brown antique paste; \ in. h., | in. w.

981 A herdsman grasping a goat, which is raising itself against the stem of a tree, by the horns.

Nicolo; in. h., ^ in. w.

982 A herd.sman leaning upon his crook, apparently tending his grazing cattle. Plasma; ' in. h., \ in. w.

983 An old herdsman, leaning upon his crook, standing before two sheep, who arc grazing at the foot of

a tree Dark antique paste, with white stripes ; h in. h., | in. w.

984 A herdsman carrying a sheep, which perhaps had escaped from his flock and lost its way in the wood,

back on his shoulders; beside him is his dog. Red jasper;
,
^ in. h., in. w.

985 The Pastor bonus with the lamb upon his shoulders ; at his feet lie two tigers, who are looking

upwards. There is the inscription, E SIVKEV. Cornelian; in. h., -Jj in. w.

986 A countryman mowing with a scythe; near him is a ba.skct of com. Nicolo; i in. h., in. w.

987 A countryman ploughing. Plasma
; ] in. h., J in. w.

988 A husbandman, in conversation with a man who is standing by an ox.

Dark antique paste, with white stripes
; ^^ in. h., in. w.

989 A countrv'man, with a cloak and pedum upon his shoulder, lifting up his iiand threateningly at a lizard,

that runs before him. Cornelian ; in. h., J in. w.

990 A man sitting on the ground before a bee-hive, about which a bee is buzzing; behind iiim are two corn-

ears; an eagle is soaring above, carrying a sceptre in his fangs. I'crhaps a representation

of Jupiter Arista'us, the god of bees. Sard ; J in. h.,
J

in. w.

991 A rural scene. A herdsman, with his dog l)efore liim, lifting up his right hand, in apparent a.vtonish-

meut : on a rock before him sits a small female figtire, with the victory-palm in her hand. From

the collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impr. di Monumenti (Jem. Cent. II. No. 25.)

Onyx ; \ in. li., ^ in. w.

992 A countrj^man carrying a pedum upon his shoulders, from which a vessel is suspended in front, and

fruits behind ; in his hand he also holds fniit.

.
Onyx, which lias been changed by fire

; J in. h., in. w.

993 A grotesque old man, with a basket in his liand, standing In fore a tree to gather fruits.

Brownish yellow antique paste; » in. h.,
J
in. w.

994 A countryman, with the pedum upon his shoulders, from which a bottle is suspended in front, and

fruits behind. Nicolo; J in. h., in. w.

995 A date palm-tree in fruit. Yellow antique paste ; + in. h., g in. w.

996 A woman riding upon a donkey, with a switcli in her hand ; behind the animal walks a man carrying

a staflF upon his shoulders, from the end of whicli something is suspended, perhaps fruit.

Nicolo
; I

in. h., ^ in. w.

997 A tisher-boy, standing upon a rock and angling a tish, while he holds a little fish-basket in his hand.

In the water is a dolphin. Exceedingly pleasing. Red jasper ; | in. h., ^ in. w.

H
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998 A youth with a Phrygian cap on, carrying a pedum and cantharus in his hands
;
perhaps a Cabir.

Onyx, changed by fire ; | in. h., ^ in. w.

999 A sun-dial upon a column ; above is a dolphin. Brown antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

SACRED RITES.

1000 A dancing Hierodale, swinging a torch. From the collection of Dr. Nott. (Compare Impr. di Monu-
menti Gem. Cent. IV. No. 48.) Fine sard; ^ in. h., -| in. w.

1001 An Etrurian sage, stooping and inscribing upon a tablet the Etruscan code of discipline, while Tages,

whom he has ploughed up from the farrow of the field only to the shoulders, is dictating to him.

Very fine : the edge granulated. Sard ; in. h., -f^ in. w.

1002 A necromancer, clad in the chlamys, with a corn-ear in his hand, standing before a form, of which

only the half rises above the ground, and which he has conjured up. Etrurian workmanship.

Sard
; | in. h., -^^ in. w.

1003 A necromancer, with a magic wand in his hand, conjm-ing up a dead man, whose head is visible;

before him are two men stoopiag to contemplate the apparition. An antique representation.

Striped onyx
;

h., f in. w.

1004 A very finely executed head of a vestal. Sard
; f in. h., in. w.

1005 A Roman Tallarius, laying his arm upon a box.

Yellow antique paste ; mounted in gold ; in. h., | in. w.

1006 A sacrificing priest, seated before a burning altar, clad in a shaggy mantle, holding a caduceus in one

hand, and a wreath in the other. Striped sardonyx
; f in. h., | in. w.

1007 Two priests, standing before a wreathed altar.

Brown antique paste, with white stripes
; -^-g in. h., -^-^ in. w.

1008 A priest, with a patera in one hand, on which a butterfly is seated, carries in the other hand a piece

of poultry to a burning altar. Nicolo ; \ in. h., f in. w.

1009 A bearded man, standing before a low altar, apparently sacrificing. Etruscan,

Dark antique paste, with white stripes; -^-^ in. h., in. w.

1010 A man, apparently sacrificing a deer, before a column, upon which stands the statue of a divinity.

Yellow antique paste
; -^-^ in. h., f in. w.

1011 An Ephebe, with the chlamys over his shoulders, sacrificing over a burning altar, from out of a

patera. Very fine. Cornelian
;
l| in. h., \ in. w.

1012 Two female figures, sacrificing before an altar, in front of a little temple; in the interior of the

temple may be perceived the image of a divinity, near which stands a column, on whose summit

sits a panther
; (?) the hindmost of the women holds the wine-jug, while the other is about to

sacrifice a pig. Violet antique paste, with white stripes ; i in. h., f in. w.

1013 A female figure, placing a smaU herme upon the hewn-down stem of a tree; behind her, a female

figure kneels upon the ground, pouring wine for a sacrifice into an cenochoe that stands before

her ; behind the latter again is a female, with a double flute. Sard ; \ in. h.^ | in. w.
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1014 A female figure, clad in long garments, who holds upon her hand a vase, with sacrificial objects,

approaching a small statue of a divinity, that stands upon a pillar.

Green antique paste
; f in. h., ^ in. w.

1015 A female figure, sitting before a tripod, which stands upon an altar, and holding a patera in her hand.

Green antique paste; | in. h., ^-^ in. w.

1016 An Ephebe, clad in the chlamys, with the pedum and mask in his hands, standing before an altar.

Onyx of brott-n and white strata ; in. h., } in. w.

1017 An Ephebe, who is bending forwards, grasping a goat by the horns with his left hand, while he

holds a sacrificial knife in his right. Brown-yellow antique paste; in. h., -^-^ in. w.

1018 An Ephebe, holding a cadus, which stands upon a low altar. Sard; -p? in. h., 2 in. w.

1019 A burning altar, round which a serpent is coiling ; on one side is a tree, on the other, a corn-ear.

Cornelian ; i in. h., ^ in. w.

1020 A sacrificial vessel, standing upon three feet, with a handle, from which the simpulum is suspended.

IJliick jasper; \ in. h., in. w.

1021 A mask, with the Phrygian cap, floating above a wreathed altar, upon mIucIi Ucs a pedum; in front,

are a caduceus, club, and corn-ear. Sard ; J i"- b., i in. w.

1022 The solemn procession of the Athenian youths, in honour of Minerva, at the Panathensea; five

Ephebes on horseback. "White antique gla-ss paste; V in. h., -f^
in. w.

EXERCISES OF THE PALyESTRA.

1023 An athlete. Very fine. Sard ;
a in. h., J

in. w.

1024 A standing athlete. Brown-yellow antique paste
; -pg in. h., J in. w.

1025 An athlete, w ith a palm of victory on the ground before him ; behind him are the letters P. M-

A stone, which has been altered by fire ; in. h., J in. w.

1026 An Ephebe, with the strigil in his hand, standing before a low table, u])()u which lie a wreath and a

victory-palm. Amctliyst; in. h., in. w.

1027 Two Ephebes, upon their knees, in a wrestling combat, before a bearded herme. A very fine gem.

Sard
; I in. h.,

j-J-
in.w.

1028 An old man sitting before a herme, and looking on at a wrestling-combat between two boys ; behind

him stands Victoria, with the palm of victory. Cornelian; in. h., | in. w.

1029 A prize-runner, with a palm-branch and a wreath. Yellow antique paste; -pj in. h., J in. w.

1030 An Ephebe, with a i)alm on his arm, standing by a pillar, on whose summit he is holding a circular

object ; in front of the pillar stands a sacrificial table, against which two palms are leaning.

Cornelian;
-i

in. h., I in. w.

1031 A discobolus lifting the hea^y discus. Very finely executed.

Sardonyx of three strata
; } in. h., ^^ in. w.

1032 A discobolus preparing to throw the discus. A splendid gem. A fine sard
; | in. h., J in. w.

1033 A discobolus, with the discus in his right hand, and the victory-palm in his left ; behind him is a

bearded herme, and before him, on the gromid, an oenoclioc. Nicolo; i in. h., ^
1034 A discobolus holding the discus upon a pillar with his right hand, while the jialm of \-ictor)- rests

in his left ; on the ground near him stands a vessel, into which a victory-palm is stuck ; near

it arc the letters, L. R. A. Sard
; J in. h., ^% in. w.
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1035 An Ephebe, pulling the chlamys over his back with both hands, and standing before a herme, against

which leans a discus. Dark antique paste; f in. h., f in. w.

1036 An Ephebe, playing with the trochos. Blue antique paste; in. h., f in. w.

1037 An Ephebe, standing, with the chlamys round his shoulders, holding a stick in his hand.

Violet antique paste
;

Jg in. h., -f^ in. w.

1038 A man, with a wreath and victory-pahn in his hand, reposing upon a couch.

Violet antique paste ; f in. h., in. w.

1039 An equilibrist, who sits upon the ground, Hfting one leg above his head, while he balances himself

upon the other. Brown antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

EXEECISES OF THE KACE-COUESE.

1040 A rider, with a whip, on two racing horses. Cornelian
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

1041 A charioteer driving a biga at a pace. Violet antique paste; | in. h., in. w.

1042 A biga
;
only the arm of the charioteer is visible. Very fine workmanship.

Yellow sard ; f in. h., | in. h.

1043 A race between two bigse. Brown-yellow antique paste;
-f-^

in. h., | in. w.

1044 A charioteer, with two restive steeds, one of which is kicking.

Yellow-brown antique paste ; f in. h., in. w.

1045 Four horses, belonging to a quadriga, standing in pairs. Highly artistic.

Chalcedony ; i in. h., | in. w.

1046 A charioteer upon a racing quadriga. Yellow antique paste
; § in. h., ^ in. w.

1047 A victor upon a quadriga, seen from the front. Green antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

1048 A charioteer, with ten horses, visible through an open gate. Red jasper
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

1049 A warrior, with extended shield and upraised lance. In the old style. The reverse is a charioteer

upon a biga. An antique silver swivel-ring
; f in. h., i in. w.

1050 A wounded hero, sunk upon one knee, drawing his sword.

YeUow-brown antique paste
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

1051 A warrior, who has sunk upon one knee, covering himself with his shield against the enemy's attack.

Yellow-broMTi antique paste ; in. h., f in. w.

1052 A warrior, who has sunk upon one knee, awaiting the attack. Yellow antique paste ; f in. h.,
-f-g

in. w.

1053 A sitting warrior, girded with the sword, and resting his left hand upon the lance.

Blue antique paste ; in. h., | in. w.

1054 A warrior, sitting upon a rock, with his head supported in his hand ; near him are his shield and

lance ; a dog is couched at his feet. Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

1055 A standing warrior, completely armed, with lance, shield, mail-shirt and greaves, holding a helmet

in his hand. Striped onyx ; | in. h., f in. w.

1056 A standing warrior, in the Roman garb, holding the helmet in his right hand, and the lance in his

left; the shield is beside him on the ground. Brown-yellow antique paste ; in. h.,
-J-

in. w.
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1057 A warrior, standing in a mournful attitude, witli liis elbow leaning against his shield upon the ground;

behind him are some lances and a palm-branch. Brown antique paste; in. h., | in. w.

1058 A warrior, ^vith a shield and lance, suddenly suspending his march, as if he perceived the enemy. In

a very fine archaistic style, as upon the Etruscan Scarabei. Sard; in. h,, ^ in. w.

1059 A naked warrior, reposing upon his lance ; an old Etruscan representation, with a granulated edge.

Striped .sardonyx
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w

1060 A warrior, with the helmet on his head, and the parazonium in his hand, leaning upon a bearded

herme; near him are his shield and spear—perhaps ^Mars. Nicolo; + in. h., f in. w.

lOGl A prisoner, whose hands are fettered, sitting on the ground before a trophy ; beside him are his shield

and sword. Blue antique paste ; ^ in. h., in. w.

1062 A prisoner, with his hands bound behind him, sitting on a shield, upon the ground.

Yellow antique paste ; i in. h., | in. w.

1063 Two men forcibly binding the arms of a prisoner behind him.

Yellow brown antique paste; ^ in. h., J in. w.

1064 A youthful warrior, with extended sliield commencing the assault.

\'ioIct antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

1065 A youth, in the garb of a warrior, with a staff in his IkuuI ; bcliind him is a bull.

Opal-like white antique paste; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1066 A standing Ephebe, with the chlamys wound round his left arm, holding his unsheathed sword in his

right hand, and the sheath in his left arm. Blue antique pa.ste
; J in. h., in. w.

1067 A bearded warrior, with the patera in liis left hand, standing before a sacrificial altar; behind him is

a sacrificial bull ; in the background arc perceptible the helmeted heads of three other warriors.

Perhaps a sacrifice, preparatory to the combat.

(Ireen anticpic paste, with blue and white stripes; J in. h., \ in. w.

1068 A similar representation. Yellow antique p;iste;
, j;

in. h., J in. w.

1069 A standing, unclad warrior, with the helmet on his liead, and thepeplos over his left shoulder, hohUng

in his right liaud a sigiiuni militare
;
against which rests the shield.

Brown yellow antique pa.ste ; Jn, i,^ . jn. y,-

1070 A youthful -w arrior, who lias sunk upon one knee before a pillar, on which stands the mask of Terror,

hiding his f}u;e behind his shield, whih- his right hand drops the drawn sword. The battle-panic

is often represented in a similar manner upon the Roman coins. Ki d jasjjer; , in. h., |i in. w.

1071 A helmeted, but otherwise, unclad boy, kneeling and seeking i)rotection at the feet of a bearded, fully-

amicd warrior, whose legs he is embracing. Siird ; J in. h., f in. w.

1072 An unclad female figure with a torch in her hand, standing before an emperor, mIio is seated on his

throne. The lower ])artof the stone is hroken oft*. Heliotrope; i in. h., I in. w.

1073 A warrior in armour, advancing upon a galloping horse, holding the lance in his right hand for an

attack. A very dark sard ; f in. h., | in. w.

1074 A naked warrior on a horse, thrusting the spear ; his shield lies on the ground. Sard
; yI i^- i ^•

1075 A horseman in full gallop, with flowing mantle, holding a lance in his hand, which he a])pears to be

thinisting at a serpent on the ground, which flies before him. A splencUd gem.

Very fine almandine ; f in., ^ in. w.

1076 A knight in the Roman imperial garb, upon a galloping horse, swinging his spear ; a dog runs

underneath the horse. Very fine. Plasma;
, J

in. h., ^ in. w.
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1077 A horseman, armed with a shield, arresting his steed, who is at full gallop.

Brown antique paste, with white stripes; f in. h., in. w.

1078 A warrior upon a restive steed, holding the lance in his elevated right hand.

Brown antique paste
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

1079 A barbarian warrior, armed with a shield, sinking from his charger in consequence of a wound he has

received from a lance. Cornehan
; ^-j t ^•

1080 A warrior on horse thrusting his lance at a warrior, who lies on the ground, and covers himself with

a shield. Brown antique paste ; Te

1081 An old, bearded warrior, armed with the shield, on horseback.

Green antique paste, with blue and green diagonal stripes
; j-f i^* ^-j Te ^•

1082 An Ephebe on horseback, with the lance. Cornelian; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1083 A rider, with two horses, at pace. Brown-yeUow antique paste ; § in h., in. w.

1084 An Ephebe, with the victory-pabn in his hand, guiding four horses, at pace.

Yellow antique paste
; f in. h., | in. w.

1085 A warrior, in Roman dress, leading his horse by the bridle; half the stone is broken away. Very

fine. Sard
; -^^ in. h., | in. w.

1086 A standing warrior, clad in the sagum, holding in his steed by the bridle.

YeUow antique paste ; | in. h., in. w.

1087 A warrior, armed with a helmet and shield, leading his horse.

Green antique paste, with blue and white stripes ; | in. h., 1 in. w.

1088 A female figure, in a short garment, with a mural crown upon her head, and a lowered torch in one

hand, touching a trophy with the other ; near her on the other side is a statue of Victory

standing upon a pillar. Green antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

1089 An Amazon, on horseback, holding the battle-axe. A very fine gem. Sard ; J in. h., in. w.

1090 A bearded, hebneted head, with a ram's horn upon the helmet. From the collection of Dr. Nott.

(Compare Impronte di Monumenti Gem. Cent. III. No. 87-) Cornelian; ^ in. h., f in. w,

1091 Head of a bearded, hebneted warrior. Brown antique paste ; | in. h., ^ in. w.

1092 A bearded head of a warrior, helmeted. Dark antique paste ; i in. h., | in. w.

1093 A helmeted, bearded head of a hero. Dark antique paste; in. h., f in. w.

1094 Helmeted head of a warrior. Dark brown sard ; in. h., | in. w.

1095 A very fine helmeted head. Red jasper ; in. h., f in. w.

WEAPONS.

1096 A helmet, with a flowing plume; upon the head part is BeUerophon on the Pegasus, upon the

visor the chimaera, upon the neck shield a rimning dog. One of the finest specimens of antique

glyptic art. Red jasper, with an under stratum of chalcedony ;
J-| in. h., | in. w.

1097 A hebnet, composed of a boar's and a ram's head, and a sleeping dog, surmounted by a plume.

Dark brown antique paste ; i in. h., f in. w.

1098 A similar representation. Yellow antique paste; i in. h., ^ in. w.

1099 A helmet, composed of two ram's heads, and a boar's head, surmounted by the plume.

Yellow antique paste ; ^ in. h., in. w.
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SHIPS.

1 100 A sea sliip, without oars, and the sail rolled up roimd the mast. The prow is formed by a bull

ramj)ant
;
against the poop is a shield, which serves as a rampart for the crew. The deck and

the tower erected upon it are occupied by warriors. Violet antique paste ; i in. h., in. w.

1101 A man of war, with a high poop and prow, and the sails rolled up round the mast. Behind the

poop is the letter T. Blue antique paste ; in. h., i in. w.

1 102 A man of war, with a high prow, long oars and pointed beak. An eros, standing on the poop, holds

the large sail, which is spread out between the masts.

Green antique paste; with blue and white diagonal stripes; in. h., h in. w.

1103 A man of war, with long oars and a rostrum, behind which another one peeps forth; upon the one

is a Roman field-badge; upon the other a banner. Bhie antique paste; ^^ in. h., in. w.

1 104 A man of war, upon which is an eagle, between two Roman field-badfjes.

Chalcedony; ^ in. h., /'^

1105 A man of war, provided with numerous towers; in the centre is the mast, with furled-up sails. In

the front of the ship, a capering ram is introduced for a sign.

Antique onyx-like strij)cd paste, in a gold mounting
;

j"- in. h., i"- ^•

1106 A man of war, with full sails; on the deck are three oars-men, in front ofwhom a standard is planted.

Plasma ; i in. h., in. w.

1107 A man of war, whose prow is in the form of a cock, being set in motion by four rows of oars-men

;

above the ship is a butterfly. lilue antique paste; i»- b., j';, in. w.

1108 A ship, with a very high flag, and two sailors upon the deck. Yellow antique paste
; | in. h., i in. w.

1109 A fantastic ship, iu the form of a dolphin, with three oars-men, whom a racing wolf is clearing.

Upon the tail of the dolphin is a mouse, on its hind logs, ])laying the double flute
;
upon the

mouth of the animal is a luire staiuling upright. (Compare Tuelkcn's Catalogue of Antique

Stones, P. 37fi. No. 105.) Blue antique psiste; i in. h., -^^ in, w.

1110 A sea-harbour, with a lighthouse at its entrance ; in the harbour are three men of war, with furlcd-up

sails, and a fisherman in his boat. Greenish-white antique paste ; in. h., | in. w.

rHILOSOrilERS.

1111 Head of a p]iilosoi)lior. Amethyst; ^ in. h., in. w.

1112 A philosopher, standing before a pillar, upon which lie three balls, and reading a scroll of \»Titing.

Very finely cut. Striped onyx ; | in. h., ^ in. w.

1113 A bearded man, seated, apparently (from the elevated position of his right hand) instructing an

Ephebe, who istauds before liim with a scroll of writing.

Brown antique paste; in. h., -,^„ in. w.

1114 A philosopher, seated, instructing a young man, who stands before him.

Half yellow, half white antique paste
; ^ in. h., I in. w.

1115 A philosopher, seated, with a pedum and scroll of writing, apparently lecturing.

Sard; ^ in. h., 2 iu. w.
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1116 A pMlosoplier, seated, and reading a written scroll. Sardonyx of three strata; -^-^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1117 A philosopher, seated, reading a written scroll ; before him is a herme.

Green antique paste, with blue stripes
; f in. h., ^ in. w.

1118 A philosopher, seated before a bearded herme, reading a written scroll.

Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., f in, w.

1119 A similar representation, but of an earlier period, and with a granulated edge.

Brown sard
; ^ in. li., ^ in. w.

1120 A similar representation. Sard; in. h., in. w.

1121 A philosopher, reading a written scroll, seated before a skeleton, whose fleshless hand points a dagger

at him ; a lyre rests against his chair. Striped sardonyx
; -^-^ in. h., in. w.

1122 A philosopher, seated, grasping a human skeleton, which stands before him, by the arm.

Striped onyx ; in. h., ^ in. w.

1123 A philosopher, seated upon a rock, reading a written scroll ; before him stands a human skeleton,

by the side of which a butterfly is hovering on a rock. Sard
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

ARTISTS.

1124 A bearded artist, sitting upon the ground, and working at a vase, which stands before him.

Sardonyx of brown and white strata
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

1125 A sculptor, with a hammer in his hand, sitting before a vessel, upon which he is at work.

Brown antique paste ; in. h., f in. w.

1126 An artist, sitting before a sacellum, and working at a wine-jug. The edge is granulated.

Cornelian ; -f-^
in. h., ^-g in. w.

1127 A sculptor seated, modelling, with a modelling-stick, a female head, which he holds in his hand;

before him on the ground, stands a box of similar modelling implements. From the collection of

Dr. Nott. (Compare Impronte di Monumenti Gem. Cent. IV. No. 75.)

Plasma; ^ in. h., I in. w.

1128 A potter, sitting on the ground, apparently forming some vessel.

Dark antique paste, with white stripes
; -^-g in. h., ^ in. w.

1129 A potter, sitting upon the ground, and working at some vessel.

Dark brown antique paste ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

MASKS. HISTEIONS.

~1130 Two comic bald-headed masks, and a female mask; a few strokes and a blank space indicate that a

fourth mask was commenced, but not finished by the artist. This paste serves to prove that the

antique pastes were not always produced by impressions from a mould, but were also engraved

with tools, in the same manner as the precious stones. Between the masks is the inscription,

EL . . NA. Violet antique paste ; in. h., i in. w.

1131 A tree, from which four masks are suspended, and at the foot of which rests a pedum
;
upon the

other side is a syrinx. Green antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

1132 An Ionian column, to whose shaft two masks are attached. Whitish antique paste; i in. h., f in. w.
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1 133 A full-front mask. Violet antique paste ; in. h., f in. w.

1134 A beardless mask, with a rich growth of hair. Very fine workmanship. Sard; fin. h., | in. w.

1135 A full-front mask. Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

1136 A male mask, with a very wrinkled face. In the olden style. Black onyx; i in. h., -f^ in. w.

1137 A full-front comic bearded mask, so worked, that when turned round, a youthful mask is presented

to the \iew. Onyx of brown and white strata
; ^ in. h., in. w.

1138 A similar representation. Brown sard; j^.^ in. h., f in. w.

1139 A. similar representation. Brown-yellow antique paste
; | in. h., f in. w.

1140 A female mask. Garnet : in. h., i in. w.

1141 A female mask. Green antique paste; -j^in. h., in. w.

1142 A female mask. Lapis Lazuli;
-^l

in. h., -^^ in. w.

1143 A female mask, in profile. Fine Etrurian workmanship, with a granulated edge.

Sard
; | in. h., f in. w.

1144 A female mask, before Avhich is a pedum. Nicolo, in an antique gold mounting; in. h., J in. w.

1145 A female mask, with flowing locks. Green antique paste; J in. h., -j^^ in. w.

1146 A female mask, in profile, with the hair dressed high on the top of the head.

Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

1147 Two female masks, Janus likely united. Red jasper; in. h., J in. w.

1148 A comljination of two-bearded masks, and an unbearded one, surroimded l)y a star, a lituus, a half-

moon, a globulus, and a thyrsus. Red jasper; ^ in. h., \ in. w.

1149 A bearded male mask, and a female mask
;
Bifrons, united under a petasus.

Violet anti(|ue piuste ; in. h., f in. w.

1150 A bearded male mask, and a female mask ; Bifrons Dark auticjue piiste
; J

in. h.,
J

in. w.

1151 A bearded male mask, behind which is a female mask. Yellow antique paste ; in. h., i in. w.

1152 A bearded mask and an unbearded one; Bifrons. Dark antique pa.ste ; \ in. h.,
f,

in. w.

1153 A combination of tlirce bearded masks, surrounded by ornamental work. \cry unfinished work-

manship. The upper part of an antique silver ring, completed in gold ; + in. h., ^ in. w.

1154 A helmeted, beardless head ; the helmet is formed by a bearded and unbearded mask.

Light onyx
; J in. h., in. w.

1155 A female mask; behind it is a thyrsus, above it a bearded mask upon a patera.

Yellow antique paste; in. h., J
in. w.

1156 A bird, whose body and outspread wings are formed by three masks. Plasma;
I

in. h., j'\ in. h.

1157 A comic, bald-headed mask, near which are a fiute and syrinx. \cry finely cut.

Red jjisper; ^ in. h., in. w.

1158 A comic bald-headed mask. Sard ; in. h., in. w.

115^ A comic mask, which in j)art resembles a cock's head. Black jiisper ; in. h., ^ in. w.

1160 A comic beardless nia.sk, with a rich growth of hair. Yellow antique paste; ^ in. h., | in. w.

1161 A comic beardless mask, with a bald head. \ iolet antique paste; in. h., J in. w.

1162 A comic mask of an old man, M-itli a bald head. Bro^vn yellow antique paste ; | in. h., ^ in. w.

1163 A comic bearded mask; also a pedum and the letters N L Verj'^ fine sard; ^ in. h., g in. w.

11G4 A comic bearded mask. Very fine workmanship. Sard; f,^
in. h., in. w.

1165 A comic mask, with dishevelled haii* ; below is the pedum and the letter A.

Red jasper; ^ in. h., in. w.

I
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1166 A comic mask. Green antique paste, with blue and white stripes; ^ in. h., I in. w.

1167 A bearded ivy-wreathed mask. Yellow chalcedony ^1 in. h., ^•

1168 A comic mask; the stone is half destroyed. Nicolo ; in. h., ^ in. w.

1169 A full-front comic mask of a bearded old man, with a bald head.

Violet antique paste ; ^ in. h., j in. w.

1170 Bifrons, below which is the pedum. Sard; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1171 A female head, with a Silenus mask above the forehead. Yellow antique paste; in. h., J in. w.

1172 A Silenus mask, and a tragic mask. Bifrons. Blue antique paste; -| in. h., in. w.

1173 A combination of an ivy-wreathed Silenus mask, and a female mask.

Dark antique paste ; -| in. h., | in. w.

1174 A bearded mask, in profile; a lyre is before, and the plectrum above it.

Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1175 A bearded mask of an old man, underneath which is a pedum. In the more ancient style.

Brown sard
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1176 A serious, fall-front mask, bearded. Antique paste, imitative of the Nicolo
; f in. h., ^ in. w,

1177 Similar, but much injured. Brown antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1178 Ditto. YeUow antique paste
; ^ in. h., -| in. w.

1179 Ditto. ' Yellow antique paste; ^ in. h., | in. w,

1180 A bearded, full front, male mask. Brown-yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1181 Ditto. Yellow-brown antique paste ; in. h., -| in. w.

1182 A serious mask, with a rich growth of hair. Finely executed. Sard; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1183 A tragic mask, with the inscription, AIOAWPOC. Finely executed.

Dark brown sard ; y6 i^- Te ^•

1184 A comic, full-front mask, behind which a tragic mask appears. Sard; f in. h., ^ in. w.

1185 A comic and a tragic mask. A magnificent gem.

Cornelian, in a massive gold antique mounting ; in. h., ^ in. w.

1186 A female bust ; a Silenus mask is suspended from the hind head. A very fine gem.

Cornelian
; ^ in. h., -l in. w.

1187 A female head, with a mask on the forehead. Onyx; ^ in. h., | in. w.

1188 A youthful head, with a mask above the forehead.

Brown antique paste, with blue stripes ; f in. h., in. w.

1189 A female head, the head-dress of which is formed by two comic masks.

Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1190 A female figure, seated before a bearded mask, which is placed upon a pillar; behind is the inscrip-

tion, MYKQNOC. a fine gem. Very fine Sard
; | in. h., | in.w.

1191 A comic old man, carrying a pole across his shoulder, from which two oil jars are suspended, and

hurrying onwards. In the ancient style.

A stone, which has undergone change from the effects of fire
; ^-g in. h., |- in. w.

1192 A comic figure, running and holding an instrument. Blue antique paste ; in. h., f in. w.

1193 A comic figure, hurrying onwards ; its hand leans upon a stalf, and across its shoulder it carries a

pole, from which a vessel is suspended. Violet antique paste
; -^-g in. h., -| in. w.

1194 An actor, with the comic mask, leaning upon the pedum, and advancing; at his feet is a rabbit.

Yellow antique paste ; in. h., I in. w.

*
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1195 A comic actor standing, and enveloped in a narrow cloak.

Violet antique paste
; J in. h., \ in. w.

1196 A slave, using a pedum as a wandering staff, in order speedily to deliver a message.

Sard; ^ in. h., in. w.

1197 Two liistrions with masks, standing opposite each other; on the ground between them is a child

—

probably a scene from a play. Dark brown sard ; i in. h., ^ in. w.

1198 A youthful actor, enveloped in his mantle, sitting before a bearded mask, which is upon a wreathed

altar, and apparently apostrophizing it. Above arc the half-moon and a star ; at the feet of the

actor is a ball ; behind him, and also behind the mask, reed-stems (V) and branches may be per-

ceived. A very fine gem. Chalcedony ; \ in. h., f in. w.

1199 An actor seated, with his left arm wrajjpcd in his mantle. Yellow anti(pie pa.ste
; ^ in h., -f^ in. w.

1 200 An actor seated, holding a mask in his extended left hand, and apparently studying a part.

Bro^vn antique paste; J in. h., ^ in. w.

1201 An actor, with a comic mask, leaning on the pedum, and apparently in action; before and behind

him is a star. Nicolo
; ^ in. h., J in. w.

1202 Four liistrions, with masks upon their heads; an actress seated, a bearded actor sitting before her

upon a low couch, on which lie two masks, and apparently declaiming, and two other actors in

the back ground. Sard
; f in. h., -J^ in. w.

1203 An actor, sitting upon a rock, holding a pedum and mask. Nicolo ;
^ in. h., ^„ in. w.

1204 An actor, in a long peplos, and comic ma:sk, with the pedum in his hand, standing by a pillar, on

which lies a mask. A magnificent gem. From Dr. Xott's collection.

Sard ; ^ V in. h., h in. w.

1205 Two actors in comic masks; one sits upon an jdtar, playing the lyre, while the other one, with the

pedum in his hand appears to be declaiming. Sard, completed in gold ; in. h., -^^ in. w.

VESSELS.

1206 A hcnnc, carrjdng upon her head a table with sacrificial cakes; on either side of the herme are two

amphores, a driidving-goblct, and a candelabrum, up which a mouse is climbing.

Sard ; in. h., i in. w.

1207 A watering-can, near which are a sacrificial knife and a lituus ;—also the letters M.F.P.

Cornelian;
-f^g

in. h., -f^
in. w.

1208 A winc-vcssel with a handle, and side-handles. "Whitish-yellow sard; in. h., I in. w.

1209 A finely executed wine-vessel, on the projeetiug part of which is a Cupid riding upon a sea-horse, in

relief. A magnificent gem.

Stratum of red jasper, under which is one of white chalcedony; § in. h., in. w.

1210 A vase, on the upper part of which is a dancing bacchante, with cymbals in her hands ; on the pro-

jecting part arc two sphinx sitting opposite each other, worked in relief.

Very dark brown sard
; j;

in. h., j"^ in. w.

1211 A cantharos. Violet antique paste; ^ in. h., in. w.

1212 A ditto. Violet antique paste
; J

in. h., \ in. w.
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1213 An amphora. Green antique paste ; m. h.., in. w.

1214 A urn, with, a cover and small handles ; near it is a palm-branch, and above it grapes. (?)

Yellow antique paste
; -| in. h., in. w.

1215 An urn, richly ornamented with garlands of leaves, with a cover; the handles are formed by sea-

horses and dolphins. Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1216 An urn, ornamented with stripes, with a cover, from both sides of which taeniae hang down.

Dark yellow antique paste; % in. h.,
-f-^

in. w.

1217 An oenochoe. Violet antique paste; in. h., ^ in. w.

1218 An oenochoe, near which is a palm-branch, from which taeniae are suspended.

Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

1219 Similar. Black antique paste
; | in. h., in. w.

1220 Similar, the body of the vessel is ornamented with laurel foliage.

Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., -^j in, w.

1221 A large-bodied wine vessel, with a handle, behind which is a victory-palm.

Sard ; in. h., | in. w.

1222 Two doves, sitting on the edge of a cup. Cornelian
; -^-^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1223 A finely executed vase, in which stands a tree; on either side of it, on the edge of the vessel, sit

doves. Sardonyx of three strata ; i in. h., | in. w.

1224 A lamp, upon which sits a mouse. A red jasper; ^ in. h., 3^ in. w.

EMBLEMS ENGEAVED IN FORM OF EINGS.

1225 A ring, within which is a ram's head; upon this is a youthful head, between corn-ears and poppy-

heads ; underneath are three dolphins. Light green antique paste ; in. h., | in. w.

1 226 A ring, within which is a couched hare, and upon this, a youthful head, between corn-ears.

Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w

1227 A ring, within which is a couched hare
;
upon the ;ring two cocks are pecking at two corn-ears, which

encircle it. Violet antique paste; f in. h., ^ in. w.

1228 A ring, within which is a standing figure of Victory ; above the ring is a cornucopia, formed by a

bearded human head, and a ram's head, upon which sits a bird; to the sides of this, are a corn-

ear, and a serpent. At the sides of the ring are, a dolphin, with the trident, a half-moon, a

caducous, the thunderbolt, and a plate with sacrificial cakes. (?) Underneath the ring is the

inscription, M. VARRI. Q. F.; underneath is a thyrsus and a club.

Cornelian; | in. h., in. w.

1229 A ring, upon which hes a Silenus' mask; within the ring is a standing figure of Victory; on both

sides of the ring are three-footed vessels, upon which sit cocks; underneath these are two

jEdiculae, and between them is an undeterminable instrument. Cornelian ; i in. h., j% in. w.
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MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

1230 A female figure, with tlie thyrsus and a serpent in her hand, leaning against the edge of a large

basin, which stands on a foot ; on the other side of it stands an Ephebe, holding a mirror, in

which the serpent is watching his reflection; behind the Ephebe stands a bearded Sat}T(?) with

his foot upon a rock, and the tliyrsus in his hand, contemplating tlie group. Very artistically

executed, and a most interesting composition. Red jasper
; ^ in. h., g in. ^v.

1231 A bearded old man playing the lyre before an aedicula, who sits upon a rock, under a tree ; in front

of him is an altar, behind him a faun, playing the double flute. A splendid gem.

Sard
; I in. h., } in. w.

1232 Two boys standing before an aged minstrel. An indistinct composition.

Blue antique paste; J in. h., in. w.

1 233 A female figure, putting on the pcplos, in front of a mirror, which stands upon a cippus ; at her side

is an amphora. A most artistic and graceful composition. Cornelian
; 9^ in. h., in. w.

1234 An Ephebe, who sits upon a rock, under a tree, holding a shield upon his knees. The image of the

sun, hoisted on a stick, stands before him ; a bird hovers in the air. Cornelian
; | in. h., 4 in. w.

1235 A female figure, sitting at a four-lcggcd table, covered witli money, and pihng it up, probably in

order to put it into a chest M'ith two folding-doors, which stands upou the table.

Cornelian ;
^ in. h., in. w.

1236 A man, who sits upon the ground, endeavouring to draw toward.s him a boy.

Plasma ; in. h., i| in. w.

1237 A sleeping man, cowered down on the ground, his head resting upon liis knee. Verv fine, with a

granulated edge. Brown sard ; in. h., in. w.

1238 A female figure, in a mournful attitude, sitting upon a rock, before an altar, which is adorned with

bacchanal figures, and upon which a tripod stands. Yellow anti(jue paste
; ^ in. h., J in. w.

1239 A widow, seated before a trophy, in a mournful attitude.

^Vhitish-yellow sard; J in. h.,
I

in. w.

1240 A female figure kneeling on the ground ; before her is a vcs.sel. Blue antique paste ;
^, in. h., in. w.

1241 An old, bearded man, sitting upon a rock, with the liands of a young man, who stands ])efore him,

clasped in his ; behind him is another man, girded with a sword.

AVhite antique paste; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1242 Two male figures, before a female one. Indistinct. Yellow anti([uo jjastc ;
* in. h., in. w.

1243 Two men, one of whom sits upon a rock, while the other stands opposite him. This paste has

suffered so much that it is impossible to interpret its signification.

Molet antique paste
; -j',., in. h., in. w.

1244 Three men, in council, standing opposite eacli other. Tn the more ancient style of art.

Brown antique pa.stc ; in. h.,
I

in. w.

1245 An Ephebe, naked, holding a lamp with two ])urning wicks, suspended from a chain, in one hand,

and a hammer in the other; above the latter is a star; also the inscription, IV TO. Fine

Etrurian workmanship, with a granulated edge. Plasma ; J in. h., -J^ in. w.

1246 A female figure advancing, with a patera and sceptre in her hands; before her, on the ground, lie a

shield and lance. Very fine workmanship. Onyx ; \ in. h.,
I in. w.
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1247 -A- naked female figure, holding a ring^ and pointing with her right hand to a butterfly, which hovers

over a snail that is crawling upon a low altar. Green antique paste ; in. h., ^•

1248 A standing Ephebe, holding a thyrsus (?) in one hand, and drawing the peplos over his shoulders with

the other. Very finely executed. Onyx
; ^ in. h., in. w.

1249 A female figure, lying upon a couch. Blue antique paste; J in. h., in. w.

1250 A goddess, with a sceptre in her hand, sitting between two goats. Sard; ^ in. h., | in. w.

1251 A genius, leaning upon a stafi". Yellow-brown antique paste; i in. h., Jg. in. w.

1252 A ftdl-front, standing male figure, perhaps Adonis, holding up both his arms over his head; beside

him is Cupid upon a pillar, holding a mirror to him. A fine composition.

Nicolo; in. h., in. w.

1253 A man kneeling; behind him is a rock; at his feet a snaU?

Brown antique paste; in. h., ^ in. w.

1254 Apollo, with a nymph(?) beside him. Nicolo; f in. h., in. w.

1255 An Ephebe, sitting in an arm-chair, and cleansing himself with the strigil. A very fine gem.

Nicolo ; 1 in. h., f in. w.

1256 A female figure, sitting under a tree, ofiering a bunch of grapes to a boy, who stands before her,

with a pedum in his hand. Plasma ; in. h., in. w.

1257 A female figure seated. Green antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1258 A youthful, and a bearded head, both covered with the modius ; also the forepart of a springing

lion, placed against each other, back to back, and resting upon a Pan's head.

Sard
; ^ in. h., in. w.

1259 On the under part, are a sea-goat and a dolphin; beside them, a cornucopia; above, a raven (?) upon

a cornucopia, and a peacock upon a reversed basket, with corn-ears and poppies. The whole

composition has, doubtless, a symbolical signification.

Greenish antique paste; ^ in. h., -j'l in. w.

1260 Two Victorise, hovering over a mountain, and holding a wreath above its summit; underneath is the

inscription, POMIMOY. Red jasper; f in. h., in. w.

1261 A foot. Black onyx; in. h., -^V in. w.

ANIMALS.

1262 LION . . . A crouching lion; above is the inscription: MEROPS : beneath : ND.

Onyx of three strata ; ^ in. h., -^^ in. w.

1263 A couched Hon beneath a tree.

Onyx of white and brown strata
;

-/g^ in. h., i in. w.

1264 A sitting lion. Brown antique paste
; f in. h., -j^^ in. w.

1 265 A sitting lion, drawing a lance out of one of its wounded fore-paws.

Brownish-yellow antique paste
; -^^ in. h., | in. w.

1266 A sitting lion raising its fore-paw Yellow antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

1267 A Hon, advancing. Sardonyx of three strata; ^ in. h., in. w.

1268 Ditto. Very fine. Nicolo
; f in. h., i in. w.

1269 Ditto. Onyx
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

1270 Ditto. Finely executed, with an Etruscan border. Brown sard; f in. h., | ia. w.
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1271 LION

1272

1273

1274

1275

1276

1277

1278

1279

1280

1281

1282

1283

1284

1285

1286

1-287

1288

1289

1290

1291

1292

1293

1294

1295

1296

1297 PANTHER

1298

1299

1300 LEOPARD

A lion, advancing. Finely executed with an Etruscan border.

Yellow antique paste ; ^ in. h., in. w.

Ditto. Onyx of three strata ; in. h., ^ in. w.

Ditto Green antique paste, with blue stripes across ; in. h., J in. w.

Ditto Dark yellow antique paste
; J in. h., ^ in. w.

A lioness advancing; above are the letters ATYIS. Onyx; ^ in. h., in. w.

A crouching Uon. Very finely executed. Onyx of three strata ; in. h., I in. w.

Ditto. Amethyst, in an antique setting
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

A lion running ; with an Etruscan border.

Yellow antique paste ; in. h., -f. in. w.

A roaring lion represented in the antique style ; on the other side, a flying dove

with a branch in its beak.

A smaU antique silver plate, engraved on both sides ; in. h., f in. w.

A crouching lion. Nicolo
; -^^ in. h., I

in. w.

Ditto. A lion in the act of springing. A fine composition.

Cornelian; in. h., \ in. \v.

A roaring lion laj'ing liis forc-paw on a bull's head. Anisthyst; J in. h., -^^ in. w.

A bon advancing, with a biUl's liead in its mouth ; above is the crescent moon.

Finely executed.

A lion devouring his prey.

A lion devouring a 1)ull.

Sard
; ^,5 in. h., | in. w.

Sard
; J in. h., i in. w.

Yellowish-ljrown antique paste; -^^ in. h., ^ in. w.

A lion devouring a buck.

A lion devouring a stag.

Yellow antique jjiuste ; in. h., in. w.

Onyx ; in. h., i in. w.

A lion in combat with a boar ; in the background, trees.

Green anti(|U(' paste
; J

in. h., in. w.

Two lions attacking a boar. Yeih>w aiitiipic paste
; I

in. h., in. w.

A Uon devouring a boar. Yellow antique paste
; f,

in. h., ,^ in. w.

Ditto. ^Vhite anti(pie pa.ste;
J

in. h., 1 in. w.

A lion, with one fore-paw on a mangled bull wliich lies iu front of him.

Red antique pa.ste ; in. h., -^^ in. w.

A lion, witli his paw threateningly stretched out at a female figure opposite him.

Nicolo; i in. h., J in. w.

A rampant lion erecting a trophy, which consists of a helmet, a coat of nuiil, and

three shields. Nicolo
; J in. h., ^ in. w.

An antique silver ring, with animals engraved in bas-relief on it.

Two wild beasts in combat.

(ireen antique paste, with blue stripes ; in. h., i iu. w.

A panther holding a thyrsus, and seated in front of a wine vessel.

Violet antique paste
; J in. h., j'j in. w.

liluo anti(|uc jiaste
; J

in. h., \ in. w.

Greek workmanship of the finest period.

Fine hyacinth ; in. h., * in. w.

Dark antique paste
; ^ in. h., J in. w.

A running panther with the thyrsus.

A feniidc panther looking backwards.

A leopard advancing.
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1301 LEOPARD

1302

1303

1304

1305

1306

1307

1308

1309

1310

1311

1312

1313

1314

1315

1316

1317

1318

1319

1320

1321

1322

1323

1324

1325

1326

1327

1328

1329

1330

1331

TIGER . . .

RHINOCEROS
ELEPHANT .

WOLF . . .

BEAR . .

BOAR . .

A leopard, underneath which is a lizard.

White opaque antique paste
; f in. h., ^ in. w.

A tigress, behind which is a thyrsus. Sardonyx of three strata
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

A rhinoceros. Nicolo
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

An elephant. Very characteristic.

A wolf, standing.

A couched wolf, with the letters : F*C. T

Red jasper
; f in. h., -Jg in. w.

Brown sard
; ^ in. h., % in. w.

STAG ....

HARE . . .

RAM. SHEEP.

A bear pursued by a dog.

A bear devouring a boar.

A boar standing.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Very finely executed.

Sard ; i in. h., ^ in. w.

A couched wolf gnawing a bone. White antique paste
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

A woK standing in front of a crab ; in the foreground is a rock with a tree upon it.

Yellow antique paste ; in. h., | in. w.

White antique paste
; -j^g- in. h., ^ in. w.

Dark antique paste ; | in. h., in. w.

Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Yellow antique paste ; in. h., f in. w.

Nicolo
; ^ in. h., i in. w.

A boar lying under a bush. Extremely fine workmanship. Sard
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

A boar running. Black jasper; in. h., i in. w.

Ditto. Nicolo, in fine antique setting
; ^ in. h.,

-I
in. w.

A sow, behind which is a boar, standing beneath a tree.

Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

Ditto. Green antique paste
; ^ in. h., i in. w.

A boar, standing ; a sucking pig imdemeath it ; behind are a few trunks of trees.

Yellow antiqixe paste ; in. h., f in. w.

A sow standing, and in front of her a cock with outspread wings.

Yellow antique paste ; i in. h., f in. w.

A sow standing. Finely executed in the severe style.

Brown sard ; in. h., in. w.

A stag standing. Whitish antique paste
; f in. h., in. w.

A stag. Garnet
; -I

in. h., ^ in. w.

A couched hind, with a calf lying on its back. Striped onyx
; -fg in. h., ^ in. w.

A hare, seated in front of a basket of fruit ; beneath is the inscription, HIERIA.

Cornelian
; ^ in. h., -jL in. w.

GOAT.—Heads of a goat, ram, and wolf-dog.

Brownish-yellow antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

A group, consisting of a bull's, a goat's, a ram's and a stag's head ; beside the

b\iU's head is a wheat-ear. Very finely executed. Sard
; j\ in. h., -f^ in. w.

A herd of cattle. Cornelian, moimted in antique bronze
; j in. h., ^^^^in. w.

A couched ram, behind which are two goats so placed that their two bodies form

but one. Yellow antique paste ; ^ in. h., | in. w.

A ram, standing. Onyx of two strata
; f in. h., | in. w.

A ram's head. (See Impronte di Monumenti Gem. Cent. II. No. 96.)

Sard
; | in. li., f in. w.
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1332 SHEEP
1333 GOAT
1334

1335

1336

1337 BULL.

1338

1339

1340

1341

1342

1343

1344

1345

1346

1347

1348 COW ,

1349

1350

1351

1352

1353

1354

1355

1356 HOUSE

1357

135S

1359

1360

1361

1362

A sheep, standing. . Yellow antique paste
; f in. h., -J^ in. vr.

A goat. Onyx, of three strata
; -f^ in. h., ^ in. w.

A goat lying under a tree. Sardonj^ of three strata; j in. h., in. w.

A goat raising itself against a circular altar, on which lie apples and votive cakes.

Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Two goats, nibbling at a tree. Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., -jV in. w.

A butting bull (as represented on the coins of the town, Thurii)

.

Yellow antique paste; ^ in. h.,
J

in. w.

A butting bull. Splendid workmanship.

Brown and Mhite striped sard ; in. h., ^ in. w.

A buffalo, standing in front of a tree. Cornelian ; in. h., -^^ in. w.

A bull, standing. E.\tremely characteristic. Onyx-Uke cornelian ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

A wreathed bull, standing. Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

A gi'azing bull. Onyx of three strata
; yf, in. h.,

f,
in. w.

A bull ad\ ancing. Exquisite workmanship. Emerald
; I in. h., ^ in. w.

Ditto. Sardonyx of three strata
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Ditto. Blue antique paste ; in. h.,
I

in. w.

A bull with a human face; above him is a flying Nike (as represented on Grecian

coins.) Yellow antique pa.ste; i in. li., I in. w.

A buU tearing up the groimd, in front of a rock, upon which an xdicula stands

beside a tree. Very fine. Cornelian; J in. h., J in. w.

A cow, reposing; behind iicr stands a bull.

Urown antique paste, witli white stripes; -^^ in. h., in. w.

A cow, reposing. Brown anticpie paste; in. h., ^ in. w.

A cow, with a sucking calf, imitated from the cow of Myron. Very finely executed.

Striped onyx;
J in. h., ^ in. w.

A cow, l)eneath a tree, with a sucking calf. Plasma; \ in. h., I in. w.

A cow, standing, with a calf underneath her.

Yellow antique pa.ste; | in. h., y,- in. w.

Ditto. Cornelian ;
J in. h., |4 in. w.

Ditto. Hyacinth
; f,

in. h., ^ in. w.

Ditto. Pla-snia
; f,

in. h., ^ in. w.

A galloping horse, with a torn 1)ridli' ; above is the inscription SOTE, at the side

TIT, and beneath lilS. Sard ;
» in. h., -'^ in. w,

A galloping and harnessed horse, with the inscription, ASPHA. L.

Onyx of brown and white strata; in h., in. w.

A horse, standing. Dark anti(iue pjistc ;
J in. h., -j'l in. w.

Ditto.

Onyx, of brown and white strata, in the antique gold setting; ^ in. h., in. w.

Ditto. Black jasp(>r ; -f^,.
in. li., j^?^ in. w.

A grazing horse ; half the stone is destroyed. A very spirited composition.

Sard ; in. h., i in. w.

Cornelian ; in. h., J in. w.A grazing horse.
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1363 HORSE

1364

1365

1366

1367

1368

1369 ASS . .

1370 DOG . .

1371

1372

1373

1374

1375

1476

1377

1378

1379

1380

-1381

1382

1383

1384 SQUIRREL.
1385 EAGLE . .

1386

1387

1388

1389

1390

1391

1392

A horse feeding out of a vessel on the ground

Yellow antique paste ; f in, h., -j^ in. w.

A horse feeding out of a vessel on the ground, with the addition of a bearded

hermes in front of the horse. Brown antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

A steed, with a palm of victory in its mouth. A very fine representation.

Red jasper; in. h., in. w.

A horse, rolling on its hack. Yellow antique paste
; -I

in. h., ^ in. w.

A horse's head. Amethyst
; -f

in. h., in. w.

The fore-parts of two horses, whose bodies are united, and who are guided by a

mouse standing above them
;
underneath, between the two, is a bearded mask.

Brown antique paste
; ^ in. h., 4^ in. w.

Dark brown antique paste ; ^ in. h., f in. w.

Cornelian
; ^ in. h., i in. w.

X

A grazing ass.

A sleeping dog.

A wolf-dog, standing. An extremely fine composition. Nicolo
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

A shepherd's dog beneath a tree. Yellow antique paste
; f in, h., f in. w.

Two hounds. Brown antique paste;' in. h., in. w.

A greyhound. YeUowish-brown antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

A pointer. Brown antique paste ; i in. h., f in. w.

A couched dog. Very characteristic. Onyx of three strata
; ^ in. h., |- in. w.

A boar attacked by three dogs. Sard ; in. h., in. w.

A dog seizing a hare. Yellow antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

Ditto. Very fine representation. Nicolo
; -j-^^ in. h., ^ in. w.

A greyhound seizing a hare. Very finely executed. Sard
; ^ in. h., f in, w.

A hare pursued by a hound ; above is an eagle pouncing on his prey.

Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

A hare, pursued by a dog, is gaining a rock, from which an eagle is in the act of

pouncing on his prey. Sard ; i in. h., ^ in. w.

Two hounds standing over a dead hare; an eagle above is in the act of pouncing

on the prey. Sard
; -| in. h., ^ in. w.

A squirrel with nuts. Sard
; -j^ in. h., -^6 ^•

An eagle's head. Amethyst
; -^-^ in. h,, ^ in. w.

Ditto. Sardonyx of three strata
; yf in. h., f in. w.

An eagle, with outspread wings. Garnet ; i in. h.,
I

in. w.

Ditto. Yellow antique paste, with white stripes j —^ in. h., | in. w.

An eagle, with the thunderbolt in its claws, beside which is a branch of laurel.

Sai'd; ^ in. h,, | in, w.

An eagle, with outspread wings, holding a thunderbolt in its claws, and a wreath

in its beak, YeUow antique paste
; | in, h., ^ in, w.

An eagle, with the thunderbolt in its claws. Very fine.

Plasma; | in, h,, ^-^ m. w.

An eagle, with outspread wings, and the head of Medusa on the front of its breast.

Yellow antique paste
; -f

in. h., f in. w.
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1393 EAGLE

1394

1395

1396

1397

1398

1399

1400

1401

1402

1403

1404 OSTRICH
1405 STORK .

1406

1407 PEACOCK
1408

1409 PARROT
1410

1411

1412 RAVEN .

1413

1414

1415 OWL . .

1416

1417

1418 COCK

An eagle eyeing a serpent, which is coiled round a tree.

Yellow antique paste
; I in. h., ^ in. w.

An eagle fighting with a serpent. Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

An eagle holding a fowl in its claws, Sard
; | in. h., ^- in. w.

An eagle devouring a hare Brownish-yellow antique paste; f in. h.,
-J

in. w.

Ditto. Antique paste (imitation of Nicolo)
; f in. h., \ in. w.

Ditto ; in front of the eagle is a rock, on which an sedicula stands, near a tree.

Striped onyx
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

An eagle, with outspread wings, seated on two clasped hands.

Dark yellow antique paste
; -,',y in. h., ^ in. w.

Two eagles, seated in a boat, with oars, holding a wreath in their beaks.

Plasma; i in. h., iu. w.

An eagle, seated on an altar, ornamented with rams' heads, holding a wreath of

laurels in its beak, and in its claws a Roman trophy ; on the basement of the

altar a l)as-rclicf, representing the wolf suckling Romulus and Remus ; on cither

side of the foot of the altar is the head of an animal.

Yellow antique paste;
J in. h., in. w.

The same as the above, with the exception that the bas-relief represents the

goddess of Victory in the quadriga, and that on either side of the foot of the

altar is a bnuich of laurel. Yellow antique paste; i in. h., I in. w.

An eagle, with outspread wings, seated on an altar, ornamented with rams' heads,

beside which is a laiircl-tree.

An ostrich.

A stork.

Ditto, holding a serpent in its beak.

A peacock.

Yellow antique j)aste
; ^ iu. h., in. w.

Violet antique paste; in. h., J in. w.

Nicolo; ^ in. h., 5 in. w.

Brown sard; in. h., j^,; in. w.

Yellow antique paste
; I iu. h., ^ in. w.

Ditto, seated on a stele ; beside the stele is a palm-branch, and before it a cock.

Onj'x-like antique paste ; in. h.,
f,

in. w.

A parrot in front of a basket. Sard; J- in. h., + in. w.

A parrot on a branch of laurel.

Onyx of brown and white strata; -j^,; in. h., in. m.

Tavo parrots before a car, which is conducted by a bird, holding the whip and

reins. Nicolo;
J [u. in. ^v.

A raven. Yellow antique paste ; in. h., iu. w.

A raven pecking a wheat-car, which lies near a pillar; al)ove is a caduceus.

Sard
;

--^^ in. h., in. w.

A Ijird, on a branch, with a pomegriinatc.(?) Amethyst; in. h., ^ in. w.

An owl. Executed iu a most spirited and characteristic nuuuier.

Nicolo; in. h., J in. w.

An owl, seated on a reversed amjihora.

Hyacinth coloured sard ; in. h.,
I

in. w.

An owl, seated on a round shield; front \iew.

Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

A cock. Plasma; in. h., in. w.
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A cock. Yellow antique paste
; ^-g in. h., ^ in. w.

Ditto. Violet antique paste
; -f-g

in. .h., in. w.

Ditto. White antique paste ; in. h., -^^ in. w.

A cock fighting with a serpent.

Antique glass paste, set in gold; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

A cock, in front of a vessel, on which is a caterpillar, near which are two wheat-

ears. Yellow antique paste
; f in. h., in. w.

A cock seated on the handle of a vessel ; in the foreground is a caterpillar.

Brown antique paste ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

A cock, with outspread wings, pursuing a lizard, which glides along the ground.

Light yellow sard
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

A cock seizing a mouse, which is creeping into a vase, by the tail.

Sard ; ^ in. h., | in. w,

A cock, standing in front of a mirror, is about to fight with his reflected image.

Avery fine composition. Red jasper; ^ in. h., f in. w.

A cock, with a branch in its mouth, standing in front of another branch, which

is stuck in the groxmd. Cornelian; ^ in. h., y-| in. w.

A cock, holding a palm-branch in his right claw. Very finely executed.

Cornelian
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

Two cocks fighting, and standing on a palm-branch.

Yellow antique paste
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

A cock standing in front of a reversed basket of fruit, on the top of which is a

cicade gnawing a wheat-ear. Violet antique paste
; | in. h., i in. w.

A cock perched on a three-footed vessel, from which poppies and wheat-ears

are protruding, and across which a pair of scales are laid.

Sard ; ^ ia. h., in. w.

A cock standing on a cornucopia. Nicolo
; ^ in. h., in. w.

A cock in front of a fruit-tree. Black antique paste
; f in. li., in. w.

A basket, which is ornamented with grapes, and from which a wheat-ear protrudes,

placed between two cocks ; two insects appear to be flying over the heads of the

birds. Yellow antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

Two cocks pecking wheat-ears and poppies from a basket, which contains also a

caduceus, placed between the two birds. Nicolo
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

Two pigeons seated on a vine, looking at a sun-dial, which is placed on the summit

of an Ionian pillar between them.

Brownish-yellow antique paste
;

Jg- in. h., ^ iu. w.

Two pigeons seated on a petauron, from which hang three bunches of grapes.

Violet antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

A goose, holding what appears to be a snail in its beak.

Yellow antique paste
; f in. h., -^^ in. w.

A frog. Very deeply engraved. Red jasper; | in. h., | in. w.

A lizard in front of a frog, with the circumscription, TJAIAHVIITA (sic).

Sard
; § in. h., f in. w.

A lizard. Cornehan ; | in. h., -^-^ in. w.
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1443 INSECTS . . A butterfly, seated on a caterpillar.

Brownish-yellow antique paste ; in. h., | in. w.

1444 A bee. Violet antique paste; | in. h., in. w.

1445 Two cicades fighting, one is armed with a trident, the other with a shield and

sword. Sard
; | in. h., | in. w.

1446 A locust, seated on a wheat-ear. Blue antique paste; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1447 A locust, seated on a cabbage-leaf. Cornelian; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1448 A locust, holding in its one foot a fishing-rod, from which a fish is hanging, bears

on its shoulder a pole, at tlie one end of which, a hare, at the other end a

cock (?) is suspended. Plasma; in. h.,
f.

in. w.

1449 FANTASTICAL ANIMALS. A ram's head, the lower part of which is formed by a bearded man's

face. Light yellow sard; ^ in. li., -f. in. w.

1450 A fantastical bird, with the head of a horse; the breast and tail are fonned by a

male and female mask; the bird stands on a dolpliin, in front of it is a thyrsus.

Red jasper
; ^ in. h., -f^ in. w.

1451 A fantastical bird ; the upper portion of its body is formed by a dolphin's tail,

the other parts by a bearded man's face, and by a ram's head ; ])chind is a cor-

nucopia with flowers and fruit. Sard; }, in. h., I in. w.

1452 A fantastical bird, with a helmeted Minerva-head, and a Mediusa-head on its

breast, armed with a shield and two lances, underneath is a \vreath. (?)

Hhie antique paste;
f,

in. h., in. w.

1453 A fantastical l)ird, witli a goat's head; tlie l)ody is furmed l)y a human, and bv a

ram's head ; it holds in its mouth flowers, and Mhcat-ears which form the taU

of the bird. Brown antique paste; J in. h., ^ in. w.

1454 A fanta-stical bird, M'ith the bearded head of an old man; a ram's head, and

wheat-ears form tlio l)ody and tail. Nicolo ; in. h., \ in. w.

1455 A fantastical bird, with the head and feet of a horse, and the body of a cock, bearing

between its wings a palm-liranch. ^'iolct antique paste
; | in. h., in. w.

1456 A bird, the upper jjart of whose body is formed by a liamessed horse, with a

bearded man's face upon its breast ; behind is what appears to be a caduceus.

Cornelian; in. h., -^^ in. w.

1457 A fantastical bird, with the liead of a horse ; the body is formed l)y a bearded

head, and by a ram's head liohling a l)unch of grapes in its moutli ; the bird

carries a trophy. Sard
; ^ in. h., ?. in. w.

1458 A fantastical bird, with the head of a ram, liolding wheat-ears in its claws, and

bearing on its shoulders a cornucopia, from which a sca-goat andliecsare seen

to issue. Yellow sard; J in. h., in. m-.

1459 A cock, with a bearded man's face on its breast.

^'iolet antique paste ; in. li., j^,^ in. w.

1460 A dolphin, whose body ends in a human one ; above is a locust, beneath, a fish.

Nicolo; in. h., in. w.

1461 A sea-horse, whose tail is formed by a serpent, its body by a ram's head, with a

human face on its breast ; bcneatli is a doli)hin, with two human heads.

Sard; J; in. h., ^ in. w.
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1462 FANTASTICAL ANIMALS. A fantastical animal, with the body and feet of a sea-scorpion, and

the upper body of a goat, holding in its claw a Roman trophy.

ComeUan ; in. h., ^ in. w.

1463 A coiled shell, from which an ass is issiiing; beneath the inscription, POY$. . N.

CorneUan
; ^g- in. h., -f^ in. w.

1464 A nautilus, from which a bearded man with a pointed cap, holding in his hands a

fishing-rod, with a fish hanging to it, is issuing ; above is the inscription,

KAAYAIOY, beneath IIPOKAOY ; on either side an ivy-leaf.

Red jasper ; in. h., f in. w.

1465 A nautilus, from which an elephant is issuing; above the letter C; beneath F.

Sard
J

in. h., in. w.

1466 A group, composed of a bearded man's, and a boards head.

Violet antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

- 1467 A group, composed of a bearded man's, and an elephant's head; the latter holds

in its trunk a hammer in allusion to the name of the owner of the gem, MALL.
Sard ; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

1468 PIGMIES . . In a boat, provided with numerous oars, stands a pigmy fighting with two cranes.

Cornehan
; ^ in. h., in. w.

1469 A pigmy fighting with a crane. Sard ; in. h., i in. w.

1470 A pigmy riding on a goose, holding on by the neck of the bird.

Green antique paste ;
-^'^ in. h., ^ in. w.

EINGS AND STONES, WITH INSCRIPTIONS IN GREEK AND LATIN.

1471 Ov (j>iXtj T)?7 TrXavw, vow {sv), koX ysAw. (I love not, lest I go astray : but I observe well, and I

laugh.) Sardonyx.

1472 Aiyovaiv a OsXovcnv Xsyirwcrav. ov fxiXei fioi. (They say what they wiU. Let them say : I care not.)

Sardonyx of two strata.

1473 SrparovtKT) fiia'ivovaa (poptia el. (Stratonice, thou art a defihng palanquin
;) or, ^o^em, a palanquin-

bearer. Chalcedony.

1474 EYTYXQCT . . . iH-OPOYNTI. (I bring luck to him who wears this ring.) Sardonyx of two strata.

1475 EYTYXIANHC (The ring) of Eutychiane. Nicolo.

1476 EYTYXI. (Good luck to you !) Sardonyx of two strata.

1477 nPOK . . . 011X9. (I foresee.) Sardonyx of two strata.

1478 XEPETI . . . (Be greeted.) Chalcedony.

1479 OMONOIA. (Concord :) two joined hands. A seal. Sardonyx of two strata.

1480 Ditto. Sardonyx of two strata.

1481 MNHMONEYE. (Remember:) a hand holding an ear. A ring. Sardonyx of two strata.

1482 Ditto. Sardonyx of two strata.

1483 MNHMONEYE MOYTHCKAAHC^YXHC. (Remind me of the noble character) . A hand pulling

an ear. Sardonyx of two strata.

1484 OYAAEPIA KAEODATPA . . . EPMAAmN KAICAPOC. Valeria Cleopatra—Hermadion Caesaris

Sardonyx of two strata.

1485 KEBOH . . . GIDAVa . . . AINw. Cornehan.
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I486

1487

1488

1489

1490

1491

1492

1493

1494

1495

1496

1497

1498

1499

1500

1501

1502

1503

1504

Egresinica. A ring.ErPECINIKA
Awpov A gift

TO Swpov witllin a raivia

EY^AMEI.Ta AIGHP . . KAI TA
and earth,) &c.

VENI . . . NOLO. (Come. I mil not.) A ring.

AMAME . . . AMABOTE. (Love me, I will love thee.)

FABIAN . . . AVIVAS. (Be greeted, Fabiana.)

VIVAS. Upon an ornamental shield. (Be greeted.)

BENE. (Well.) A ring.

ANNYAPROCVLACS. Annya Procula cum suis. A ring.

RECEPTA . . . COMMVNIS.
VLP. PRISCELLAE. (The ring) of Ulpia Priscella.

CCC CAI CALCII CILONIS. (Seal of) Caii Calcii Cilonis

SOROR. (Sister.)

AVG. A shield, with an inscription.

Sardonyx of two strata.

Plasma.

The gift of ... . Sardonyx of two strata.

STAQ : nONTOS . . . 2TATI2 AAHP. (Praised be heaven

Sardonyx of two strata.

Sardonyx of two strata.

Sardonyx of two strata.

Sardonyx of two strata.

Sardonyx of two strata.

Sardonyx of two strata.

Sardonyx of two strata.

Sardonyx of two strata.

Sardonyx of two strata.

Nicolo.

Sardonyx of two strata.

Sardonyx of red and white strata.

QVI . . CN.COR. . . M. TVC. . . PATR. A temple, in front of which are six pillars ; beside these

are the letters VM—S. Underneath is an inscription. Chalcedony.

The letter A. on a cornelian-like onyx.

Ditto, checquered, without inscription.

Eighteen stones, some mounted as silver rings, with Cnfic and Arabic inscriptions.

GNOSTIC AMULETS. ABRAXAS GEMS. MYSTICAL REPRESENTATIONS.

1505 Cylinder: on it arc— T. Lsis holding "life," and a snake; Osiris mnniniied ; II onis in a boat, sur-

mounted ])y the Good demon, the prow and poop like a cynoccphalus and goose
;

facing, Anubis

holding a basket and sistrum, Macedo holding a kukupte, sceptre, and caduceus, and a youth

holding up an arm to Horns. II. A cynoccphalus, with a lotus
;
Seth, as he apjjcars on the coins

of the Sctliroitcs nemos, and another youth; in another row, IIL An ibis, emblem of Thoth,

devouring a snake; a hawk, that of Ilorus, surmoimtcd by a bee; and Apis, with an eye above

him. From the late Mr. Stewart's collection. Nephrite ; 1 * in. 1., -V in dr.

1506 Seven-sided prism. I. T\vo figures horned, in long garments and tails, apparently devils : below, an

ass. II. Gnostic inscrij)tion. III. A bull and scorpion, the two constellations. IV. A winged

diabolic figure on a stand. V. A diabohc figure hokUng a staff. Not complete.

Green jasper, 1^, in. h.

1507 Egyptian Amulet, in shape of a heart, on it are the gods Ra Athor, cow-headed, seated facing, holding

sceptres and life above awinged .serpent; on the reverse, EICBAIT - EICABilPMI—AT£2NBIAElC

—AEAKQPIXAIPE—rATEPKOCMOY^'AI—PETPlMOP«l»EeEOC—" Thou art Bait (the

House or soul) ; thou art Athor, one of the Bia; thou art Akori (the Viper). Hail, father of the

World, hail triform God." Engraved in "Wilkinson's Manners and Cnstom.s," vol. iv. p. 232.

The inscription may have been added suljsequently to the engraved subject, when the stone may

have been used as an abraxas. Hchotrope; 1^ in. 1.
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1508 A tablet of garnet ; on one side is a Gnostic inscription of eleven lines^ on the other of fourteen lines.

^ in. h., in. y^.

1509 Gnostic ring.

On the plate, CABAco—PEICTE—AAco.

On one side, CICINrEVn—AN$APANrH—NICOY.
On the other, NAIAAw—AI—NEIXAN—IBIBA—AH. Chalcedony; Ij in. dr.

1510 A serpent with a lion's head raising itself, (according to more recent Cosmogonies, Demiurg and

Hercules) surrounded by twelve rays ; there is a Greek circumscription. On the reverse are

three mystic signs three times repeated, and an inscription. Dull plasma
; J in. h., i in. w.

1511 Harpocrates issiiing from the calix of a lotus flower ; beside is the letter, K. On the reverse of the

stone is an illegible inscription. Eed spotted jasper ; in. h., in. w.

1512 Hecate, with instruments of torture, and two lighted torches in her six hands; above is the crescent

moon and a star ; there is a long Greek circumscription, part of which is much damaged. On
the reverse of the stone is a much-worn representation of some gods, surrounded by a long, but

perfectly illegible inscription. Hematite; If in. h., 3 in. w.

1513 The god Abraxas, with the head of a cock, and his feet formed by serpents, flourishes a scourge in his

right hand, and bears a shield on his left arm. On the reverse of the stone is an inscription.

Green jasper
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

1514 A triple figure of Hecate, whose body ends in that of a bird, with a serpent coded round her neck,

holding in two of her hands a dagger and a torch : above is a star, a crescent moon, and an eagle's

head ; at the side a thunderbolt and a trophy. There is a Greek circumscription. On the reverse

of the stone are seven lines of Greek inscription. Green and red jasper ; 1^ in. h., in. w.

1515 Venus Anadyomene, with Mars at her side ; beneath is the inscription HHHO—OHHH. On the

reverse is the Greek inscription, AP<I>IWPA—$10. Loadstone; | in. h., | in. w.

1516 The figure of a god advancing, holding in one hand a long sceptre, in the other a branch. Only the

outlines are sketched, and entirely fiUed up and surrounded by inscriptions.

Amethyst
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

1517 God the Father, wearing a pointed crown, and whose body terminates like that of a Herme, is sup-

ported by the heads of four boys, standing, with their arms crossed on their breasts, on the

celestial globe covered with stars
;
above, and at the side, are stars and various symbols. On

either side of God is an inscription of three lines. On the reverse of the stone is the figure of

a warrior, bearing on his head a trophy, and holding in each hand a serpent ; on either side of

him are three lines of Greek inscription. Dark sard; 1^ in. h., ^in. w.
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ANTIQUE CAMEOS.

2 CYBELE.

.'i JUPITER.

5 GANYMEDES.

10

11

12

13

14

15

1 ISIS Head of Isis. Finely executed.

Sardonyx of black and white strata; 2 in. h., in. w.

Head of Cybcle, The glass is much oxidated by time.

Antique paste, the ground v-iolet, the figure white; H in. h., 1 in. w.

A full-front head of Jupiter Serapis, in haut-rebef. Exquisite workmanship.

Sardonyx of two strata
; J in. h., | in. w.

Jupiter seated on a throne, witli the sceptre in his hand ; at his feet is the eagle

looking up. Very fine. (Fragment.)

Sardonyx of brown and white strata; 1 in. h., ^ in. m .

Ganymedes seated on the ground, letting the eagle of Jupiter drink from a patera.

Very fine workmanship. Sardonyx of three strata; i in. h., ^ in. w.

Ganymedes, M ith the Phrygian cap, seated on the ground, letting the ea^le of

Jupiter, which stands in front of him, with out-spread wings, drink from

a cantharos. Sardonyx of three strata
; i in. h., J in. w.

JUNO Head of Juno, with the majestic features with which she is represented on the

coins of Argos. (Fragment.)

Sardonyx of brown and white strata ; 1 in. h., ^ in. w.

Juno enthroned ; above an; suspended the heads of Helios and Selena. Exquisite

workmanship. Red ja.sper, on white chalcedony strata; 1 in. h., }J in. w.

L.atona fleeing from tlic pursuing dnigons, and drawing her richly-folded

peplos more closely around her. An extremely spirited and artistic comjuhsitiou.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata; { ' in. h., \ in. w.

Head of Neptune. Violet antique paste; | in. h., in. w.

9 LATONA.

NEPTUNE. .

MARINE ANIMALS.—A dolphin. Sardonyx of white and brown strata; -j^,, in. h., in. w.

A dolphin. Very finely executed. Sardonyx of various strata; ^ in. h., J in. w.

MINERVA.

IG MEDUSA.

17

18

19

A sea-horse. Onyx of two strata ; l in. h., j
i in. w.

Ilelmeted head of Minerva.

Sardonyx of three strata (somewhat fnigmented)
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Minerva armed with the helmet and shield, leading a sacrifieial bull. In the

ancient style. Sardonyx of brown and white strata; I in. h., i in. w.

Head of Medusa, front face. Splendid workmanship.

Splendid sardonyx of brown and white strata; I in. h., I in. w.

Ditto. Hyacinth
; J in. h., in. w.

\Vinged head of Medusa, surrounded by serpents. Xcry fine workmanship.

Sardonyx of two strata
; I in. h., J in. w.

Ditto. A splendid gem. Sardonyx of three strata ; ^ in. h., f in. w.

L
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20 MEDUSA. . . . Head of Medusa, wittwingSj and serpents in her hair. Very delicately executed.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata
; ^ in. h., in. w.

21 Winged head of Medusa, carrying two wheat-ears laid cross-wise, and a star; the

head is encircled by two dolphins. Very delicate workmanship.

Onyx of two strata; | in. h., | in. w.

22 Head of Medusa. Exquisite workmanship.

Green antique paste
; 2g in. h., 2| in. w.

23 Head of Medusa ; front face. Opaque antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

24 VENUS. . . . Vulcan, standing at work before an anvil; near him is Venus, holding an apple

in her right hand ; on either side are two Erotse.

Sardonyx of white and red strata; f in. h., | ia. w.

25 Venus Anadyomene arranging her dripping hair with both hands.

Brown antique paste
; | in. h., i in. w.

26 Venus seated on a rock, holding the peplos, which is dropping from her shoulder,

with her left hand. Very spirited.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata
; f in. h., ^ in. w.

27 A naked Venus, seated on a rock, laving her body with the water contained in an

^ urn placed before her. In front of her stands Cupid holding the rim of the

vessel with both hands. Very spirited.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

28 Head and part of the shoulder of Venus ; in front of her is the head of Cupid.

Exquisite workmanship. (Fragment.) Chalcedony
; | in. h., in. w.

29 Venus seated, chastising Cupid, who stands in front of her.

Violet antique paste cameo ; in. h., ^ in. w.

.SO CUPID, EROT^.—A full-front bust of a child, perhaps that of Cupid. Very graceful.

Antique paste of white and brown strata
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

31 Head of a child, perhaps that of Cupid ; front face.

Turquoise, in an antique iron setting
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

32 A seated Cupid. The other parts are broken away.

Antique paste, the ground violet, the figiire white; ^ in. h., f in. w.

33 Cupid, seated, holding a helmet in his right hand. (Fragment.)

Antique paste, the ground opaque, the figure white
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

34 Two helmeted Erotse, armed with shield and lances, kneeling on the ground.

Onyx of three strata
; | in. h., \^ in. w.

35 Cupid seated on the ground, with one foot caught in a trap.

White and brown sardonyx
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

36 Cupid, seated on the ground, holding the serpents of the caduceus in his hand.

Very interesting. Antique paste of violet and white strata
; |- in. h., -f^ in. w.

37 Cupid, standing, holds a comic mask.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata ; in. h., f in. w.

38 Cupid, kneeling, thrusts his face through the mouth of a large Silenus-mask,

which he holds in his hands. Very fine workmanship.

Sardonyx of three strata ; f in. h., f in. w.
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39 CUPID, EROTiE.—Eros in a grotesque attitude, holding the thyrsus, and grasping the beard of a

large Silenus-mask, wliich lies on a basket placed in front of him. Very

spirited, and finely executed.

Sardonyx of white and brovni strata
; | in. h., | in. w.

40 Eros, seated, opening a cista mystica ; in front of him stands a second Eros, with

a mask in one hand, and a reversed torch in the other.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata; i in. h., in. w.

41 Cupid, standing, bound to a pillar.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata; -f^ in. h., in. w.

42 Cupid, with a patera in one hand, and a bunch of grapes in the other, seated on

the ground in front of a bearded Hermes. \ery fine.

Sardonyx of two strata; ^ in. h., | in. w.

43 Cupid, leaning on the reversed torch.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata; y.- in. h., | in. w.

44 Cupid riding on a dolphin. Very fine.

Sardonyx of two strata ; I in. h., in. w,

45 Two Erotae in a ship, with spread sails.

Fine sardonyx of three strata; | in. h., | in. w.

46 Cupid riding on an amphora, a spread sail is attached to it, wliich he is directing

by means of piUlcys. ^ cry spii itcd.

Sardon^Ti of white and brown strata
; f in. h., y„ in. w.

47 Three figures, one of which is a knechng Cupid.

(irccn antique paste; in. h., i in. w.

48 A wingless Eros, seated on a rock, his head resting mournfully on his right knee.

Very fine. Sardonyx of two strata
; J-f, in. h., | in. w.

49 Eros, winged at the heels, cames in his right hand the thunderbolt of Jupiter ; in

his left tlic conmcopia of Pluto; on his head is the niodius surromided by the

rays of Helios.—Pantheistical representation. On the reverse of the stone is an

intaglio, representing Dionysius, with the sceptre in his right hand, and an

apple in his left, perhaps in allusion to the pomegranate of Proserpine. A
mjignifieent work. Sju-donyx of brown and white strata; § in. h., J in. w.

50 CUPID AND PSYCHE.—Cupid, stancUng, is endeavouring to catch Psyche, who is fluttering before

him in the form of a butterfly. Very fine gem.

Sardonyx of whitish and browuisli strata; | in. h., j"„ in. w.

51 Cupid running in pursuit of Psyche, who in the form of a butterfly flutters l)c'fore

him. Extremely spirited.

Sardonyx of yellow and grey strata ; 1 in. h.,
J

in. w.

52 Cupid, who holds Psyche in the form of a butterfly in his right hand, mournfidly

drooping the beloved one over the flames.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata; J in. h., J in. w.

53 Cupid, seated on a rock, and playing on the syriiLX, is interrupted by the butterfly

fluttering near him, which he follows with his eye. Exquisitely graceful,

executed in a most masterly style. Sardonyx of two strata; J| in. h., in. w.
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54 THE GRACES.

55 HELIOS. . .

56 APOLLO. . .

57

58

59 GRIFFIN.

60 MUSE. .

61 DIANA. .

62

63 MERCURY.

64

65 HYGIEA. .

66 BACCHUS.
67

68

69

70

71

72

73 ARIADNE.

The Tliree Graces.

Antique paste, a greenish, mass, the representation in white
; J in. h., 4 in. w.

Head of Helios, with flowing hair, surrounded by rays, front face. Exquisite

workmanship.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata, completed in gold
; 1| in. h., 1 in. w.

Head of Apollo, with the fiUet.

Antique paste, the groxmd violet, the figure white
j if in. h., f in. w.

Bust of Apollo.

Antique paste, the ground opaque, the figure on silver grey
; ^ in. h., -ji in- 'w-

Apollo with the lyre, standing in front of Marsyas, who is seated on a rock, and

with his flute is about to commence the contest with the god.

Sardonyx of two strata
; -| in. h., f in. w.

A couched grifi&n. Onyx of three strata
; -| in. h., -l in. w.

Upper body of a Muse, straining the strings of a lyre ; behind her on an altar, is

a little figure in flowing garments. Fine.

Sardonyx of two strata
; | in. h., f in. w.

Diana, with flowing garments, advancing with the bow in her hand. Very fine

workmanship. Greenish turquoise
; j\ in. h., -| in. w.

Diana Lucifera, advancing vdth a torch in either hand. Very fine. (Fragment.)

Sardonyx of two strata; | in. h., in. w.

A youthful Mercury standing, clad with the chlamys, and holding the ca-

ducous in his hand. Very graceful.

Fine sardonyx of three strata ; | in. h., in. w.

Mercury as the god of herds, with the purse and caducous; behind him four

rams. A very interesting gem.

Antique paste of brown and white strata
; -| in. h., |^ in. w.

Upper body of Salus, holding in her hand the serpent, to which she is giving drink

from a patera. Very fine workmanship.

Sardonyx of two strata
; j-^ in. h., i in. w.

Head of Bacchus, front face. Blue antique paste; -^-^ in. h., i in. w.

Youthful Bacchus. Sardonyx of two strata ; ^ in. h., |^ in. w.

Head of youthful Bacchus, front face. Plasma
; -| in. h., i in. w.

The youthful Bacchus, with the thyrsus in his hand, riding on a goat. Spirited.

Onyx (changed by fire) ; -i- in. h., | in. w.

The boy Bacchus, riding on a panther, which is looking backwards. A very

spirited and artistically executed gem. Beneath is the inscription, TAVOCO.

Sardonyx of white and black strata
;

^^-g- in. h., f in. w.

Crowned head of the bearded Bacchus, front face.

Brownish yellow antique paste
; j\ in. h., | in. w.

Bacchus embracing a nymph. Very fine workmanship.

Onyx of two strata; 1 in h., f in. w.

Head of Ariadne.

Antique paste, the ground brown, the figure white
; | in. h., ^ in. w.
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. Ariadne, holding a bunch of grapes. Fine workmanship.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Ariadne, with a buncli of grapes in her hand, riding on a goat. (From the

collection of Horace Walpolc, to whom it was presented by the Princess de

Craon.) Sardonyx of brown and white strata : in. h., i4 in. w.

A drunken Silenus, leaning on a youthful faun, whose neck he clasps with one arm;

beneath is a flute. E.xquisite workmanship.

Sardonyx of two strata; in. h., | in. w.

A Silenus and a Bacchante, embracing, while another SUenus sits, blowing the

pandean pipes ; the Bacchante is holding up a wTcath.

Sardonyx of brown and white strata; I in. h., J in. w.

A drunken Silenus, led by a Bacchante, who has thrown her garments carefully

over his back. Sardonyx of black and white strata
; f in. h., + in. w.

Silenus playing the lyre, and seated on a two-wheeled chariot, drawn by one Eros,

and pushed l)y another. From Dr. Nott's collection. (See Inipronte di

Monumenti Gem. Cent. II. No. 27.)

Silver grey antique paste
; I in. h., -^^ in. w.

Silenus, standing with the thyrsus and nui.sk.

Opaque antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

A Satyr, with goat's feet, carrj-ing the little Bacchus on the Xebris. Splendid

gem. Sardonyx of yellow and dark brown strata; | in. h., \ in. w.

A Satyr, leading a rain to a burning altar, at which stands a Bacchante, with a

ma.sk in her hand, strewing barley-corns into the flames ; behind her is Silenus

playing on the double (lute. Extremely spirited.

Sardonyx of brown and white strata
; -J^ in. h., in. w.

A Satyr, seated with the thyrsus, stroking a goat whieh staiuls in front of him.

Vellowish-brown antique paste ; + in. h., | in. w.

A Satyr embracing a mTn))!!. Much damaged.

Anticjue paste, the ground brown, the figure white; |J in. h.,
-^t i"-

Bust of a faun. Treated in a very grand and .spirited style.

Ssirdonyx of brown and M hite strata ; J in. h.,
J in. w.

Head of a faun in profile. Sardonyx of white and brown strata; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Head of a faun. Very chararteristirally executed.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata
; i in. h., I in. w.

Head of a faun, with the panther's skin on his shoulders. \cr\ fine workmanship.

Sardonyx of brown and white strata ; in. h., in. w.

Head of a bearded faun, looking ujjwanls. Uetouched l)y Pistrucci.

Agate onyx
; J in. h., in. w.

A Bacchant, with the thyrsus and panther's skin, in an orgyastic attitude, on the

ground is a reversed wine-vessel. A splendid gem.

Sardonyx of dark brown and white strata ; I i in. h., 1 in. w.

A Bacchant, with the pedum and panther's skin, in a Bacclianalian attitude.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata
; J in. h., J in. w.
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A dancing Bacchante in loosely-folded garments, which, she holds with her left

handj hending backwards and beating the tambourine. A splendid gem.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata ; in. h., ^ in. w.

A Msenade in a wild orgyastical attitude, half-kneehng, encircles with her arms the

pedestal of a bearded statue of Dionysius. The lower portion of this exquisite

composition is wanting. Chalcedony
; | in. h., f in. w.

A Bacchante with a bunch of grapes and wheat-ears in her hands, riding on a goat.

Exquisite workmanship. On the reverse of the stone is a head of Augustus,

engraved by a later artist.

Sardonyx of brown and white strata ; f in. h., in. w.

Head of Paris. Brownish yeUow antique paste
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Victoria on a galloping biga, holding a palm branch in her hand. Exquisite

representation. From the collection of the Empress Josephine.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata
; f in. h., | in. w.

Victoria on the biga, with the palm of victory in her hand.

Brown antique paste ; in. h., ^ in. w.

Victoria on a galloping biga.

Antique paste of black and white strata ; -f^ in. h., | in. w.

Ditto. The execution is extremely dehcate.

Sardonyx of two strata ; in. h., in. w.

Victoria advancing with the palm of victory in one hand and a wreath in the other.

Spirited. Sardonyx of white and brown strata
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

Victoria, with mighty wings, borne by the four horses of a quadriga, of which she

holds the reins ; behind her is an outstretched arm, probably part of a Eoman
warrior ; above is an eagle flying with a wreath in its beak. The horses are

conceived in a most masterly style. Chalcedony ;
i in. h., ^ in, w.

A female figvire seated on a couch, on the back of which her right arm rests,

lighting a trophy, which stands in front of her, with a torch; behind is a

female genius with a palm in her left hand, extending with her right a palm of

victory towards the seated figure. Very artistically executed. From the

collection of the Empress Josephine.

Splendid onyx of three strata ; 2 in. h.. If in. w.

Bust of Nemesis.

Antique paste ; the ground opaque, the figure white ; f in. h., | in. w.

Hercules strangling the Nemeian lion. In a very ancient style.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata; | in. h., in. w.

Head of Omphale covered with the lion's skin.

Sardonyx of three strata ; in. h., i in. w.

Head of Leander. Sardonyx of brown and white strata; f in. h., ^ in. w.

Head of Paris with the Phrygian cap ; front face. Hyacinth ; in. h., ^ in. w.

Neoptolemus dragging Cassandra from the altar, who seeks protection from the

Palladium which she encircles with both arms. Very spirited.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata ; in. h., f in. w.
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PORTRAITS OF ROMAIS^ EMPERORS.

109 Head of Agrippa. Very spirited. Sardonyx of brown and white strata; 1 in. h., | in. w.

1 10 Head of the youthful Augustus. A splendid work by a very elever hand.

Sardonyx of whitish-yellow and brown strata; I in. h., ^ in. w.

111 Head of Augustus, which, although minute, is exquisitely modelled.

Sardonyx of yellowish and white strata; J in. h., J in. w.

112 A very finely executed head of Augustus. SardonjTt of yellowish and white strata; | in. h., |^ in. w.

113 Head of Julia. Very fine workmanship.

Splendid onyx of three strata, set with diamonds ; 1 in. h., J-i in. w.

114 Bust of Julia. Exquisite workmanship. Sardonyx of white and brown strata; 1 in. h., | in. w.

115 Ditto. Ditto. Splendid onyx of three strata; in. h.,
-J-J

in. w.

116 Portrait of Livia in the character of Ceres, with a veil on the back of her head, and wheat-ears above

the stephane. The head is surrounded by a wreath bound with ribbons. For conception and

execution, this work may rank w ith the finest productions of Grecian art. At the back of the

stone is a portrait of Augustus by a later hand.

Sardonyx of fine transparent white and brown strata
;

1-^^ in. h., 1 in. w.

117 Head of Livia, exquisitely executed. The Empress is represented in the character of Juno, w ith a

veil on the back of her head ; on her foreheacl is a crown ornamented with stars ; and having a

medallion in the centre, the portrait of Augustus in intagho. Opaline; 2 in. h.

118 Head of Tiberius. Sardonyx of white and browni strata
; -^g in. h., ^ in. w.

119 The two heads of Gcrmanicus and Tiberius. Sardonvx of w hite and brown strata : i in. h., -r^^ in. w.

120 Portrait of Agrippina
;
very finely executed. Splendid onyx of three strata; ^ in. h., ^ in. w,

121 Bust of Agrippina the younger. A' cry fine workmanship.

Splendid onyx of three strata; 1^ in. h., Ij in. w.

122 Head of the youthful Nero. Sardonyx of l)rown and w hite strata
; J in. h., in. w.

123 Head of Galba, in profile. Exquisite workmanship. From the Church trea.sury at Troy.

Fine sardonyx of white and brown strata; I in. h., } in. w.

124 Head of Domitianus. Sardonyx of white and l)rown strata; in. h., in. w.

125 Head of Adrian. Splendid antique turquoise-like j)a.stc
; li in. h., | in. w.

126 Head of Antinous. Finely executed. Sardonyx of white and brown strata; 1 in. h., -l^ in. w.

127 Head of Commodus covered with the lion's skin, worked in raised gold, witli antique bronze-setting.

128 Head of Julia Domna. Sardonyx of white and brown strata; ji in. h., in. w.

129 Ditto. Finely executed. Sardonyx of white and brown strata; ^ in. \i ^ _4_ in. w.

130 Bust of Julia Domna, with a fillet of antique gold, ornamented in front w itii a garnet.

Agate-onyx of various strata; 3 in. h., 2 in. w.

131 Heads of Sevcrus Alexander and of Julia Mammca. S])l(ndid onyx of three strata; J in. h., J in. w.

132 Bust of an Empress (jn-obaldy Marciana,) w ith the stephane and rich head gear. Artistically executed.

Emerald
; J in. h.

133 Head of Cleopatra. Greek-Egyptian. Sardonyx of whitish and yellowish strata
; J in. h., -j^ in. w.

134 Ditto. Excjuisitc workmanshi}). Sardonyx of black and white strata.

135 A half-length figure of an Empress, with a veil on the back of her head, and a corimeoi)ia in her hand.

Splendid onyx of three strata; IJ in. h., 1] in. w.
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UNKNOWN HEADS.

136 Bust of a child with a wreath of flowers and ivy-leaves round its shoulders. Finely executed.

Blueish chalcedony
; 3^ in. h.

137 Bust of a child. Beautifully executed. Blueish chalcedony; 2^ in. h.

137* Bust of a child. Blueish chalcedony; 2^ in. h.

138 A bearded portrait in profile.

A deceptive imitation in paste of the finest sardonyx of three strata
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

139 Bust of a man with a coat of mail, on which is the head of Medusa. Exquisite workmanship.

Sardonyx of three strata
; ]^ in. h., | in. w.

140 Youthful head, with Ammon's horns. Portrait. Sardonyx of two strata ; in. h., ]^ in. w.

141 A man's head, firont face ; executed in haut-rehef. Portrait. This work belongs to the most exquisite

productions of glyptic art. White onyx
; 1| in. h., | in. w.

142 Unknown male portrait. Green antique paste
; ^ in. h., in. w.

143 A man's head with a cock's comb and beard; not unlike the head of a cock.

Green antique paste
; |- in. h., -j^ in. w.

144 Head of a philosopher. Plasma
; f in. h., -^-^ in. w.

145 Ditto. Sardonyx of red and white strata; in. h., J in. w.

146 Head of an Egyptian. Green antique paste
; f in. h., ^ in. w.

147 Head of an Ethiopian. Very finely executed. Sardonyx of black and white strata
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

148 Large antique paste, foimd at Pompeii, in the shape of a long shield of a very brilliant green colour
;

in the middle of which is the head of a warrior covered with a very fine helmet, in relief. Round

the edge of the cameo are the shield-nails. These, as well as the warrior's head, have a thin

covering of silver, so laid on, that the original gi-een colour of the glass is everywhere seen through

it. This specimen is unique. 3 in h., 2| in. w.

149 Head of a young girl ; front face. Blueish chalcedony ; in. h., i in. w.

150 Ditto ; with parted hair. Fine brown sard
; ^-j tV ^- ^•

151 Female head, front face ; with parted hair. Amethyst ; 1 in. h., f in. w.

152 Female head; antique paste, the ground violet, the figure white. f in. h., ^ in. w.

153 Female head, with an extremely rich, and neatly-worked head-gear. Splendid execution.

Sardonyx of brown and white strata
; f in. h., ^ in. w.

154 A fine female head, exquisitely executed. Found in a vase at Vulci. Muscle sheU
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

155 Female head. Portrait. Sardonyx of three strata; i in. h., ^ in. w.

156 Ditto. Blue antique paste ; in. h., in. w.

157 Female bust. Antique paste ; the ground \iolet, the figure in an imitation of sardonyx
; | in. h., | in. w.

158 Female bust, executed in a sardonyx of two strata; the lower one, which is brown and transparent,

forms the breast and garment ; the upper one, which is black, is employed for the head and head-

gear. A portrait. The workmanship is very delicate. In an antique gold setting
; j\ in. h.
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SACRIFICE.

159 A wreathed sacrificial-slaughterer, leading a bull, decked with flowers and taeniae, by a cord passed

through its nostrils, to a burning altar ; behind appears the head of the sacrificial priest. (Fragment.)

Reddish agate
; 2| in. h., 2\ in. w.

160 Bearded head of a priest; the back of which is covered. Very fine workmanship.

Onyx (changed by fire)
; | in. h., ,\ in. w.

IGl In front of a biirning altar, ornamented with wreaths, stands an athlete, clothed with the chlamys,

sacrificing from a patera ; on the ground bcliind him is an oenochoc. An exquisite composition.

Sardonyx ofbro^^-n and wliite strata; I in. h., * in. w.

MASKS.

1 C)2 On an oval stone are four very expressive and finely executed masks, arranged in pairs, between which

is the name, CYPIIIIAIIC, written in large letters. Very interesting.

Sardonyx of two strata; 1-,^^ in. h., in. w.

1G3 A splendid comic mask, front face, executed in haut-relief. Magnificent hyacinth; i in. h., y,^ in. w.

164 A comic, bald-headed mask, front face. Cornelian-like onyx ; ^ in. h., in. vi.

165 A very characteristic comic mask, front face. Sardonyx of three strata; ,3. in. h., in. w.

166 A comic mask, executed in haut-relief. A very interesting monument of the high development of

glyptic art in antiquity. Brown ja-sper
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

167 A bald-headed comiema.sk. Splendidly executed. Light green antique paste; J in. h., -j'j in. w.

168 Bearded Silenus-mask, front face. \ ery expressive and finely executed.

Cornelian-like onyx
; ^ in h., i in. w.

169 A finely-executed Silenus-mask, front face. Green jasper; + in. h., f in. w.

1/0 A very expressive and artistically-executed Silenus-mask, front face.

Dark hyacinth
; ; in. h., J in. w.

171 Expressive Silenus-mask. Sardonyx of white and brown strata; ^ in. h., \ in. w.

172 Dionysian mask, crowned with riue-leaves ; beneath is a lyre. In the old style.

Onyx of three stmta
; § in. h., ^ in. w.

173 Two ivy-crowned, expressive Bacchanalian masks, with ruby eyes. Excjuisitc workmanship.

Cornelian-like onyx ; + in. h., J in. w.

174 A tragic mask, in profile. Red jasper, on chalcedony; i in. h., ^ in. w,

175 Mask-like head, front face. Sardonyx of brown and white strata; ^ in. h., f in. w.

176 Bearded mask, front face. Dark antique paste; f'^ i"- li-> i i"-

177 A group of five actors, with masks on their heads; three of them are seated on one side, near a

Hermes ; the two others stand opposite them ; behind is a servant employed in taking masks out

of a basket. \'ery artistically executed. Splendid onyx of three strata ; i in. h., i in. w.

17H Upper body of an actor, with the chlamys on his shoulder, holding a ma.sk, and looking complacently

on to the stage. Very fine reprcscntatiou. Chalcedony ; li in. h., 1 iji. w.

H
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HELMET.-HANDS.—DICE.

X79 A finely ornamented helmet. Exquisite workmanship. (Fragment.)

Sardonyx of three strata; 1 in. h., Ij in. w.

180 Two exquisitely-formed hands, folded one in the other. The workmanship is remarkable for its

elegance. Chalcedony; in. length.

181 Two dice, in Chalcedony.

ANIMALS.

182 A couched hon, seen from above. The execution is extremely spirited and artistic.

Sard ; f in. h., | in. w.

183 A lion advancing. Sardonyx of white and brown strata; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

184 Difto. Onyx of two strata; ^ in. h., in. w.

185 A panther, with the thyrsus, running and looking backwards. Very characteristic.

Onyx of white and brown strata; f in. h., ^ in. w.

186 A female panther advancing. Yiolet antique paste, with white strata; ^ in. h., f in. w.

187 A tiger mangling a bull. Fragment of an agate vase.

188 A grazing buck. Very characteristic. Cornelian-onyx; in. h., in. w.

189 A stag, advancing; behind it is a tree. • Cornelian-like onyx; -l in. h., | in. w.

190 A biQl, butting. Very characteristically executed. Cornelian-like onyx ; in. h., ^ in. w.

191 A horse's head. Exquisite Greek workmanship. Chalcedony; 1^ in. length.

192 A bridled horse. Onyx of white and brown strata; | in. h., | in. w.

193 Two galloping steeds. The rest is broken away.

Antique paste, the ground green, the figures white
; f in. h., \^ in. w.

194 A grazing horse. Very fine Greek workmanship.

Splendid onyx of three strata; | in. h., J-| in. w.

196 A shaggy dog reposing, seen from above. Exquisite workmanship.

Sardonyx of two strata; | in. h., 1 in. w.

197 A couched dog, seen from above. Violet antique paste; i in. h., J-L in. w.

198 Ditto. Very spirited and artistic. Fine sardonyx of three strata
; j^g^ in. h., in. w.

199 Ditto. Ditto. Fine red sard, on a strata of white chalcedony; f in. h., 1^ in. w.

200 A dog, seizing a hare. Very finely conceived.

Sardonyx of white and dark strata
; -^^ in. h., in. w.

201 Head of an eagle. Red cornelian, on strata of white chalcedony ; in. h.,
-f^ in. w.

202 A swan, standing, with outspread wings. Sardonyx of white and brown strata; § in. h., ^ in. w.

204 A swan, standing. Exquisite workmanship. Sardonyx
; | in. h., -f^ in. w.

205 Two cocks, fighting. Brownish-yellow antique paste; f in. h., | in. w.

206 Two mice, drawing a biga, on which is a cock, holding the reins.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata
; -f^ in. h., ^ in. w.

207 A partridge. Agate-onyx of various colours ; | in. h., ^ in. w.

208 Two birds gazing at the branches of a tree, which stands between them. Agate
; ^ in. h., -j^j in. w.

209 An amulet of sardonyx, in the shape of a crab, on the back of which is a bearded mask.
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MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

210 A figure, clothed with the toga, liolding up a ^^reath. Very fine workmanship.

Milk-white sardonyx; J+ in. h., i in. w.

211 A youth, wearing the Phrygian cap, seated on a rock, at the foot of which flows water; in liis right

hand he holds a head, in his left, a pedum.

Sardonyx of white and hrown strata; | in. h., ^ in. w.

212 The upper body of a man, with the chlamys on his shoulders, stretching out his right arm imperiously,

while his left rests at his side. Perhaps the statue of Trajan. Very fine.

Sardonyx of brown and white strata; -j^ in. h., \ in. m'.

213 A female figure, seated. (Fragment.) Sardonyx
; | in. h., + in. w.

214 An unclothed female figure, standing in front of a labruin, on which she leans with her right hand ;

with her left hand she is laving her right leg, which rests upon a rock. The lower portion of this

fine composition is wanting. Sardonyx of two strata; 1 in. h., ^ in. w.

215 Female figure seated on a rock? Injured in part.

Antique i)aste, the ground brown, the figure white ; in. h., J in. w.

216 A figure seated on a rock. !Much injured.

Anticpic paste, the gi-ouiul violet, the figiu-c wliite ; ]l in. h., | in. w.

217 Statuette—A naked female figure, standing, and holding a serpent, which is coiled round her arm, to

her breast. The proportions of the limbs are exquisite, and the hair is treated in a verj* artistic

manner. A rare s])ecimen of glyptic art. Plasma; 2 J in. h.

218 A figure seated in a bath. Sardonyx of two strata
; :| in. h., in. w.

REPRESENTATIONS OF THE OLDEST CIHUSTIAN PERIOD.

219 Bnst of Salvator Mimdi, with an anticpie setting of the Hyzantinm period ; to the right is the inscrip-

tion Ic , to the left xc Heliotrope ; 1 1 in. h., 1 J in. w.

220 The heavenly salutation. Aroimd, the inscription, XEPE—KAIXAPI—TONENK—OKOMETATOY.
S])lendid sardonyx of three strata; 1,^,; in. h., 1 in. w.

221 Christ and the angel (hibricl. Around tlie inscripticm, APXO OXAIPETIC BV MOC NF rABPIHA.

Sardonyx of black and white strata; J in. h., f in. w.

222 A winged angel of the Christian period. White and red cornelian ; 3 in. h.

223 A little fisli, of the Christian period. Plasma ; 1 in. length.

MEXICAN, INDIAN, AND CHINESE WORKS.

221 Half-length figin-e of a Mexican deity, witli the hands fbhhd on flic brc-ist. Liglit green jacU- ; 2 in. h.

22j a Mexican mask. Light green jade ; IJin. h.

226 Head of an animal. Mexican. Light green jade
; l-i in. li.

227 A iJramin bull, rcjjosing, cut in a eat's-cye. Tlic horns, the bridle-like ornaments, and the stand on

which the bull is lying, are of gold. From the temi)le of the King of Candia. I in. h.

228 An Indian deity, witli the head of an elephant. Rock crystal ; 1^ in. h.

229 A Chinese priest, praying. Jade; 3^ in. h.
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INTAGLIOS AND CAMEOS OF THE CINQUE CENTO,

AND OF LATER DATE.

230 HARPOCRATES
231 MINERVA. . .

232 MEDUSA. . .

233 VENUS. . . .

234

235

236

237

238 CUPIDS. . . .

239

240 APOLLO.

241

242

243 MUSES. . . ,

INTAGLIOS.

—Harpocrates, standing. Very beautifaUy engraved. Nicolo
; -J-f

in., li., i in. w.

Head of Minerva; the helmet is formed by a sea-crab. Exquisite workmanship.

Ciaque-cento. Ruby; f in. h.^ ^ in. w.

Head of Medusa, with wings and serpents ; in profile. Exquisitely executed by

Pichler Cornelian
;

I^l- in h., J-| in. w.

Venus Euploea, borne through the waves by dolphins ; in front of her is Cupid on

a sea-horse ; a Triton, with a torch, leads the procession. Cinque-cento.

Very fine hyacinth
; \^ in. h., in. w.

Venus Anadyomene, borne by two dolphins ; there is the inscription, NICOMC.
Splendid workmanship. Cinque-cento. Yellowish sard; l-^-^ in. h., fin. w.

Venus Anadyomene arranging her flowing hair ; at her feet is Cupid. Very fine.

Sardonyx of brown and white strata; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Venus arraying herself with the peplos. Very fine.

Extremely fine onyx of brown and white strata ; | in. h., | in. w,

A naked Venus, gracefully dressing herself with the peplos, stands in front of a

patera with water, placed on the ground, in which the goddess appears to be

contemplating her image ; on a stele behind her is a statue of Priapus. An
exquisite gem. Splendid almandine ; I in. h., ^ in. w.

Three dancing Erotse ; the first one plays on the flute ; the second one holds a

thyrsus and drinking cup, and the third one a drum. Very exquisite. Cinque-

cento. Yellowish sard ; i in. h., f in. w.

Eros kneeUng on a thyrsus, and protecting his body with a shield
;
repels a swan

which is rushing upon him, with liis drawn sword ; in front ofhim hes a helmet.

Exquisite workmanship. Sard; ^ in. h., | in. w.

Head of Apollo, crowned with laurel, in front of which is a serpent. Exquisite

workmanship. Amethyst
;

J-| in. h., f in. w.

Head of Apollo, crowned with laurel, and surrounded by stars ; beneath is the

name, ANTEPWTOC. Very finely engraved. Sard ; I in. h., | in. w.

Apollo seizLug Daphne, who is changed into a laurel-tree. Cinque-cento.

Fine dark hyacinth-coloured sard; 1 in. h., i in. w.

Thalia, with drooping garments, seated on a rock, contemplating a comic and

bearded mask, which she holds in her left hand; in front of her is the

pedum. Cinque-cento. Very fine onyx of three strata ; f in. h., ^ in. w.

«
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MUSES. . . . Melpomene, leaning on a pillar with her right arm, holds the mask and club in

her hands. A splendid gem. Dark brown sard
;

l-J^ in. h., | in. w.

Melpomene, with drooping garments, reposing her right arm, in which she carries

a sword, upon a pillar, contemplates a tragic mask, which she holds in her left

hand; there arc the letters M E.

Splendid onyx of three strata
; ^ in. h.,

-f^^
in. w.

Polyhymnia, seated on a rock, holding a scroll of parchment in her right hand.

Very graceful. Brown sard
; -J-i in. h., ^ in. w.

Calliope, standing, holds in her hand a tablet, from which she is reading ; behind

her, on a pillar stands a swan. The execution is extremely delicate.

Sard; J in. h., ^ in. w.

DIANA. ACTION.—Actajon, watching Diana and two Nymphs, bathing in the Parthenian springs,

which arc surrounded by bushes, is, by the will of the goddess, being changed

into a stag. Cinque-cento. Striped onyx
; 1^ in. h., 1| in. w.

Hermes Trismcgistes, in front of whom is the caduceus ; there is the inscription,

EPMH2 TPISM. A splendid gem.

Fine dark hyacinth-coloured sard ; 1 in. h.,
} |_

in. w.

Mercury stands, clothed with the petasus and chlamys, holding the caduceus and

purse in his hands; in front of him is the cock. A very fine gem.

Onyx of brown and wliitc strata; J in. h., y„ i»- w.

Bust of Esculapius, in profile; in front of him is the serpent-staff. Exquisite

workmanship. Nicolo; | in. h., | in. w.

Ilygica, giving a scr])cnt, which she holds in one hand, drink from a patera. Very

debcatcly executed. Almandinc; } in. h., in. w.

Head of Bacchus, crowned with >'inc-leavcs ; front face. Cinque-cento.

Chalcedony
; | in. h., J in. w.

Bust of the youthful Hacchus, in profile ; in front of him is the thyrsus. Ex-

tremely fine workmanship. Hyacinth-coloured sard; I in h., -,'V in. w.

One of the nymphs of Nysa, carrj'ing the little Bacchus, who stretches out bis

hands to his nurse, on her left arm ; in her right hand .she holds a l)rancli over

a vase, containing wheat-ears, which stands upon the ground ; behind her is a

tree. Excpiisite worknianship. Splendid onyx of three .strata
; jf, in. h., f in. w.

A bearded and drunken Silenus, bending forwards, and leaning on the youthful

Jiaceluis, who holds the thyrsus in his right hand, and a drinking vessel in his

left. Ex(piisite workmanship. Cinque-cento. Striped onyx
;

{ in. h., J in. w.

Head of Flora. A verj' fine gem. Fine sapphire; ^ in. h., J in. w.

Head of yEolus, in front of which is a stalf with the inscription A0V1\'. A
splendid gem. Sard

; j
in. h.,

f,
in. w.

NYX The sleeping Night reposing on clouds, and surrounded by the moon and stars.

Brown sard ; \ in. li., in. w.

HERCULES. Hercules, seated on the lion's skin, reposing, his left hand and his left leg upon

his club ; in front of him is a tree, on which hang a qui\ cr and a bow. An

extremely fine gem. Splendid onyx of three strata; ^ in. h., in. w.

260 OMPHALE. . . Head of Omphale, with the lion's skin. Cinque-ccnto. Hyacinth
; i in. h., J in. w.

244

245

246

247

248

248* MERCURY.

249

250

251

252

25.3

254

ESCULAPIUS

HYGIEA. .

BACCHUS. .

255 SILENUS.

256

257

258

259

FLORA.
.EOLUS.
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HEROES OF THE TROJAN WAR.

261 Head of Paris. A splendid gem. Chalcedony 3 1 in. h., | in. w.

262 A helmeted head of Ulysses ; front face. Hyacinth; -| in. h., ^ in. \v.

263 Ulysses holding the stolen Palladium in his hand, and fleeing accompanied by Diomedes, who holds

his drawn sword in one hand and protects the retreat with his shield. Both heroes are looking

backwards at their pursuers. Beneath is the inscription, CWCOKaE. A splendid gem. Cinque-

cento. Hyacinth-coloured sard
; | in. h., | in. w.

264 Diomedes, armed with the shield and sword, and carrying the stolen Palladium, glancing backwards

;

there is the inscription qaAXI n. (Pichler). Exquisite workmanship.

Striped sardonyx; 1 in. h., | in. w.

265 Head of Achilles. Splendid gem by A. HIXAEP (Pichler). Sard; 1^ in. h., 1 in. w.

266 Very fine head of Patroclus, with an exquisitely executed helmet, on which a couched griffin is repre-

sented; there is the inscription, IIATPOKAOS AFAAOY. A splendid gem.

Cornelian ; 1 in. h., | in. w.

HISTORICAL REPRESENTATIONS.

267 Scipio Africanus restoring to Allucius his bride, who had been taken prisoner. Very fine. Cinque-

cento.

Green jasper, with red spots; in. h., | in. w.

268 Moses letting the water flow from the rock. Cinque-cento. Yellow cornehan ; in. h., f in. w.

269 Encounter of horsemen. Cinque-cento. Lapis lazuli ;
J-| in. h., 1-^^ in. w.

PORTRAITS.

270

271

272

273

•274

275

276

277

278

279

280

281

Brown sard; | in. h.,

White chalcedony; Ig in. h..

Cornelian; | in. h., f

m. w.

in. w.

m. w

Head of Sappho. Finely executed by IlIX. (Pichler).

Head of the dying Alexander. A splendid gem.

Head of Scipio Africanus. A splendid gem.

Helmeted head of Hannibal, front face. A splendid gem. Amethyst ; | in. h., | in. w

Head of MarceUus, with the inscription, M.C. MAB. A splendid gem. Sard; | in. h., ^ in. w
Head of a man; with the inscription, CA. MVTIVS. Finely executed. Sard; | in. h., f

Head of C. Popilius ; with the inscription, C. POPIL. Cornelian
; || in. h., ^

Head of Asinius PoUio ; with the inscription, CA. POLLIO. Cornelian
; | in. h., j\

Head of Augustus. Hyacinth
; f in. h., i

Head of Vitellius. A very fine gem. Cornehan
;
J-| in. h., | in. w.

The Emperor Trajan, in the garb of a general, reposing his hand on a lance, and standing in front of

a conquered Dacian, who kneels upon the ground with his arms bound behind him ; at the side

is a trophy, which consists of conquered weapons ; in the background is a Roman warrior. A
splendid gem. Brown sard; Ij in. h., f in. w.

Head of Antinous. Peridot
; ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

m. w.

in. w.

in. w.

in. w.
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282 Head of Antinous. Brown sard; ^ in. h., | in. w.

83 Head of Antoninus Pius. Fine hyacinth-coloured sard; | in. h., | in. w.

284 Head of Lucius Verus. Brownish sard ; in. h., J in- w-

285 Head of Cleopatra. Very finely executed. Brown sard; ^ in. h., in. w.

28G Berenice. A splendid gem. CorueUan; j-^ in. h., | in. w.

287 Head of Dido. Light amethyst; \ in. h., i in. w.

288 Bearded head of a man ; with the inscription, YAAOY Peridot ; y in. h., f in. w.

89 Head of a man. Very finely executed. Striped sard; J in. h., * in. w.

290 Unknown female portrait. Cinque-cento. Emerald
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

CAMEOS.

291 IIORUS. . . . Horns, on a seat formed by a lotus-flower. Very artistically executed. Cinque-

cento. Onyx of two strata
; | in. h., | in. w.

292 HARPOCRATES.—A very finely cut full-length figure of Haipocratcs by Girometti.

Sardonyx of two strata; 1 in. h., ^ in. w.

293 SATURN. . . . Statuette of Saturn, holding a sickle in his hand. The execution is extremely

fine. Cinque-ccnto. VcUowish-brown jasper ; 3 in. h.

294 JUPITER.—GANYMEDES.—JUNO.— Head of Jupiter Serapis. Exquisitely executed.

Fine sardonyx of two strata; 1;) in. h., li in. w.

29.5 Head of Jupiter. Exquisitely executed.

Sardonyx of two strata ; 1 in. h., i in. w.

296 JUPITER, in a noble attitude, sitting upon a rock, under a drooping laurel tree;

with his right hand he leans upon the sceptre, while in the other he holds the

thunderbolt ; at his feet reposes the eagle, with half outspread wings. The

lower body of the god is clad with tlu? chiton. Ojjposite liini stands Thetis;

her attitude is noble ; she holds her drooping pcplos in her left hand, and is

entreating the Lord of the Olympus to give weapons unto her son, Achilles.

Seldom has an artist of the cinque-cento period so thoroughly entered into the

spirit of anti(piity, as the author of tliis work. In the attitude and the drapery

of the two divinities, such a truly antique conception is displayed, as differs most

widely from the manner in which antique subjects were treated by mediaeval

glyptic artists. Tliis work is undoulitcdly one of the finest of the period, and

remarkable from its enormous size. Sardonyx of two strata; 7i bi. h., G in. w.

297 Little group. (Janymedes, seated, ciircssing the eagle of Jupiter. Cinque-ccnto.

Agate-onyx ; H in. h.

298 Jupiter, seated on a throne of clouds, emhracing the winged GanjTuedes, who

stands in front of him ; behind Jujjiter, the eagle is seated. Cinque-cento.

Cornelian on chalcedony ; 1 in. h., J in. w.

299 Heads of Jupiter and Juno. Finely executed. Cincpie-cento.

Siinloiiyx uf two strata; J in. h., in. w.
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300 JUNO Head of Juno, with the stephane.

301 TRITON.

Executed with great spirit.

Sardonyx of three strata; 1 in. h., I in. w.

302 AMPHITRITE.

303 CERES

304 MINERVA.

305

306

.307 MARS

308 VENUS.

309

310

311

312

313 CUPID

314

315 PSYCHE.

316

m. w.

w.

On the two extremities of the fish-like tail of a Triton are seated two Halcyons,

sea-birds, of whom the saying is, that when they hatch their eggs in the sea,

the sea is calm. Cinque-cento. Agate; Ij in. h., l-i^ in. w.

Amphitrite, holding in her hand a shield, ornamented with the head of Medusa,

and being borne through the waves by a Triton, surrounded by smaller Tritons

and marine animals. Very spirited. Cinque-cento,

Chalcedony
; j% in. h.,

Head of Ceres, crowned with wheat-ears. An extremely beautiful work.

Sardonyx of three strata ;
J-| in. h., f ux

Head of Minerva, with a helmet, on which a sea-horse is represented.

Sardonyx of two strata; 1 in. h., J-i in. w.

Bust of Minerva, with the helmet ; on her breast is the Mgis ; front face. Ex-

qmsite workmanship. Turquoise of a considerable size ; If in. h., in. vr.

Portrait of a female in the character of Minerva,

Very fine sardonyx of three strata
; J-f in. h., | in. w.

Mars driving a biga, with rearing steeds, and holding in his right hand the reins

and a lance. Very fine. Sardonyx of two strata ; 1 in. h., 1^ in. w.

Venus reposing on a couch, and holding up the peplos with her left hand.

Sardonyx of two strata ; in. h., in. w.

Venus, kneeling to bathe. Very fine.

Fine sardonyx of white and dark brown strata
; f in. h., ^ in. w.

Venus, in richly flowing garments, lying beneath a tree, drawing the peplos round

her head ; at her side kneels Cupid, who clasps a bracelet on the goddess' arm.

Very finely executed by Burch. Sardonyx of two strata
; | in. h., | in. w.

Venus, seated on a rock, enveloping herself in the peplos ; at her feet sits Cupid.

Very finely executed. Sardonyx of two strata; in. h., | in. w.

Venus, in a chariot drawn by lions, holding the reins ; an Eros with a torch,

blowing a horn, rides on one of the lions. Cinque-cento.

Chalcedony ; in. h.

Cupid attempting to seize some apples, which Venus holds in her hand,

of extraordinary beauty, by IlIXAEP (Pichler).

Chalcedony-onyx; 1 1 in. h

Cupid on a biga, drawn by a male and female sphinx. Very spirited workmanship.

Chalcedony; Ij in. h., 2i in. w.

Head of Psyche, with butterfly's wings in her hair. Exquisite workmanship by

Cerbara. Sardonyx of three strata; li in. h., f in. w.

HERMAPHRODITUS.—Hermaphroditus, partly clothed, lying by a tree, on an outspread lion's

skin, between an advancing Panisk, and a Satyr. Very fine workmanship.

The setting is of the sixteenth century. From Horace Walpole's collection.

I in. w.

A work

1 in. w.

Cinque-cento. Sardonvx of white and black strata ; | in. h. li in. w.
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317

318

BACCHUS.

SILENUS.

FAUNS.

319 ARIADNE.

320

321

322

323

324

325

326

327

328

329

330

331

332

333

334

Head of Bacchus, crowned with ivy-leaves
; perhaps a portrait.

Jasper-like onyx; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Head of the bearded Bacchus, crowned with ivy-leaves, and with the nebris on

his shoulders. Executed in haut-relief. Exquisite workmanship, by Girometti.

Sardonyx of two strata; 2^ in. h., li in. w.

Head of Ariadne, crowned with vine-leaves ; the shoulders are ornamented vrith

the nebris. A work of extraordinary beauty.

Sardonyx of tliree strata; IJ in. h., 1^ in. w.

Head of Ariadne, crowned with vine-leaves ; round the shoulders is a goat's skin.

Exqvusite workmanship by Morelli.

Sardonyx of three strata; IJ in. h., IJ in. w.

Head of Ariadne ; front fsice. Very deUcate workmanship.

Pine turquoise ; in. h., ^ in. w.

Head of the youthful Bacchus, crowned with flowers mid vine-leaves, in haut-

relief. Exquisite workmanship. Cin(jue-ccnto.

Sardonyx of three strata; | in. h., i in. w.

Head of Silenus, crowned with vine-leaves. Cinque-cento.

Jasper-agate; | in. h., J in. w.

Head of a faun. Very finely executed. Cinque-cento.

Sardonyx of two strata; in. h., J in. w.

Same subject. Cinque-cento. Onyx-agate; in. h., i in. w.

A faun, seated on the ground, reposing his head on his arm, which rests upon his

knee; at his side Hcs the double flute. \cry graceful.

Very fine onj^x of white and dark brown strata
; | in. h., | in. w.

A dancing faun, with the panther's skin and thyrsus ; at his feet a panther reposes.

Sardonyx of two strata; 1} in. h., I in. w.

A l)accliantc, whose k it knee reposes on a stone, and whose body is thrown back,

raising an ccnochcc over her head with one hand, and with the other holding a

bunch of grapes. A work of extraordinary beauty.

Fine onyx of white and dark brown strata; 1 in. h., J in. w.

APOLLO, MUSES.— Head of Apollo croAvncd with laurels. Exquisite workmanship.

Very fine sardonyx of four strata ; 1 in h., J in. w.

Head of Apollo. Sardonyx of two strata
; | in. h., | in. w.

A female figure pursued by a man crowned with laurel; both figures arc clothed

from the waist downwards
;
perhaps Apollo and Daj)hne. The artist has left

the naked parts of the bodies white, while the drapery is brown. Cinque-cento.

Sardonyx of white and brown strata; 1 in. h., \^ in. w.

Clio seated in a chariot drawn by two owls; before her marches a figure blowing

the trumpet. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of tluve strata; ^ in. h., -,\ in. w.

Terpsichore dancing with the lyre on her arm. A work of extraordinary beauty,

by Santarelli. Chalcedony-onyx, l\ in. h., 1 j\ in. w.

FLORA. . . . Head of Flora. Exquisite workmanship, by I'istrueei.

Sardonj-x of three strata; 14 in. h., J in. w.

N
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335 PERSEUS.

336

337 (EDIPUS.

338 SPHINX. . .

339 ORPHEUS. .

340 OMPHALE. .

341 MEDEA.

Perseus, holding the herpe in his left hand, and the head of Medusa in his right.

Very finely executed. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of three strata
; 1^ in. h., f in. w.

Perseus, advancing, holding the herpe in his right hand, and the head of Medusa

in his left. Very finely executed, by Pistrucci.

Sardonyx of two strata ; 1 in. h., |^ in. w.

CEdipus, resting his hand upon his horse, and standing at the foot of a rock, upon

which the sphinx is seated. Very finely executed in haut-relief by Nicolo

Anastini. Splendid onyx of three strata
; | in. h., | in. w.

A male and female sphinx standing side by side. Agate
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

Orpheus taming the beasts by his music. Fine workmanship. Cinque-cento.

Agate-onyx
; | in. h., 1^^ in. w.

Omphale advancing, clad with the hon's skin of Hercules, and bearing on her

shoulder the club. Finely executed by niXAEP (Pichler.)

Splendid onyx of white and dark strata
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

Medea borne through the air in a chariot drawn by dragons. Very fine work-

manship. Sardonyx of three strata; j-^ in. h., Ij in. w.

HEROES OF THE TROJAN AR.

342 Judgment of Paris. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of two strata
; ^ in. h.,

-f^ in. w.

343 Paris and Helen seated on a couch ; before them stands Hector. Cinque-cento.

Sardonyx of two strata
; ^ in. h., f in. w.

344 Head of Menelaus. Very finely executed. Sardonyx of two strata ; 1 in. h., ^ in. w.

345 Head of Ulyssus ; front face. Very fine workmanship. Sardonyx of two strata ; 1^ in. h., ^ in. w.

346 Head of AchiUes, covered with a hehnet, on which a grifiin is represented ; the helmet plume rests on

a couched sphinx. Exquisite workmanship. Sardonyx of two strata
; 1| in. h., 1-^ in, w.

347 Achilles arming himself; beside him is the mnema of Patroclus. Cinque-cento.

Sardonyx of two strata
; J-f in. h., in. w.

SUBJECTS FROM ROMAN HISTORY.

348 Roma seated on a throne, holding a lance in one hand, and the globe in the other ; beneath her seat

is the she-wolf suckling Romulus and Remus; with the inscription, MANFOS.
Sardonyx of three strata; 1^ in. h., in. w.

349 Figure of the Tiber reposing ; at his feet are Romulus, Remus, and the she-wolf ; also the Ficus

Ruminahs. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of two strata
; | in. h., f in. w.

350 Mucins Scsevola, held fast by an Etrurian warrior, placing his hand over the flame of a burning altar

which stands in front of Porsenna. Sardonyx of two strata ; ^ in. h., f in. w.

351 A group, consisting of six figures. The youthful Hannibal, led by his father to an altar, beside which

stand three votive priests, in order to swear eternal enmity to the Romans. At the side of

Hannibal is a figure, perhaps that of Hamilcar. Very fine workmanship.

Sardonyx of two strata; in. h., 1^ in. w.
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MASKS.

352 Group composed of a Silenus-mask, a ram's head, and a serpent. Very finely executed. Cinque-cento.

Sardonyx of wliite and brown strata ; 1 in. h., 1^ in. w,

353 Pan's mask, executed in a most spirited manner. Sardonyx of two strata ; + in. h., in. w.

354 A Bacchanalian mask, crowned with ivy
; supposed to be by Pistrucci. Exquisite workmanship.

Sardonyx of two strata; 1^ in. h., 1^ in. w.

355 A mask. Fmely executed. Cinque -cento. Hyacinth; i in. h., f in. h.

VARIOUS SUBJECTS.

356 An Ephebus, standing with the chlamys thrown over his left arm, holding in his right hand an object

which is partly destroyed. Sardonyx of two strata
; ^ in. h., | in. w.

357 Two women, holding each other by the hands and dancing opposite to two other women. A work of

great merit. Very large turquoise; l^g in. h., 1^ in. w.

358 Combat of St. George and the dragon. Cinquc-ccnto. Shell ; 1 in. h., ^ in. w.

359 A female unclothed figure seated beneath a tree, reposing her left arm upon a pillar. Cinque-cento.

Sardonyx of two strata
; ^^j- in. h., /'.j in. w.

360 A male and female figure holding serpents in their handii, standing in front of a l)urning altar ; behind

these are two other female figures, one offering the man a wreath, the other holding up a bough.

In the background is seen a town vnth towers and walls. Cinque-cento. Exquisite workmansliip.

Sardonyx of two strata; IJ in. h., li iu. w.

361 The river-god Rhine reclining, with his arm resting upon an urn, from which water is flowing. In

the background \ine-clad mountains are discernible. Very minute and exquisite workmanship.

Cinquc-ccnto. Sardonyx of three strata; li, in. h., in. w.

362 A priest leading a bull decked with flowers to a Imrning tripod, while tlie wreathed sacrificial

slaughterer, with an axe in one hand, holds with the other a cord which is twisted round the

horns of the victim. Exquisite workmansliip. Cinque-cento.

Sardonyx of two strata; 2 J iu. li.,
1 J in. w.

363 An owl. Cinque-cento. Agate; 1 in. h., \l in. w.

GRECIAN PORTRAITS.

364 Head of Sappho. A work of extraordinary beauty by mXAEP (Pichler.)

Sardonyx of two strata; 1 in. h., \l in. w

365 Socrates seated in conversation with Aspasia, who stands in front of him, leaning on a stele. Cinque-

cento. Sardonyx of two strata; \ \ in. h., li iu. w.

366 Diogenes cowering down in his tub. Verj' fine workmanship. Agate-onyx ; 1 in. h., > in. w.

367 Head of Aristotclcs. Very finely executed. Agate ; 1 in. h., ^ in. w.

368 Head of Alexander. A work of extraordinary beauty. SardonjTC of two strata
; \i in. h., || in. w.

369 Ditto, by Caparoni. Sardonyx of two strata ; 1 in. h., i in. w.

370 Head of Alexander with a fillet. Very fine workmanship. Sjirdonyx of two strata; U i»- h., f?,
in. w.
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EOMAN POKTRAITS.

371 Head of one of the Horatii. The execution is extremely fine and spirited.

Sardonyx of two strata; 1^ in. h., f in. w.

372 Head of the youthfol Brutus. Exquisite workmanship. Cinque-cento. Chalcedony; If in. h.. If in. w.

373 The three heads of the second Triumviri. Cinque-cento.

Shell, with a gold setting of the sixteenth century.

374 Head of Maecenas. Finely executed. Sardonyx of two strata; 1^ in. h., f in. w.

375 Head of Augustus surrounded with rays. Very fine workmanship. Cinque-cento.

Sardonyx of two strata, finely mounted in enamelled gold as a medallion. Sixteenth century.

1 in. h., in. w.

376 Head of Augustus. Very finely executed. . Sardonyx of two strata ; J in. h., | in. w.

377 Head of Augustus crowned with laurels. Very fine workmanship.

Sardonyx of three strata; in. h., \} in. w.

378 Head of Augustus. Finely executed. Sardonyx of two strata; in. h., j\ in. w.

379 Heads of Augustus and Livia, front face. Executed by Pistrucci. One of the finest specimens of

modern glyptic. Fine blue chalcedony
; 2^ in. h., 3 in. w.

380 Head of Germanicus. Exquisite workmanship. Sardonyx of two strata; Ifg in. h., | in. w.

381 Head of Tiberius, Sardonyx of two strata; in. h., l in. w.

382 Heads of four members of the family of Clauciius. Sardonyx, various
; | in. h., f in. w.

383 Head of Vitellius. Exquisite workmanship. Hyacinth; | in. h., in. w.

384 Ditto, Hyacinth
; | in. h., | in. w.

385 Ditto. Sardonyx of two strata; | in. h., f in. w.

386 Head of Vespasian. Exquisite workmanship. Cinque-cento.

Splendid sardonyx of three strata ; 1 in. h., | in. w.

387 Ditto. Ditto. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of two strata ; I in. h., in. w.

388 Portrait of Julia Titi. Very finely executed. Cinque-cento.

Sardonyx of three strata; J in. h., ^ in. w.

389 Head of Trajan, in haut-relief. A chef-d'ceuvre by Pistrucci. Fine blue chalcedony ; If in. h., 1| in. w.

390 Head of Adrian. Very fine workmanship. Sardonyx of two strata
; | in. h,, f in. w.

391 Bust of Antinous. Exquisite workmanship, by Pichler. Chalcedony-onyx, 1|^ in. h., 1 in. w.

392 Head of Comodus. Fine workmanship. Sardonyx of two strata ; f in. h., f in. w.

393 Ditto ; behind it the club of Hercules. Gracefully executed.

Fine sardonyx of two strata; 1 in. h., li in. w.

394 Head of Lucius Verus. Exquisite workmanship. Fine sardonyx of two strata; 1 in. h., f in. w.

395 Head of CaracaUa, front face. Exquisite workmanship. Fine sardonyx of two strata; If in. h., 1 in. w,

396 Head of Sabina. Very finely executed. Sardonyx of red and white strata
; 1^ in. h., f in. w.

397 Head of Africa. Very fine sardonyx of four strata, set with emeralds
; j-^ in. h., ^ in. w.

398 Bust of Artemisia. Very fine workmanship. Plasma; f in. h.

399 Cleopatra, with the viper coiled round her arm, holding in her hand the head of the reptile which she

is approaching to her bosom. Very artistically executed. Sardonyx of two strata ; | in. h., -i-i- in. w.
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CHRISTIAN REPRESENTATIONS.

400 Head of a Cherubim. Very artistically executed. Cinque-cento. Garnet ; in. h., in. w.

401 Bust of the Madonna. Onyx ; in. h., -f^
in. w.

402 Head of the Madonna, three-quarter face. Exquisite workmanship. Lapis lazuli; | in. h., | in. w.

403 Full-length figure of the Madonna in prayer, kneeling on the crescent moon, surroimded by clouds.

Cinque-cento. Almadine
; | in. h., in. w.

PORTRAITS.

404 Portraits of Mary Stuart and Damley. Executed in a most artistic manner. Cinque-cento.

Spleudid onyx of four strata; H in. h., | in. w.

405 Portrait of Queen Elizabeth, by Valerio Vicentini. Executed in an extremely artistic style.

Sardonyx of three strata, in fine gold setting of the period ; J in. h., in. w.

406 Portrait of Charles T. of England. A splendid work of art, in fine enamelled setting of the period.

Black jasper ; ^ in. h., in. w.

407 Head of Cromwell. Very finely executed. Sardonyx of two strata; I in. h., ? in. w.

408 Portrait of William III. of England, as lnt;iglio. Sardonyx of two strata; ^ iu. h., i in. w.

409 Portrait of George III. of England, with a diamond button.

Sardonyx of three strata; I in. h., | in. w.

410 Portrait of .John Milton. Exquisite workmanship by Hrown. Sard; 1-!^ in. h., IJ in. w.

411 Portrait of Dr. Samuel Johnson. Exquisite workmanship. Sardonyx of two strata; li in. h., in. w.

412 Portrait of Henry IV. of France. A fine work of Jirt in a gold setting of the period.

Fine sardonyx of bro\m and wliite strata ; \ iu. h., J in. w.

413 Portraits of llcnry 1\ . of France and his wife. Sardonyx of two strata
; | in. h., in. w.

414 Portrait of Louis XIV. of France. Finely executed. Sardonyx of three strata; Ij-J in. h., 1 in. w.

415 Portrait of Madame de Maintcnon being presented to Louis XIV., after she had retired to the convent

of St. CjT. Although the stone is exceedingly hard, the workmanship is c\(lui^ite.

Ruby, in an enamelled gohl .setting of the period ; I iu. h., \ in. w.

416 Portrait of Cardinal Dubois. Very fine workmanship. Green jasper; I in. h., in. w.

417 Portrait of Jjouis XV. of France. Sardonyx of two strata ; | in. h., in. w.

418 Portrait of the Financial Minister Necker. \'ery finely executed.

Splendid onyx of tliree strata; ' in. h., in. w.

119 Portrait of Buonaparte as First Consul. The artist has employed the strata of the stone iu a most

happy manner. Very fine sardonyx of three strata; J in. h., in. w.

420 Portrait of Napoleon as Emperor. Xcry artistically executed by Morelli.

Sardonyx of two strata; 1 in. h., -} 1, in. w.

421 Portrait of the Empress Maria Louise. Very fine workmanshi]) by Morelli.

Sardonyx of two strata
; ]^ in. h., | in. w.

422 Portrait of Raphael. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of two strata; in. h., ^ in. w.

423 Portrait of Titian. Very fine workmanship. Sardonyx of two strata
; | in. h., \ in. w.

424 Portrait of Michael Angelo ; front face. Very finely executed. Cinque-cento.

Chalcedony; 2 J in., l\ in. w.
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425 Portrait of Cardinal Carlo Borromeo. Craque-cento. Very fine workmansMp.

Euby, in the original setting ; ^ in. h., |^ in. w.

426 Head of Alexander de Medicis. Artistically executed. Cinque-cento.

Plasma, laid on gold ; If in. h., in. w.

427 Portrait of Pope Pius VII. A very artistic representation.

Sardonyx of three strata; Ij in. h., 1 in. w.

428 Bust of Margaret of Parma. Very finely executed. Cinque-cento.

Sardonyx of two strata; f in.h., ^ in. w.

429 Portrait of Christina of Sweden. Very artistically executed. Garnet ; ^ in. h., | in. w.

430 Head of Amurath II. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of three strata ; | in. h., i in. w.

431 Frederick WUliam II. of Prussia. Sardonyx of two strata; 1 in. h., f in. w.

432 Portrait of Duke Leopold of Brunswick. Cornelian ; 1 in. h., f in. w.

433 Portrait of Pietro Aretino. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of two strata ; | in. h., | in. w.

434 Portrait of Hayden. Sardonyx of two strata
; j-^ in. h., | in. w.

435 Portrait of Joseph II. of Austria. Cornelian
; J-f in. h., ^•

436 Portrait. Sardonyx of two strata ; f in. h., ^ in. w.

437 Portrait of a man. Sardonyx of two strata, in the original gold setting; | in. h., ^ in. w.

438 Portrait. Sardonyx of two strata; in. h., i in. w.

439 Ditto of Garrick. Sardonyx of two strata
; | in. h., J-^ in. w.

440 Ditto. Sardonyx of two strata
; f in. h., i in. w.

441 Ditto. Sardonyx of two strata
; \^ in. h., in. w.

442 Portrait of the Emperor Paul I. of Russia. Sardonyx of two strata; ^ in. h., | in. w.

443 Female head. A work of exquisite delicacy. Sardonyx of three strata ; | in. h., ^ in. w.

444 Female head, crowned with roses. A work of great beauty.

Sardonyx of two strata; 1^ in. h., 1 in. w.

445 Female portrait. Finely executed. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx ; in. h., in. w.

446 Female head. Very fine workmanship. Sardonyx of three strata; -J^i in. h., in. w.

447 Female portrait. Artistically executed. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of two strata ; | in. h., | in. w.

448 Female portrait, front face. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of two strata
; | in. h., ^ in. w.

449 Female bust. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of two strata ; 1 in. h., J in. w.

450 Female bust, with a necklace. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of two strata; 1^% in. h., ^ in. w.

451 A female portrait, crowned with laurels. Fine sardonyx of three strata ; | in. h., | in. w.

452 Head of ApoUo, whose long and flowing hair is held by a fillet. Exquisite workmanship. Cinque-cento.

Chalcedony; IJ in. h., 1| in. w.

453 Female portrait, with a veil on the back of the head. Very finely executed ; the three strata of the

stone are very artistically employed. Sardonyx of three strata ; 1 in. h., | in. w.

454 Female bust in haut-relief. Very finely executed. Plasma
; | in. h., f in. w.

455 Unknown female bust. Very fine workmanship. Cinque-cento.

Sardonyx of two strata ; in. h., -^^ in. w.

456 Portrait of a Mooress. Fine workmanship. Cinque-cento. Sardonyx of two strata
; ^ in. h., f in. w.



EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIES.

BRONZES.

1 CHNUM {Jupiter- Cknebis), ram-headed; wearing on his head the pschent, holding his hands before

liim as if in the act of holding a sash or fillet. Bronze
; 3^ in h.

2 MENTU RA {Mars), walking, hawk-headed
;
wearing the sun's disk, and two tall plumes ; on his

head, two uriei ; in his right hand Life, and the remains of the sceptre in his left liand.

Bronze ; IH in h.

3 THOTH {Mercury) ; or a monarch in the character of Tlioth, his head surmounted by a lunar disk and

urajus
;
above, the ibis head of Tlioth, surmounted by two plumes, and disked uriei and horns

;

in his right hand "Life," the left has hold of the sceptre (gam.) Bronze; 9 in. h.

4 ^GIS, containing the busts of Man, wearing plumes and disk, and his sister Tafne, lion-headed, wearing

the disked uraeus : supposed to represent the constellation Gemini
;
behind, two rings.

Bronze; 2} in. h.

5 THOTH {Mercury), ibis-headed, walking; behind, a ring. Bronze; H in. h.

G OSIRIS standing, wearing on his head the crown, surmounted by two feathers and two disked

unci ; in his left hand the whip, in his right, the crook ; his eyes inlaid with l)lack enamel, and

his brow formerly with the same. Bronze ; 9 in. h.

7—11a Eight figures of OSIRIS, standing, wearing on his head the atf or cap, flanked by two plumes
;

on his head an uraeus ; in his left hand a crook, in his right, the whip.

Bronze ; 2} to 4 1 in. h.

lift OSIRIS, as before : behind, a ring; feet broken off. Bronze ; H in. h.

12 Head of OSIRIS, surmounted by the crown (atf). Good work. Bronze; 2} in. h.

13 Upper part of the Avhip or flail of Osiris ; it has been inlaid : the three thongs which have l)ecn inserted

into the rings below, arc wanting; above, two rings. Bronze; 2^ in. h.

14— 15 Two figures of ISIS seated on a throne suckling the young Horus ; on her head a tiara of twelve

ursei, surmomited by the disk and horns; on her forehead an uncus.

Bronze
; 9J—7i in- h-

IG ISIS, as before; Avithout the tiara of uraii. Bronze; 2\ in. h.

17 ANUP (^nwi/.v), jackal-headed
;
walking with pendent arms, wearing a tunic (shenti) . Bronze; 2in.h.

18 HAR-PA-CHRAT {Harpocrates), walking; wearing on his head a scull-cap, urseus, serpent, and

lock of hair
;
index-finger of his right hand to liis mouth. On a square pedestal.

Bronze ;
G^ in. h.

19—20 Two CATS {shau) ; animal sacred to the goddess Bast or BubastU : seated erect, the tail brought

round to the right side. Bronze; 4{—1^ in. h.

21 Tlie bull APIS, wjilking; on his head the lunar disk. Bronze; 21 in. h.
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22 The bull APIS, walking ; on his head, the disk, turning round to the left ; on his left side, the lunar

crescent. Bronze ; 2| in. h.

23 The bull APIS, walking ; on his head a disk and urseus. On a square pedestal. Bronze
; 2i in. h.

24 ZEBU, or humped-buU gradient. On a pedestal. Bronze ; li in. h.

25 The bull APIS, couchant ; on his head an urgeus. Bronze ; 1^ in. h.

26 HAWK of Horus j on its head the crown (pschent). On a pedestal in shape of a tower, or propylon.

Bronze
; 6\ in. h.

27 HAWK of Horus, as before. Roman work, and on a pliuth. Bronze
; 1| in. h.

28 MONARCH, or PHARAOH ; on his head the crown of Upper Egypt, and a tunic (shenti), kneeling on

both knees, and holding in each hand a small jar of wine, which he is offering to a deity.

Bronze; 2| in. h.

28* Small PLINTH : on it, in bas-rehef, a naked female figure, ftdl face, arms under the breasts.

Bronze
; | in. by | in.

29 Object, perhaps the handle of a sistrum, or some other object ; it consists of the capital of a Corinthian

column, fluted, surmounted by the head of the God Ra, or Chons, hawk-headed, and wearing

a collar ; the upper part broken off. Engraved, Athanasi, Antiq. PI. xii. 1 1 . Bronze; 7^ in- h.

30 MASON'S Chisel, the upper part cylindrical, the lower wedge-shaped ; the top much flattened from

use. Bronze; 8 in. h-

31 EYELIDS, from a mummy case; one has the tunica albuginea of the eye made of ivory, stiU remaining.

Bronze
; 3^ in. h.

32 CRUCIBLE. Bronze ; 3i in. h.

33 COUNTERPOISE of a collar (maanch), in open work; the upper part is in shape of the bust of the

goddess Athor, surmounted by a pylon, in which is an uraeus ; below is a shrine, in which are

two female deities flanked by two lotus columns, surmounted by two heads of the goddess

;

at the base is a circular medallion, having the cow of the goddess, and an altar, amidst

flowers of the papyrus ; on one side, inlaid with paste, a lotus-sceptre, surmounted by the

uraeus, wearing the crown of the upper world (het) ; on the other, the papyrus surmounted

by the uraeus in the red cap (teshr), emblem of the lower world or hemisphere.

Bronze ; 6f in. h.

WOOD.

34 OSIRIS, as judge of Hades, standing, mummied, covered with linen and gilded ; the eyes inlaid with

enamel. Sycomore wood; 7i in- h.

35 OSIRIS, as before ; the plumes wanting : the emblems in the hands not defined, on the cap an urseus

of bronze. Sycomore wood; 71 in. h.

36 OSIRIS, as before, plumes and uraeus wanting ; below, a tenon to hold it to the pedestal ; round his

neck a collar ; inlaid with enamelled eyes. Sycomore wood ; 71 in. h.

37 ISIS, seated on a throne, suckling a Horus; wearing on her head a disk and horns, and circular tiara

of uraei, gilded. Sycomore wood ; 6 in. h.

38 ISIS, seated as before ; not gilded Sycomore wood
; 2| in. h.

39 CAT (sAaw), emblem of the goddess Bast or Bubastis, seated on a pedestal, erect, gilded; containing

a mummied cat. From the cat mummy pits at Abooseer. Sycomore wood
;
ll^in. h.
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40 CAT (shau), seated erect, as before, and containing a mummy; on its original pedestal, which is in

shape of the name of the goddess Bast, to whom the animal was sacred. Contains a cat

mummy. Sycomore wood
; 11^ in. li.

41 The bull APIS, t alking, the horns, disk, and tail wanting ; of pied colour. The limbs formed of sepa-

rate pieces. Sycomore wood
; 5^ in. h.

42 HAUNCH of a gazelle {c/ieps/t). Fine work. Cedar (?) wood; 5 in. 1.

4.3 HAWK [hah), on a pedestal. Acacia wood; 6 in. 1.

44 CASE for holding stem [stibium) for colouring the eyelids; in shape of four cylinders, united with five

bores : the moveable cover is wanting, but the stud which secured it, and a style for laying

on the colour still remains. Acacia wood
; 3^ in. 1.

45 SPOON
;

oval, but having below a fan-shaped ornament ; two flowers, a papyrus sceptre, wreathed

ornaments, and handle of a lotus sceptre. Acacia wood; 7- in- 1-

46 BOTTLE for holding oil ; conical shape, witli small neck for dropping it out ; wooden bottom. The

ring by which it was hung to the girdle is broken. Horn ; 5 in. h.

47 SEMI-CYLINDRICAL BOX, with shding cover; carved with ornaments resembUng those of an

Egy ptian collar. Contains four little compartments. Acacia wood
; A] in 1., 2 in. dr.

48 SNAKE, terminating in a ram's head ; the disk, which was pinned on, wiuiting. On it traces of

gilding. Ebony ; 6 J in. 1.

49 SEPULCHRAL FIGURE {shabti), mummied, holding in its hands the hoe, ])lough, and cords of the

basket, to sow the Elysian fields (Aahnru) ; the hair in style of XXII Dju. ; with lotus

flowers : found in a basket cover of palm leaves, which is with it in Nubia. Fine work.

Wood
; 4} in. h.

50 MASK from a mummy case, of remarkably fine work; the eyes inlaid ^^ith bronze lids: pupils of

obsidian, and the white of ivory. XV III dynasty. Wood; 7| in. h.

51 CASE for holding tlie mummy of a foetus, in siiape of Osiris, seated on his throne : the box behind.

Sycomore wood; 4 in. h.

52 Tliree AMULETS of gilded wood, from the outer banihiges of a mummy of the Roman period ; one

represents the goddess Ncplitliys, the sister of Osiris; another, the left symbolical eye; the

last, an emblem of stability [Tat.) Sycomore wood; 1^ in. 1., 1{ in. w.

53 BEAD from a mummy case, coloured blue and gilded. Wood ; 2h in. 1.

53* PILLAR, having a lotus capital
;

gilded. Wood ; 5 in. 1.

STONE.

54 GODDESS, or QUEEN, draped, and kneeling upon both knees, probably of Isis or Ncphthys ; on the

head the remains of an ornament, wliich has been inlaid. Green basalt; 3 J in. h.

55 Upper part of a SH.MVn, or sepulchral figure, holding ploughs on a |)linth behind a perpendicular

line of hieroglyphics. " It is ollered to Osiris, to Osiris lord of the cemetery (?) wlu) has

allowed this figure to be engraved." Age of XIX dynasty. Dark steatite; 3 in. h.

5G VASE for holding stem {stibium). Dark steatite; 2^ in. h.

57«

—

^1(1 Foiu' VASES, containing the remains of stem {stibium).

Arragonite, oriental alabaster, and steatite.

o
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58 ALABASTRON VASE, in shape of the drop of an ear-ring, the ancient Greek glene ; the mouth

of a separate piece. Oriental alabaster ; 5f in. h.

59 ALABASTRON VASE ; a beautiful and remarkably fine specimen. Oriental alabaster ;
6-3 in. h.

60 GLOBULAR VASE, for holding unguents, or wine. Vases of this fine-zoned material appear to have

been first made about the XXVI dynasty. Oriental alabaster; 3^ in. h.

61 VASE, egg-shaped, with small mouth for holding unguents. Oriental alabaster; 5 in. h.

62 VASE, crucible-shaped, from the model of a scribe's pallet. Black basalt ; 1 1 in. h.

63 SLAB, with an oval well and conical muller for grinding paint or ink. Basalt
; 4^ in. by 2|- in.

64 NEITH [Blinerva), walking; on her head the red crown, emblem of her dominion over the lower world.

Lapis lazuU; It in. h.

65—66 SELK, walking, on her head a scorpion, her name and emblem. Lapis lazuli; \\ in. by | in. h.

67—70 TET or Thoth (JfercMT-z/), walking, ibis-headed
;
perforated. Fine work.

Lapis lazuli ; li in. by | in. h.

71—73 MA, Truth, seated, in a close garment, wearing on her head an ostrich feather; figui'es of this

goddess were hung round the neck of Egyptian judges called "auditors" or "proclaimers

of truth." Lapis lazuli; \\ in. by \ in. h.

74 OSIRIS (bust of), wearing the pschent; set as the drop of an ear-ring. Roman work. Obsidian ; f in. 1.

75 ISIS, walking, on her head her throne ; her name and emblem. Steatite; If in. h.

76 ISIS, walking, on her head the throne. Hematite
; | in. h.

77—79 NEPHTHYS, sister of Osiris and Isis, walking, on her head a basket and house.

Lapis lazuli
; 1| in. by in. h.

80 ANUP {Anubis), the embalmer of the dead, son of Osiris, walking, jackal-headed.

Black obsidian ; If in. h.

81 HAR {Horus), as a child, completely carved, seated, with his hands placed by his thighs.

Red cornelian
; f in. h.

82 HAR (i/orw.s), hawk-headed; perforated. Lapis lazuli; | in. h.

83 HORUS, seated, with lock of hair at the side of his head, and index-finger of his right hand on his

mouth ; in profile. Red cornehan
; | in. 1.

84 HARPOCRATES
;
perforated. Dark steatite

; | in. 1.

85 SET, Tj^ohon or Baal, standing, full face without plumes ; the lower part broken away.

Red cornelian
; | in. 1.

86 TAHUR [Thoueris), concubine of Typhon, and goddess of the waters, as a hippopotamus erect, with a

crocodile's tail down the back. Serpentine; f in. h.

87 CYNOCEPHALUS Ape {Aani), emblem of the gods Thoth and Chons, and of the Moon; perforated.

Red cornelian
; f in. 1.

8» LION (ZaJw), couchant. Garnet; i in. 1.

89 CALF, couchant, of Assyrian workmanship. Granite
; \ in. 1.

90 LEG of an animal. Red cornelian; | in. h.

91 HAWK [Bali), emblem of Horus, Ra, and Solar Gods. Lapis lazuli; | in. h.

92—93 HAWK, with a human face, emblem of the soul [Ba). Lapis lazuli; -l in. h.

94 URvEUS, walking, ringed. Coarse work. Steatite ; f in. 1.

95 URiEUS, with a lion's head, going, according to the Gnostic amulets, emblem of the god Chnumis.

Basalt; f in. h.
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9G VIPER [Hefi], the head and neck of. Sard; 1 in. 1.

97 SNAKE'S head, and globular bead, set in gold wire as the drop of an ear-ring. Pale sard ; 1 j in. 1.

98 VIPER [Ruru), head and neck of. Red cornelian; 1^^ in. 1.

99 SNAKE'S head. Red cornelian
; | in. h.

100 FROG [Heka), emblem of the goddess Hek, wife of Num or Chnumis; a charming little specimen:

on the base a sceptre (pat). Red cornelian
; \ in. 1.

101 FROG, couchant, emblem of the goddess Heka, wife of Chnumis. Red sard ;
J; in. 1.

102 TOAD, on an elliptical plinth. Late work. YeUow jasper ; 1 in. 1.

103—4 SYMBOLICAL EYES {uta or vja), above place for a ring, unfinished.

Red cornelian
; ^ in. 1.

105 SYMBOLICAL EYE [uta or vja), in profile, ringed. Pale .sai-d
; ^ in. 1.

106 SYMBOLICAL EYE, in profile; above a ring Striped sard ;» in. 1.

107 SYMBOLICAL F]YE, in profile ; above place for a ring, unfinished. Lapis lazuli
; ^ in. 1.

108 SYMBOLICAL EYE, the right one, in ba.s-relicf, ringed, ^'ery fine work. Hematite;
f,

in. 1.

109 SYMBOLICAL EYF:, in profile ; ringed. Porphyry
; J

in. 1.

1 10 AMULET in shape of a symbolical eye, in profile ; above place for a ring. Obsidian
; J in. 1.

111 EYE, from a mummy-case; the brow and i)upil of obsidian, the white of ivory : the end coloured red.

Obsidian and ivory ; 2 in. 1.

112 PUPIL of an eye, from a mummy-case, having been inlaid into the face. 01)sidian
; J in. 1.

113 HEART [Hat), ringed above, amulet placed with the mummies, to aid in preser\'ing the heart in the

Hades. Rod sard.

114 HEART [Hat), ringed above. Pale red sard; | in. 1.

115 HEART [Hat), ringed above. Red cornelian : | in. 1.

116—117 HEART (^a/), ringed above. Hematite
; | in. h.

118 HEART [Hat), ringed a])ove. Lapis lazuli
; J in. h.

119 HF:ART (//aO, liiifjcd. 01)sidian
; J in. 1.

120 HEART [Hat), above a ring. Green basalt;
J in. I.

121 Tw o PLUMES of the God Amen Ra, " who rejoices in his plumes." An amulet. Lapis hizuU; Ij in. h.

121* TEREBRA, or bore. Obsidian; 1 in. h.

122 DISK upon a stand. Lapis jjizuii ; ^ in. h.

123 DISK on a .stand. Green stone; i in. h.

124 CARTOUCHE, or encirclement of royal names, surrounded by two plumes ringed.

Lapis lazuli ; in. li.

125 PYRAMIDAL object ringed. Felspar; J in. h.

126 COUNTERPOISE of a collar (maanch) : conical, ringed above. Quartzosc-rock and fel.spar
; | in. 1.

127 COUNTERPOISE of a collar [maanch), ringed. Serpentine; \ in. 1.

128 VASE in profile. Red cornelian ; \ in. 1.

129—131 SQUARE TABLIiTS : above, a place for a ring. Greeu felspar; J in. 1.

132 Half of a semi-elhptical amulet pierced ; on it part of the name of a deceased person named i-at.

Brown sard ; 1 in. 1.

133 OVAL amulet resembling a searabicus. Sard; 1 in. 1.

134 RING, with plain elliptical plate. Sard ; 1 in. dr.
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135 RING, with elliptical plate. Dark steatite
; f in. 1.

136—7 PENANNULAR ear-ring. Red ccrnelian; f in. | in. dr.

138 Ditto. Alabaster
; f in. dr.

139 RECTANGULAR BEAD
;
perforated. Pale amethyst

; f in. by i in.

140—143 EMBLEMS of stability {tat), or so-called Nilometers
; supposed to be easels.

Red cornelian ; 1

—

1\ in. h.

144 EMBLEM of stabihty {/at). Lapis lazuli; i in. 1.

145— 147 LEVELS. The hieroglyph of secret, hidden. Used as an amulet. Hematite; i in. 1.

148—151 PILLOWS or head rests (k/s). Hematite; |—1| in. h.

152 PAPYRUS sceptre {chu) : behind is a line of hieroglyphs. " Meri, guardian of the Treasury."

Green felspar
; 2\ in. 1.

153 PAPYRUS sceptre (cAm). Hematite ; a in. 1.

154—5 PAPYRUS sceptres {chu). Green felspar; 1^ in. 1.

156 TABLET ; on which, in bas-relief, is a papyrus sceptre. Green felspar; ^ in. 1.

157 NECKLACE of globular, flat, and other beads. Agate and cornehan; 1 ft. 1.

158 STRING of beads. Red cornehan.

159 STRING of beads. Red cornelian.

160 STRING of flat narrow beads. Red cornehan.

161 STRING of globular beads. Red cornelian.

162 STRING of beads, with which have also been strung some figures of deities in porcelain.

Agate and cornelian.

163 CONVEX AMULET, hollowed, having in it a small tarsal or metacarpal bone, set in bitumen.

Sardonyx; l| in. 1.

164 AMULET in shape of a snake's head: down the neck two lines of hieroglyphs; and address to the

snake ruru or lulu. ' Red cornelian; If in. 1.

165 AMULET in shape of a snake's head : down the neck. " Said Utmehi the deceased
"

Red cornelian ; 2 in. 1.

166 SCARABiEUS {cheper)
;
plain elytra; with the head of the goddess Athor : on the base, thirteen

lines hieroglyphs, 64th chapter of the Book of the Dead ; for a deceased Nephthyhetp ; a

sepulchral amiQet for preserving the heart of the mummy. Found in Nubia.

Heliotrope; 1| in. 1.

167 SCARABLEUS {cheper) ; on the base five horizontal lines of hieroglyphs, commencement of chapter

64th of the Book of the Dead : there is a blank space for the insertion of the name of the

deceased. The Hut or sun's disk, with ursei serpents, and flying vulture, carved on the

corselet. Dark steatite
; 1|^ in. 1.

168 SCARAB^US {cheper) ; for Hara, scribe of the offerings; nine lines of hieroglyphs, same chapter.

Very complete, and finely engraved. Green felspar ; 2i in. 1.

169 SCARAB^US {cheper) ;
having on the base six lines of hieroglyphs ; the same chapter.

Dark steatite
; If in. 1.

170 SCARAB^US {cheper); standing on an oval shield of a clypeus, striated elytra: one of the

amiJets placed on the body in order that the deceased might retain his heart in the future

state. Plasma
; 1| in. l-
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171 SCARAB.^IUS ; as before. Dark basalt; li in. 1.

172 HEART, ringed above, to suspend with a cord round the ueck of a mummy: on each side are six

lines of hieroglyphs. The text of the 64th chapter of the Book of the Dead, Lepsius

Todtenbuch, taf. XXV. ; on behalf of Necht-araen, sacred scribe of the offerings of all the

Gods. Green jasper ; 2 in. 1.

EGYPTIAN OBJECTS IN HARD STONE.

173 SCARAB^US {cheper); emblem of Phthah, completely carved, striated elytra. Fine work.

174 SCARAByEUS (cAp/jer) ; striated elytra. Carved work.

175—176 SCARAB/EI; striated elytra, carved.

177—178 SCARAB^EI, with a hawk's head and striated elytpa; pierced

179—180 SCARABiEI ;
carved, phiin elytra, ringed.

181 SCARAB/EUS; carved, plain elytra, ringed.

182 SCARABiEUS; caned, plain elytra, ringed.

183 SCARAB/EUS
;
carved, plain elytra, ringed.

184 SCARAB^US; carved, plain elytra; place for a ring.

185 SCARABiEUS; carved, jjlain elytra, ringed.

186 SCARABLEUS
;
carved, plaui elytra, ringed.

The above are from the necklaces of Mummies.

Green basalt
; J in. 1

Brown basalt
; | in. 1

Speckled ja.><per ; in. 1

for carrying.

Lapis lazuli
; | in.

Speckled jasper ; J in.

Green basalt
; J in.

Obsidian ; 5 in.

Hematite; J in.

Lapis lazidi
; 2 in.

Red cornelian
; ] in.

Red hematite
; | in.

187

188

189

190

191-

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

201

202-

206

207

SCARAB.^US ; striated elytra, carved.

SCARAByEUS; striated elytra; on a flat, oval base.

SCARAByElJS ; striated elytra; on an oval base.

S('ARAByEUS
;

])lain elytra; on a flat base, pierced.

-19.} SCARAIL'EIJS; jjlain elytra; on a flat base, pierced.

SCARAB.iEUS ; on a flat base, pierced.

SCARAB/EUS ; on a flat base, pierced.

SCARAB.EUS; on a flat base, pierced; ringed above.

Oval AMULET, resembling a scaraba;us.

A similar AMULET.
Oblong convex AMULET, flat on one side.

Oblong AMULET, convex on one side.

SCARAB.^US, standing on an oval base.

(Jreen biusalt ; J in. 1.

Dark ba.s:dt
; | in. 1.

Green basalt; | in. 1.

Quartz ;
* in. 1.

Red cornelian
; J in. 1.

Basalt
; J in. 1.

Banded onyx
; J

in. i.

Red cornelian
; { in. I.

Green felspar; \ in. 1.

Quartz; J in. 1.

Dark steatite ; 1 in. 1.

Green basalt ; 1 in. I.

Dark steatite ; 1 in. 1.

(ireen basalt
; J to J in. 1.-205 SCARAB.^1 ; on an oval base, not pierced.

AMEN-RE, as the god Horus, mummied, holding a whip, and ithyphallci, as god of the harvest

and generation. Light blue porcelain
; 1^ in. 1.

MUT seated on a throiu;, suckling Chons, or the Moon ; on hvr head the ])schcnt, or crown of Upper

and Lower Egypt; her hair is formed of seven unei-serpcnts. On the back, " Said Mut,

the great mistress of the heaven." Glass green porcelain; 2i in. 1.
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208 CHONS, or the Moon, seated amidst flowers and buds of the papyrus, which are coloured green, as a

boy, with side-lock of hair, holding a whip, and with the index-finger of his right hand to

his mouth ; above is the winged uraeated globe of the Hut, the " Morning Sun," and a line

of hieroglyphs :
" Chons the hving : may this commence a good time," in a square plate, in

open work. Blue porcelain; 1 in. by 1^ in.

209—210 CHNUMIS, ram-headed; walking: perforated. Light blue porcelain ; If in. h.

211 CHNUMIS, bust of, ram-headed, wearing a disk, on which is an urseus, wearing the disk and horns;

below, a collar
;
behind, a ring. Fine work. Blue composition, imitating lapis; 1 in. h.

212 SATI {Juno), the " Sun beam," wife of Chnumis, walking; on her head the upper part of the pschent.

Blue porcelain ; 1 in. h.

213—214 PTAH-SOCHARIS-OSIRIS [Vulcan], as a pataikos, wearing on his head the Scarabseus [cheper),

his emblem as " the Creator." Light blue and green porcelain ; in. h.

215—217 PHTHA SOCHARIS OSIRIS, bifrons, as a pataikos, or pigmy.

Light blue porcelain
; | in. to 1 in. h.

218—222 PHTHA SOCHARIS OSIRIS, as a pataikos, and two snakes in his hand.

Light blue porcelain
;

l^^ in. w., 1^ in. h.

223—224 PHTA, standing, holding a sceptre
;
perforated. Light blue and red porcelain ; \\— 1 in. h.

225 BAST [Bubastis], in bas-relief, standing to the right; in her right hand, a papyrus sceptre ; in her

left, "hfe;" on her head an urseus. On the back the same subject is engraved in intaglio,

and a line of hieroglyphs :
" It is offered to Bast, Hving Mistress of the Earth, Mistress of

the Heaven, Regent of all lands." Steaschist vitrified, sea-green colour ; 3 in. h.

226 BAST {Bubastis), walking, an urseus on her head; behind, a line of hieroglyphics : "Says Bast

—

I am Bast, who gives my will to aU my servants." Blue porcelain; 3| in. h.

227 PASHT, or BAST, walking, lion-headed; in her left hand a papyrus sceptre; in her right, "hfe."

Deep blue porcelain
; If in. h.

228 BAST, walking, Hon-headed, having on her head an erect urseus snake, and in her left hand 'a

papyrus sceptre ; on the back :
" Said Bast, mistress of Bast {Bubastis) ."

Light blue porcelain ; 1 ^ in. h.

229 PASHT, or TAFNE, lion-headed, wearing the sun's disk, entwined by an urseus, seated on a throne.

Perforated. Blue porcelain ; 1^ in. h.

230 PASHT, or TAFNE, walking, lion-headed, wearing a disk, entwined with an urseus.

Light blue porcelain
; If in. h.

231 PASHT, or TAFNE, hon-headed, wearing a disk, entwined by an urseus of bust or aegis ; behind a

ring. Light blue porcelain
; J in. 1.

232 BAST {Bubastis), cat-headed, seated on a throne, the sides of which are ornamented with winged

ursei, in open work; behind, the word "life." She holds on her 'lap, by both hands, a

sistrum {s-shesh), her emblem as goddess of music. Blue porcelain; 2^ in. 1.

233 TUM-NEFER, the son of Pht/ia and Pasht or Bast, the Merephthah, walking, wearing on his

head a flower of the lotus of the Sun, out of which issue his plumes.

Blueish-black porcelain ; 2\ in. h.

234 TUM-NEFER
;
wearing on his head the lotus flower, ornaments, and plumes : perforated.

Light blue porcelain; 1^ in. h.

236—244 MAU, the "Sun light," kneehng, holding up both hands as if supporting the Sun's disk; the

son of Ra and the brother of Tefiiie. Blue porcelain ;
1—f in. h.
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245 ATIIOR (Venvs) ; the mother of Ra, "the Sun," with spiral hair and cow's-ears, ringed. A head.

Light blue porcelain; 1| in. h.

246 ATHOR (Venus); full-face, cow-eared, and bifrons; on each side an uraeus, with disk and horns

;

above, cat and two kittens ; handle of a sistrum. Light blue porcelain ; 2 in. h.

247—2495 RA ' the Sun,' [Sol)
;
hawk-headed, walking, wearing on his head a disk : perforated.

Blue porcelain; If in. h.

250i RA, hawk-headed, seated, mummied; behind, a ring, unfinished Gray composition; | in. 1.

251—262 TET or THOTH [Mercury)
;
ibis-headed, walking : perforated.

Blue and green porcelain; 1^— 1 in. h.

26.3 TET (TVto^Zt), walking; head surmounted by a ring. Coarse work. Light blue porcelain ; IVin. h.

264 TET-AiVH " Thotli, the Moon," walking ; disk on the head broken, and of a dark colour.

Dark blue porcelain ; 1 i in. h.

265—267 ISIS, wearing the disk and horns, seated, and suckling Horus : perforated

Light l)hie porcelain ; 1 8 in. h.

268 ISIS, wearing the disk and horns, suckling Horus : perforated. Blue porcelain
; H in. h.

269 ISIS, seated upon a throne : on her head the throne hesi, forming her name and emblem ; licr right

hand under her left pap, as if suckling Horus. Hair of a dark blue colour. Lower part

wanting. Blue porcelain
; 2J in. h.

270 ISIS, having on her head a tlironc, seated, and suckUng Horus
;

fine, and peculiar for its long head-

dress; the lower part wanting. Light-green porcelain; 2} in. 1.

270—271 ISIS suckling Horus, seated upon a tiirouc, the sides of which are reticulated.

Blueish-red porcelain ; 2j in. h.

272—273 ISIS, seated on a throne, wearing a throne on her head, suckling the young Horus.

Light blue porcelain; IJin. h.

274—275 ISIS, walking, wearing a throne on her head: jjcrforated. Light l)lue porcelain; 1 jj in. h.

276 yEGIS of a female goddess, wearing a disk and horns, and uncus
;
probal)ly Isis ; on the shaft the

right Eye of the Sun ; beh)w a flower ; flat and ringed. Fine work.

Blue porcelain
; 2^ in. h.

277—2S0 NEPHTIIYS, walking, wearing 011 her head Iier nanu-. Perforated.

Light blue porcelain; IJ— i in. h.

281 HORUS, walking; hawk-headed and perforated. Blueish green porcelain; 1} in. h.

28:i— 85 HORUS, son of Seb, brother of Osiris, walking, wearing on his lu-ad the pschent : jjcrforated.

niue poreehiin
;

l\— \ \ in. h.

286 HORUS, walking, wearing on his head the pschent. Light blue porcelain ; li in. h.

287 HORUS, son of Isis and Osiris, seated, wearing the scull-cap and boy's side-lock ; feet broken off.

Light blue porcelain ; 1 J in. h.

288 HORUS, seated, wearing scidl-cap, and witli the index-finger of right hand on his mouth.

Light blue porcelain ; 1} in. h.

289—91 HORUS, son of Osiris, led by Isis his mother, and Nephthys his aimt ;
mystically the Sun

between the two horizons. In bas-rehef; on a scpiare plate.

Light blue porcelain ; 1 } in. h.

292—302 ANUP {Avitbis), walking, jackal-headed; son of Osiris and Nephthys; perforated.

Bhie porcelain; 11—2^. in. h.
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303 SET, Baal or Typhon, squatting; on bis head three plumes. Bifrons. Blue porcelain; 2| in. h.

304 SET, Baal or Typhon, wearing on his head four plumes. Bifrons. Perforated.

Light blue porcelain ; 2 in. h.

305 SET, Baal or Typhon, as before. Light blue porcelain
; If in. h.

306 SET, Baal or Typhon, as before. Light blue porcelain
; If in. h.

307 SET, Baal or Typhon, wearing on his head four plumes. Bifrons. Perforated.

Blueish green porcelain ; 1| in. h.

308 SET, Baal or Typhon, wearing on his head four plumes. Bifrons. Perforated.

Green porcelain ; 1^ in. 1,

309 SET, Baal or Typhon, on his head four plumes
;
squatting. Bifrons. Perforated.

Blue porcelain ; If in h.

310 SET, Baal or Typhon, standing, and wearing on his head three plumes ; the bust ringed. Bifrons.

Very fine work. In the ring remains part of the linen cord by which it was strung.

Blueish green porcelain ; 2| in. h.

311 SET, Baal or Typhon, standing on his head ; four plumes. Very fine work. Blue porcelain ; 2 in. 1.

312 SET, Baal or Typhon, standing, wearing three plumes; ringed. Green vitrified steaschist
; 1| in. h.

313a Two figures of Baal and Typhon, standing ; the plumes of one head broken ofi". Blue porcelain ; I in. h.

314 SET, Baal or Typhon, sitting; on its head ioux plumes; covered with a lion's skin; behind a ring.

Blue porcelain
; f in. h.

315 SET, Baal or Typhon, in a medallion, in relief, the head of Typhon or Baal; on the reverse, the right

symboHcal eye. Light blue porcelain
; j in. dr.

316 SET, Baal or Typhon. Head only. Deep blue porcelain; | in. h.

317—324 TAHER [Thoueris), concubine of Typhon, walking as an erect hippopotamus, with a crocodile's

tail down the back; in one instance, No. 319, on her head a disk and plumes.

Blue and yellow porcelain ; 1— If in. h.

325 EOUR GENII: Amset, human-headed; Hapi, cynocephalus-headed
;

Tuautmutf, jackal-headed;

and Kebhsenvf, hawk-headed. Profile to the right, holding sashes, coloured red and yellow,

from the outer bandages. Blue porcelain ; 3J in. h.

326 EYE, symbolical, terminating in a fish's head, inlaid with pieces of ivory, garnet, emerald, &c.

Gold; U in. h.

327—345 EYES, symbolical {nta) ; some set in frames, others in open work; some in a shght bas-reUef,

with the pupils, brows, and lids of a darker colour
;
amulets, emblems of Osiris. «

Porcelain of various colours ; 2—| in. 1.

346 EYE, the right symbohcal one ; before and behind an urseus serpent
;
pecuUar brow. Perforated.

Light blue porcelain
; | in. 1.

347 EYE, right symbolical, in open work, in a frame. Blue porcelain ; | by f in.

348—349 CYNOCEPHALUS ape {aani) ; seated profile : to the right, on its head, the lunar disk ringed

above. White and light blue porcelain; |—
-J

in. 1.

350—354 LIONS {Inbu) couchant. Emblem of Turn, nefer. Green porcelain; f—li in. 1.

355 LION [labv) couchant ; in the attitude of the two lions from Mount Barkal, now in the British

Museum. From the edge of a cup or jar. Green porcelain; 1 in. 1.

356 — 357 Foreparts of a LION and BULL conjoined; emblem of the horizon [pehar).

Deep blue porcelain
; | in. 1.
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358 The bull APIS, gradient, ringed. Dark porcelain; I in. 1.

359 CAT {shau) ; seated on the ground, her paws on two kittens, and two others on each side
;
ringed.

Emblem of Bubastis. Dark blue porcelain; 1^ in. h.

3G0 COW of Athor, couchant to the left ; wearing plumes and disk on its head : in bas-relief on a plate.

Opaque glass imitation of jasper ; 1 in. h., 1^ in. w.

361—363 OX, with its legs tied under its belly. Red composition, imitating jjusper ; f—^ in. 1.

364 CALF, with its feet bound under its belly : in bas-relief. Imitation of jasper; in 1.

365—366 RAMS {ba) couchant; on its back a ring. Vitrified green steaschist porcelain ; li in. h.

367 RAM; emblem of the god Chnumis or Amen Ra, as "soul" of the universe, walking.

Blue porcelain; 2J in. 1.

368 HEDGEHOG ; on the base, spirals and other sjonbols. Light green porcelain; 1| in. 1.

369—370 SOWS {s/iau) ; emblem of Typhon, walking. Bright blue porcelain
; | in. 1.

371 HARE; emblem of Osiris, perforated. Fine work. Blue porcelain ; 2 in. 1.

372 OWL; Mcaring on its head the Sun's disk and uncus; its wings of darker colour; feet wanting.

Of Roman work ; resembles an owl. Light blue porcelain ; 1 1, in. h.

373 HAW^K {bak) ; emblem of Horus : on its head a ring, broken. Blue porcelain
; \\ in. 1.

374 HAWK (hah) ; on its back a ring. Blue porcelain ; J in. h.

375 PLATE; on it a hawk standing to the right
; behind, a jylug hole, iis if it had been inlaid.

Green porcelain ; 1 J in. 1.

376 IBIS {heb); emblem of Thoth, couchant ; its beak on a feather : ringed. Light blue porcelain ; i in. 1.

377 CROCODITjE (msoa/f) running ; eml)lem of Sebak, ringed. Light blue porcelain
; ^ in. 1.

378—379 CROCODILES [eiiisuah) ringed. Light blue porcelain; I in. 1.

380 CROCODILE {ernsuah), touched up with yellow spots : perforated. Blue porcelain
; J in. 1.

381 URyEUS [ara t.) ; emblem of female deities, walking; on its back a ring. Dull green porcelain ; 2 in. h.

382 FROG {hckn)
;
standing, profile to the right : has been inlaid. Opacpie deep blue glass ; 1 in. 1.

383 FROG ;
perforated. Deep blue porcelain

; I in. 1.

384 FRO(r on a tree. Composition; I in. 1.

385 VIPKR; ringed head and neck of. Olive-coloured porcelain; J in. 1.

386 SCARAByEUS (chcper) ; from the networks of mummies, ])ei-foratcd to attarh rings.

Dark Ijlue porcelain; 2i in. 1.

388 SCARAByEUS, in flat bas-relfhf ; on the base an inscription containing names and a genealogy.

Deep blue composition ; 3 in. 1.

389 SCARAB/EUS; standing on a base pierced with three holes : from the outer bandages of a mummy.
Blue porcelain ; 1 i in. 1.

390 WINGS and fnigmcnts of heads, from the outer handages of a mummy.
Blue i)orcclain ;

2^— I
J

in. 1.

391 TAT, or emblem of " stability," in shape of a column or pilaster with four horizontal bars.

Light blue porcelain; 4i in. h.

392—412 TATS, or emblems of stability. One of the amulets ordered by the Ritual to ])e placed at the

throats of the mummies. Porcelain of various colours; I]— 13 in 1.

413 TAT; behind, a line of hieroglyphs, " Said the Osiris (deceased) I'tcniuelii, the justified."

Blue glass
; 2J in. h.

P
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414 TAT^ or emblem of stability. Blue porcelain; 2 in. h.

415 HEART; above, a ring. Light bine porcelain ; 1 in. b.

416 DISK and PLUMES, with uraeus and horns : amulet. Deep blue porcelain; 1 in. h.

417 Two PLUMES, amulet. Red composition ; i in. 1.

418 TEREBRA, or borer, hieroglyph of Sem ; an "embalment" or "funeral." Composition; 1 in. 1.

419—26. PAPYRUS sceptres [chu). Amulets ordered to be placed at the neck of the mummies. From

the outer networks. Blue and green porcelain
; 2^— If in. 1.

427 ABU, latrunculus or draughts-man, terminating in a human head; the hair of a darker colour.

Blue porcelain; li in. 1.

428 GODDESS; seated profile to the right; head attire broken off: has been inlaid.

Opaque glass
; -\ in. 1.

429 HEAD and NECK from a figure which has been inlaid, profile to the left.

Opaque glass; originally intended as an imitation of jasper : 1^ in. 1.

430 HAND and ARM, which has formed part of some little inlaid figure. Light blue opaque glass
; \ in. 1.

431 ARCHED fragment from inlaying. Sapphire transparent glass
; If in. 1.

432 SMALL JAR. Green porcelain
; If in. h.

433 ARYBALLOS; on the neck a collar with two handles. Found in Etruria.

Green porcelain
; 2\ in. h.

434 CASE for holding stibium, in shape of a joint of reed. On it, in darker outline, a perpendicular Hue

of hieroglyphs, " The good God, Lord of the Earth, the Sun, the Lord of Truth, the royal

lady Tai living;" being the names and titles of Amenophis III. and his wife Taia, of the

XVII dynasty. Blue porcelain; 5^ in. h.

435—447 SEPULCHRAL FIGURES of a person named Harmes. These figures called Ushbt or

Shab-ti, and which were made according to the third chapter of the Ritual, Lepsius Tod-

tenbuch, Taf. III. represent the deceased holding a hoe and pickaxe in his hand, and a

seed-basket slung by a cord over his right shoulder, ready to sow in the Aahn-ru, or

Elysium. Part of the formula only remains in the perpendicular line of hieroglyphs with

which they are inscribed. Blue porcelain; 5i in. by 5^ in. h.

448—450 SEPULCHRAL FIGURES of a lady named Pa-hair. Green porcelain; A\ in. h.

451 SEPULCHRAL FIGURE of a person named Tesnecht. Blue porcelain; 3^ in. h.

452 SEPULCHRAL FIGURE of Naaru-en Bast-nefer, one line of hieroglyphs down the body.

Blue porcelain
; 5^ in. h.

453 SEPULCHRAL FIGURE of a person named Anch-him-nefer ; form of one perpendicular line

below. Blue porcelain.; 5f in. h.

454 SEPULCHRAL FIGURE of a person named Ra«uah-hat, surnamed Ptahmeri ; round the body are nine

lines of hieroglyphs, the chapter of the ritual. About the close of the XXVI. dynasty,

B.C. 546. Blue porcelain
; 7i in. h.

455—456 SEPULCHRAL FIGURES for Ptahmeri, officer of one of the Psammetichi, XXVI. dynasty.

Blue porcelain; 7 in. 1.

457 NECKLACE of flat-round beads. Blue porcelain ; 1 ft. i in. 1.

458 NECKLACE of round beads. Blue porcelain and glass; 9 in. 1.

459 NECKLACE of bugles and globular beads. Blue porcelain and glass; 16 in. 1,
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460 NECKLACE of blue bugles. Blue porcelain and glass ; 4 ft. 8 in. 1.

461 BLUE BUGLES, kebtsenef, and blue enamel on glass beads. Blue porcelain and glass; 21 in. 1.

462 STRING of bugles; ten tats, one emblem of life, eight beads, and one Ty])hon.

Blue porcelain and glass; 16 in. 1.

463 BEADS, spherical, imitating eyes. Yellow glass, imitation of onyx ; 26^^ in. 1.

464 Two strings of conical BUGLES. Opaque glass, blue, red, and grey ;
1-^ in. 1.

465 Sundry BEADS, among them some in shape of leaves, flowers, figs, &c. Blue porcelain gold(?)

466 CYLINDER
;

Syral)olic:il eye {uta), in open work. Blue porcelain
; ^ in 1.

467 PENANNULAR rings. Shell, alabaster; 1^ in. dr.

468 BA, or Soul, as a human-headed hawk, flying, with outstretched wings. Gold ; 2in.w. 1| in. h.

469 Pair ofEAR-RINGS in shape of the God Cliuum (Jupiter Chnebis), set as ear-drops, with stands and

rings, and necklace of ])lue bugles, glass l)cads ; a plate, on whicli is Ilorus, between Isis and

Nephthys ; an ape, a frog, a clasp, or counterpoi.se of a collar ; two lions and a ram-headed

hawk ; set with gold frames, and clasp of Etruscan workmanship. These were formerly

presented by the Prince of Canino to the Queen Ilortense, liaving been found at ^'ulci.

Blue porcelain.

470 FINGER RING, in shape of a bunch of a flower and two buds of the papjTus bound, surmounted by

the bust of Mut, the mother goddess, surmounted by the head attire pschcnt.

Blue porcelain
; ] in. h.

471 PLATE of a ring, on it, in open work, the goddess Taher (Thoueris), crowned with a disk, and holding

a sword. Blue porcelain ; ^ in. 1.

472 FINGER RIN(i, having the right symbolical eye, in open work. Blue ])orcclain
; I in. 1.

473 FINGER RING, bearing the name of Amenophis III., XVIII. dmasty. Green jjorcchiin
; I in. 1.

474 FINGER RING
;
plate in shape of a cartouche, on it curious sj-mbols. Blue porcelain; J in. 1.

475 FINGER RING, small plate; on it an uncertain subject: prenomen of Rameses II.

Hlue i)()rcelain
; J

in. 1.

476 RING ; on the plate a bunch of water-flowers. Purj)U' porcelain ; 1 in. dr.

477 FINGER RING
;
subject iudi.stinct. Pur])le porcelain

; | in. 1.

478 SCARAB/EUS; name of "Amen." Uhite steaschist
; J

in. 1.

479 SCARAB/EUS ; name of " Amen Ra." White stea.scliist
; | in. 1.

480 SCARAByEUS; name of "Amen Ra, the lord;" in a modern setting. Green steatscliist
; } in. 1.

481 SCARAB/EUS ; name of "Amen Ra, the lord." Green stcaschist
; I in. 1.

482 SCARAB/EUS ; name of " Amen Ra, the lord." White stcaschist
; ^ in. I.

483 SCARAB/EUS ; name of " Amen Ha, the lord." Blue stcaschist ; U in. 1.

484 SCARAB/EUS ; name of " Amen Ra, the lord." In an ancient setting. Blue stcaschist
; ^ in. I.

485 SCARAB/EUS ; name of "Amen Ra, the lord." Green stcaschist
; ^ in. 1.

486 SCARAB/EUS ; name of " Amen Ra, the lord ;" and lotus bud. Green stcaschist
; | in. 1.

487 BASE OF SCARAli/ElJS ; name of " Amen Ra, the lord." Green stcaschist;
J

in. 1.

488 SCARAB/EUS ; the name of " Amen Ra, the lord." Green stcaschist.

489 SCARAB/EUS; name of "Chons, the lord." Green vitrified stcaschist; ^ in. 1.

490 SCARAB/EUS; name of " Chons." Green stcaschist ;
J in. 1.

491 SCARAByEUS ; ram of Chnumis, or " Amen." White stcaschist
; J in. 1.
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492 SCARAB^US ; "the Cheper (Crmior), type of Amen." Dark steatite
; | in. 1.

493 SCARAB^US ;
" Phtha, the living lord of Truth." Green steaschist

; ^ in. 1.

494 SCARAB^US ;
" Phtha, the living." Pale green steaschist ; i in. 1.

495 SCARAB^US ;
" Phtah, the giver of life." Part of ancient setting remaining. Dark steaschist.

496 SCARAB^US ; " Ptah, the lord of truth." Above the winged globe Hut, or " the Morning Sun."

In a modern setting. Heliotrope
; f in. 1.

497 COWRIE ; cow of Athor, Harpocrates and fish. White steaschist
; f in. 1.

498 SCARAB^US ; Ra (the Sun), kneeling, holding palm-branches andursei. White steaschist ; | in. 1.

499 SCARAB^US
;
Ra, and a feather. White steaschist ; | in. 1.

500 SCARAB^US ;
" Oh ! Ra the lord." Green steaschist

; | in. 1.

501 SCARABiEUS ; boat of Sun and other symbols. Green vitrified stone
; \ in. 1.

502 SCARABJ]]US ; " may the Sun's boat go peaceably." White steaschist
; | in. 1.

503 COWRIE; hind parts of two Hons, united, supporting the Sun. Green steaschist; ^in. 1.

504 RECTANGULAR AMULET ; on each side the ua or Ra, or boat of the Sun, going.

Dark steatite; f in. 1., \ in. w.

505 SCARAB^US
; cynocephalus and jar, " obedient to Thoth." White steaschist

;
^in. 1.

506 SCARAB^US ;
" subject," or " bard of Thoth." Blue steaschist

; \ in. 1.

507 SCARAB^US ;
" Truth," feather, andur^us. White steaschist ;

i in. 1.

508 FROG ; on the base Ma ; " Truth," set as a ring. Blue porcelain
; f in. 1.

509 SCARABtEUS; '^Sellc." Green steaschist ; f in. 1.

510 SCARABtEUS ; Selk and Baal. White steaschist
; | in. 1.

511 SCARAB^US
;
Bar, or Baal, standing ; full face. Green vitrified terracotta; \ \ in. 1.

512 SCARABJ^US; " Osiris, the living lord." Modern setting. Green steaschist
; | in. 1.

513 SCARAB^US; crown of Osiris (a(/"^, and hieroglyph " Hfe." Yellowish-green steaschist
; f in. 1.

514 SCARAB^US
;
Harpocrates and " Good" twice repeated. White steaschist ; | in. 1.

515 SMOOTHER ; Horus—Harsiesi. Blue steaschist ; li in. 1.

516 OVAL ; on base. Bar (Baal), and two serpents; on the back Ra-men-chebi, "the Sun, placer of the

lower country," royal prenomen twice repeated. Green steaschist ;
a in. 1.

517 SCARAB^US; Bar (Baal) ; a crocodile, cow's head, and hand. Green steaschist; If in 1.

518 SCARABJjlUS ;
" The Hut, living resplendence ofthe upper and lower world !" Green steaschist

; \ in. 1.

519 COWRIE; right symboHc eye in outline. White steaschist
; f in. dr.

520 SCARAB^US; right symbolic eye. Glass paste; | in. 1.

521 SCARAB^US
; ape and other symbols. In a modern setting. Green steaschist

; | in. 1.,

522 SCARABJ^US
;
feather, ape and urseus. White steaschist

; ^ in. 1.

523 SCARAB^US; lion. . White steaschist ; f in. 1.

524 SCARAB^US ; lion on a plinth. Blue steaschist ; i in. 1.

525 SCARAB^US ; lion couchant on the base : a sphinx couchant, and the word ' Lord,' {neh).

White vitrified steaschist ; i in. 1.

526 SCARAB^US ; on base, Hon devouring a man; set as a ring. Dark steatite; | in. 1.

527 SCARAB^US; lion and gazelle. Green steaschist
; | in. 1.

528 SCARABtEUS; lion, feather, and disk. Green steaschist; i in. 1.

529 SCARABLEUS
;

disk, lion, and scorpion. White steaschist ; | in. 1.
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530

531

532

533

534

535

536

537

538

539

540

541

542

543

544

545

546

547

548

549

550

551

552

553

554

555

556

537

558

559

560

561

562

563

564

565

566

667

568

SCARABiEUS
;

lion, gazelle, and crocodile. Blue steaschist; | in. 1.

SMOOTHER; sphinx, wearing the pschent, nraeus, man and jar. White steaschist
; | in. 1.

SCARABJilUS; sphinx, lotus, and papyrus sceptre. " Lord of the upper and lower world."

Dark steaschist
; | in. 1.

SCARABiEUS; sphinx, wearing phimes and vase. Green steaschist : f in. 1.

SCARAB/EUS; sphinx, sword and winged serpent. Green steaschist; J in. 1.

SCARABJiUS ; on the base cat and feather. Green steaschist
; I in. 1.

SCARABiEUS
;
jackal couchant, and two men tied back to back, to the symbol goodness.

Steaschist ; f in. 1.

HUMAN HEAD ; cat wearing a collar. " Bast, the lady." Green porcelain
; ^ in. h.

SCARABiEUS ; horse going to the right. Green stea.schist
; i in. 1.

OVAL
;
gazelle and palm branch. White steaschist ; J in. I.

SCARAByEUS
;
hawk, serpent, and 'eternal.' Green >-itrificd steaschist; f in. 1.

SCARABiEUS; hawk, and other emblems.

SCARAB^US; owl, crook, and basket.

SCARAByEUS ; goose, emblem of Seb, symbol of life, &c.

SCARAILEUS; scorpion and crocodile, emblems of Scbak and Selk.

SCARAByEUS; two crocodiles, emblems of Sebak.

SCARAByEUS ; crocodile and bird.

TWO COWRIES ; on each a fish eating a water-plant

SCARAB.i^IUS ; urajus and symbols.

SCARAByEUS ; uraeus between two symbols of life
;
palm branches

SCARAByEUS; va.se between two urse\.

SCARAByEUS; uncus and feather.

SCARAByEUS ; four urici ; their tails knotted at a common centre.

SC'ARAByEUS; four uraii, tails knotted in the centre.

COWRIE; four unci, tails united.

FROG; ram's liead; four unci, tails knotted in the centre.

SCARAByEUS ; two uraji, and a scaraba'us.

SCARAByEUS
;
M'inged urajua, emblem of Subn.

OVAL; scarabaius between two feathers : uncus, " living lord of the world." Green steaschist;

SCARAILEUS; two hzards.

COWRIE ; scarabaius between two feathers.

RECTANGULAR AMULET; a scorpion. Three Phenician letters

COWRIKS; two scorpions and feather.

LEFT EYE; water plants.

SCARAByEUS; water plant. In a modern setting, as a ring.

COWRIE ; water plant.

SCARAByEUS; vine and water plants.

SCARAByEUS; papyrus flowers and buds.

SCARAB/EUS
; crowns, flowers, &c.

Blue porcelain
; f in. 1.

Wliite steaschist
; i in. I.

White steaschist
; J in. 1.

White stea.schist
; I in. 1.

Green steaschist
; 3 in. 1.

Gray steaschist
; | in. 1.

Modern setting as a ring.

Green steaschist
; J in. h

Blue stea.schist
; J in. 1.

White steaschist
; | in. 1.

White stca-schist
; | in. 1.

Green steaschist;
J in. I.

Green stejuschist ; in. 1.

Blue stciuschist
; J in. 1.

Green steaschist
; J in. I.

Blue ste;ischist
; J in. 1.

White stea.schist
; 3 in. 1.

White steaschist ; a in. |.

» in. 1.

Green steaschist; ^ in. I.

Green steaschist
; j in. I.

Blue steaschist
; | by } in. 1.

Green steascliist ; \ in. dr.

Green stea.schist
; ? in. 1.

Green steaschist ; A in. 1.

Gray steaschist
; f in. dr.

Red coniolian
;

J, in. 1.

AVhite steaschist
; g in. 1.

White steaschist; ^ in. 1.
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569

570

571

572

573

574

575

576

577

578

579

580

581

582

583

584

585

586

587

588

589

590

591

592

593

594

595

596

597

598

599

600

601

602

602*

603

604

Brown steascliist ; 4^ in. 1.

Green steascliist
; f in. 1.

White steascliist
; f in. 1.

COWRIE ; water plants, and four papyrus sceptres.

SCARABjEUS ; lotus in blossom, and two buds.

COWRIE
;
sistrum, lotus flowers.

COWRIE
;
sistrum, and two ursei. Green steascbist

; ^ in. 1.

SCARABtEUS ; on base, life, in an oval, and " Lord of the land of the Eye," i. e. " Egypt."

Dark steatite
; f in. 1.

HIPPOPOTAMUS ;
" Life."

SCARABJ^US ;
" Life," amidst water plants. Set as a ring.

SCARAB^US ;
" A happy life."

SCARAB^US ; " Oh life !"

SCARAB^US ;
" Good," amidst spiral lines.

SCARABiEUS ;
" True and good."

SCARAB^US ; two red caps of Lower Egypt, and the hieroglyph,

Blue porcelain
; f in. 1.

Green steascbist ;
i in. 1.

Blue steascbist
; \ in. 1.

White steascbist
; | in. 1.

Brown steascbist ; in. 1.

Dark steascbist ; 1 in. 1.

good," (nefer).

Blue steascbist
; \ in. 1.

Green steascbist; \ in. 1.SCARAB^US ;
" Good," and two crowns.

SCARAB^US ; " Good," amidst spiral Hnes.

SCARAB^US ;
" Good in the heart of Amen."

OVAL ;
completely carved.

SCARABiEUS
;
"May your name remain, and your being be renewed."

White steascbist
; f in. 1.

COWRIE ; red crowns, and other symbols.

COWRIE ;
" Gold," and a symbol.

SCARAB^US ; six concentric circles.

SCARABvEUS ; spiral lines, in an ancient signet-ring.

COWRIE; spirals.

SCARAB^US; spiral lines.

COWRIE; spiral lines.

OVAL AMULET; diagonal lines.

OVAL ; on each side, diagonal Unes.

SCARAB^US ; linear ornaments.

SCARAB^US ; altar and basket.

COWRIE; mseanders.

SCARAB^US
;
base, maeanders.

SCARAB^US
;
completely carved.

SCARABiEUS, standing on an oval base ; not carved.

SCARABiEUS ; base flat.

SIGNET-RING, set with a scarabseus of vitrified steatite ; on which are two Hnes of illegible

hieroglyphs. Gold; 1 in. 1.

SIGNET-RING, set with a scarabseus ; on it are two symbolical eyes, and other hieroglyphs.

Silver ; 1 in. 1.

SCARABSEUS ; hawk. " Good God." Red cornelian ; f in. 1.

Blue steascbist ; J in. 1.

White steascbist; f in. 1.

Green steascliist
; \ in. 1.

Grey steascbist ; | in. 1.

White steascbist
; | in. 1.

Green steascbist ; | in. 1.

Green steascbist
; f in. 1.

.
Blue steascbist

; \ in. 1.

Green steascbist
; J in. 1.

White steascbist; | in. dr.

Shell; I in. 1.

Blue porcelain
; | in. dr.

Green steascbist
; § in. 1,

Green steascbist ; § in. 1.

Blue steascbist ; f in. 1.

Grey steascbist ; | in. 1.

Green basalt; \ in. 1.

Brown silex
; | in. 1.

Greenstone ; f in. 1.

SCARABiEUS
;
subject effaced. Green steascbist ; ^ in. 1.
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605 SCARABiEUS ; the good God, and other symbols. Green steaschist; ? in. 1.

606 SCARAB^US; combination (Achi), like a king's name. "White steaschist; -} in. 1.

607 FROG ;
" Good " (nefcr) , in a name, and the title, " Lord of Truth." In a modern setting, as a ring.

^Vhite steaschist; i in. 1.

608 SCARABiEUS ; a man shooting with arrows at two lions. Grey steaschist
; | in. 1.

609 SCARAB/EUS ; hne symbols. Green steaschist ; ^ in. 1.

610 SCARAB/EUS
;
group of hieroglyphs, like a royal name. Green steaschist; i in. 1.

611 SCARABiEUS; wasp, "the King." Blue porcelain
; i in. 1.

612 SCARAByEUS ; sphinx, emblem of a king, holding a vase, and wearing plumes ; and another emblem.

AVhite steaschist
; ^ in 1.

613 SCARAByEUS; Sesor phtha [a royal name?]. White steaschist; f in. 1.

614 SCARAB/EUS; Ra men niferu [royal prenomen] . Green stea.scliist
; | in. 1.

615 SCARABiEUS ; Ra nebta [royal prenomen] . Green steaschist
; ^ in. 1.

616 SCARABiEUS; King's name ;(?) Ra satcm ncfer. Green vitrified steaschist ; 3 in. 1.

617 SCARAILEUS
;
Racheper; "the Creator Sun," [royal prenomen]. White steaschist

; ^ in. 1.

618 SCARAB.^EUS ; uraeus serpent ; Ra neb ncfer [royal prenomen] . White stcsisehist ; i in. 1.

619 SCARAB/EUS; hawk of Horus, crowned, in the pschent, and Ra iich ncfer ; "the Sun th(? good

Lord," [royal prenomen]. Set in a gold frame, as a signet.

Blue vitrified steatite; J in. 1.

620 SCARAB/EUS ;
" life Ra-achn." White steaschist ; \ in. 1.

621 SCARAB/EUS; Men har gam ; two red crowns. WTxite steaschist ; i in. 1.

622 SCARAB/EUS ;
" Son of the Sun, beloved of Truth " [royal title]. Green steaschist

; J in. 1.

623 SCARAB/EUS; "Beloved of Amen Ra," [royal title]. lilue porcelain; i in. 1.

624 SCARAB/EUS; "Good God, son of Amen Ra" [royal title]. Dark steaschist; | in. 1.

625 SCARAB/EUS; urajus. " Son of Amen (Ra)" [royal title] . Green stea.schist ; ^ in. 1.

626 RECTANGLE; symbolic Eye. Reniaka; prenomen of the Quecu Regent, sister of Thothmes IIL

Red cornelian
; J by J in.

627 SCARAB/EUS; Ra men cheper; prenomen of Thothmes IIL XVIII dpiasty.

Blue steaschist
; jj

in. 1.

628 SCARAB/EUS; prenomen of Thotlnnes III. Blue stca-sdiist
; J

in. 1.

629 SCARAB/EUS; prenomen of Thothmes III. "Good (iod, approved of the Sun." In an ancient

setting. Green steaschist
; ^ in. 1.

630 SCARAB/EUS
; prenomen of Thothmes III. ; feathers. Green stea.scliist

; f in. 1.

631 SQUARE AMULET; prenomen and title of Tlu)tlimes 111. Set as a ring. Bluegla.ss; ^ in. sq.

632 SCARAB/EUS; prenomen of Thothmes III. (Re men cheper ka). Green stea.schist
; I in. 1.

633 OVAL; prenomen of Thothmes III., feather, and " Gold." R. A fish. Blue stejischist
; | in. 1.

634 COWRIE; prenomen of Thothmes III., the Hut, and sistrum. (Jrcen stea.schist; | in. 1.

635 OVAL AMULET; hon couchant. R. prenomen of Tliotlmies III. "The perfect God."

Blue steaschist
; J in. 1.

636 SCARAB.iEUS
;
prenomen of Thothmes III., uraei, and wings. Set as a ring.

Dark grey steaschist ; in. 1.

637 SCARAB/EUS
; prenomen of Thothmes III., and sphinx holding a feather.

White steaschist ; t in. 1.
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638 SCARAB-^US
; prenomen of Thothmes III., and Hut ; two winged scarabsei, and king adoring.

White steaschist
; | in. 1.

639 SCARAB^US
;
prenomen of Tliothmes III. " Divine son." White steaschist; f in. 1.

640 SCARABiEUS
;
prenomen of Thothmes III. " The king beloved of Amen."

White steaschist; | in. 1.

641 TWO CROCODILES
;
prenomen of Thothmes III. Green steaschist

; \ in. 1.

642 SCARAB^US
; prenomen of Thothmes III. in a cartouche, and that of Sethos I. out of it. In a

modern setting as a ring. Green ^dtrified steatite
; \ in. 1.

643 OVAL
;
prenomen of Thothmes III. " The good God;" spiral ornament. Blue steaschist; f in. 1.

644 SCARABJEUS
; prenomen of Thothmes III. " At peace through Truth." White steaschist ; a in. 1.

645 SCARABiEUS
;
prenomen of Thothmes III. " Type of Amen." Green steaschist; | in. 1.

646 SCARABiEUS
; prenomen of Thothmes III., scarabeseus and two ursei. "WTiite steaschist

; f in. 1.

647 SCARABtEUS
;
prenomen of Thothmes III. " Good God, lord of the Earth ;" and hawk of Ra, or

of the Sun, flying. Gray steaschist
; f in 1.

648 RECTANGLE
;
prenomen of Thothmes III., and two ursei in upper crown, and Hut. R. sistrum.

Green steaschist
; f in. by f in.

649 RECTANGLE
; prenomen of Thothmes III. R. same, and king, wearing a helmet and holding a

crook. Dark steaschist
; |- in. by | in.

650 SCARAB^US
; prenomen of Thothmes IIL, surmounted by the Hut; and having beneath, the god

Bar {Baal), adored by two cynocephali on the symbol "all." Green steaschist; \\ in. 1.

651 AMULET; Ra naa cheperu; prenomen of Amenophis II. XVIII dynasty.

Green steaschist ; ^ in. 1.

652 SEMICYLINDER
;
sphinx, winged serpent and prenomen of Thothmes III.; the same repeated on

the sides twice; and down the centre, prenomen of Amenophis II. XVIII dynasty.

Green steaschist
; | in. 1.

653 OVAL ; on one side a sphinx treading a man tinder his feet, and prenomen of Amenophis II.

Same prenomen emblem of stabiUty, two serpents, and two feathers.

Green steaschist
; | in. 1.

654 SCARAB^US
;
prenomen of Thothmes IV. Blue steaschist

; \ in. 1.

655 SCARABiEUS. Eight hues of hieroglyphs, commencing with the names and titles of Amenophis

IIL, and his wife Taia; and recording the lion himts of the king.

White steaschist ; 3 in. 1,

656 SCARAB^US
; prenomen of Amenophis IIL, " beloved of Amen Ra." XVIII dynasty.

Green steaschist; f in. 1.

657 SCARABiEUS
; prenomen of Amenophis IIL Gray steaschist, burnt ;

i in. 1.

658 RIGHT SYMBOLICAL EYE; on the base, prenomen of Amenophis IIL, "beloved of Athor, the

lady of Lower Egypt" {Pennu-Peten) . Green steaschist
; | in. 1.

659 OVAL. Head of Mentu Ra
;
prenomen of Amenophis IIL, " the son of the Sun."

Blue steaschist ; f in. 1.

660 SCARAB^US
;
prenomen of Thothmes IIL, and that of Sethos L, out of a cartouche. XIX dynasty.

White steaschist ; -f
in. 1.

661 SCARABtEUS
;
prenomen of Sethos 1. Green steaschist ; \ in. 1.

662 SCARABiEUS
;
prenomen, Ra seser ma, of Rameses II. XIX dynasty. Green steaschist ; \ in. 1.
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663 RECTANGLE
;
prenoracn and name of Ramescs III. or Miammun. XX dynasty.

Blue steaschist
; | in. by f in.

664 SCARABiEUS
;
prenoracn of Raraeses III. Dark steaschist ; i in. 1.

665 SCARABiEUS
;
prenoracn of Rameses III. XX dynasty. (?) Green steaschist; in. 1.

666 SCARABiEUS; " Son of the Sun, Har-an." XXI dynasty. Green steaschist; ^ in. 1.

667 SCARABiEUS
;
prenomen of Apries and Men " Ra-uah-hat-men," ram's name.

Blue steaschist
; ^ in. 1.

668 HEAD; " The golden hawk." Ra men nefer, [royal name] . Green steaschist
; J in. 1.

669 SCARABiEUS
;
Symbols, apparently combination of a royal name. Green steatite

; | in. 1.

670 SCARAB/EUS ; " The King." White steaschist ; | in. 1.

671 SCARABiEUS; King wearing tlie crown of Upper Egypt, offering wine to a disked urieus.

"White steaschist ; ^ in. 1.

6^2 SCARABiEUS; Ra . . . nefer. [Royal prenomen]. Green porcelain; | in. 1.

673 SCARABiEUS; jNIan liolding two crocodiles. White steaschist
; f in. 1.

674 SCARABiEUS
;

Khiu, guiirdiuu of the phicc of offering." Green steaschist ; | in. 1.

675 SCARABiEUS ;
" Priest of the ... . Sebakat," surrounded with a border of emblems of stability and

life. White steaschist ; 1 in. 1.

676 SCARAByEUS ;
" Aah-men." A name. Green steaschist ; \ in. 1.

677 SCARAB/EUS ;
" Chuanch neb." A man's name. Green steaschist; in. 1.

678 SCARABiEUS ;
" Amcn-anch-tau." A proper name. "\^Tiite steaschist ; | in. 1.

679 SCARAILEUS ;
" Pe-taani nefer." White steaschist ; ^ in. 1.

680 SCARAB/EUS;" men." Green steaschist
; g in. 1.

681 SCARAB/EUS; Hawk, Hut, or winged globe, and scarabxus. All emblems of the Sun.

Green steaschist ; 2 in. 1.

682 SCARAB/EUS ; branch. Persian work ; set as a ring. Green stone ; J in. 1.

683 OVAL. Cynoccphalus
; weiu-ing on its head the Moon's disk, seated, with its tail erect : emblem of

the Moon. Set in a modern ring frame. Green jasper
; | in. 1.

684 RECTANGLE; on it some hieroglyphs. Alabaster; J in. by in. w.

Q



FICTILE VASES,

[GLAZED AND PAINTED,]

FROM GREECE AND ITALY.

EARLY GREEK VASES.

1 ALABASTRON. Five friezes of lions^ birds and goats, stag facing; the area seme with flowers.

2-1 in. h.

2 ARYBALLOS. Two human-headed birds facing ; between them a bird. 5f in. h.

.3 ARYBALLOS. Two cocks and an owl. 3 in. h.

4 ARYBALLOS. Winged lion and bird ; area seme with flowers. 4^ in. h.

5 VASE with two handles and covers : round the body a frieze of animals, frieze of lions, stags, and

birds. 7 in. h.

6 ARYBALLOS. On the neck two dogs pursuing a hare; on the body, Uons and goat; area seme with

flowers. 2^ in- h.

7 ARYBALLOS. Plain bands. 2i in. h.

8 VASE in shape of a pigeon ; mouth at the tail, and another through the beak. 5^ in. h.

BLACK FIGURES.

9 AMPHORA. Black figures on a cream-coloured ground. Bacchus reposing, holding a vine and horn

;

and a satyr bringing a horn. 7 in. h.

10 G5N0CH0E. Mouth united above, and with a chequered border. Black figure on a white ground.

Three draped Bacchantes dancing : one playing on the crotala; all clad in panther skins

;

round the handle, honeysuckle ornaments. Fine work. 13 in. h.

1 1 CUP, on a tall stem. Frieze of sphinxes, lions, and a swan ; area seme with flowers. 3-^ in. 1.

12 CUP. Brown figures on a brown ground : on each side a bird in a compartment between zig-zag lines.

3 1 in. dr.

13 ASKOS. On each side a siren; in front, another holding two pipes; on the back, a pigmy killing a

crane. 4^^ in. h.

14 OENOCHOE. Antefixal ornament on each side ; two cocks facing : on each side a lion. 8 in. h.

1.5 ARCHAIC KYLIX. Black figiire : swan between two lions and two cocks. 8 in. dr., 5^ in. h.

Ifi KYLIX. Small black figures; on each side two warriors, completely armed, are fighting: on the

Argolic buckler of one, on one side, a star, the other plain ;
behind, their charioteers holding

their bigse. 8^ in. dr., 6 in. h.

17 KYLIX. Upper part of Minerva Promachos. Same part of Hercules, with his club: on each side

two eyes. On it are the remains of an ancient repair. 9 in. dr., 3f in. h.
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18 KYLIX. Bacchus, standing, holding keras and vine between two eyes. Interior, a Gorgonion.

81 in. dr., 3 in. h.

19 OLPE. Hercules dragging the double-headed Cerberu.s by a chain from Hades. 18 in. h.

20 OLPE. Three draped youths, drinking : one holding an ojnochoe and cup. 8 in. h.

21 OLPE. Two bearded men draped and crowned, and a dog. | in. h.

22 STAMNOS. Two friezes representing drinking scenes : old men holding kylicos, one playing on

the lyre ; a female drawing wine out of a crater, by an ct^nochoe
;
below, Bacchus rechning on

a couch; a Satyr gathering grapes; others playing on crotala. On the base 20 burnt in.

1 ft. 2 in. h.

2.3 COVER of a vase, convex, and with pointed stud. Theseus killing the Minotaur in the presence of

Ariadne, and five females; Theseus wrestling with Cereyon. Archaic style. 7* i»- dr.

24 HYDRIA. Frieze : boxing match. On each side three spectators
;
below, contest of Achilles and

Memnon for the body of Antilochos : on their shields a tripod and prow of a ship, Ajax and

./Eneas, Thetis and Aurora. 1 ft. 2 in.

25 AMPHORA. Hercules and the Erymanthian boar
;
Eurystheus in the cask; Minerva and Mcrcurv.

Bo.ving match for a tripod, placed between the boxers and two instructors. 1 ft. 4^ in. li.

26 AMPHORA. Hercules Musagetes holding the lyre ; Minerva holding his spear and club; Mercury

with the ram : illegiljle inscriptions. Hacchus holding a vine and cantharus : two Satyrs and

a goat. 1 ft. y in. h.

27 SMALL PANATHENAIC AMPHORA. Minerva Promachos : (m her Argolic buckler an anchor

between two columns, on which are cocks. Race of three men : witli ancient cover.

28 AMPHORA. Hercules strangling the Neniean lion in the presence of Minerva; on her shit Id a

cantharus, and Mercury. Contest of Achilles and ]Memnon, aided by Thetis and Aurora,

over the corpse of Antilochos : on the shield of one, forepart of a lion. 1 ft. G in. h.

29 AMPHORA. Achilles AXlLF.Vv, armed at all points, dragging the l)ody of Hector IIKKTOP (retro-

grade), which is stripped and attached to his chariot of four liorses, in which stands his

charioteer, Automedon, draped in a tunic, with a Boeotian l)uckler slung at his back.

Achilles stands contemplating the corp.sc of his rival at the base of the tomb ; iind the shade

of Patroclus OATPOKAOi;, entirely armed, and holding a Bccotian buckhr and lance,

issues from the toj) of the tomb. At the side of the horses is a winged figure, ai)parently

Iris, with the word K0NIK02 Conicos, over lier head; before the horses is a dog, and

" Ulysses" 0V[V]TE[2], armed as a warrior, with Bccotian buckler, leading the horses.

Five Amazons mounted upon horseback, and arined, representing the march of those heroines

to Troy: one of the last is named .ANAPUMA.XK " Andromache," and the one in the rejir,

looking behind hcv . . AIAEIIO . .
" [Phjaidepo." Remarkably fine. From N'ulci, and the

Prince of Canino's collection. Engraved, (lerhard Auserlesene Viusenbilder. 1 ft. 8+ in. h.

M) AMPHORA. Hercules in a (juadriga driven by Minerva, accompanied by Apollo, Bacchus and

Mercury. Bacchus holding the vine between two Satyrs and two Bacchantes ; on the edge

of the handles ivy branches. 1 ft. 8^ in. h.

AMPHORA. Quadriga of Hercules : lolaus driving it ; Hercules behind ; Minerva and Apollo at the

side of the horses
;
Mercury in front. Bacchus liolding vine and cup, seated on a folding

seat, between Miuena sseated on a stool, holding a lauce, and Mercury ou a cube, holding

the caduceua. 1 ft. .3 in. h.
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3 2 AMPHORA. Apollo, standing, playing on the lyre between Mercury, holding the caduceus, and

Neptune, holding the trident. Group of dancing men. 1 ft. 1 in. h.

.3.3 AMPHORA. Warrior, armed, in a quadriga, with his charioteer; at the side an armed warrior

kneeling. Warrior armed : on his Argolic buckler, a Gorgonion, between two draped old

men holding wands. (Durand's Collection, No. 815.) 1 ft. 5 in. h.

34 AMPHORA. Hercules vanquishing Triton, on whose back he is mounted. Combat of three

warriors : black balls on white shields. 1 ft. 3 in. h.

35 AMPHORA. Bacchus holding a cantharus and vine
;
having at his side a goat between two Satyrs.

Apollo playing on the lyre, at his side a bull, between Latona and Diana, Ceres and Perse-

phone. 1ft. 5iin. h.

36 AMPHORA. Same subject as on No. 35. A Gorgon flying through the air: full face. 1 ft. 4 in. h.

37 AMPHORA. Bacchus holding the vine and cantharus, mounting a quadriga, at his side Ariadne or a

Bacchante, playing on the crotala. Bacchus seated on a chair, with folding legs, holding

vine and keras; and a dancing Bacchante holding crotala. 10 in. h.

38 AMPHORA. Apollo playing on the lyre ; Diana holding a wreath, and Mercury behind. -^thra

brought back by Demoplion and Acamas; on one shield a tripod. 7^ in- ^•

39 AMPHORA. An Amazon armed with Greek armour, and Boeotian buckler with thunderbolt, killing

a Greek warrior. 7i bi. h.

40 AMPHORA. Bacchus seated on a folding stool, holding the keras or horn and vine, and dancing

Bacchante. Satyr and Bacchante both dancing. 6t in.

41 AMPHORA. Ariadne holding the vine, seated on a panther. Two Bacchantes on mules, and one

seated on a stool, with folding legs. 6i in. h.

42 CENOCHOE. Female seated on a ocladias, towards which advances the horses of a quadriga. 9 in. h.

43 ffiNOCHOE. Bacchus on a couch rechning, holding the \ine ; the Bacchante Oreithyia playing on

the double pipes
; dancing Silenus and Bacchante. 9 in. h.

44 ffiNOCHOE. Bearded man draped, carrying a club ; female draped, and bearded man playing on the

barbitos. 9 in. h

45 CENOCHOE. Satyr carrying off a Bacchante; area vine branches. 5 in. h.

46 CENOCHOE. Achilles and Ajax entirely armed, bending down on either side of a statue of

Minerva, in front of a base, upon which dice are placed. Ajax has a Boeotian buckler,

Achilles an Argolic shield, having for its emblem, the fore part of a lion. NEOTAKVO
KAAE AEKOIEIK<J>SNIAS. (Vulci—From Durand's coUection, No. 400.) ll^in. h.

47 LECYTHUS. Proserpine mounting in a quadriga, Bacchus at the side of the horses, Demeter seated

in front, and Apollo and Bacchus at the side of the horses. Athenian style. 7h h.

48 LECYTHUS. Bacchus seated, holding vine and keras, or horn, and standing Satyr. 8^ in. h.

49 LECYTHUS. Two boxers, attended by their instructors. 71 in. h.

50 LECYTHUS. Bacchante dancing between two Satyrs
;

area, a vine. 7i ^•

51 LECYTHUS. Theseus and the biill of Marathon, and remains of another figure. Athenian style.

4i in. h.

52 LECYTHUS. Bacchus seated on a folding stool, holding the vine and drinking horn, and two

dancing Satyrs. 3f in. h.

53 LECYTHUS. Achilles and Ajax playing at dice in the presence of Minerva. 3| in. h.
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54 KYATHIS. Bacchus seated on a folding seat, holding a drinking horn and \inc
;
facing Minen-a

seated on a cube armed, and holding a Boeotian buckler, on which area thunderbolt, two

eyes, and two sphinxes. 6 in. h.

55 KYATIIIS. Bacchus reclining on the ground, holding a vine; two eyes, and two dancing Bacchantes.

6 in. h.

56 KYATHIS. Bacchus seated on a mule, holding the \ine, preceded and followed by a Satyr and

Bacchante ; and antefixal ornaments. 6f in. h.

57 KYATHIS. Bacchus rechning on the ground, holding the vine and cantharus ; between two large

eyes and two sphinxes. 5^ in. h.

58 CUP. Bacchus reclining on the groimd, on a raattras and pillow, holding a vine, and regai-ding a

youth, perhaps CEnopion, reclining in the same position, separated by two large eyes.

RED FIGURES.

59 KELEBE. Bacchus, holding the vine and kcras, or drinking-horn, in an org}', followed by Silcnus,

holding the wine-skin. A draped Bacchante holding an inverted thyrsus, and a SatvT holding

a keras and thyrsus. 1 ft. 8 in. h.

60 CRATER, with spiral handles : on the neck ; a combat of warriors, some fallen. On the body, an

old man holding a barbitos and cantharus to a youth, on the reverse, draped and holding a

stick : on the lip, frieze of honeysuckle ornaments. 1 ft. lOj in. h.

61 STAMNOS, without a cover : Aurora, HEOS, rising. The goddess clad in a flowing tunic, and a

shorter one, which is embroidered, and attached by a girdle, is conducting a l)iga to the right.

Two winged horses are attached to it; underneath is a dolphin, indicating the sea. The

inscription, AAHON, Lupon, for Lampos, the name of one of Aurora's horses. R. A Bacchante,

clad in a flowing tunic and peplos, and holding a thyrsus, is placed between two satyrs.

The one to the right is bearded, and holds uj) his riglit hand : the other one is beardless,

and holds a branch of ivy. (Vidci—From the Durand Collection, Lot 231.)

62 STAMNOS. Bearded man standing, holding a sceptre, surmounted by a honeysuckle ornament, and

wearing a diadem, receiving a libation from a female ; the same seated on a chair, holding a

phiale, receiving a lil)ation from a female holding a phiale. R. Two draped men and two

youths conversing I10n.VI[5;] " the I)oy [is noble]." I H in. h.

63 CALPIS. Troilus, mounted upon one horse, and holding another, which he whips on, flying the

pursuit of Achilles, who is not seen ; under his horses is the broken liydrin, tlie water coming

out: before him flies Polyxena, holding a fillet. 1 ft. 2\ in. h.

64 PELIKE. Hero armed, on his Argolie Ijuekler a wheel, as a symlx)!, receiving a libation in a phiale

from a female, holding an ocnochoe over an altar, terminating in an Ionic volute ; behind a

bearded man laurelled, liolding a see|)tre. R. Acliilles armed, helmet with cheek-plates,

holding lance and phiale, receiving a libation from Tlietis, holding an cenoclioe
;
behind,

Agamemnon, draped and laurelled, holding a sceptre, terminating in a lotus flower.

65 PELIKE. Youth wearing a peta.sus on his head, and chlamys thrown over his arm, and spear, recciring

a libation from a female holding a phiale andocnochoc. R. Draped youth. 1 ft. 2 in. h.
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66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73 KYLIX.

74 KYLIX.

NOLAN AMPHORA. Jupiter standing, draped, holding a spear; before him Juno holding a

phiale. R. Draped youth leaning ou a stick. 9 in. h.

PELIKE. Boy holding an oenochoe, crowned with ivy. R. Naked youth. 51 in. h.

PELIKE. See Durand's Catalogue, 748. 4| in. h.

PELIKE. Two draped females, one holds a sash, R. Draped youth holding out his hands and arms.

Style of Nola. 5i in. h.

SKYPHOS. Naked youthful athlete, digging with a pickaxe
;

area, a strigil and lecythus. R. Naked
athlete reposing, clasping one knee with both hands ; area lecythus and strigil. Vulci,

SKYPHOS. On each side a chequered square ; under one handle an owl, under the other a cock and

panther. Vulci. 3^ in. h.

SKYPHOS Panathenaicos. On each side an owl, standing, fuU-face, between two ohve branches.

The red figvires are painted over the back-ground 2-1- in. h.

Three youths and a bearded man, reposing on two couches. One of the youths holds a lyre

;

another a cup. The bearded man is playing at cottabus. At the foot of the couches are placed

a pair of small boots and an amphora. R. Four youths lying on two couches, one of them

holds a lyre : two are playing at cottabus. Beneath the couches, as before.-—Interior : a

bearded man reposing upon a couch, imder which is a small pair of boots, holding a cup and

playing at cottabus, and a female singing to a lyre. (Vulci. From the Durand Collection,

No. 808.) 11 in. dr.

Exterior ; Two youths, armed with helmets and circular shields ; on one a lion, on the

other a tripod, near two other youths, crowned with myrtle, and enveloped in the tribons,

both leaning on knotty sticks. One of the armed youths holds a lance, and turns towards

the draped youth, who is making a gesture with his right hand ; the other youth presents

a helmet to his draped companion. In the field a lecythus and a spotted skin. HOIIAIS
KAAOS, the youth is handsome.—Two groups closely resembling the preceding ones. A youth,

clad in a short tunic, and armed with a helmet, a lance, and a circular shield ; on it a ser-

pent is placed between two draped youths, leaning on sticks ; one of them holds a plant, and

behind him is a small youth, armed with a helmet, a mail-shirt, a lance, and a circular shield,

ornamented with a dog. A chlamys droops from his wrist, towards the ground ; he is turning

to the preceding group. HO HAIS KAAOS, the handsome youth to the handsome youths.

HO OAIS KAA0I2.—Interior : An instructor, bearded and draped, leaning on a knotty

stick, and holding a helmet and a flower. HOOAIS KAAOIS, "the youth to the handsome

youth." (Vulci. Durand's Collection, No. 733.) lOi in. dr.

Draped female, seated on a chair, nn each side a half-draped figure of a youth, with a stick,

holding a purse and a tympanum. R. Youth, seated, holding an open box ; on each side a

youth, one holds a purse. Inside. Two draped youths conversing, HOHAIS KAAOS, " the

boy is handsome !" 9^ in. dr.

Two naked youths, one holding a strigil; and youth in a draped garment. R. The same;

youth without strigil. Inside : naked athlete holding a strigil. 10 in. dr.

Inside : a youthful athlete, standing, naked, holding a disk or quoit, and a strigil ; before

him a term, behind a lavacrum. 8j in. dr.

Inside : a hen.

75 KYLIX

76 KYLIX

77 KYLIX.

78 KYLIX.

79 CANTHARUS.
4| in. dr.

Naked Silenus, and draped Bacchante, holding a thyrsus
;
repeated on each side.

6 in. dr.
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80 SMALL OLPE. Naked youth dancing, with crotala ; and draped female playing on the double flute.

3 in. h.

81 SMALL OLPE. Amazon, armed, holding a circular buckler and greaves, holding a bipennis, receiving

a libation from a female, draped, holding a phiale and (Enochoe. 3k in. h.

83 ASKOS. Lion and dog, each looking behind. 4 in. h.

84 LECYTHUS. Penelope, seated on a chair, draped, spinning the wool out of a calathus ; in the area is

hung up a peplos. 9^ in. h.

85 LECYTHUS. Female, perhaps Helen, running away and looking behind her; in the area a fillet.

7-^ in. h.

86 LECYTHUS. Brown outline, on a white ground; Electra, at the stele of Agamemnon; round which

are bound fillets. Athens. 7 in- h.

87 LECYTHUS. Chequered ornaments on a white ground. Athens. 7 in. h.

88 PYXIS. Two draped females addressed by two youths, draped, and holding sticks. Wants the cover.

4| in. h.

89 IIHYTON, in shape of a female Negro's head, perhaps Libya, wearing the cidaris, ear-rings, and neck-

lace. The neck terminates in a modius, on which is Cupid holding a fillet to Venus, each

seated on a rock. 9 in. h.

90 FEMALE HEAD; face colour of the clay; the mouth terminating in a modius, with feathered orna-

ments; at the side two handles. Qi in. h.

91 RHYTON, in shape of the head of Ariadne, hair bound with an ivy wreath ; mouth resembling an

oenochoe. 71 in. h.

92 RHYTON, in shape of the head of \'enus, surmounted with a splu'iulonc, with a nneander ornament.

7i in. h.

93 RHYTON, in shape of a female head. 6 J in. h.

94 (ENOCHOE. A'ictory, (bii])C(l aiul winged, flying, full-face, towards an altar, out of which rises a

helix or honeysuckle, in her right hand a censer, in her li-ft a phiale. (Engraved by Lenor-

mant and Uc Witte, Elite des Moinimens Ceramographiqucs, PI. XCIIL) 1 ft. 3 in. h.

95 CENOCHOE. The Indian I5ac( lius, seated on the t w()-Iiuim|)( (1 or Bactrian camel, advancing to the

right.
4jf in. h.

9(i (ENOCHOE. Naked athlete, .staiulingat a term, holding a strigil ; l)efore him a draped female, holding

a tympanum. 7 in- h.

97 KELEBE. Triclinium : bearded man holding a kylix
;
youth holding a barbitos, another holding a

k^'lix. R. Draped youth playing on the double flute ; and two others, draped, holding sticks.

Round the lip, frieze of aninuils. 1 ft. 3 in. h.

98 KELEBE. Youth, ivy-crowned and draped, holding a stick. Fennile flute-])layer, draped, and man

bearing an amphora, the nec k decorated with a crown. R. Three draped athletes, two hold

sticks, one a strigil. 1 ft. 4 in. h.

99 OXYBAPHON. Achilles wearing a helmet with single crest, and holding lance and buckler, on which

a snake receiving a libation from Thetis : behind. Phoenix. R. Female, between two draped

youths, holding a stick : area, a strigil. 1 ft. 1 in. h.

100 OXYBAPHON. Female, standing, holding a wreath before a seated female, holding a box and

wreath
; area, wreath and ball. Bacchus reclining on a couch ; a Satyr, holding a basket

and lighting a candelabrum ; a Bacchante, with the double flute : area, a box and Comic

mask. 1 ft. 2 in. h.
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101 CALPIS. Draped youth, leaning on a stick, holding a crown, conversing with a draped female hold-

ing a box : area, a girdle. Perhaps Venus and Adonis. 1 ft. 2^ in. h.

102 CALPIS. Two draped females, one holding a basket of fruit and crown, standing; the other, seated

on a rock, holding a mirror. 1 ft.

103 APULIAN AMPHORA. Heroum in white; in it a hero, draped in a chlamys, and wearing a

petasus, seated, and receiving a libation from a youth holding an cenochoe : area, two

greaves. On one side Cupid or Bacchus Smilax, holding an ivy branch and festoon of

flowers ; on the other, a draped female, Venus, holding a mirror and wreath ; before her an

alabastron : on the neck a female head issuing out of fohage. R. A stele tied with black

and white fillets, on each side a female holding a mirror ; one holds a bunch of grapes, the

other a wreath. 2 ft. 6 in. h.

104 AMPHORA, with handles terminating in snakes' heads and masks of the Gorgon. Heroum, with

Ionic capitals, coloured white ; in it a seated female, holding a tympanum, receiving a liba-

tion from a youth wearing a red chlamys, holding a fan and cenochoe : on each side a female^

one holding a thyrsus, and crown or fillet. R. Stele tied with fiUets ; female on each side

holding a mirror and fillet or basket. 2 ft. 3 in. h.

105 AMPHORA, with side and upright handles. Female, draped, seated on a rock, holding an ivy wreath,

and crown. R. Pemale head. 1 1 in. h.

106 AMPHORA, with upright handles, and four upright heads, in Phrygian bonnets. Pan, holding a

wreath and basket of friiit, and naked nymph at a lavacrum or laver. R. Draped female,

seated, and naked female, standing. 10 in. h.

107 OXYBAPHON. Draped female, holding a phiale at a term. R. Cupid. 6 in. h.

108 CENOCHOE. Bacchus, his drapery falling behind him, holding a thyrsus, crown, and wreath,

advancing to an altar, followed by Cupid, playing on the double flute. 1 ft. 1 in. h.

109 CENOCHOE. Female head in a net-work : area, a fillet. 10 in. h.

110 LECYTHUS. Youth, drapery over his arm, and stick, holding a pigeon on a term. 11 in. h.

111 LECYTHUS. Naked youth, holding a tympanum, and draped female, holding a basket, at a term.

11 in. h.

112 LECYTHUS. Draped Bacchante, holding a tympanum. 10 in. h.

113 ARYBALLOS. Cupid, naked, holding a tympanum, leaning on a square pillar, or term: area, a

fillet. 8 in. h.

114 ARYBALLOS. Head of a Bacchante
;

area, an ivy flower. 6 in. b.

115 ARYBALLOS. Female, seated on a rock, draped, holding a basket and crown; area, ivy leaf and

flower. 6i ra. h.

116 ARYBALLOS. Naked boy, his body bound with a belt of bells, and crowned with myrtle; perhaps

Bacchus, holding a wreath and branch of ivy, crawling on the ground. 4^ in. h.

117 ARYBALLOS, without handle. Head and arms of a dancing Bacchante; area, an ivy flower.

4i in. h.

118 ARYBALLOS, without handles. Female head, in a coif. Fine work. 5 in. h,

119 ARYBALLOS. Female head, in an opisthosphendone and ahtefixal ornament. 3 in. h.

120 COVER OF A VASE, like No. 106. On it are scrolls; and it is surrounded by a lecythus, on

which is a coifi"ed female bust, holding up a mirror to the face. 6 in. h.

121 SKYPHOS. Bacchante, draped, holding a basket of fruit, and a bunch of grapes; area, a flower.

R. Head in a kekryphalos. 41 in. h.
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122 SKYPIIOS. Bacchante, holding a wreath and basket; area, a flower. R. A youth, holding a torch

and wreath. 4 in. h.

123 KELEBE. On each side a head in a kekryplialos. Si in. h.

124 KELEBE. On each side a head in a kekr}'7)halos. 3 in. h.

125 KELEBE. Waved pattern. 2f in. h.

126 DEEP PHIALE. Female head, in a kekrvphalos, surrounded by a waved border. 7 in- dr.

127 LEKANIS. On the cover, two female heads, each in a kckryphahjs, and two helices. 45 in. h.

128 LECYTHUS. Head draped in a kekrvphalos, in black ujjon a red ground. 3| in. h.

129 CANTHAROS. In shape of the head of a Satyr, bound with a fillet, and of a Bacchante ; on their

heads a modius, on which Cupid, seated upon a rock. R. A Bacchante, seated on a rock,

holding a biuskct.

130 RIIYTON, terminating in a dog's head. On the neck, a Sileuus, Comos, orOinos, holding a wine skin,

and inverted thyrsus, and a draped Bacchante, perhaps Methe, holding a j)hialc and a fillet.

131 RIIYTON, in .shape of the head of a gryphon, pierced at the extremity. I pon the neck is painted

a woman, seated on a rock ; she is turning leftwards, and holds a mirror and dish, in which

are branches. A branch of myrtle, a crown, and a small fillet lie beside her. From the

Basilicata, Durand's collection, No. 1291. 7} in. h.

132 RHYTON, terminating in the head of a gazelle. On the neck, a naked youth, holding a ba.sket,

fillet, thyrsus, &c. 8 in. h.

133 LECYTHUS. Ornamented with a network and wave pattern. 6 in. h.

134 LECYTHUS; network, in white and red, upon a pale red ground, representing its ca.se. 2'i iu. h.

135 PYXIS, cylindrical. Cover ornamented with wave pattern, and egg-and-tongue ornament. 2i in. h.

136 VASE. Foot of a vase, of peculiar shape, with an egg-and-tongue and ma;ander ornament, in red. 6J in.h.

137 VASE, in shape of a leg, wearing an endromis, or hunting-boot. G| in. h.

WHITE FIGTUES.

138 ALABASTRON. Head of Venus, bound in a kekrvphalos, and antefixal ornaments. 5| iu. h.

139 LECYTHUS. Head of Venus, amidst three flowers of the convolvolus. 6 in. h.

140 CENOCHOE. Reeded body; on the neck a i)igi()n. 6i in. h.

141 APULIAN Li'X'YTHUS. Pigeon, amidst tendrils ami flowers. 6i in. h.

142 APULIAN LECVTHI S. Wreath of grapes, and of myrtle. 5^ iu. h.

143 SKYPHOS. Reeded body, pigeon between two ivy wreaths. R. A mjTtle wreath.

144 SKYPIIOS IIERACLEOTES. Reeded body ; round the neck, a myrtle wreath. 4 in. h.

MODELLED BLACK WARE.

145 PHIALE OMPIIALOTES. Round the interior are four (piadrigie, each driven by a winged figure

of Victory, and preceded by a small figure of Cupid, flying in the air. In the first chariot is

Minerva, having before the horses a winged serpent ; in the second is Diana, liaving a stag

before the horses ; the third is Mars, whose chariot is preceded by a wild boar; and last,

Hercules, whose chariot is preceded by a hind. A remarkal)ly well preserved and interesting

specimen, of spirited workmanship. These have been stamped from a mould. 7i in- dr.

146 ASKOS. Reeded body; mask of Silenus, crowned witli ivy, full face. Durand's Collection, No.

1345. 41 in. h.

R
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147 SMALL JUG, with spout, in shape of a lion's head. 3 in. h.

148 ASKOS. Spout in shape of a lion's head, and crown. Durand's Collection, 1052. 2^ in. h.

149 CUP, on a stand, with two handles in shape of ranis' heads, lUceander border and tendrils.

150 OLPE. Eeeded body, twisted handle. 44- in. h.

151 OLPE. Reeded body. 3^ in. h.

152 DIOTA. Reeded body. 6 in. h.

153 OLPE. Reeded body; at the base of handle, a head of Pan. 5^ in. h.

154 CENOCHOE. At the base of the handle, head of a Satyr, crowned with ivy. 6^ in. h.

155 OLPE. Body reeded. 3 in. h.

156 OLPE. Body reeded. 3^ in. h.

157 ARYBALLOS. Body reeded. 3 in. h.

158 SKYPHOS. Body reeded. 4| in. h.

159 CRETERIDION. Lip reeded. 1| in. h.

160 PINAX. Stamped egg-and-tongue and circular ornaments, disposed like rays, 1^ in. h.

161 Similar VASE. l^- in. h.

162 GENOCHOE. Body fluted slightly. Style of Nola. 8^ in. h.

PLAIN BLACK VASES.

163 LEKANIS. Round the cover, a red band. 4^ in. h.

164 LEKANIS. Recurved handles. 4^ in. h.

165 APULIAN STAMNOS. Stamped antefixal ornaments. 6 in. h.

166 KYLIX. Stamped bands. 4^ in. h.

167 KY^LIX. Incised bands. Etruscan ware. 5 in. h.

168 SKYPHOS. Red foot. 3i in. h.

169 SKYPHOS. 2f in. h.

170 SKYPHOS. Vertical handles. 2i in. h.

171 LEKANIS; body of. IJ in. h.

172 CANTHAROS. Nolan ware. 3 in. h.

173 CANTHAROS. Double moulded handles. 5i in. h.

174 (ENOCHOE. Nolan ware. 4i in. h.

175 (ENOCHOE. Nolan ware. ' 4 in. h.

176 (ENOCHOE. Different mouth. 5| in. h.

177 (ENOCHOE. 4 in. h.

178 APULIAN LECYTHUS. 4^ in. h.

179 OLPE. At the base of the handle, a moulded head of Bacchus lauriformis. 6 in. h.

180 OLPE. 3| in. h.

181 OLPE. 2| in. h.

182 Small circular ASKOS. Fine Nolan ware. 2i in. h.

183 Small JUG, with a spout and handle, for feeding lamps 2i in. h.

184 LAMP, with a handle. 4 in. 1.

185 LAMP, with a handle. 3 in- 1-

186 PHIALE. Stamped in the centre with two antefixal ornaments, and two dolphins. 6^ in. dr.

187 I>eep PHIALE. Stamped with antefixal ornaments. 6^ in. dr.
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ROMAN POTTERY.

188 A circular CUP of Samian ware, with bas-reliefa on the outside, representing Centaurs hunting

lions and bears. Very fine workmanship, and very remarkable for the state of preservation,

as very few vessels of this ware are found perfect. 6^ in. dr.

189 A smaU circular CUP of the same ware; perfect. • .3 in. dr.

190 A fine-sliaped black VASE, without handles; ivy leaves on the outside, in bas-relief. 4 in. h.

191 A one-handled, very finely-shaped VASE of red clay, ornamented with incrustations of various

coloured glass pastes. An extremely rare specimen, and intact. 5 in. h.

192 A small CUP of red clay. 2^ in. h.

193 A small, one-handled VASE of white clay. 4 in. h.

194 Six Alabastron-shaped PHIALS of clay. From 2V to 5-l in. h.

195 A small (ENOCIIOE, in white clay, found at Pompeii. 2\ in. h.

19G A small Askos-shaped VASE of white clay. 2i in. h.

197 An AMPHORA. 14^ in. h.

19K A LAMP in red clay, with a triangular handle on which is iui eagle holding a palm-l)ranch in his

])eak ; at the bottom, tlie letters \ . I. s in. 1.

l!)9 A similar shaped LAMP, with a crow picking a poppy-head. On the bottom a maker's name.

3\ in. I.

200 A LAMP in red day, with ])ii'r(('(l handle; in the centre, Pan, \Nith syrin\ and pediiiii, ".dking, the

l)order ornamented with bunches of gnipes and vine-leaves in bas-relief. .> in. 1

201 A LAMP, with pierced handle; in the centre, two gladiators, one a niirmillo. 5^, in. 1.

202 A LAMP, in tine red clay ; in tlie centre, Mercury, with the petasus and winged feet, the chlaniys

round his shoulders, holding the cadueeus iu his hand ; at the Ijottom, the letters V. W. IL

4^ in. 1.

203 A LAMP. In the centre, a comic dancing figure, holding a tlute in each hand. I in. I.

204 A Ditto. In the centre, the head of Lima.

20"> A LAMP, with the head of Hercules. Very tine work. 3^ in. 1.

20n Four various LAMPS.

BUSTS, FIGURES, AND ANIMALS IN TERRA COTTA.

207 BUST of Cornelius Scipio, found in his sarcophagus. A work ol' great art, and very interesting, from

its close resemblance to (ither likenesses on engraved stones, representing this great

general. Mounted on a rosso-antico pliutli, with a gilt tablet, on which is the inscription,

"Caput fictile. Repertum. Aptul. Sarc()i)hiigum. Cor. Scipionis. F. l^arbati.'" 1^ in. li.

20s A FEMALE BUST, with necklace. Fine character. 5| in. h.

209 A FEMALE BUST. 3^ in. h.

210 A FEMALE BI ST. li in. h.

211 A FEMALE FKJURE, draped, standing. 7+ i"- 1>

212 A ditto. ditto. 74 in. Ii.

213 (JODDESS. Seated figure, in old hieratic style. 5A iu. Ii
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214 FEMALE FIGURE, reclining; traces of colour. 4 in. h.

215 VENUS CYTHEREA, in the pecten shell, rising from the sea. 6 in. h.

216 MERCURY CRIOPHOROS, hair dressed in the Etruscan style, carrying above his head a tray, on

which two rams are couching, an ivy leaf between them ; the feet of the figure are

wanting. Very fine work. 5| in. h.

217 GANYMEDES, half draped, carrying a cock. Etruscan. 4^ in. h.

218 A grotesque figure of SILENUS, in sitting position, holding a patera. 4f in. h.

219 MERCURY, sitting on a rock; on liis head the petasus, holding the caduceus. 3| in. h.

220 SPHINX, winged female. Very beautiful work. 9 in. h.

221 VENUS, seated on a rock, holding the apple in her right hand; in her left, her drapery. 4^ in. h.

222 CHILD, draped, holding a bunch of grapes, playing on the ground with a dog and a goose, which

endeavours to peck the fruit. From Panticapseum in Sicily. 2| in. h.

223 YOUTH. Cupid, or Triptolemus, recUning on a wild boar. 4 in. h.

224 SQUARE BOX. On it, in bas-relief, Somnus : hollow and rattles, having been an ancient toy

(
Crepundia) . 3^ in. 1.

225 HERCULES. (?) In the old hieratic style, seated, with his hands placed on his flanks. 2^ in. h.

226 CUPID, holding a pigeon by both hands, upon his breast. 2i in. h.

227 SILENUS-HEAD : mask, from the decoration of a tomb. 3 in. h.

228 BOAR. Apparently an ancient toy, as it rattles; painted white. 2| in. h.

229 RAM
;
painted white. 3-1^ in. h.

230 COCK
;
painted white. 4 in. h.

231 BAS-RELIEF. Apollo standing, his right arm uplifted on his head, leaning on his lyre ; at his side

stands Ceres holding the cornucopia; near her sits Vulcan, holding the hammer.

12 in. h., 10^ in. w.

232 RHYTON. Ram's head, beautifully modelled. 7| in. h.

ENCAUSTIC AND FRESCO PAINTINGS FROM HERCULANEUM
AND POMPEII.

1 Circular encaustic painting from Herculaneum, from the celebrated collection of Dr. Mead, described

in the Catalogue of his sale, February, 1755, page 242 :
—" Glaucus, phocam, quam capistro tenet,

per mare ducens; inferiore corporis parte in piscem desinente, prout Ovidius describit, Met.

XIII., 912.

" Constitit hie ; et tuta loco, monstrumne deusne

Hie sit ignorans, admiraturque colorem,

Csesariemque humeros subjectaque terga tergentem,

Ultimaque exipiat quod tortilis inguina piscis." 10 in. dr.

2 Fresco painting from Pompeii, representing Venus and Adonis. 11 in. by 9 in.

3 Ditto, ditto, Cupid and Pysche. 8| in. square.

These two paintings were formerly in the possession of H. R. H. the late Duke of Sussex.

4 Encaustic painting from Herculaneum, representing a nymph seated, holding a wreath, before her ivy-

leaves. 10 in. h., 8 in. w.



ANTIQUE GLASSES.

EGYPTIAN.

1 PAPYRUS SCEPTRE (chu)
;
perforated; worn us an appeudiige to a necklace. Opaque black glass,

with white and red stripes. 1

2 HEART {Hat). Amulet ])laced on the muramies to aid in preserving the heart in the Hades.

Striped blue, yellow, and white. i in- h.

3 JUG, one-handled. Opaque; black glass, with white arabesques in relief. ' in. h.

4 Ditto. ditto. Transparent blue glass. ' i"- b.

EARLY GREEK AND ETRUSCAN.

These Glasses have (jenerally been found in Etruscan tombs.

5 AMPHORA, with coloured zigzag ornaments, the coloui's uiucli oxidised ; the glass is of an iridescent,

silvery appearance. fi in. h.

6 AMPHORA, fluted, the colours very much oxidated
;
beautifully iridescent. fj in. h.

7 AMPHORA, oniamcnted with palmettos in l)liu>, yellow, aiul black
;
fragmented, l)utli bundles wanting.

and a piece of tlu; bottom. 4^ in. b.

8 AMPHORA, dark blue; fragmented; the neck is wanting. 4 in. li.

9 Ditto. Zigzag ornaments, in light blue and yellow, upon dark blue ground. Tliis specimen is beauti-

fully preserved, the colours looking (juite fresli. 2* in. h.

10 Ditto. Fluted riband ornaments, in light blue and yellow, upon dark blue ground ; colours looking

very fresh
; piece of the neck wanting. 2| in. h.

11 Ditto. Fluted, ornamented with zigzags in yellow and ligbt green, dark blue groiind ; colours well

preserved.
.if. in. b.

12 Ditto Zigzag oniameuts in light green and yellow, upon l)lue gnmnd ; one of tbe handles is wanting.

2^ in. b.

l.J Ditto. Light green and yellow ornaments, upon blue ground ; coloiu-s oxidated. 2i in. b.

14 Ditto. Fluted, zigzag ornaments in light green and yellow, upon dark blue ground 2} in. ii.

15 Ditto. Fluted, zigzag ornaments, much oxidised; of silvery appearance. 2} in. b.

16 ARYBALLOS; waved blue and white. Very beautiful. 2 in. b.
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1 7 CENOCHOE, yellow scales on blue ground, lip of the neck white, the handle a tiger's head.

4i in. h.

18 CENOCHOE of lapis laziili colour, beautiful shape. 2j in. h.

19 ALABASTRON VASE, scale ornaments of liglii green, yellow and white upon dark-blue ground, very

fine, and remarkable for its size. 7 in- h.

20 Ditto, zigzag ornaments in light blue and yellow upon dark blue ground, the colours have not

suffered in the least from oxydization, and are extremely vivid. 6g in. h.

21 Ditto, palmetto ornaments, colours much oxydized, iridescent, silvery appearance. 5 in. h.

22 Ditto, dark opaque colour, oxydized. 4| in. h.

23 Ditto, zigzag ornaments, Hght green and yellow, iridescent. 3f in. h.

24 Ditto, fluted, zigzags in white and yellow upon blue ground, iridescent. 3| in. h.

2.5 Ditto, dark opaque colour, three white stripes running round the body on the neck, and near the

bottom. 4i- in. h.

26 CIRCULAR CUP, imitation of the brown and white striped sardonyx
;

very interesting specimen,

from the close resemblance to the real stone. 3| in. h., 5 in. dr.

27 Ditto, imitation of the brescia marble
;
very fine. 1 in. h., 4i-in. dr.

28 Ditto, spiral lacework, with brown border; highly interesting. I5 in. h., 5 in. dr.

29 CIRCULAR PLATE, deep green-coloured
;
very interesting specimen, from having been formed on

the lathe. Beautiful and unique. 1^ in. h., 6^ in. dr.

SO CIRCULAR CUP, ribbed, amber colour
;
very beautiful. ?f in. h., 5 in. dr.

31 OVIFORM VASE, of a fine amethyst colour; found near Nismes. 5^ in. h., 20 in. circ.

32 ALABASTRON PHIAL, amethyst-colour. 4| in. h.

.33 CIRCULAR CUP, of a garnet coloui'. U in. h., 2| in. dr.

34 PHIAL, in blue glass; elegant shape. 3i in. h.

3.5 ARMLET, in beautiful blue glass. 3 in. dr.

36 Ditto, sea-green. 3^ in. dr.

37 BUTTONS (three), yeUow, light green, and one of a beautiful iridescent green patina.

38 BEADS (two), one ribbed of blue glass, with light green in the centre ; the other striped with red and

white, upon green ground.

GLASS.—MOSAIC.

39 EGYPTIAN HAWK, ou transparent blue glass ; the surface is covered with small cavities, in some of

which there are still some gold incrustations perceivable, probably the blue glass was

studded with these gold specks, to imitate the pyrites of the lapis lazuli. Roman-Egyptian

work, unique. ^ in. h., ^ in. w.

40 PALMETTE ORNAMENT AND BIRD, on dark blue glass, in red, white, and yellow incrusted

;

Roman. T^e in. h., in. w.

41 HEAD OF BACCHUS, on an octagon tablet, in white, light green, red, and blue. Roman. Set in

gold, as a ring. i in. h., ^ in. w.
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42 PARROT, on dark blue glass, incrustation, of red, green, and yellow colours, with gold fillet ; round

shape. Set as a gold ring. | in. dr.

43 VINE LEAF, on semi-opaque l)lue glass
;

\a\)h lazuli colour ; incrustation of green enamel, in gold

fillet. A real work of art ; oval form. Set as a gold ring. '} in. h., | in. w.

44 LIZARD, on semi-opaque blue glass
;

lapis lazuli colour ; incrustation of green enamel in gold fillet.

Oval form. Set as a gold ring. i in. h., ^ in. w.

45 FISH, of various colours, on white ground. 5
J-
in h., 9

J-
in. w.

46 Ditto. ditto. ditto. 5 in. h., 71- in-

47 Twenty-six pieces of Glass, with incrustations, of a variety of colours.

UNCOLOUREI) (JLASS.- ROMAN.

48 CINERARY URN, with cover, of the most beautiful iridescent colour.s, and uninjured; found in the

neighbourhood of Cabtuage. Contains the incombustible liueu in which the body was

wrajjped previously to its being burned. 13 in. h., 31 in. circ.

49 CINERARY URN, with cover ; found in the same tomb as the f(»regoing lot, (uninjured.) Contains

calcined human bones, and those of an animal, supposed to Im; of a warrior and his horse.

11 1 in. h., 26 in. circ.

50 CINERARY URN, four-haiulled. lOi in. h., 29 in. circ.

51 Ditto. ditto. 10 . in. h., 27 in. circ.

52 Ditto, two-handled, with cover ; in the interior, figures of l)oys are painted in gold ; contains bones.

From Horace AValpole's Collection; particuhu*ly described in Dr. Conyers Middleton's

Antiquities. 9 in. h., 221 in. circ.

53 CUP, circular, ribbed, and elegantly shajjcil. 5 in. h., 7^ in. dr.

54 BOTTLE, with a .-.hort handle on the neck. Found in the same tomi) witli lots 48 and 49. Contains

the dregs of wine. The glass is extremely thin, and cracked. 7 in. h.

55 BOTTLE, (square) ; with a short handle on the neck. 44 in. h.

56 VASE, with one liandle ; oviform body. Very elegant shape. 7 in. h.

.'57 Ditto, with two handles
;
globular form. 7i in. h.

58 Ditto, with one handle, glolnilar form. 3 in. h.

59 BOTTLE, globular form, with long neek ; at tlic Iom er part of the bottle tliere is a spout. 5 in. h.

60 BOTTLE, globidar form, with long neek. 4i in. h.

61 Ditto, ditto, ditto. 4 in. h.

62 Ditto, ditto, ditto. 4i in. h.

63 Ditto, ditto, ditto, silvery iridescent colour. 3i in. h.

64 Ditto, ditto, ditto, ditto. 3i in. h.

65 Ditto, ditto, ditto, ditto. 3i in. h.

66 Ditto, ditto, ditto, ditto. 3^ in. h.

67 Ditto, ditto, ditto, ditto. • 2| in. h.

68 Ditto, ditto, ditto, ditto. 2^ in. h.

69 Ditto, ditto, ditto, ditto. 21 in. h.
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70 BOTTLE, globular with long neck. 2 in. h.

71 Ditto, globoid body with long neck, silvery iridescent colour. 2J in. h.

72 Ditto, ditto, ditto, ditto. 2\ in. h.

73 Ditto, ditto, ditto, ditto. 2\ in. h.

74 Ditto, ditto, ditto, blueisb iridescent colour. li in. h.

75 Ditto, ditto, ditto, much oxydized. 2| in. h.

76 Ditto, square, beautiful iridescent. 2f in. h.

77 Ditto, fluted, iridescent. 3| in. h.

78 PHIAL, (called lachrymatory), beautiful iridescent colours, bottom and neck fragmented. 7i in. h.

79 Ditto ^called lachrvmsitorv^ 'i-L in h

80 Ditto. 04 ill. 11.

81 Ditto. in >i\J g JJJ.. 11.

82 Ditto, iridescent. v 2-1- in. h.

83 Ditto, two. each 2^ in. h.

84 Ditto, iridescent, with antique gold moimting on the neck. This is a very rare specimen, and shews

that glass must have been in great consideration, being mounted with such precious metal.

\\ in. h.

85 Ditto, oviform, with long tapering tube at the bottom, and long neck. 6| in. h.

86 CUP, circular, beautiful iridescent. 3 in. h., 3^ in. dr.

87 Ditto, ditto, ditto. 2i in. h., 4^ in. dr.

88 Ditto, ditto. \\ in. h., 2f in. dr.

89 GOBLET, drinking cup, conical form. 5 in. h.

90 Ditto, ditto, ditto, engraved with Gothic ornaments. 3| in. h.

91 PLATE, circular. 1| in. h., 6| in. dr.

92 Ditto, very iridescent. \\ in. h., 7i in- dr.

93 FRAGMENTS, two, one neck of a bottle ; the other, the foot of a cup, beautifully iridescent.

94 CUP, circular, knotted surface, iridescent. If in. h., If in. dr.

95 Ditto, beautifully iridescent. \ in. h., 1^ in. dr.

96 Ditto, ditto. \ in. h., 1^ in. dr.

97 Ditto, flat, opal-hke colours. If in. dr.

98 Ditto, ditto, greenish iridescent colours.

99 HOUR-GLASS, Roman, contains sand, and has four marked divisions of the houi' ; found with the

fragments of a bronze capsula, near Mayence, 1846. This specimen is unique. 3 in. h.

*



WORKS OF GREEK, ETRUSCAN, AND ROMAN ARTISTS,

IN SILVER AND BRONZE.

STATUES OF DIVINITIES.

1 JUPITER. . . . Bust of Jupiter Serapis. Noble and spirited. J in. h.

2 Jupiter, standing erect, crowned with laurels ; the chiton is suspended from his

left sliouldor. The right iuia wanting. 3J in. h.

3 Jupiter, crowned with laurel; the arms and legs fragmented. Very spirited.

2 in. h.

4 (;!ERES A verj' smaU statuette. Ceres, seated on a throne, holding the patera in her

right hand, and the horn of plenty in her left. { in. h.

a MINERVA. ... A standing Miucrva, siinilur to the one in the .Eginetic group; she is armed with

the aegis and circular shield ; a lance, now wanting, formerly reposed in her raised

hand ; on her head the goddess wears a stephane-like helmet, with ear-flaps.

The representation is dignified throughout. (Vide Tab. 111. No. 1.) 4J in. h.

(5 Minerva, with a helmet upon her head, the cone of which is formed by a sphinx.

She wears the ajgis, and advances to the combat, clad in flowing garments

;

the lance, which she held in her left hand, is wanting, as also the object

she carried in her stretched-forth right hand. Very pleasing, and carefully

e.xecuted. It vividly reminds of similar representations of this goddess, in

marble, on cngi'aved stones, and on coins. The patina is remarkably beautiful.

5 in. h.

7 A standing Minerva, clad in a richly-draped peplos; on her head is the aulopis
;

in her left hand she holds her buckler to the gromid ; in her right, her lance.

(Vid. Tab. III. No. 2.) 4^ in. h.

8 Minerva, in an attitude of re])ose ; a helmet, with a flowing plume, covers her

head, the a>gis her breast ; her raised left hand leans upon the huice, while

her right formerly held her buckler to the ground. The right under arm is

broken oft'. 5-^ in. b.

9 Minerva, seated, with the icgis upon her l)reast, and the patera in her right hand

;

in her left, she held the lance, whieii is wanting. Spirited, and rare, on

account of the attitude, which seldom occurs in bronzes. 2^ in. h.

s
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Head of Minerva^ with silver eyes, belonging to a statue, and remarkable for a

widely-spread plume of tbe helmet, which shades the face. Composition and

execution very beaiitiful. 2j in. h.

Bast of Minerva; she wears a helmet, without the plume. Of the fine Greek

type, with silver eyes, and a beautiful patina. 1| in. h.

An owl. lA in. h.

An owl, sitting on the trunk of a tree. If in. h.

Statue of young Mars ; he wears a helmet ; his lifted right hand reposed on the

lance, which is now wanting ; and his left hand holds the parazonium. This

figure, which, in point of composition and execution, may rank with the finest

monuments, deserves attentive consideration, even in its details. The slender

legs, curved in beautiful lines, form a support, upon which the upper body rests

with dignified gracefulness. The muscles of the body are sharply defined, yet

dehcately rounded by that softness of form peculiar to statues of Mars. Finally,

the arms, and the weapons that rest in them, complete the expression of the

whole, the eff'ect of which is the greater, the more clearly we perceive the artist's

intention to depict the God of War in all the grandeur of his divinity. The eyes

were formerly of silver. The patina is very beautiful. (Vide Tab. V.) in. h.

Venus Anadyomene, with a drooping chiton, and her head adorned by a stephane,

adjusting her humid hair with both hands. Exceedingly pleasing. Fine patina.

2i in. h.

Venus Anadyomene grasping her humid hair with both hands. The pupils of the

eyes, and the bracelets which adorn the upper arms, are silver. 4i in. h.

A similar representation, but without ornament, and less skilfully executed.

4| in. h.

Venus, naked, her head adorned with the stephane, adjusting her hair with her

left hand. Very pleasing. The feet are unfortunately mutilated. 3i in. h.

Venus, standing, naked, holding a broad, twisted wreath in her hand. One of the

finest productions of Greek art, alike great in conception and execution. The

goddess of beauty is here invested with the utmost sweetness and guilelessness,

devoid of the coquetry which characterizes the naked statues of Venus of later

periods. Even the minutest details are executed with a grace and beauty,

only ascribable to the flourishing period of Greek art. The expression of the

countenance is pre-eminently dignified, and the hair is most gracefully arranged
;

the figure is in admirable preservation, and has a green patina. Found near

Mogla in Asia Minor. (Vid. Tab. II.) 13i in. h.

Venus Euploea, in a sitting postiire, with her garment drooping. She holds her

peplum, which is inflated by the wind, over her head. Spirited. 4| in. h.

Venus, adorned with a necklace and bracelets, holding her drooping garment in

her left hand. Very pretty. 2^ in. h.

Venus, naked, regarding herself in a mirror, which she holds in her right hand,

while with her left she strives modestly to conceal her charms. The figure is

throughout well-proportioned. 4| in. h.
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23 VENUS. . . .A naked Venus, her head adorned by a stephane, with flowino; ribbons, holding;

the apple in her left hand. The conception and execution of this figure are

elegant throughout. 5y in. h.

24 Venus, naked, with her left hand, she re-adjusts a disordered lock of hair.

The attitude of the goddess is peculiarly graceful and pleasing. The pupils of

the eyes, which were of silver, are unfortunately wanting. Fine patina. 5^ in. h.

25 A standing Venus, naked, her locks adorned with the stephane. In her right

hand the goddess seems to have held the apple, while with her left, she modestly

conceals her charms. The figure, throughout of the highest order, is perfectly

proportioned. 5^ in. h.

26 Venus, crowned with a diadem; in her stretched-forth right hand she holds the

apple, while with the other, she modestly gathers round her the peplos, which

has fallen. The composition and treatment are equally happy. 6\ in. h.

27 A silver statuette of Venus. The goddes.s, who is naked, seems to have held an

apple, or a mirror, in her right hand, while with the other she modestly con-

ceals her charms from the prying gaze. The neck and left arm are adorned

with l ings of twisted gohl wire, and from the necklace is suspended an oriental

pearl. G| in. h.

28 CUPID. ... A standing Cupid, with a lyre on his left arm, which he rests upon a pillar ; in his

right hand he hohls the plectrum. This statuette probably served to ornament

some vessel. 4^ in. h.

29 Cupid, the wings and extremities are wanting ; a garment is thrown over the

shoulder. Peculiarly fine; and spirited. 1} iu. h.

30 Cupid, with the horn of ph uty in his riglit liand. Extremely pleasing and elegant.

2J in. li.

31 Cupid holding a burning torcli in his uplifted right hand—perhaps tm be regarded

as the light—dispensing Piiosphorus. Very pleasing, and particularly well

executed. 3i in. li.

32 Bu.st of a child, perhaps ( "iipid. The features are invested with a peculiar charm
;

the treatment of the h.iir is extremely artistic. 2j in. h.

APOLLO. . . . Apollo, naked, with the quiver upon his shoulder; he probably held the bow in his

right hand. The composition and treatment of this figure are ecpially l)i'autiful.

Very fine patina. in. h.

33* Apollo, his hair peculisirly arranged in the Etruscan style, in an advancing

po.sition, his right arm uplifted; very old style. Green patina. in. h.

34 Apollo, his head encircled by a band, without any of his attributes. The artistic

conception equals the dignity of tlie subject. 73 in. h.

35 Apollo hohling the patera in his right hand. Very elegant. 2i in. h.

36 Head of Apollo, ador d with a rich growth of hair, of the best period of art.

6] in. h.

37 A youthful standing figure, resembling Apollo ; the head crowned with laurels.

4 in. h.
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Diana, advancing with hurried step, clad in short hunting garments, carrying a

torch (?) in her left hand. This figure, the hands and feet of which are now frag-

mented, is undoubtedly of the best period of Grecian art. 4| in. h.

Bust of Luna, with the crescent on her brow. Fine.

Hecate Triformis ; the crescent floats above the head of the one figure, but the

attributes upon the other heads are wanting ; the daggers and torches in the six

snake-Uke interlaced arms of the goddess are also broken off. 65 in. h.

Mercury, carrying a feather upon his head between his wings, which are half

concealed by a wreath ; he wears the chlamys across his shoulder and upper

arm, holds the purse in his right hand, and the winged caduceus in his left.

The whole figure is distinguished by its elegance. 5f in. h.

Mercury, with a winged hat, and wings to his feet, holds the purse in his right

hand, while with the left, he swings the winged caduceus over his head. To

judge from his attitude, the god appears to be announcing some intelHgence.

5i in. h.

Mercury, with the winged petasus upon his head, and his feet provided with

wings, he appears to have held the purse in his right hand, and the caduceus

in his left. The cldamys hangs most pictm-esquely across his left shoulder

;

the whole conception and treatment is dignified. 7 in. h.

Statue of Mercury, with a laurel-wreath upon his head, and the chlamys across

his shoulders ; in his left hand he holds the lower portion of the broken cadu-

ceus, while the right hand probably carried the purse. The feet are winged.

The features have conspicuously the character of a portrait. 4| in. h.

Mercury, holding the purse in his right hand, and the caduceus in his left. A
highly graceful figure. 5| in. h.

A standiag Mercury, his head covered with the winged hat, holding the caduceus

in his right hand, the purse in his left. 3 5 in. h.

A standing Mercury, his head covered with the winged hat, the chlamys upon his

shoulder; 2| in. h.

Mercury, with winged feet and the winged hat, carrying the chlamys across his

left shoulder, the purse in his right hand, and the caduceus in the other.

The conception and execution pleasing. Fine green patina. 4 in. h.

A standing Mercury, his head covered with the winged hat, the chlamys attached

across the left shoulder by a fibula. The right hand is broken ofi". This

figure of peculiarly pleasing conception and execution, is covered with a very

fine patina. 3j in. h.

Mercury, covered with the unwinged petasus, his left arm enveloped in the

chlamys attadhed to his left shoiilder, standing upon the original antique

pedestal. Spirited. 4i in. h.

A silver statuette of Mercury ; the feet are winged, the chlamys is picturesquely

thrown over the shoulders and arms; in his right hand he holds a purse,

and in his left some coins. This representation of Mercury, with money in
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his hand, is perhaps unique. The figure is of masterly composition and execu-

tion, and of Etruscan orifpu. (Vid. Tab. IV. No. 3.) 4 in. h.

Mercury, with the winged hat, the chlamys thrown over his left shoulder, holding

the purse in his right hand, and the caduceus in his left. Exceedingly spirited

and elegant ; the patina very fine. 3^ in. h.

Mercury carr}'ing a crescent upon his petasus, between liis wings ; his feet

are winged ; in his right hand he holds the purse, while on his left arm rests

Abundantia's horn of plenty, whence, from amidst flowers and fruits, the

caduceus is seen to issue. Apart from the assemblage of Pantheistical attri-

butes, the figure in itself is peculiarly pleasuig and finely patined. (Vid.

Tab. IV. No. 2.) 2J in. h.

A sitting Mercury, the winged hat upon his head, the chlamys upon his kit

shoulder, holding the purse in his right baud, luul the caduceus in his left.

2i in. h.

A statue in the character of Mercury, apparently a portrait. The chlamys is

thrown over the left arm, he has the caduceus and purse, and the feet are

sandaled. Tlie posture, drapery and hair are finely treated : the workmanship

neat. A splendid and particularly well preserved patina. 12J in. h.

A sitting Mercury, with the chlamys over his shoulder and arm, and shoes on

his feet, holding the purse in his right hand ; in the oth t he held the

caduceus, which is lost. The eyes arc of gold. 4\ in. h.

Bacchus crowned with vine leaves, holding a bunch of grapes in his lifted right

hand, while his left rests upon a staff", around which vine-branches, leaves, and

grapes are entwined. Pleasing, aiul tlirougliout artistic. 8 in. h.

Young l}acchus, with richly flowing locks, and the chlamys thrown upon his

shoulders, holding a biuich of grapes in his right haiul, while he stretches

forth the other. Composition and treatment artistic ; a fine patina. 4 in. h.

Young Bacchus holding a bunch of graj)es ; the grapes are of silver. Very

spirited and jjloasing. 1} in. h.

A sitting Bacchus ; Etruscan workmanship. 2^ in. h.

Bacchanalian group; a very spirited composition. The drunken Bacchus is

leaning upon the shoulders of a Satyr and of Pan. 2^ in. h.

Silenus, with a garment around his lower body. Tlie whole conception

is so perfect, that it must attract the notice of every judge of art. Sileims

is represented with all the characteristics proper to the drunken companion

of Bacchus. His cor|)ulcnt ujjpcr body is sup|)orted by thick-set legs, and

the eye, which peeps forth from tiie full face, glances complacently upon the

ample belly. It is clearly visible what eflbrt the attitude of the raised left arm

costs the old man. 3^ in. h.

A similar representation ; the god's right hand is placed upon his side, while

his left seems to have held the thyrsus. Characteristic, but not so full of

genius as the former statuette. 5i in. h.
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64 SILENUS. . . . A gi'otesque Silenus; the extremities are wanting: he is holding a vine-

branch with grapes and leaves over his left shoulder. This statuette, found in

the village of Estoublon, Depart, des Basses Alpes, had undoubtedly served to

ornament a door-boit, whose tongue was moveable by means of a groove behind

the figure. The attitude is highly characteristic, and happily conceived.

5| in. h.

65 DITHYRAMBUS. A circular bronze medallion, perhaps the cover of a box, richly inlaid with silver.

Within a rich decoration of leaves, that runs along the edge of the round cover,

is the young drunken Satyr with the thyrsus, riding upon an ass, from whose

neck is suspended a bell ; on his left shoulder he bears a lyre, upon which he

is playing. The composition and treatment are most masterly. The ass stands

patiently with its head bowed to the ground, trying to discover food, while its

rider, well acquainted with the animal's meekness, sits upon it, his intoxicated

body somewhat inclined backwards, and grasps the strings of the lyre ; the poor

brute bstens with an air of droll attention, indicated by the pricked-up ear.

Found at Pompeii. 3f in. dr.

66 A bas-relief on silver. Pan endeavouring by force to become possessed of his

beloved Syrinx, while she, terrified, drops her pitcher, and repelling her

impetuous lover, seeks to reach the reedy shore. Exceedingly beautiful, and

perhaps the most dignified and spirited treatment of this subject, although it

frequently occurs in the works of antiquity. Found at Pompeii.

2| in. h., 3| in. w.

A young Faun, clad with the nebris, and holding the pedum in his left hand,

blowing upon the syrinx. The right foot is broken off. 4| in. h.

. A bearded, recumbent Satyr, with feet of an ox : in the severe old Etruscan style.

A very fine, turquoise-like, smooth patina. If in. h.

A similar representation. Not so well preserved. Ij in. h.

A youthful Hermes, probably used as a bolt-cover. 4| in. h.

A Hermes, with the phallus. 4 in. h.

. One of the Dioscures, his head covered with the pileus, standing by his horse, his

right arm flung around the animal's neck. 1^ in. h.

73 HEBE. , . . . Hebe, in a pleasing attitude, holding the nectar-can in her left hand, and in

her raised right one, the patera. The head of the goddess is covered with a

reversed calix, out of which the bees are gathering nectar. This is a not less

origiaal, than graceful representation. A similar statuette is in the Museum
of the Hague. 5^ in. h.

74 HARPOCRATES.—A winged Harpocrates, with the bulla round his neck, standing upon an antique

pedestal, his left hand holding the horn of plenty, which rests upon the bough

of a tree. Pleasing. 6 in. h. (inclusive of the pedestal.)

75 Harpocrates, winged, the quiver on his back, and the bulla round his neck, holding

the horn of plenty in his left hand, against a pillar. Very fine. A beautiful

patina. 2 in. h.

67

68 SATYR. .

69

70

71

72 DIOSCURI.
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76 HARPOCRATES.-

77

78

79

80 VICTORIA. . .

81 FORTUNA. . .

82 VERTUMNIjS. .

HA FLORA. . . .

84 HERCULES. . .

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

-Harpocrates, with the quiver on his back, and the horn of plenty on his arm.

Elegant. • 2| in. h.

Harpocrates, holding the horn of plenty on his left arm. Tlie feet are wanting.

2i in. h.

Harpocrates, with the bulla round his nock. The left arm with the horn of

plenty; both legs are wanting. Very elegant and expressive. 1 V in. h.

A very elegant statuette of Harpocrates, but without the bulla. li in. h.

Victoria, marching onwards ; both arms are wanting. 2J in. h.

Fortuna, clad in amply-flowing garments, with the helm in her right hand, and

the cornucopia with fruits on her left arm. Her head is adorned with the

plumes often given to Isis. \'ery lovely and pleasing, and of delicate workman-

ship. (Vide Tab. IV. No. 4.) .5^ in. h.

Vertumnus, in a long priestly garment, carrj'ing fruits and flowers. The dress and

workmanship indicate this figure to be of Etruscan origin. A fine grecnish-ljlue

patina. 2^ in. Ii.

A youthful female statue, clad in a chiton podcres, and ampechonium ; her rich

hair is adonied with what seems to be a wreath of flowers ; in her right

liund she holds an apple; the left arm is theatrically stretched upwards.

5 4 in. h.

Statue of young Hercules, with the lion's skin upon his shoulder, holding the

club in his left hand. Spirited and dignified. 9i in. h.

Statue of a bearded Hercules, witlithe lion's skin upon his left arm, and his right

one resting on the club. Adniiral)le, and of the purest fJrcek character.

10} in. h.

A standing Hercules, with a short elul) in his right hand, his head and shoulders

covered with the lion's skin. A most lia])i)y conception and treatment.

Ill iu. h.

A standing Hercules, holding his right hand before his lower body, and with the

other sustaining the cIul) ui)()n his shoulders. The feet are wanting. 2 in. h.

A standing Hercules, holding the club and lion's skin in his left hand. IMeasing

and majestic, notwithstanding the small dimensions. Very fine patina. 1 J in. h.

A youthful Hercules, with the lion's skin knotted around his shoulder, swinging

a elul) in his right hand, high over his head. Etniscan workmanship, and very

elegant. 3i in. h.

A youthful Hercules, over whose head and arm the lion's skin is thnnvn in a

shield-like manner. The attitude similar to that of the preceding ; the ehd) is

wanting. Of Etruscan workmanship, wry- fine. A beautiful |)atina. 41 in. h.

Hercules, in an attitude similiu" to that of thv jjirceding ; the lion's skin over his

arm, and a horn-like point projecting from his forehead; less fine ; but with a

beautiful patina. 25 in. h.

Hercules crowned with a wreath, resting his right hand 111)011 the elul), while in his

left, he appears to have held lui apple. 5 iu. h.
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98 HERCULES. . . A standing Hercules, holding the scyphus in his right hand, and the club and

lion's skin in the other. Very fine patina. 3 in. h.

94 The lion's skin of a bronze statue of Hercules. Very fine. An excellent green

patina.

PEIESTS AND PRIESTESSES.

95 A yoimg priest, or one of the Lares, sacrificing ; in his right hand he holds a rhyton, in the form of a

dolphin ; in the other, a cornucopia. The lower part of the body is wanting. 2f in. h.

96 Statuette of a priest, clad in a garment that folds round him. In the oldest Etruscan style. Smooth

patina. 3i in. h.

97 Statue of a Roman priestess, clad in an amply-folded double stola, which is drawn over the head ; the

feet encased in. shoes. The attitude is grave and dignified, and the drapery most artistic. 7^ in- h.

98 A priestess, clad in the stola prsetexta, which is drawn over the hind part of the head ; the feet encased

in shoes. Etruscan workmanship. Fine patina. 5 in. h.

99 Statue of a Roman sacrificer, or Lar, known under the name of Camillus ; he is clad in a tunic and

,
calceis, and his head is wreathed with laurels ; with his left hand he holds up a drinking horn, in the

form of a horsefoot ; in the other, he carries a drinking cup. Very pleasing and elegant. 2f in. h.

100 A representation similar to the preceding one, but not so fine : the hands are wanting. 2f in. h.

101 A female votive-head, with a stephane, and features like Juno ; the pupils of the eyes, which are now

broken out, were probably composed of precious stones. The two votive arms, a right, and a

left one, found at the same place as this head, must unquestionably have belonged to it. The

head and arms, both evidently by the same artist, are beautifully proportioned, and finely

executed in all their parts, but more particularly about the hands. The patina particularly fine

and smooth. Height of the head, 11^ in. ; length of the arms, 15 in.

WARRIORS, ATHLETES, HISTRIONS.

102 An elderly warrior, with the bulla, and wearing a sagum round his shoulders, and a great helmet,

covered with a waving horsetail upon his head. His arm is thrown around a younger warrior, at

his side, whose head is encircled by a fillet. A masterly composition, of the Etruscan period.

(Vide Tab. IV. No. 1.) 3^ in. h.

103 A warrior throwing the lance ; his breast-plate is ornamented, and on his head he wears a helmet,

which partly covers his face. He stands upon the original pedestal. The lance and the left hand

are wanting. Etruscan workmanship : fine patina. 3| in. h.

1 04 A warrior on horseback, with a double coat of mail, and upon his head a helmet, whose visor descends

deep over the face. The rider formerly carried a lance, which, however, is now wanting. The

horse is in motion. Etruscan. 3| in. h.

105 A warrior in a short shirt of mail, with a winged helmet and a disproportionately large plume upon his

head. The body is quite flat, the arms stiff and imperfect ; but the face and the armour-covered

legs are more finished. Etruscan. 11 in. h.
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106 A gladiator in a fencing attitude ; on his stretched-forth right arm he wears a small shield, intended

to break the adversary's stroke. Of a later Roman period. 2| in. h.

107 A youthful athlete, with the strigil, preparing for the combat. In the severe Etruscan style. A very

fine smooth patina. 3§ in. h.

10ft A bearded athlete, with his hands placed upon Ids hip, as if he were carrying a burthen. Very fine and

artistic. 2^ in. h.

109 An athlete swinging in his uplifted right hand a ball, which he is about to throw. Fine Etruscan work-

manship : the patina good. . 3^ in. b.

110 A youthful athlete of sturdy frame, in a bold challenging attitude ; the left hand, which appears to have

held some weapon, now wanting, is stretched forth. A characteristic Etruscan representation.

An enamel-like, greeuish-blue patina. The figure stands upon its original square bronze

pedestal. 8 in. h.

111 A Discobolus, with the discus in his right hand. Characteristically treated. Etruscan workmanship.

The feet are wanting : a fine patina. 3^ in. h.

1)2 A youthful actor, clad in an ample cloak, holding the tragic mask. Very pleasing. 4^^ in. h.

11.3 A man, standing, with a helmet, in the very oldest Etniscan style. 3 in. h.

PORTRAIT STATUES.

114 Bust of an emperor, probably Tiberius, with a handle upon the head. Perhaps it served as a weigljt.

The martial cloak of Oriental alabaster, attached by an onyx is of more modern date. The stones,

which formed the pupils of the eye arc broken out. Very grand and spirited. 11^ in. h.

115 Statue of young Caracalla, in the Roman imperial garb. Highly artistic. 6 in. h.

116 Statue of Scptimius Scverus, crowned with laurel, and in the dress of a Roman emperor, yet with a

totally unoniamentcd double coat of mail, lii his left hand he holds the sceptre, while the

other is imperiously .stretched forth. Spirited : the patina of a fine green. Hi in. h.

117 Cleopatra, naked, with the viper, whose poisoned tooth luis already inflicted the dcadlv wound in her

left hand ; in her uplifted right hand she holds another serpent, which coils itself around her

arm. 4\ in. h.

STATUES OF ClllJJJKEN, YOUTHS AND MEN, WITHOUT ANY

PARTICUL.AR DESIGNATION.

IIH A boy running ; his right leg is considerably elevated behind the other. Very elegant. in. b.

119 A boy advancing with hurried motion ; his left hand is raised, and in the other, he appears to have

held a thyrsus. Most si)iritcdly conceived, and delicately executed. Gilt. 2 in. h.

120 A sitting child. Very pretty. 1^ in. h.

121 Bust of a child. Fine aiul spirited.
. 4| in. h.

J 22 Statue of a youthful hero, with the attril)utes of Hercules, the lion's skin over his head, and the bulla

round his neck. One might be led to suppose that this figure represents a young Hercules, were

it not that the features dift'cr widely from the accepted type. The lower right arm, and the club

in the left hand, are wanting : the feet are restored. Very spirited. 7i in. h.

T
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123 A youth, naked, with a modius-like head-dress; from under which, behind, a luxuriant growth

of hair is escaping. In his right hand he holds a patera, and seems about to make a sacrificial

oflPering. Etruscan. 5| in. h.

124 A youth looking upwards. In his right hand he holds a serpent, which is coiling round his leg.

Unusually fine. 7i in- h.

125 A male figure, in a reciunbent postixre, with the lower body clad in a tight garment, and the left arm

leaning upon a cushion. The left hand holds some wedge-like object, while the other rests upon

the knee. Old Etruscan workmanship.
, 2| in. h.

126 A youthful male figure, in the severe old Etruscan style : the shoulders broad ; the arms suspended

against the body ; the attitude erect and stiff. The figure stands upon its original round pedestal.

A fine, smooth, turquoise blue patina. 3i in. h.

127 A silver statuette of a naked male figure, probably holding a patera in one hand, and in the other

perhaps a drinking vessel. 1 in. h.

128 A mask-like head, vrith hollow eyes, a fillet round the forehead, and the hair dressed after the

Egyptian fashion. It was possibly the knob of a staff. 4| in. h.

129 A youthful naked figure, holding in his left hand something like a box. The feet are wanting. 3 in. h.

130 A female figure, in the stiff old Etruscan attitude, closely wrapped in a garment, which covers the left

shoulder and arm. A work of the oldest Etruscan period. The figure stands upon its original

pedestal. 4j in. h.

131 A grotesque figure, with a pointed cap, playing on a stringed instrument, like our mandoline. In the

treatment of this subject the artist has evinced much humour. 3^ in. h.

132 A youthful figure, with long hair, and a vest-like garment, shading the eyes with the left hand, while

with the other hand it appears to be groping about, as the forward-inclined posture of the body

likewise seems to indicate. The supposition that this figure represents a boy playing at blinfi-

man's-buff, a children's game, known to antiquity, is not unfounded. The whole representation,

which belongs to the Etruscan period, is remarkable for the naivete which characterizes it.

3i in. h.

133 A male bust, perhaps that of a barbarian, the upper part richly ornamented. The eyes are of garnets.

It may have served as a handle. 6^ in. h.

134 An imclothed slave, whose features bespeak him to be an Ethiopian, kneeling on the ground in the

act of rubbing a shoe, which he holds in his left hand, with a sponge. On a base-picture, pub-

lished by M. de Witte, is depicted a female slave pursuing the same occupation. The slave wears

a helmet-like cap, running into a point. The composition is extremely artistic, and testifies

with how much care even trivial subjects are treated by the true artist. Fine patina. (Vide

Tab. III. No. 3.) 4i in. h.

FRAGMENTS OF STATUES.

135 The foot and toe of a large statue, finely executed and patinated, and two small votive feet.

136 The finger of a large statue, and an arm of a large statue, perhaps that of Hygeia, round which a ser-

pent is coiled. Both pieces are of exquisite workmanship.
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ANIMALS.

137 A roaring lion, with bristling mane. The tail is wanting. Bold and characteristic. 2^ in h. 4^ in. 1.

138 Spirited conception of a panther, with the forepaw raised from the ground. The feet are partly com-

pleted in wax. 1 in. h.-

139 A panther reposing. | in. h.

140 A crouched and roaring female panther, with the forepaw upraised. Very fine. If in. h.

141 A panther, with its tail spread out, preparing to spring. 1 in. h.

142 Group of a roaring panther, with upraised paw, and a dog ; both couched.

Panther, 2 in. h.
;
dog, If in. h.

143 Hippopotamus. | in. h.

144 A higlily characteristic wolf's head, and the equally skilful head of a sea-horse.

145 A boar. 1| in. h.

146 A boar feeding. | in. h.

147 The head, neck, and forefoot of a boar ; it served iis the foot of a candelabra. Very spirited. 2^ in. h.

148 A couching horse. 1^ in. h.

149 A finely-executed bull. If in. h.

150 A bull, with upraised forefoot. Very characteristic. 3 in. h.

151 Ditto. Remarkal)ly artistic. 4 in. h.

152 A bull : older aud less perfect. 2J in. h.

153 A bull's head. 4i in. h., 6 in. 1

154 A ram. li in. h.

155 A ram, upon each side of whose back a wine-j)ipe is attached by means of a strap. Characteristic and

unique. li in. h.

156 A he-goat. 2i in. h.

156* Ditto. 1 in. h.

157 A couched barking-dog. IJ in. h.

158 A barking dog. U in. h.

1 59 A dog. 2i in. b.

160 A squirrel. i in. h.

160* Ditto. 5 in. h.

161 An eagle, with spread wings and open beak. 8^ in. h., 7 in. w.

162 A cock. U in h.

163 A duck. H in. h.

163* Ditto. Jin. h.

164 A beetle. 1 in. 1.
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VESSELS.—KITCHEN UTENSILS.

165 A very elegantly formed vase, without a handle; the lower part is ribbed, the neck is covered with

Bacchanalian attributes ; between two couched panthers is a vase, from which rises a thyrsus,

wreathed with vine branches, at which birds are flying on both sides. At the back of this an

owl is perceived on the point of a vine-tree, towards which four difl'erent birds are flying ; there

are likewise two vases of flowers of difl'erent sorts, surrounded by birds. The subject may

explain the purpose of this vessel. 5 in. h.

1 66 Fi'agment of a vase, with rural representations.

167 A flat vessel like a vase, without a foot ; it is furnished with two beautifully carved handles.

2| in. h., 4| in. w.

168 A patera, with a projecting centre-point like a ball. 'J^in.w.

169 A patera, the handle of which is richly ornamented with raised work. 5^ in. w.

1 70 A vessel of bronze Uke a cup, plated with silver on the exterior and interior. This is a proof that the

ancients were acquainted with the art of covering bronze with a thin coat of silver, now known

as plating. 2 in. h., 3f in. w.

171 A round cylix, with a foot. 1| in. h., 4 in. w.

172 Two small oenochoes. If in. h.

17-^ A small vessel for containing fluids, with a handle and an inclined neck. 3^ in. h.

174 A goblet-bke drinking vessel, with a fine smooth patina. 5| in. h.

1 75 A liydria, of an elegant form, with a fine light green patina. The upper handle is covered with

Bacchanalian attributes ; on the lower part is a Cupid. 6 in. h.

1 76 A hydria of pleasing form ; the upper part of the handle is ornamented with a Satyr's head, the lower

part with a Silenus-mask. 5| in. h.

177 A hydria, terminating in an oval foot, in order to rest upon a peculiar open base, made for the purpose.

The handle, which terminates in two serpents at the upper rim of the vessel, is ornamented by

the mask of a lion in the centre. 8^ in h.

178 A most elegantly formed hydria, with the mouth slanting upwards, and the rim inlaid with silver. The

handle, which is inlaid with silver, and runs iilong the upper rim of the vessel in two serpents, is

ornamented above with a reposing hon, and beneath, with a mask. This vase has a malachite-

like patina. 8f in. h.

179 A hydria, with a somewhat broad spout, and of an elegant form. 6| in. h.

180 A finely-formed pot with a handle. 2 in. h.

181 A pot-like vessel, with a handle, the lower end of which is decorated with a mask. 6^ in. h.

182 A pail-like vessel, with double moveable handles, which terminate in serpents' heads. An elegant

engraved decoration, an inch wide, runs along the bottom of the vessel. 4f in. h., 7 2^ in- w,

183 A bottle-like vessel, with a stopper. 4^ in. h.

184 A very neatly made silver vessel, in the form of a dove. The opening, for the reception of the fluid,

is at the hind part, whence the handle curves to the head. From Pompeii.

2^ in. h., 3f in. w.

185 A round, flat box, with cover and handle., | in. h., 3| in. dr..
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186 A little box like a bulla, with a hitigc to the cover, upon which is an ingeniously worked tortoise.

Perhaps it was intended to contain ])oi8on.

187 A trowel. Length, inclusive of the stem, 12 in.

188 A metal sieve, with a handle. Length, inclusive of the stem, 10^ in.

189 A deep metal sieve, with a handle. Fine patina. Length, inclusive of the stem, 12 in.

ORNAMENTS OF VESSELS, HANDLES, &c.

190 A similarly formed handle, upon the lower part of which is a representation of Mithras in reUef.

7i in. 1.

191 A similarly formed handle, upon the broad part of which is represented Pliiloctetes nursing his wounded

leg in his left hand, while his right hand leans upon a staff". In relief. 7 j i"- 1-

1 92 Handle of a vessel, the upper part of which is formed by a swan's head, and the lower by the mask of

a panther ; near the lower part is a ring. 7i in. 1.

193 The handle of a vessel, at the lower end of which is an anticpic representation of a head of Medusa.

7i in. 1.

194 A handle, the centre of which is ornamented with a female head : the use not known. 2 in. h.

195 A pair of handles, in the form of two backward-bent figures, in the old Etruscan style. Most

spirited. :i\ in. 1.

196 A single? handle, quite similar to the last. 3j in. 1.

197 A handle, with a winged Medusa-head in relief. 3^ in. 1.

198 A pair of curiously formed liandles in the old Etruscan style. They are ribbed at the ends, formed

by (mt-s|)read hands. \'cry fine patina. 8^ in. 1.

199 A handle, with an anticpu; head of Medusa. 34 in. 1.

200 A handle, with a relief:—a tiger tearing an antelope. 4i in. 1.

201 A pair of haiidlos of a bronze-ve.ssel, with fantastic animals' heads. Excavated at Vulci. 41 in. h.

202 A pair of handles; the ends are oval, and bear representations of Sileinis ma.sks. Very spirited.

Excavated at Vulci. 6 in. h.

203 The handle of a vessel ; the upper part consists of a ram's head, and the lower one bears a represen-

tation of a prostrate, dying warrior, at whose feet is a hammer, or battle-axe. 8i in. 1.

204 A pair of handles, belonging to a bronze vessel, ornamented with small palms and ram's heads. Fine

patina. 5| in. h.

205 The handle of a bronze vessel, the lower part ornaniented with an elegant little palm. Very fine

patina. 4 in. 1.

206 The handle of a vessel, ornamented with l)as-reliefs, consisting of Hacchanaliau attributes. 5^ in. 1.

207 Fragment of the lower part of a handle, with a Bacchanalian mask in relief. 3 in. 1.

208 Ditto, but somewhat smaller. 2 in. 1.

209 A moveable handle; the part resting immediately upon the vessel, bears two panther heads. .5} in. 1.

210 A pair of handles, belonging to a large bronze vessel, a ])art of which is still attached to one of them
;

they are elegantly ribbed, the upper part branches out into two horses, whose bodies are

joined; the lower part ends in small palms, above which are two pegasi. The workman-

ship is exquisite, the composition original, and the patina veiy fine. Excavated at Canino.

9^ in. L
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211 The handle of a vessel; the upper rim is formed by two lions, while the proper handle consists of a

male figure, bent backwards, the legs resting upon a globe, introduced between two Sirens.

Underneath is a small palmette. Very fine. 8 in. h.

212 An elegantly formed vase-handle; the upper part consists of two couchant lions, united by a lion's

head ; the under part branches forth into serpents, between which is a small palmette.

213 The handle of a vessel; two figures engaged in gymnastic exercises. The execution equally masterly

as that of the preceding one. 3 in. h.

214 The handle of the cover of a cista; two athletes wrestling; their heads are butting each other,

and the hands of each are clasped around the other's arms. This representation is in the

highest style of art ; the form and contour of the limbs evince the utmost anatomical know-

ledge. The patina very fine, and very well preserved. 7 in. w., 4^ in. h.

215 The handle of a cista; two heroes, in the dress of Etruscan warriors, standing upon two small

palms, and holding each other by the hair, while they swing their short daggers at each. The

attitude of the two combatants, which is perfectly the same for both, forms the handle. The

workmanship on both sides is carefully executed, and evinces much imagination. Very fine

patina. lOl in. w., 6^ in. h.

216 The handle of a patera; the upper end is ornamented with three female heads, the lower one termi-

nating in a horse's head. The whole workmanship is most skilful. Etruscan. 5| in. 1.

217 The handle of a patera, representing a male figure, bearing small palms, standing with closed feet

upon a ram's head. Etrascan workmanship. 9^ in. 1.

218 The handle of a patera, somewhat similar to the last, only that the figure bears two rams upon its

head and hands. Pine patina. 9^ in. 1.

219 A handle, in the form of a tiger. 2^ in. 1.

220 A handle, with dolphins in relief. 1| in. w.

221 A handle, in the form of a female bust. 3f in. h.

222 Three vessel ornaments ; a swan's head, a mask of Silenus, and a wreathed bull's head; all three finely

executed.

223 The ornament of a vase: a horse-breaker, holding a restive steed by the reins. 1| in. h.

224 Two ornaments of a vessel, a right, and a left one, which both represent the same subject—namely,

Bellerophon kneeling by the Pegasus, whose hind legs are in this instance winged, and watering

the divine horse, from out of the water-vessel. Etruscan workmanship
;
very spirited, and

extremely rare. 1^ in. h.

225 The two Dioscuri, their arms interlaced, their steps bent leftwards ; in the severe old Etruscan style.

This served to ornament a candelabra. Very fine turquoise blue patina. 3^ in. h.

226 Three animals' heads (parts of vessels), a ram's head, a bull's head, and a very finely executed swan's

head.

227 Charon in his boat, probably intended to ornament some vessel. Bas-relief. 1| in. h.

228 The upper body of a Cupid, with a garment thrown over his left shoulder, holding in his left hand a

patera with fruit, which he is touching with his other. Etruscan : very fine patina. It may

have been a vase-ornament. If in. h.

229 Three parts of vessels, in the forms of a hound's head, a lion's claw with a lion's head, and the fore-

part of a panther.
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230 A very expressive and beautifully executed mask of Silenus, wreathed with ivy. The ornament of a

vessel. 2 1 in. h.

231 Two masks, finely conceived and executed; ornaments of vessels. IJ in. h., 1? in. w.

232 A bust of Jupiter: grandly treated ; it was probably the ornament of some vessel. 2 in. h.

233 A tnigic mask—fine : it has a handle, and served to ornament some vessel. 1| in. h.

234 A highly characteristic mask of Silenus. wreathed with ivy. Tlie ornament of a vessel. If in. h.

235 A Pan's mask, with a very long beard. The ornament of a vessel. 3J in. h.

236 A round plate with rich ornaments, formerly set with stones
;
probaljly used as cover. 2^ in. dr.

237 Cupid seated in a bold attitude upon a sea-horse. Most beautiful, and \\ orthy of notice, both on

account of the attitude of Cupid, and of the skilful execution of the sea-horse. This bas-relief

ornaments a plate, which was probably intended to adorn some vessel. If in. h., 2| in. 1.

238 A rosette, most elegantly shaped, formerly gilt and enamelled with blue and white; it is still pretty

well preserved. 2| in. dr.

239 Hercules and Apollo contesting for the tripod : in the severest Etruscan style ; it ser^'cd as a can-

delabra ornament. 21 in. h.

240 Three animals' heads—a dog's, and two lion's heads, with open jaws
; probably used as a mouth-piece

for fountains.

241 Twenty-seven vai'ious bronze ornaments.

242 A candelabrum, resting upon three lion's claws, Ijetwccn which small palincttcs iue introduced ; the stem

is ribbed, and surmounted by an ornamentally engraved plate, wherefrom tour lily-like bninches

project, by which the lamps were suspended. In the centre of these branches, is a statuette of

Hercules, with the lion's skin over his head and shoulders, in tlie old Etruscan style. Fine

patina. 48 in. h.

243 A candclal)rum, resting upon three lion's claws, and provided with four hly-like branches, by which to

suspend the lamps. 43 in. h.

244 A very elegantly executed candelabrum, resting upon three griffin's claws, with a spiral-like, twisted

shaft, and surmounted by a hemispherical cup, in wliich rests a lamp, with a handle. The

patina peculiarly fine: Etruscan. Inclusive of the lamp, '21 in. h.

245 A candelabrum, resting upon three horse's feet ; at the foot of the stem, sits a dove, pursued by two

panthers ; it is surmounted by a finely ornamented round plate, for the reception of a lamp.

36 in. h.

246 A candelabrum, resting upon three deer's feet, with a spirally-wound stem, up which a panther is

climbing ; on the summit is a hemispherical cup for the reception of a lamp. 15i in. h.

247 A candelabrum, resting upon three deer's feet ; on the stem .sits a dove, pursued by a fox ; in the

corners of the square, circularly hollowed plate for the lamp, arc four doves. lOj in. h.

248 A candelabrum, resting upon three human legs, on the spirally-wound stem of which sits a cock,

pursued by a panther. It is sui'mounted I)y a hollow sqiuu-e plate, for the reception of the

lamp. 16} in. h.

249 A tripod, formed l)y three lion's claws, similar to the foot of a candelabrum.

250 Two feet of a candelabrum, in the form of winged lion's claws, ornamented with Silenus' head.

Etruscan. 2 in. h.

251 Three ornaments from a candelabrum, in the form of a horse's head, and two Satyr's heads. 1| in. h.

252 Head of a bull, with a human face. Very skilful workmanship. Ornament of a candelabrum. | in. h.
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LAMPS.

253 A lamp, in the form of a she-panther, roaring, with her teats hanging down. The neck of the lamp

projects from the breast
;
npon the back is the opening for the reception of oil. A chain for the

suspension of the lamp goes from the neck to the tail of the animal. 9i in. 1., 5i in. h.

254 A lamp, on the handle of which is a mask, with a rich growth of hair. Very fine workmanship.

Formerly in the possession of the Empress Josephine. 9 in. 1.

255 A votive lamp in the form of a sandaled foot. 4 in. 1.

256 A round lamp, the handle of which is in the form of the head and neck of a pelican.

257 A lamp, the handle of which is in the form of the head and neck of a swan. 7i in. 1.

258 Ditto. 4 in. 1.

259 A lamp, the handle of which is in the form of a lion's head. 41- in. 1.

260 A phantastically composed lamp : the handle consists of the fore-part of a horse, and ends by winding

round and round in an upward direction
;
upon it are perched two birds, one over the other.

6^ in. h., 5 in. 1.

261 An elegant little lamp, with a cover, upon which a phallus is represented. U in. 1.

262 A lamp, intended to be suspended from a candelabrum. 3 in. 1.

263 An elegant lamp, intended for a candelabrum : the handle is in the form of a half-moon. 5^ in. 1.

KEYS.—LOCKS.

264 A large key, with three wards; of very comphcated mechanism, and fine workmanship. Found in the

neighbourhood of Lyons. 6i in. 1.

265 A key, with a fine handle, ornamented with pierced work. 4| in. 1.

266 A key, of an elegant shape, and of complicated mechanism. Fine patina. 4X in. 1.

267 A similar key. 4 in. 1.

268 A key, of a complicated shape, with a bent, comb-like bit. 4 in. 1.

269 A very fine key, with two wards ; the handle terminates in an animal's head : the workmanship and

patina very fine. 4f in. 1.

270 A simple key, the handle of which forms a Bacchanalian Hermes.

271 Twenty-one variously formed keys, of difierent sizes.

272 Six ring keys : three with complicated wards, and three with simple ones.

273 Fragments of a lock and padlock.

274 Two large door-hinges, and a smaller one, similar to those in use at the present time.

275 An instrument, perhaps a fastening for a door, with two hooks and eyes; on it are two recumbent

figures, holding a winged Medusa head. Very fine.

TONGS, SUEGICAL INSTRUMENTS, COMPASSES, STRIGILS, SICKLES,

KNIVES, BELLS.

2/6 An elegantly executed pair of tongs, with square lips : the arms fit closely together. 4 in. 1.

277 An elegant pair of tongs, the arms of which are ornamented at one end with female heads, and at the

other with lion's heads, also with dogs and doves. 5^ in. 1.
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278 An ear-spoon {volsella), joined by a hinge, a tooth -pick, and two other instruments.

279 Fourteen different surgical instruments, in part, of very elegant workmanship. Among them are

dental instruments, sounding instruments, tongs, &c.

280 Nine spoons of dififerent sizes : in part destined for medical purposes.

281 A compass.

282 A well-preserved, finely formed strigil.

283 A scythe.

284 A knife handle ; the figure of an ape, in the dress of Tclesphorus. 2} in. h.

285 A knife handle, in the form of a wild boar. Very characteristic.

286 A puncheon-like instrument, the handle of which forms a couched lion. 7 in- 1-

287 A star-like sacrificial instrument, with crookcdly-bcnt teeth and a hollow handle. 13^ in. 1.

288 A bent sacrificial knife, with a finely worked bronze handle. Completely prcsen'ed. 9 in. I.

289 A bent sacrificial knife ; the haft of the handle, which was probably of ivorj', is wanting ;—also a similar

blade. 8^ in. 1.

290 A hand-bell, upon the skilfully worked handle of which, stands a phantastically formed bull. 6 in. li.

291 A bell of pyramidal form. 2\ in. h.

STEEL-YARDS.—WEIGHTS.

292 A steel-yard, with four hooks. The weight is in the form of a finely executed, i\'y-wreathed bust of

Mercury, with the mnged hat. Found at Simier, near Nice.

293 A small steel-yard, with a hook. 6 in. 1.

294 A female head, provided with a hook, on the toj), which probably served as a weight. Another mask-

like head on a ring : use unknown.

295 A female head, with a handle on the top, to serve as a weight : the eyes were probably of silver. A
very fine, smooth patina. 2J in. h.

296 A very gracefully formed head of Cupid, with a frontlet : upon the head is a handle. The headsened

as a weight. 3J in. h.

297 A remarkably finely modelled female head, of the most beautiful Greek type, with flowing hair, which

is encircled l)y a broad diadem. The cars are adorned with ornaments ; aiul the neck with a

twisted chain. Upon the centre of the head, which is hollow, is a moveable flap attached to a

hinge, that constitutes part of the head-dress, and closes a round aperture. At the side of this

aperture arc two handles, to which was ])robably attached a su-spensiou chain. A \ct\ rare,

turquoise-like patina. From Yulci. \ \ in. h.

298 Bust of a Haccliante, the rich hair wreathed with ivy, and a ])anther's skin over the left slioulder.

U])on tlie head are an ajjcrture and a handle, as in the preceding instance. 4^ in. h.

299 A remarkal)ly fine female head ; the tresses of hair are bound by a diadem ; the ears, adorned with

round ap])cndagcs; around the neck is a twisted chain, strung with phalli. I'pon the angular-

lined head is a round aperture ; and upon the diadem are two wing-like handles for a suspension

chain. Fine patina. 3} in. h.

300 A very finely modelled female head, with a tress-like diadem encircling the forehead ; the head is

hollow, and its back part forms an oblong-square ajjerture along the neck, formerly covered by

a slide. in. h.

u
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AMULETS, CHAINS, RINGS.

301 A large bronze armlet, coiled like a serpent, with a very fine green patina. 4 in. dr.

302 Two armlets of a similar form. 3^ in. dr.

303 A hoUow, chased armlet ; and another of wire.

304 A thick and a thin armlet ; the latter somewhat broken.

305 Two spiraUy-wound armlets.

306 Ditto.

307 A pair of very skilfully worked women's bracelets, attached together.

308 Two children's armlets.

309 Two silver armlets; found together with the silver fibula (318) at Ely in Cambridgeshire.

310 Two strong bronze rings, each having six button-like ornaments. Their use unknown. 6^ in. w.

310* Ditto, rather smaller. 5^ in. w.

311 Part of an armlet, with moveable hnks. Workmanship in relief.

312 A bronze wire necklace, from which is suspended a phallus.

313 A chain, consisting of larger and smaller hnks, bent together. 381 in. 1.

314 A silver finger ring, upon which is engraved a dove with a palm-branch. A small silver hand with an

armlet ; the fingers in the same position as those of the small coral hands worn in Italy at the

present day, as talismans against the Evil Eye.

315 Two silver, very finely worked finger-rings, the one ornamented with ram's horns, the other with an

interlaced silver wire.

316 Twelve different bronze finger-rings.

316* Ten ditto.

FIBULA, PINS, NAILS.

317 An unusually large fibula, in the form of a half-crescent. Prettily engraved and well preserved.

7 in. 1.

318 A very large silver fibula, in open work. Found at Ely, Cambridgeshire. 6| in. 1.

319 A very beautifally ornamented and gilt fibula, in the form of a cross-bow. 3 in. 1.

320 A beautiful fibula, in the form of a harp, in open work. 5? in. 1.

321 A very fine, elegantly executed silver fibula, the pin of which is wanting,

322 Two large bronze fibulae.

323 A fibula, in the form of a horse, a wreath-like one, one like a sandal, and a very elegantly worked

silver one, with a swan's head. All without pins.

324 A silver and two bronze fibulae.

325 Two bronze fibulae of a veiy fine patina.

32G A fibula and a hook, probably used as a garment-fastening.

327 A fibula, in the form of a bird, with outspread wings, and two other skilftdly worked fibulae.

328 A large fibula, and different pins.

329 Three bronze fibulae.
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330 Five bronze fibulae, several of them of a serpent form.

331 Four bronze fibulse.

332 Nine small bronze fibulse.

333 A finely enamelled brooch, with a bird ; and another one.

334 Two hair pins, whose upper parts have the form of a wheel. Found at Mayence.

335 Ten diflferent styli and pins,

336 A hook, in the centre of which is set a garnet.

337 A large nail, with a skilfully-worked head. 3^ in. 1.

338 A finely-worked bodkin, and bent naU. Beautifully patinated.

339 A hollow ram's head, perhaps used as a button ornament, and particularly interesting, from being

chased in thin tin.

340 Eight rings suspended from another ring, and three flat staves, pierced with holes, in which smaller

rings are fastened
;
probably a toy.

WEAPONS.

341 A short, beautifully-worked sword; the blade is of bronze, and upon the hilt are still the nails which

attaclicd the original horn or wood covering. IG in. 1.

342 A sword (j)robal)ly Gallic), with a blade of iron, and an antique circular handle of bronze.

Length of the blade, 23 J in.
;
length of the handle, 5+ in.

343 The head of a sword, in the form of a Satyr's and a female head; Janus-like united.

344 The pouit of a lance, and the fragment of a sword. Very finely patinated.

345 Two lance ornaments, provided with teeth.

346 Three lance ornaments, of different forms.

347 Three arrow-heads, one of which is provided with a hook.

348 Fragment of a pommel ; a star-like indented instrument. Three rings as ornaments.

349 A large arrow.

350 Two smaller arrows.

351 A winged head of Medusa, in relief, upon a circular ])latc, which scr\cd as the omphalos of a shield.

It is of the finest Greek type, and of remarkably beautiful execution. 5 in. dr.

352 An instrument, com})Oscd of four sharp points, which are so placed, that however it may be turned,

one is always directed upwards. Probably used in the field of combat, to throw under the

hoofs of the enemy's cavalry.

353 The upper part of a bronze standard. (?) 9 in. 1.

HORSE-GEAR.

354 Four axle-pins of a Roman car, the heads of which l)car expressive silver masks, surrounded with

wreaths. One of these pins is stUl complete, and has an oblong aperture, through which to

fix a bolt. Foiuul in Hungary. 3} in. dr.
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355 A spirally-wound snaffle ; with a beautiful patina.

356 A horse's bit.

357 A horse-trapping, composed of four connected spires.

358 A large, strong spire, used as a horse-trapping.

359 Four smaller spires, for the same purpose.

360 A bell, used as a horse-trapping.

361 A most beautifully-executed ram's head, probably intended to ornament the point of a carriage-pole.

Characteristically conceived. 2| in. 1.

362 A very beautifully-formed chain, like a chin-chain. Very well preserved. Found at Mayence.

23 in. 1.

363 Three stirrups and two buckles, belonging to a horse-accoutrement.

364 Seventeen small buckles, belonging to a horse-accoutrement.

365 Eight similarly-formed, in part richly-ornamented chain-links, used as horse-trappings.

366 A spur, part of a chain, and a bronze ornament.

367 Twenty various bronze ornaments, belonging to the accoutrement of a horse.

METAL MIRROES.

368 A metal mirror, discovered in a grave at Chiusi, in the year 1826, and published by Micali (Monum.

p. servire alia Storia d. ant. popoli, T. XLVI. 1.), with the words :
" Castor e Polluxe amorevol-

mente abbracciati da un' altra figura d'ignoto nome." Gerhard (Etruscan Mirrors, I. 56. I.)

recognizes in these figures Cabiric deities, in the presence of Minerva, and Venus with the Cista

mystica. According to the Etruscan inscriptions engraved above the different figures, the

following is the subject of the composition upon this mirror : Chalucasa, " the brazen," (Talos)

beardless, leans upon Kasutru (Castor), whom he encircles with his left arm, and upon

Palixtutre (Pollux), around whom his right arm is entwined. He advances towards Minerva,

who, helmeted, and armed with the lance, is glancing at Venus (Turan) ; the latter stands at the

right extremity of the scene, in a stooping attitude, and has just opened a little box, pro-

bably to take medicaments from it. From the explanation of Panofka (Archselog. Zeitung.

Jahrg. IV. S. 317), it would appear, doubtless, that it is a representation of the death of Talos,

for the Etruscan name Chalucasa, as a surname of Talos, signifies " Chalcas," miner ; and his

embracing the two Dioscuri, recalls his manner ofreceiving strangers. This mirror indisputably

belongs to the most interesting compositions of this kind.

369 A fragmented metal mirror, on the inner side of which is engraved a naked female figure, with a

pomegranate blossom in her hand
;
perhaps Venus. 4i in. dr.

370 A metal mirror, with small palms engraved on the reverse. 5^ in. dr.

3/1 A metal mirror, without a handle, with engraved ornaments at the back. 9$ in. dr.

372 A metal mirror, unornamented. 5i in. dr.
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GOLD ORNAMENTS.

1 A necklace, consisting of links in the form of wheat grains ; at both ends arc pendants, with convex

garnets ; in the middle is a rosette, to which a finely-formed female head is attached. Etruscan

workmanship.

2 A very delicately-worked fibula, at the point of which are two spliinxcs.

3 A very delicately-worked fibula, on M-hich are Cupid with the patera and syrinx in his hands, a

duck, and a sphynx ; the ground on which they stand is ornamented with flowers. Etruscan

workmanship.

4 A pair of extremely fine ear-rings, of Greek workmanship, which represent Ganymedes being carried

away by the eagle. These ear-rings indisputably belong to the finest remains of Grecian

ornamental workmanship.

5 A pair of very finely-worked filagree car-rings, of Etruscan origiu.

6 Another pair, ditto.

7 An exquisitely-worked filagree ear-ring, with two couched and winged sphinx. Etruscan workmanship.

8 A very finely-worked filagree ear-ring, with a little liuinan head.

9 An ear-ring consisting of a rosette, in the middle of which is a ruby, cut in cabochon ; thcrr are

two delicate chains from which a Cupid, holiliug in his hands the torch and patera, is suspended.

Etruscan workmanship.

10 An ear-ring, in the form of a Cupid, with a grotesque head-dress; on his brea.st is the bulla ; in his

one hand a patera, in his other, a wine-vessel. Etruscan workmanship.

1 1 An ear-ring, in the form of a Cupid, with a grotesque heatl-dress, holding the patera and ocnochoe.

Etruscan workman.ship.

12 An car-ring, in the form of a Cupid.

13 An ear-ring, in the form of a Cupid, with his legs bent backwards.

14 A httle fibula.

15 A little ear-ring, in the form of a hairy and bearded Silenus, M-ith the patera.

16 Two finely-worked car-rings, ornamented with lion's heads. Very spirited.

17 An exquisitely-worked ear-ring, ornamented with a very expressive lion's head.

18 Two ear-rings, ornamented with dog's heads.

19 An ear-ring, with a negro's head, in onyx.

20 A pair of car-rings, consisting of spiral-shaped twisted hoofs, with pendants set in turquoise.

21 Two ear-rings; golden hoops, with amethyst pendants.

22 Two ear-rings, with pearl pendants.

23 An ear-ring, with an onyx pendant
;
another, with an emerald and real pearl pendant.

24 Two ear-rings, with emerald pendants.

25 An ear-ring, with a sapphire pendant ; another with an amethyst pendant.

26 An ear-ring, with a plasma pendant ; and the upper part of an ear-ring, with a sapphire.

27 The pendant of an ear-ring composed of several stones. Very fine workmanship.

28 A necklace, consisting of thirteen emeralds joined by httle golden Uuks.
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29 A small gold figure, witli a hook at the back, by which to suspend it, representing a Lictor with the fascia.

30 A massive gold ring, on which lies a SHenus-mask. Greek workmanship.

31 A massive gold ring, with a rough diamond, in. the form of an octahedron, set in such a manner that the

planes of the crystal are visible on all sides. Unique.

32 A massive gold ring, on which the head of Ariadne is engraved. Very fine Greek workmanship.

33 A massive gold ring, on which a pigeon is engraved. Etruscan workmanship.

34 A massive gold ring, on the shield of which a man with a bough, pursued by a goose, is represented.

35 A massive gold ring, on the shield of which is a phallus.

36 A massive gold ring, on the plate of which are represented two sphinxes, seated opposite each other

;

the one has a woman's head, the other a lion's; there is some very fine filagree work round the

edge. Etruscan workmanship.

37 A Httle ring, with an emerald, cut en cahochon.

38 A ring, with a shield, on which is a raven with cherries in its bill ; a fragment of another ring, with a

bee upon the plate.

39 A ring, on the shield of which is a Kon springiag.

40 A ring with a shield, on which are three compartments ; in the middle one a lion, the two others are

indistinct.

41 A ring, of very beautiful workmanship, a scarabaeus of brown sard, on which a sphinx is engraved, is

overspun with a network of filagree.

42 A grotesque figure, with folded arms.

43 A round gold plate, with a hook, adorned with ring-shaped ornaments ; and a smaller one, on which

are two fish.

44 A blue paste set in gold, representing Ceres. Very fine.

45 A couched ram and a lion mask.

46 A gold plate, chased, to which a sapphire and an emerald are attached. A small gold ring. Three

smaU and hollow gold balls.

47 Nine wooden hair-pins with gilt points.

IVORY.

1 Splendid ivory head of the youthftd Bacchus. The artist has expressed in the features, a certain joyous-

ness and roguishness, which are in perfect keeping with the god's character. The treatment of the

hair is exquisite. This head probably served as a box, as the opening at the back of the head, and

the groove for a lid, indicate. Etruscan workmanship. (Vid. Tab. VI. No. 3.) 2 in. h.

2 A couching lion, with open jaws, in which the teeth and tongue are finely worked; enamelled eyes,

and a smooth, close mane. Very spirited execution. Etruscan workmanship. (Vid. Tab. VI.

No. 4.) 4\ in. 1.

3 Head of a tiger, which probably served as an ornament. This head is executed in an extremely natural

and characteristic manner, and indisputably belongs to the finest antique works in ivory, which

have descended to us. (Vid. Tab. VI. No. 1.) 2\ in. 1.

4 A hollow handle, with figures in reHef, now broken in two ; on one piece is Mercury standing, with

large wings on his shoulders, the petasus on his head, and the caduceus in his hand. On the

other is a naked Ephebus, with a herpe in his hand : perhaps Perseus. Very old Etruscan work-

manship. 55 in. 1.
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5 The handle of a knife ; formed like a Hermes, with the bust of Pan. 3| in. 1.

6 The tmnk of a tree, to which a hiunan skeleton is bound. An extremely rare and interesting composi-

tion. 31 in. 1.

7 A hemi-spherical ivory handle ; on the front of which is Bacchus with the thyrsus in his left hand ; and

a bunch of grapes in his right, which a panther is endeavouring to reach : on the right shoidder

of the god is seated Cupid. On the back of the handle stands a Satyr, with an amphora on his

arm. 4J in. 1.

8 A round box with a lid ; on the cover are a female portrait in bas-relief, and two Cupids ; between the

latter is an object like a fox-trap, at which one of the Cupids appears to be striking with a club.

Etruscan workmansliip. li in. h.

D A similar box, but without the cover : on the curve is Hymen upon a couch ; in front of him is a torch

;

behind him, a kneeling Cupid holding a wreath. li in. h.

10 A handle; the upper part of which forms a horse's head. Extremely characteristic.

11 Statuette of Ilarpocrates ; the lower portion of the figure is wanting. Very spirited. IJ inh.

12 An amber ring ornamented with two figures.

13 Statue of Ceres, with a wheat-sheaf beside her. This little statuette, of which the most minute details

are neatly executed, indi.sputably belongs to the most finished of antique works in ivory, and is

particularly worthy of admiration on account of the masterly treatment of the garments.

(Vid. Tab. VI. No. 2.) .}.' in. h.

14 A round and hollow handle, ornamented with four heads of the Medusa, with their tongues hanging out.

In the antique style. 3i in. h.

15 Fragment of a square ivory plate, which formed one side of a box, with a representation in relief of a

lion mangling a goat. Etruscan workmanship. 4^ in. 1.

16 A similar plate, with a fragmented representation of animals fighting. Another fragment, representing

two jesting Satyrs. Fragnumt of a handle, with palmette ornament. Etruscan workmanship.

17 Four geese. Etruscan workmansliip.

18 A small and delicately executed portrait—the head of a woman.

19 Five buttons, which have become turquoise-coloured.

20 Two large dice.

21 Four smaller ditto.

22 A spoon, neatly worked ; and a head-pin, with a female head.

23 A style, spirally twisted; and another one coloured green.

24 A spatula and a needle.

25 Four liair-pius.

26 Ditto ditto.

27 A shepherd's pipe, cut out of the tooth of a boar.

28 A long tessera, with the inscription, A'ICTOR.

29 A round tessera, on one side of which is a laurel wreath, and on the other the inscription

II. OAYNni. B.

30 A long tessera, with the inscription, NYMF IV.

31 A long gladiator's tessera, with the inscriptions, TILODAMYS. — GELLI — SPK QVI.

—

NPOMCllA.
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32 A long gladiator's tessera, with the inscriptions, CN-POM-M-CR— HERACL-FO— MVCI—
SPKQVIN.

33 A long gladiator's tessera, with the inscriptions, SERVILIVS—CLEMES. SP-K-IAN.—TI-CLAV-

CN.PISON.

34 A tessera, with the inscriptions, ARTIVS. CAILI.—CIA-DEII.
35 The following nine fragments belonged probably to an antique Roman box, and are very in-

teresting :

—

1 A panther, standing before a vase, above a hand holding a cornucopia, from which fruit (apples

and pears) fall. 5 in. h., 2| in. w.

2 Cupid, fragment ; very fine. 5 in. h., 2 in. w.

4 Figure of a youth, with drapery over his arm, leaning on a column. 4| in. h., 2? in. w.

4 Cupid, in a running position, his head crowned with a wreath, holding a drapery over his head,

at his feet two panther's feet, one of them holding in his claws a wreath, above a thyrsus and a

cantharos. 5 in. h., 3 in. w.

5 SUenus' head, crowned with vine-leaves. 5 in. h., 2 in. w.

6 Ditto ditto, much damaged. 4 in. h., 2 in. w.

7 Three fluted columns. 5 in. h., Ij in. w.

ANTIQUE MARBLES.
ATHLETE; (pugil). A magnificent statue, in a fighting attitude, standing against a hermes,

which represents Hercules with the lion's skin, emblematic of strength and valour. The

composition of this figure shows the consummate skill of the artist, and the accuracy of its

muscular development displays a perfect knowledge of anatomy. This statue is not only

remarkable as an extraordinary specimen of ancient sculpture, but is also very valuable,

from the precious material of which it is wrought. It was found in the Villa Negroni,

and is fully described in "Monumenti Antichi inediti, by Guatani, Roma, 1788," and

also pubhshed in Clarac's " Statues Antiques de I'Europe.

2 APOLLINO ; statue. Very fine.

3 LACHESIS
;

(one of the Pare*) statue.

4 NYMPH
; offering to Diana ; statue.

5 ANDROMACHE
;

statue, chained to a rock. Exceedingly spirited.

6 DRAPED FIGURE, sitting; Roman costume.

7 Ditto. ditto. ditto.

8 VENUS, crouching. Of the finest Greek workmanship.

9 Ditto
;

torso, with head. Very fine.

10 PSYCHE, statue of. Fine Greek workmanship.

11 CUPID ; cameo head.

12 BACCHUS
;

statuette, standing, with a panther and thyrsus

13 Ditto ; bust, bearded.

Nero-antico ; 5 ft. lOi in. h.

Greek marble ; 4 ft. h.

White marble ; 2 ft. 9 in. h.

White marble ; 2 ft. 10 in. h.

2 ft. 1. in. h.

14 in. h.

16 in. h.

Parian marble ; 2 ft. 3 in. h.

Parian marble ; 6 in. h.

4 ft. 9 in. h.

Oriental alabaster ; 4 in. h., 3i in. w.

Very fine. Marble; 18 in. h.

Rosso-antique; 11^ in. h.
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Of Greek workmanship.

BACCHUS ; bust. Very fine.

Ditto, ditto. Extremely fine.

SILENUS
;

figure riding on a wine skin

Ditto ; bust.

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto ; mask. Very spii'ited and fine.

PAN ; bust. Very fine.

BACCHANTE ; bust. Very spirited.

Ditto ; head. Very fine.

FAUN; bust.

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto
;
fragmental ; with a wine-skin on his shouhlcr.

VERTUMNUS; .statuette.

CERES; head.

HERCULES; statuette, holding the apples.

Ditto head.

Giallo-antico
; 6j in. h.

Parian marble ; 12 in. h.

IG in. h.

Giallo-antico
; 7 i"- h.

Giallo-antico; 5 in. h.

Wliite marble; 6^ in. h.

Giallo-antico
; 7 » in- h.

(rreek marble; lOi in. h.

Giallo-antico, on green m:;rble pedestal; 6i in. h.

Mai-blc; 16 in. h.

Marble ; 14 in. h.

Rosso-antico ; 8 in. h.

Marble; 16^ in. h.

Marble; 14 in. h.

Marble; 19 i in. h.

Marble; 4 in. h.

AUGUSTUS; bust, with drapery, composed of oriental alabaster, nero, and giallo-antico.

2 ft. 9

Very fine.

Very fine.

Fine Greek work on green marble pedestal.

Very fine.

HADRIAN; bust

MATIDIA; bust.

FEISIALE HEAD
Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto ; bifrons.

MALE HEAD; Roman.

Ditto, ditto.

Ditto, ditto.

JUPITER; bust (.small).

AFRICA; bust. Extremely fnie.

MUSE; bust.

MKDUSA; head. Very fine.

AMIMilTRTTH, riding on a sea run, snrroinidcd by dol|)liins; bits-relief.

ORPIIKL S, playing on the lute, surrounded l)y animals. H;is- relief in marble

in. h.

Greek marble; 2 ft. 3 in. li.

Greek marble; 1 ft. 6.J in. h.

Marble; lU in. h.

Marble; 15 in. h.

61 in. h.

Marble ;
14

i. in. h.

White marble, on green serpentine pedestal ; 4 in. h.

White marble on green marble pedestal
; 3^ in. h.

Basalt.

Giallo-antico
; 6J ui. h.

Giallo-antico; 8 in. h.

Rosso-iiutico, on black marble pedestal ; 4 in. h.

.Marble.

1 ft. 'J\ in. h., 2 ft. w.

ORATOR, figure in baa-relief. Marble; 9^ in. h., 6 in. w.

BULL'S HEAD. E.xtremely fine Greek workmanship in giallo-antico.

LION'S MASK. Very fine. White marble
; 7 in.

ANIMAL'S FOOT. Fine. Ciranite ; 4^ in. h., 7 in. 1.

Fragment of a colossal FOOT of a statue. (ireek marble; 3\ in. h., 7i in. 1-

SARCOPHAGUS, Roman, in marble. 11 in. h., 12 in. w.

Ditto, cover, reclining figure (Ktruscan), niarljlc 5j in. h., 8} in. 1.

CAMI'iO HEAD, in Rosso-antico, on green marble. 4 in. h., 3} in. w.

STATUETTE, kneeling; a bearded man with the Phrygian cap.

White mai-blc with brown veins; 1/ in. h.

X
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55 PARIS
;
head, profile in bas-reHef, on a monumental stand.

56 PARIS
;
Ionic fragment of an inscription to Paris, son of Priam.

KAI META AAOa>0-
NON £:i(J)OS YIE
HPKE2A nATPH

KTEINA A'AXIA-
AH ArHPAOS EY-
<I>PAAIH

ES AEKATON AE

KPATI2A nAN-
EAAHNQ

ENIAYTON
nPOS A'EMAY-
TON MOI P

OYTIS EXE
AYNASIN.

KAI META AAO$ONON Sl$OS YIE HPKE2A HATPH

•

KTEINA A'AXIAAH, ArHPAOS* EYOPAAIH :

ES AEKATON AE KPATISA HANEAAHNQN ENIAYTON •

nPOS A'EMAYTON, MOI PA OYTIS EXEI AYNA^IN.

This stone having most likely been the pedestal of an antique statue of Paris, the hero is

•

S t' O T ""^^^'^ ^^^^ xnonumeit to

l^f^'^'^^f^yS^^^^^^
following explanation: "Colonel Leake supposes tht the huesnow on the stone, are the conclusion of a longer inscription ; and I confes! that I w s of the

7:::r\ ^^:^J~^' - contrary), in consequence of their cormenc n,

7m 11 /• '
^^^^^^^^^^^ - --d ' also,' wHchyll make sense of xt. According to Colonel Leake's reading, the translation would r^n thus

L7rkT/r:,r''"^^ ' ' ^^^^^^ ^'^^ ^^-^^^^ slaughtering Llrd

b^ no on t
" ^^e. I resisted up to the ten^h year of the^Greet

i

word vie" mi""^ H-ilton considers th^

aT'oivS / " addressing his friend or successor, as wellas^^ O my Son, xt may answer. The date of the inscription may be the century before our

58 vlsE^to\''t1^t.''""'"^^^^ Beautiful work. Marble;! ft. 8 m h58 VASL
;
two-handled, with cover carved in foliage A/r m , ! ,

59 COLUMNS, pair; antique. Very rare
.^^^ble

;
17 m. h.

4 very rare.
Nero-antico ; 4 ft. 11 in. h.



INDIAN ANTIQUITIES.

1 GANESHA. . , The God of Wisdom, with the elephant's head, seated upon the lotus throne ; his feet

are crossed, he has four hands, and upon his head he wears the triple crown.

Elegant workmanship. 3 in_ },

2 Similar, but less finished. The serpent, which, in the form of a girdle, descends from

his shoulder, and winds itself around his body, is thrusting forth its head. 4 in. h.

3 Similar, most beautifully executed. Behind the god are the customary tlu-one

decorations, composed of pillars, elephants' heads, and the five-headed serpent.

3J in. h.

4 RAMA AND SITA.—Vislmu, in the transformation of Rama, seated upon the lotus, and holding his

recovered wife Sita, upon his sUghtly crossed left knee. 4 in. h.

5 SHIVA AND PARVATI.—]\Iahadeva or Shiva, the great god, the god of destnxction, seated, and

holding in his four hands the trident, which characterizes him. Ou liis knee sits

Parvati, the goddess of nature and beauty, holding a flower in her hand. 1 1 in. li.

6 Sluva, standing, holds in liis right hand the wanderer's staff", upon the head of

which is the bull Nandi, and in his left tlie bottle ; to liis girdle are attached five

human heads; upon the figure are perceptible the traces of the blue colour, peculiar

to this god, from the circumstance of his having swallowed poi.son. 5J in. h.

7 A highly elegant standing figure of Mahadeva, with projecting boar's teeth, hold-

ing flowers and fruits in his four hands. Finished workmanship. 9 J in h.

8 Mahadeva, seated upon the lion, who serves as a throne, and holding in his arms

his wife Parvati. Behind him is the canopy ; two of his attendants stand, one

above, and one beside him. Upon the pedestal is an inscription in Dcvauagiric

characters. 7 in- h.

9 Shiva, in the form of Kjdi, seated, holding the trident in his right hand, and the

cup in his left. Ikside him is a dog. 3 in. h.

10 A highly ancient representation of Shiva, with silver eyes. Tour standing, and

four seated figm-es, two elephants, and the seven-headed serpent adorn the canopy

of his throne, at the back of M hich is a long Sanscrit inscription. 54 in. Ii.

11 Parvati, the wife of Shiva, seated, with her feet bound together; in her right hand

holds the wreath, in her left the lamp ; above her head, attaelied to the throne,

as in Egjptiau representations, is the uraius serpent. 6J in. h.

12 VISHNU. . . . Vishnu, standing, with the wanderer's staff' and cup in his hands; the hind

hands hold the shell, Tshank, and the cornucopia ; on the ground before him

are the sim and moon ; on either side is a small ox. 5\ in. h.

13 Vishnu, standing, with the sword, battle-axe, bow, and shield, in his four hands.

7i iu. h.

14 A similar representation; Vishnu rests his .sliirld upon the uncus serjient. 7 in. h.

15 A fine characteristic representation of a fish, standing erect—probably \ ishnu, in

the first Avatara. Excellent workmanship. 6 in. h.

16 DURGA. . . . Durga, the wife of Shiva, eight-handed, standing, her right foot placed upon the

grifl"on, with the trident in her right hand, she is piercing the bufi'alo-spirit
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17 LAKSHMI.

18

19 BUDDHA. .

20

21

22

Mohaishesur, at the moment when he issues from the buffalo; upon the

ground before her lies the chopped-ofi" buffalo head ; the hind hands hold the

ring, the sword, the battle-axe, the bow, the shield, and cup. 5 in. h.

Lakshmi, with richly flowing hair. The figure is throughout simple and noble.

65 in. h.

Lakshmi, with the winged circle and cornucopia, between two female attendants,

who hold a flower. Above her is the throne-decoration, with the five-headed

serpent. 7^ in. h.

A Birmese representation of Buddha, in silver, more gracefally executed than

these statuettes usually are. 5 in, h.

Buddha, sitting upon an elevated pedestal, likewise Birmese. Sh in. h.

A Birmese figure of a kneeling priest. 3| in. h.

A chief praying, beneath a group of trees, accompanied by a male and female

attendant. 6 in. h.

PERUVIAN POTTERY.
1 A black glazed earthen vessel, in shape of a seal (fish) ; a musical instrument. 5i in. li.

2 A black earthen vessel
;
very grotesque. 6| in. h., 8| in. 1.

.3 A black earthen vessel ; a sitting grotesque figure, with folded hands, up the handle of which an

ape is climbing. 9 in. h.

4 A black earthen vessel; an animal devouring another; very grotesque. 6^ in. h.

5 A black earthen vessel ; two united globular vessels with long necks, on one of which sits a pigeon.

6 in. h., 6 in. w.

6 A vase-shaped vessel, with two handles and a snake ; red clay ; the front painted white, with red irre-

gular ornaments, from an ancient Peruvian sepulchre, found by General Paroisien. 7 in- h.

MEXICAN ANTIQUITIES.
A mask, composed of wood, and inlaid in mosaic with turquoise, the eyes are of mother-of-pearl, and

the teeth of ivory; its aspect is very hideous and terror inspiring. 6i in. h., 6 in. w.

A sacrificial knife, the handle is formed by a grotesque figure, composed of wood and inlaid in mosaic

with turquoise, malachite, and coral; the blade is flint. 12j in. 1.

These two objects were used by the priest in the performance of human sacrifices, ofl'ered to Tlalloc,

the god of the earth and waters.

A human scull, inlaid in mosaic with turquoise and obsidian ; the cavities of the eyes are filled up by two

large circular pieces of marquisite, to represent the eyes, ; the jaws contain nearly all the teeth,

and are made moveable ; some leather straps are attached to the scull ; there is also with it a scalp

with thenatviral hair of the head. 8^ in. h., 8 in. w.

These three objects may be considered as unique ; there is no record in any Catalogue of the great

public museums, that such monuments of the ancient Mexican people are in existence.

U. NORMAN, PRINTER, MAIDtN LANE, COVKVT GARDEN.
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